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Preface. The thesis comprises two separate studies, which differ not
only in subject matter but also in methodology. The inclusion of two
distinct studies is regarded as appropriate in a thesis representing
the results of a research trainin.-. The first study sou -ht to clarify
a factual issue: could habituation, an elementary learning ^recess,
occur in h s sleep? The second study is an instance of h -ootheais
testing: do certain re s affect dream content in the manner predicted?
Chapter 1. Tills gives an introduction to sleep. Tt describes
brief1*• the characteristics of TFT (rapid ey* novenent) and NP.FM (non-
REM) sleep. e different behaviour of the autonomic systems In these
two kin's f sleep Is described. A brief historical review of the
relatione":!• between PJT* sloe- and 'reaming is included.
Chapter 2. comprises a review of literature on discrimination,
conditionir and learning during sleep.
Chapter 3. describes orienting, defensive and adaptation reactions
in waiting. It also includes a discussion of the small amount of theory
surrounding the habituation of orienting reactions. The second part
of thi chapter 'iscusses responses to novel stimuli presented during
sleep. third section describes problems and possible artifacts
in the leasureraent of electrodermal and cardiac responses to stimuli.
Cha; ter A« is a discussion of previous word' on habituation in human
sleep. aria studies, largely qualitative, mostly concluded that
habituation as possible in sleep. Only two studies existed which
exaain.d each sleep stage separately. One of these concluded *hat
habitu .tion v s not possible in sleep. '"his study, however, suffers serious
methodological flaws which have not been recognised. The/
/The purpose of the present experiments was thus to remedy
these flaws, and establish whether habituation of autonomic and
electroencephalographs (EEC) responses was possible in human sleep.
Chapter 5« describes the design. Two autonomic responses - skin
potential and heart rate responses - were monitored in each stage of
sleep. EEG responses were also studied in REM jleep and in stage 2
NREM sleep. Possible habituation of these responses to repetitive
tone stimuli was tested, as a function of the interval between stimuli,
in sleep stage REM, in NREH stages 2 and 4» and in daytime controls.
Chapter 6. is a discussion of methodological problems, including
subject selection and data analysis.
Chapter 7. details the actual procedures used.
Chapter 8. describes the results. Habituation of the skin
potential response occurred under all conditions. Heart rate responses
habituate ^in FREM sleep, but did not habituate either in the daytime
controls, when subjects were drowsy, or in REM sleep. EEG responses
in both REM and NREM sleep demonstrated habituation, but for these
responses habituation was markedly affected by interstimulus interval.
Chapter 9. discusses the lack of heart rate response habituation
found in drowsiness and REM sleep. It is considered possible that a
lack of response habituation in some medltatLonal states may be related
to the lack of habituation found here in a state of drowsiness.
The different behaviours of the cardiac, electrodermal and EEG
response systems are regarded as important. It is concluded in/
/in this chapter and in chapter 10 that differences between
the behaviour of the various responses comprising that "orienting
reaotion" have been overlooked too long. The whole concept of
"an orienting reaction" is questioned.
Part B. The Effect of drugs on dreams.
Chapter 11. describes the effects of variota psychoactive drugs
on REM sleep. Most drugs which do affect REM sleep reduce or suppress
it, whether they are stimulants or depressants. Barbiturate and non-
barbiturate hypnotics which suppress REM sleep also reduce the profusion
of eye movements (EMs) in REM sleep.
Chapter i2« reviews the literature rel. ting the physiology of the
REM period to the oontent of dreams derived from REM periods. It is
concluded that the evidenoe is insufficient to support the idea that
EMs in REM sleep are related to the dreamer's shifts of gaze. There
is, however, evidence for some relation between the ♦intensity' of
a dr a. and the 'intensity' of the REM period. There is also evidenoe
that "phasic events" during REM sleep are associated with the appearance
of bizarre elements in dream reports. Differences between thought-
processes and dream-processes in REM and TTREM sleep are discussed.
The chapter also includes a discussion of the relation between REM sleep
and nightmares.
Chapter 13. reviews previous studies of the effects of drugs
on dream oontent.
Chapter 14. describes the purpose of the present study. This was
to test the hypothesis that since barbiturate and non-barbiturate
hypnotics can be said to make REM periods less 'intense', they should/
/should also auk© dreams less 'intense' , given some relation
between the physiology of the HEMP and the dream content*
Chapter 15* describes the various approaches possible to the
quantification of dream content*
Chapter 16* details the method, This involved subjects on
either placeb- , amylobarbltone or nitrazepam for periods of baseline,
•drug*, and withdrawal.
Chapter 17* gives the results. The hypothesis was not supported.
Effects of the drugs on the dreams were scarce, while REM sleep was
drastically affected. However, two nightmares occurred in withdrawal.
Chapter 1G. The discussion of the re; ults stresses the
variability in individuals' subjective responses. It is suggested
that personality may interact with the drug, and that this effect is
a more important influence on dream content than the physiology of
the REM period.
]t is concluded in chapter 19 that dreaming in HEM sleep can be
regarded as part of a continual, 24 hour, mental activity. This is
governed by the level of cortical arousal. In particular-, mental
activity during REM sleep may be interrupted by the "phasic events"
which are also associated with bursts of EMs. Relationships between




This thesis is divided into two parts, and in this respect
it is somewhat unusual. Many theses consist of a series of separate
studies which the author relates in some way. However, I have not
attempted to tie together the two studies in this thesis. Research
for a higher degree is often not treated as a training but as one's
first venture into research. I believe it should remain primarily
(though not 3olely) a training in research. In this frame of reference
I trust that the two parts of this thesis will not be too great a
surprise for the reader. Part A (Habituation in sleep) vras essentially
an exercise in establishing a point of fact - whether an elementary
learning process could occur in sleep. Part B (The effect of drugs
on dreams) was a study conceived quite differently: it was done to
teat a hypothesis which had been only briefly and insufficiently
examined in an earlier study. Thus in certain ways the two studies
are complementary. The first had clearly defined objectives and hence
only a few dependent variables. The second involved a search for
effects, and hence a more extensive examination of a variety of dependent
variables. In this light the reader may be able to understand why I
have chosen to present two essentially separate studies under one cover.
Some of the material in Part A is being published (Firth, 1975a).
The results of the first experiment in Part B are also published (Firth,
1973b)j the final results, however, have yet to be published.
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"One would hardly have thought from
the psychological journals of 1930 to 1960
that a dominant feature of human beings
was their tendency to lie down every 24 hours
and become completely unresponsive (sic2) for






SOME PRELIMINARY IRFORMATIOH ABOUT SLEEP
1. REM and NREH Sleep
Aserinaky and Kleitman's observations (1953) that there are
times during both babies' and adults' sleep when their eyeballs
move about beneath the closed eyelids, and if woken then the adults
will often toll a dream, has resulted in an explosive growth in
research into sleep in the past twanty years.
esearch following Aserinsky and Xleitman's (1953» 1955) emphasised
two kinds of sleep - sleep without eye movements (EMs), and sleep with
eye movements': rapid eye movement, paradoxical or simply REM sleep,
which was seen as being uniquely associated with dreaming. Prior to
Aserinsky's observations, sleep had been classified according to the
system of Loomis et al (1937)* Loomis et al divided sleep into stages A
to E on the basis of the electroencephalograph (EEC). Gtage A (drowsiness)
contains some alpha activity (8-12 Hz). ftage 3 (drowsiness or light
sleep) contains no alpha; the KEG is of low voltage mixed frequency
with some 3-7 Hz activity often prominent. Stage C contains spindles
(12-14'Hz), and K complexes - arousal reactions consisting of one or
more high voltage slow waves with 12-15 Hz activity superimposed.
Stages !) and E contain increasing amounts of high voltage alow waves
(1-2 Hz). Gement and leitnan (1957*0 preferred to assign numbers
instead of letters to these sleep stages. Boorais' stages A and B were
combined into/
1The eye movements referred to hero are rapid, conjugate movements,
not the slow 'rolling' eye movements often observed during drowsiness
at the onset of sleep.
-3-
/into stage 1, and stages C, D and E were denoted stages 2,
3 and 4, Aserinsky and Kleitman had noted that the rapid eye movements
occurred in conjunction with a low voltage EEC. Dement and Kleitman
hence dubbed the sleep with rapid eye movements 'emergent stage 1' -
distinguishing it from 'descending stage 1' at the onset of sleep.
Sleep was thus seen as comprising 5 stages: stages 1 to 4, and
stage 1 emergent, 1-REM, or just HEM (see Fig. 1). However, it came
to be seen that there were profound physiological differences between
REM and non-REM (NREM, or orthodox) sleep, and the view has grown
that there are "two kinds of sleep" or two "states" (Oswald, 1962b;
3nyder, 1963)* They have even been called the S- and D- states: Sleep
and Dream states, with synchronised and desynchronised EEG, i.e. NREM
and REM sleep respectively, (Hartmann, 1967b). Reviews of the physiology
of the two kinds of sleep have been provided by Berger, 1969, Jouvet,
1967, Hartmann, 1967, Oswald, 1969, Shapiro, 1967 and Snyder, 1969.
Briefly, REM sleep is associated with profound loss of hyoid muscle
tone (Berger, 1961), brain temperatures and blood flow which are as high
or higher than in waking (Kawamura and Sawyer, 1965, Baust, 1967), variable
and high heart rate and respiration rates relative to those in NREM sleep
(Snyder et al 1964).
Penile erections are also noted in REM sleep, but are rare in NREM
sleep. Patterns of discharge of single neurons are different in REM
and NREM sleep (Huttenlocher, 1961; Evarts, 1969)-
Although we are far from understanding the mechanisms of REM/
-4-
/REM and IfREM sleep with any certainty, they appear to
be controlled by two distinct systems neurophysiologically.
Thus, a cortex is necessary for the appearance of EEG slow wave
activity (though behavioural sleep can occur in the decorticate oat)*
If a lesion is made in the dorsolateral pons, REM sleep does not occur,
but HREM sleep is unimpaired (Jouvet, 1967# 1969 )• There is
disagreement about the biochemical control of sleep, but it does
seem that biochemically speaking as well as neurophysiologically
speaking sleep is of two kinds, RESI and IfREM, and not merely a
continuum of depth.
Recently certain hormonal changes have been linked to the
•two kindr' of sleep. Human growth hormone (HGH) i3 released
largely in the early hours of sleep, and its release appears to be
related to the occurrence of slow wave sleep (Parker et al 1969 )•
By contrast, testosterone release is apparently related to REM sleep
periods (Evant et al 1971a Evans "t al 1971b)*
2. Autonomic aspects of P ;:,I and NP.KM sleep
Reviews of particularly autonomic functioning in the "two kindsM
of sleep have been presented by Snyder (19 67, 1971 )• The occurrence
of penile erections Is probably the autonomic event which most dearly
discriminates REM from NREM sleep. This association was first
noticed by Oswald (1962, p142), and subsequently confirmed by Fisher
et al (1965 ) aj d Karac&n et al (1966 )• At least 30,5 of REM periods
(Ri&IPs), are apparently accompanied by erections, and although erections
do occasionally occur in HHEM sleep (other than immediately before or
after REMPs), this happens only rarely unless REM deprivation is/
/is achieved by drugs or by waking, when erections may break
through into HREM sleep (Fisher, 1966, 1967)* Be tumescence during REMPe
appears to be related to anxiety in the dream oontent associated with the
HEMP (Karacan, 1966)*
Aserinsky and Kleitman (1955) originally reported that both heart
rate and respiration rates were higher in REMPs than in HREM sleep
either preceding or following the REMPs, and this hae been confirmed
repeatedly since (e.g. Shapiro, et al 1964)t along with the finding
that independent of sleep stage both heart rate and respiration
rate decrease from the start to the end of the night (Snyder et al 1964)*
More striking than the slight rise in mean rates during REMPs
is the increase in the variability of respiration and heart rate
in REM sleep, first noted by Jouvet et al (1960). Aserinsiy (1965)
noted a consistent relationship between bursts of eye movements in REMPs
and variations in respiration rate, and Robson et al (1965) also found
that variations in respiratory rate were often associated with bursts
of eye movements, although they did not report such a consistent relationship
as did Aserinsky.
As has been mentioned, mean respiration and heart rates decline
slowly through the ni$it. REMPs alternate with EREH sleep roughly
every 1& hours in man, RREM sleep consisting chiefly of stages 3 and 4
early in the night, with more stage 2 late in the ni$Jt. It used
to be a cornsoi| assumption that stage 4 was the 'deepest' stage of sleep -
such an idea readily stems from the fact that stage 4 sleep contains the
greatest amount of alow wave activity of any aleep stagej furthermore,
arousal thresholds are high in stage 4 (Rechtsohaffen et al 1966).
Heart rate, skin conductance and/
/and other autonomic measures have often been used as
indicators of 'arousal1 in waking subjects. If, however, heart
rate and respiration rate decline during the night as the KEG
progressively (if irregularly) lightens, it becomes clear that
concepts of sleep 'depth' cease to be of much use. REM sleep
is sometimes referred to as 'paradoxical' sleep because the EEG
more nearly resembles that of an awake, alert organism which is
behaviourally the reverse of alert. If vse adopt the "obvious"
concept of sleep depth - the layman's idea (how difficult is the
sleeper to waken?) - then we see that REM sleep cannot be placed
anywhere on a dimension of sleep depth. For to arouse the sleeper
with a 'neutral' sound, RK.M sleep is as 'deep' as stage 4J but
using a reinforced stimulus reveals that REM sleep can be a light
stage of sleep (Villiaras et al. 1966). The sleeper will respond
to a meaningful stimulus, but not to one that has no significance for
him.
ikin resistance rises rapidly at the onset of sleep, and falls
abruptly on waking. However, it is by no means clear that basal
skin resistance shows any consistent changes within sleep in relation
to sleep stage changes. While Hawkins et al (1962) reported that
skin resistance rose during REMPs, this has not been confirmed -
Tart (19«7)» for instance, failed to find any changes with REMPsj
indeed, although he described a alow fall in resistance after the
first hour of 3leep (stages 3 and 4)* be noted subjects who showed
consistent rises all night.
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There is widespread agreement on the other hand about
the occurrence of spontaneous fluctuations in skin resistance
and skin potential. These pocur extensively in stag® 3 and 4
sleep (slow-wave sleep or SW3), often in "storms'* lasting continually
for several minutes at a time (Oswald, Taylor and Trieoman, 1959 »
Lester et al 1967 )» whereas such spontaneous fluctuations are very
rare in REM sipen,
Johnson (1966 ) and Snyder (196? ) have both reported that
finger plethysmography fluctuations are most frequent in REM sleep
and least frequent in stage 4 sleep. Thus, cardiovascular variability
is greatest in REM, and electrodermal variability greatest in HREH
sleep.
3. REM sleep and dreaming
Following the early experiments of Aserinsky and Kleitman (1955 )»
Dement and Kl< ' tman (19 57b), Dement and Wo1pert (195® ) end Wolpert
and Trosman (1958 ), one of the important distinctions between REM
and KREM sleep was felt to be that dreaming occurred in REM sleep but
not in NREM sleep. This was seen ae e fundamental distinction
between the two sorts of sleep. Thus when in the aarly studies
"dreams" were recalled after more than b&fr of wakings from REHPa,
and after only about 10^ of wakings from NREM sleep, it was assumed
that the dreams recalled from NREM sleep were fragments of dreams
whioh had taken place during the previous REMP. Failures to rooall
dreams from REMPs were ascribed to interference by the waking process
(or repression) rather than to a laok of actual dreaming. Dement
and Wolpert (1958 ) remarked that recent studies appeared "to have
conclusively established rapid eye movements as an objective criterion
of dream activity".
-8-
Thi.8 optimism was hardly surprising only a few years after
Aserinsky's discoveries. The extensive explorations of those like
Maury nearly a century before (1865 ) into the dreams that occi s
at the onset of sleep were regarded as something different. They
were "hypnagogic hallucinations" (Maury's term)? they were seen
as something totally distinct from (REM) dreaming.
While further work after 1960 suggested more and mors that
REM and NREM were two distinct "states" physiologically, this
assumption has been steadily weakened as regards the psychological
differentiation between REM and NRSM. Foulkes in 1962 published
the results of a Ph.D. investigating dream reports from different
stages of sleep. He found that some mental content ("mentation")
was recalled from three quarters of all IREM awakenings, and that
"dreams" were recalled on slightly more than half of wakings even from
stage 5 and 4 r'ep. whether dreaming actually occurs during all
stages of sleep is still t t issue - sufficiently so for Eoulkes
to feel the need to defend himself against sceptics (Poulkes, 1967 )•
But early ideas about the significance of REM sleep as dream
sleep have changed. In 1960 Dement reported the results of an
experiment in whioh subjects were deprived of REM 3leep by waking
them from it. They became irritable, anxious, and one subject
"quit the study in apparent panic". Since REM sleep significantly
exceeded normal limits (17 to 25$ of total sleep) on the recovery
nights, and since control subjects woken equally often from HRKM
sleep showed no effeots, Dement interpreted hiB results in terms
of a "need to dream". However, subsequent work hy Snyder/
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/Snyder (1963 ), Kales et al (1964 )» Sampson (1966 ) and
Agnew et al (19&7 ) - reviewed by Webb (1969 ) t has minimised
the psychological changes following; REM deprivation.
The occurrence of a recovery process from REM deprivation
by drugs #iich more than compensates for the lost REM sleep (Oowald,
1969c) argues that there is more to REM sleep than merely the •'need
to dream". The 1•• e amounts of REM sleep taken by kittens whose
eyes are not even open in their first week of life (Val&ix et al 1964 )
is another fact which looms large in the minds of those who are now
dubious of the clear relationship which seemed to exist around
1960 between REM sleep and dreaming. The status of this relationship
will be discussed more fully in Chapters. In particular, the way -j
in which phasic events have come to be seen as the important
constituents of REM s3.e©p (and also NREM 3leep) has considerably
altered the tenor of ideas about the relation of dreaming to different
J
aspects of sleep.
4. Patterns of sleep and measures of sleep
REM and HREM sleep alternate during the night. Except in
some narcoleptics, who may pass directly into REM sleep at the start
of the night (ftechtschaffen et al 1963b; Oswald, 19696)» sleep always
starts with a period of NREM sleep. Prom wakefulness the subject
passes through stages 1, and 3 to stage 4; a period of 3WS
(stages 3 and 4) la3ts typically about 50 minutes before there is a
return to stage 2, usually with a brief period of REM sleep. The
cycle is then repeated, with another period of SWS, and after about
90 minutes, another REMP. As the night wears on, there is less/
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/less SWS in the HREM sleep periods, and the REMPs become
longer. At the dtart of the night, the first HEMP lasts about
5 minutes or less, the second 10 or 15, the third about 20, an . the
fourth and subsequent REMPs may last around half an hour. The
actual sleep pattern, however, tends to be somewhat more broken
than this ideal picture would suggest. If each 20 second 'epoch1
is scored as being 'i one and only one stage, then anything between
70 and 150 stage changes will occur in a 'typical' night, though
this figure is subject to large individual differences.
"I
The first measure that may be made of a night's sleep is the
delay to sleep. This can be defined in various ways, but is
conveniently taken to be the time between 'lights out' and the
first stage 2 sleep (as defined by the internationally standard
manual of Rechtachaffen and Kales, 1968). Some workers choose
instead to use the time to the first stage 1 of the night. The
choice i8 essentially arbitrary, but in subjective terms stage 1
is not perceived as 'sleep'. Thus Lewis (1969b) found that
relative to EEG estimates of sleep onset as occurring at the first
stage 2 of the night, subjects judged themselves to have taken
even longer to get to sleep. Drowsiness at the start of the night
was regarded by subjects as part of the "awake" period rather than
the "asleep" period. :Ls appears to be in contrast to Wbjectsj'
perception of wakefulness during the night, for brief arousals. j
Thus Lewis's subjects who had not had medication, when asked to
estimate how many times they woke during the night, gave a figure
which agreed fairly well with the number of arousals to wakefulness/
-n-
/wakefulness lasting one minute or more.
Another convenient measure derivable from the EEG sleep
record is the delay to REM sleep, from sleep onset. This meas re
("delay to HEM" or "REM latency") has a normal lower limit of about
45 minutes. Oswald and Thaco.e (1963) estimated that this value
would be exceeded in all but one or two in every hundred records}
Lewis (1969 P«14) confirmed this estimate. The delay to REM is
however on occasion much Ion .er than the typical 60 minutes. Some¬
times the first HEMP is "missed", or to be more accurate, REM sleep
itself does not occur at the end of the first cycle of 3W3. A
very brief period of stage 2, perhaps with arousals to stage 1,
is followed by a return to SWS for another hour. In these cases
the delay to REM sleep is not uncommonly as long as 150 minutes.
This is especially liable to occur when drugs suppress RE" sleep.
A variety f other measures of sleep can be extracted from
a night of ESG record whi h has been scored into sleep stages
epoch by epoch. The total sleep time (TST), total time in each
of the stages, and percent (of total sleep time) in each of the
stages are commonly used parameters of sleep. They have not been
used in these studies, however, sino© with sleep interrupted or
disturbed (subjects being woken up, or stimuli presented during the
night), comparisons with normative data would have little meaning, j
Other measures f sleep which oan be derived from an epoch by epoch
analysis involve stage changes. For instance, the number of changes
to stage 1 or wakefulness can be used to assess how •restless' sleep
is.
-1^-
Other parameters of sleep require a more detailed analysis
of the night *e records, For instance, snail body movements may
be counted from the record of muscle activity (EMG) - this prov dee
another index of 'restless' sleep, which has been used tn a study
of the effect of a beverage on s leep (Bresinova and Oswald, ^9^)•
One of the concepts which has gained importance in recent
years is the distinction between phasic and tonic aspects of sleep,
especially in REM sleep, Moruszi (1965 ) first discussed the ides
that as important a distinction as that between REM and HR2M sleep
was that between 'phasic' and 'tonic' aspects of REM sleep. The
predominantly low voltage mixed frequency EEG is the most obvious
tonic - i.o, persisting - aspect of REM sleep. The rapid eye
movements themselves are the most obvious phasic - i.e. transitory -
aspects. Bursts of eye movements are correlated with other 'phasic'
events such as fianges in respiration rate, plethysmography responses,
electroderaal responses, t -id periorbital phasic integrated potentials
(PIPs) (Spreng et al 1968} Aserirsky, 1965 » 1967at Broughton et al
1965 J Rechtschaffenj et al 1$70lit would appear that PIPs indicate
the occurrence of ponto-geniculate-occipital (PGO) spike activity
in humans, PGO activity is apparently important in its own right,
and it has been postulated that REM sleep in fact merely serves to
allow the release of PGO activity (Dement, 1969 )• Whatever the
merits of such a hypothesis, the experiments by Dement en the
deprivation of PGO activity in the cat, which results in a much
enhanced REM 'rebound' or compensation on recovery, do indicate
that PGO activity is undoubtedly not a marginal aspect of REM/
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/REM sleep (Dement, 1969 )•
Since PGO spikes are highly correlated with EM bursts
in the cat (Bizzi and Brooks, 196J? ; Michel et al 19^4 I Jae inerod
et al 1965 ana Jouvet, 1969 ), and since also in man EM bursts
are highly correlated with tho nearest measurable variable - PIPo -
it would seem that EMs are a good index of functionally important
phasic activity 1 hie human brain, The recording of PIPs in the
human necessitates fairly sophisticated amplification procedures,
but the recording of EMs does not,
EMs are normally recorded (as two channels of electro-oculogram)
along with the EEG of a night's sleep recording. Counting the
number of EMs occurring in a given REM? is one way by which the
"quantification" of REM sleep can be achieved (Lewis, 1968b),
However, this procedure is extremely tedious, and so other schemes
have been devised. The fact that eye movements tend to occur in
bursts, instead of being uniformly distributed throughout EEMPs
(Aserinsky, 1971) enables an estimate of EM "profusion" to be mad©
by counting the number of short epochs which actually contain eye
movements. Each epoch within the period scored as REM sleep is
scored as either containing, or as not containing eye movement.
Such scores are to be distinguished carefully from the "density"
of EMs: such a term re.: rs to the number of EMs per unit time,
i.e. it necessitates the counting of the aotual number of eye movements
as in the study of Lewis, 1968b. If the length of the epoch used
for scoring is very small, and is comparable with the minimum interval
between actual eye movements (less than .1 sec), then the profusion/
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/profuslon score approximates to the true density for
that particular duration of BEM sleep.
As the length of the chosen epoch lengthens, a profusion
soore ceases to be an indication of the number of eye movements,
and becomes instead an indication of the number of Eli bursts#
Aaerinaky (1971 ) has presented an excellent description of the
distribution of £71£ 11' in normal HEM sleep. The modal interval
between successive EMe was eround #5 see# The distribution of EM
intervals appeared to contain another peak just beyond 16 sec, which
was interpreted as reflecting the mode for intervals between bursts.
Calling EMs less than 6 sec apart part of a burst, the median burst
length (i.e. duration) was 2j>- sec#
The use of epochs for scoring the presence of eye movements
whioh are as long as the epochs used for scoring sleep stages turns
an 'eye movement profusion' soore into an index of how much of the
REMP is 'active' and how luoh is 1 quiescent1,
dauri and Hawkins (1971) briefly discuss the various measures
whioh have been used, although they unfortunately refer to EM "density"
wnere they should use "profusion"# However, they do recognise that
the short and long epochs have different meanings. They cloose to
use the number of 2,5 epochs with Eds aa an "SM index", and the
number of 50 sec epc s dth EMs aa an indicator of "the percentage
of phasic REM".
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5* Reliability of sleep atags scoring:
Despite large between-subject differences in the characteristics
of a night's sleep, Williams et al (1964b) reported that the sleep of
a given individual is highly consistent froa night to night. Thus
an individual who spends 22/ of one night's sleep in RIM sleep is likely
to spend 22,.' of the next night's sleep in REM too. One exception to
this is the so-called 'first night effect' (Agnew, Webb and Williams, 1966),
The first night of laboratory sleep - presumably the first night in any
strange environment - is characterised by more wakings, more shifts
between stages, and longer latencies to stage 4 and to REM sleep, with
slightly lower amounts of REM sleep during the night. The mean latency
to REM sleep after sleep onset (stage 2) was 106 min on the first night,
but dropped to 85 min by the second night in the study by Agnew, Webb
and Williams.
Webb and Agnew (1969) examined the correlations between the amounts
of each stage on successive nights after the first night, and found
good correlations for NREM sleep stages - between ,5 and ,7 - on
successive nights. Correlations for REM sleep on successive nights
were somewhat lower - just under ,5 for the 20-50 age group. More
recently, Moses et al (1972) have examined correlations over suooesaive
nights for 20 subjects aged 17 to 21, They found significant correlations
(,4 to ,6) across nights for the percent time in each NREM sleep stage,
but no significant correlation for REM sleep across nights, nor for
the delay to sleep or delay to REM sleep, nor for total sleep time (TST).
It is in fact not surprising that if TST is not reliable across/
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/aerosa nights, then percent HEM sleep should not be either,
for while the amount of slow-wave sleep is relatively independent
of total sleep time (Hartmann et al 1971k)» not only does the absolute
amount of RIM sleep increase with increasing TST, but so does the
percentage of REM sleep (Lewis, 1969*0• do not know wbother HIM
sleep amounts would be reliable across nights were TST controlled#
Reliability across nights essentially gives an idea of how
representative is one night's sleep rather than another, and needs to
be borne in mind if we can only sample one night of sleep, What of
the reliability of sleep variables between scorers? Monroe (1969)
reported an extensive investigation of reliability between 28 raters
in 14 laboratories# One man's record for one night was scored by
all. Variation in the amounts of N3EM sleep scored was large, the
standard deviation (s.d) being roughly one third of the mean score
for stages 1, 5 and 4, The s,d, for stage 2 was only one tenth of
the mean time scored, while for REMcsleep the s.d, was only one
twentieth of the mean amount of REM sleep eoored. Experience in
scoring reoorda led to a higher consistency between scores for the
NREM sleep stages. For scoring REM sleep, total sleep time, delay
to sleep and awakenings, however, greater experience was not a factor
in inducing greater consistency# In fact it emerged that TST, delay
to sleep onset, and the amount of REM sleep oould be scored with
relatively high reliability between scorers#
At about the time of Monroe's paper, a standard manual was published
(Rechtsehaffen and Kales, 1968)# Vogel et al (1972) have studied
reliability of Bleep stage scoring (within one/
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/one laboratory) since the standard scoring system has been
issued, and reported percentage agreements on the number of 30 3ec
epochs scored in any one stage. mhey found agreement was below 9(¥fo
for waking, drowsiness, and stages 3 and 4. por stage 2, REM sleep
and TR? it wen shove 95'. "Hiese reliabilities had, however, been
increased by two changes in the standard criteria designed to increase
reliability. 'overtholess, it is clear that the discrimination of the
various ' "EM sleep stages by different scorers in not a reliable process,
but the scor >r: • of "" sleep is a highly reliable process in the normal
subject.
""•he use of drugs (in the second of the3e studies) poses f^-esh
problems. Because drugs which affect sleep ray also affect the KEG,
reliability of slcer stage classification nay be affected. Roth
barbiturates and benzodiazepines (nitrazepam, chlcrdiazeporide, diazepam)
nay introduce fast activity to the "EG in drowsiness and REM sleep, as
in Figs. 16 and 17. Moreover on high doses, these drugs nay cause a
little confusion. For instance, in the transition between stage 2
and ' 3leep, 12-14 Hz activity (spindles) in sta-e 2 nay become
faster in frequency until an 10Hz activity is present with occasional
eye movements. The transition between REM and MRM1! sleet is then harder
to define than in Jrug-free records. "or thin reason a retrospective
study .a.: aula of test-re test reliability in these studies, "ive placebo
subject-nights (excluding withdrawal) and five subject-nights on drug
were reacored for all sleep stages six -onthe after the last record
had boen scored. The results are given in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that reliabilities for stage REM,
stage 4 and stage 1 are very high. Reliabilities for wakefulness
during the night, and for stage 2 are moderate. The reliability
for stage 3 is very poorj as a correlation coefficient between two
judgements it is only just significant. This very low reliability
for stage 3 scaring was also noted by Monroe (1969)* and its
recognition has no doub.t been one reason for the increasing tendenoy
for sleep researchers to combine stages 3 and 4 into one category,
"slow-wave sleep".
Also given in Table 1 is the correlation between separate scorings
of the same ten records for eye movement profusion. It can be
seen that with a correlation of .98 between two judgements this is
a highly reliable measure.
DROWSINESS NON-REM SLEEP STAGE 1
Isec
EEG OF REM SLEEP
Saw-tooth waves! 3c/sec]
FIGURE 1. THE EEG IN WAKEFULNESS, 2H0W3INE3S, REM AND NCN-REM SLEEP.
Note the alpha rhythm in wakefulness, the saw-tooth waves
in REM sleep, and the K-complexea in ato^e 2. The upper
channel(s) are in eaoh case frontal derivational the lower
channel ia a parietal derivation.
TABLE 1.
RELIABILITIES FOE SLEEP STAGE SCORING AMD FOR BYE MOVEMENT PROFUSION
Sleep atsj -a; Test-retest reliabilities for ten records
reseored at least 3ix months after they had
been scored originally. The ten records
comprised five placebo, and five 'drug'
records chosen randomly.
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients:
Wakefulness : 0,86
Stage 1 : 0.96
Stage 2 : 0,01
Stage 3 : 0,62
Stage 4 t 0.95
Stage REM i 0.95
Eye movement profusion scores: Te3t-retest reliabilities for the same
ten records, for the number of two second
epochs with eye movements in the five
minutes preceding each experimental KEMP
awakening.
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is 0,980
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1• Learning and discrimination in sleep:
Habituation is one of the simplest form® of learning:
it is learning not to respond to an irrelevant stimulus* Defin¬
itions of habituation usually include two elements. First, habituation
is seen as a decline in some (unlearned) response as a function of
repeated stimulation. Second, many definitions include the stipulation
that habituation be a ♦central1 event, to be distinguished from
receptor adaptation or effector fatigue (Harris, 1945J Thompson,
1967)* Thompson (1967» P*499) defined habituation as "a decrease
in response as the result of repeated stimulation. It is usually
distinguished from reoeptor adaptation (a decrease in receptor response
to a constant stimulus), and faros effector fatigue *,* in other wards,
habituation is generally believed to be a central event"* Martin
(1964) has however oritioised this emphasis upon habituation as •central'.
She argues "Such views are ineluctably related to a somewhat outmoded
reflex-circuit view of central nervous system organisation, whereas
current neurophysiologies! research points consistently towards
extensive modification of incoming signals at every level from the
receptor upwards" (1964* p59)* Martin goes on to argue that "there
is clearly a very strong case for insisting that the term "response
decrement" replace the more common adaptation and habituation*
While Martin's insistence upon a continuum between sensory adaptation,
habituation, conditioned response extinction and higher forms of/
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/of learning la probably overstated (parallels between
habituation and extinction may be gross rather than precise, as
Kling and Stevenson have argued, 1970) - nevertheless, it can be
useful to look at habituation within the wider context of learning*
It would appear that in sleep learning of relatively simple
kinds does not take place* While learning of word-pairs has been
claimed by a number of workers, these studies have generally been
vitiated by the possibility that material was presented when subjects
could have been awake for brief periods in the night without the
experimenter's knowledge, since EEG criteria of sleep have rarely
been used in sleep learning studies (Lewis, 1968a)* Carefully
controlled studies by Simon and Emmons (19 55» 1956) have shown
on the other hand that retention of question and answer type
material when subjects were in sleep level C or 'deeper* (sleep
stages 2, 3 or 4) was effectively zero, or could be accounted
for by guessing. Moreover, recognition scores (generally regarded
as a more sensitive test of learning than unaided reoall' were no
higher for subjects exposed to material in sleep levels B to 8
(stages 1 to 4) than for a control group* A recent study by Bruce
et al (1970) also failed to find any evidence for the ability to
learn pairs of nonsense syllables during slow wave sleep, Never¬
theless in a recent study Evans and Orchard (1969) did show 105S
correct recognition of material presented in stage 2 sleep when
tested the following morning, using subjects specially selected for
responsiveness in sleep who were given a pre-sleep 'set' for sleep/
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/sleep learning. These particular aspects of subject
selection and induction of a 'set* to learn were chosen deliberately
to reproduoe current Soviet methods in sleep learning experiments1.
Unfortunately, at the time of the Simon and Emmons studies
it was not customary to distinguish REM sleep from stage 1 (NREM)
sleep, and we cannot know which occurred when they refer to 'stafee B',
It has been postulated that REM sleep funotions to consolidate
memory Dewan, 1968, 1969) - in contrast to HREM sleep which
as Portnoff et al (1966) showed, allows less retention of material
previously presented than does a comparable period of wakefulness,
Even if consolidation of learning does take place in REM sleep, we
have no reason to expect retention of material presented during
ongoing REM sleep to be good - indeed we should rather expect the
reverse if external stimuli were 'blocked off1 in some way to allow
consolidation to take place. If we identify Simon and Emmons' stage B
with REM sleep, we can conclude that learning is no more possible
in REM than in NREM sleep. Recently, however, Soskovec and Cooper
(1969) achieved 30retention of Russian-English word pairs presented
in REM sleep to subjects given posthypnotic suggestion that they would
learn the words. This Is in contrast to 90/' retention in a waking
control (without posthypnotic suggestion). The authors concluded
that learning in REM sleep was 'possible but not practical',
4
As I have argued elsewhere (1971) studies such as those by Simon
and Emmons do not invalidate the idea that learning while the subject
is in bed is possible - here, however, we are concerned solely with
the Question of whether subjects can learn while actually aaleep.
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Conditionlng is a relatively simple form of learning, almost
as elementary as habituation. It would seem from MeDonald's (1?66)
study that conditioning is not possible even in very light sleep.
McDonald found no evidence at all of conditioning in a group with
an average sleep rating of 1 (on a scale of 0-4, 0 being alert
wakefulness). McDonald actually classified in his light sleep
group all who "showed EEC evidence of sleep" at any point in the
hour long experiment. However, Beh and Barratt (1965) and Weinberg
(1966) have both reported some suocess, Beh and Barratt in particular
managed to condition and extinguish the EEG K-coaplex - a stage 2
response to a tone stimulus - using a mild shook as the unconditioned
stimulus (this did not wakon the subjects and produced only K-oomplexes).
The conditional stimulus was a 300 HZ ton©f a 300 HZ tone not paired
to shock served as a control. Weinberg required a motor response
from his subjects, so the influence of arousal shortly after the
stimulus cannot be ruled out. Beh and Barratt on the other hand
do seem to have demonstrated conditioning during ongoing sleep.
t
I believe however that their results are in fact consistent with
MoDonald's, since he tried conditioning In what would generally be
regarded as drowsiness (EEG stage 1, presumably to be identified
with McDonald's rating 1). How considering together the results
of MoDonald'et al (1964) - they found heart rate response habituation
was not possible in drowsiness - and those of McDonald and Carpenter
(1966) - they found heart rate response habituation was possible
in sleep proper - it seems that simple learning processes may be
especially difficult in drowsihesa or very light sleep. So it/
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/it may well be that conditioning is in faot possible in
any but the lightest sleep.
Oswald (1959, 1960), studying the way in which repetitive
stimulation (in this case electric shocks) led to the development
of sleep, reported habituation of the skin potential response in
subjects as they developed EES signs of drowsiness. Both Patrlov
(1927» P256) and Bokolov (1965a, p120) report that the development
of drowsiness coincides with habituation of the OS. Bohlin (1971),
specifically investigating the interrelationship between sleep onset
and habituation, found a highly significant correlation between
the two. Howover, although it would appear that the development
of drowsiness and sleep is associated with the extinction of electro-
dermal responses initially present in the alert subject, it does
not follow that drowsiness is an inhibitory condition which prevents
responses that night occur otherwise in sleep or wakefulness
(Karimova, 1961)♦ For if stimuli are continued, responses may
reappear, and they are then very persistent (Sokolov, 1965a, p120, 121j
Sokolov and Paramonova, 1961).
Habituation is simpler than conditioning in that it does not
require the formation of a connection between two stimuli, being
merely a response decrement due to repetition of a stimulus where
the response to the stimulus is unlearned. But habituation requires
that at some level of the nervous system a 'memory' must operate
over the time interval between successive stimuli, as Stern (1968)




/the response to the second and subsequent stimuli is not
the same as the response to the novel presentation of the stimuli*.
Following a model of the habituation process along the lines
of Sokolov (19&0), the mechanisms which will be necessary for
habituation to occur in sleep are as follows# First, the stimulus
must b© able to pass any filters in order to be registered. The
test of this is simply whether or not a stimulus produces an observable
response. Second, the organism must be able to store a *model*
of a stimulus for at least the interval between successive stimuli
(the interstimulus interval). Third, the organism must be able to
discriminate the trace or model of the initial stimulus from the
following stimulus sufficiently well to determine a •match* or a
•mismatch' between the two.
Can humans discriminate while aslaep? That complex discrim¬
ination of meaningful information is possible in NREM sleep has
been demonstrated conclusively by Oswald et al. (i960). They showed
that during stage 2 sleep subjects disoriiainata between their own and
other names. Oswald et al presented subjects* own names and 55 other
names under identical conditions, and using blind scoring, showed
that EEG responses 00curred significantly more often to *own* names
than to others* (p^.001). Moreover, this discrimination must have
occurred before the EEG arousal response, since it was the occurrence
of these K-complexes which discriminated between the names. Further,
this effect was significant (p^.01) when all trials on which the
subject showed movement or arousal to a lighter stage of sleep were
excluded, demonstrating that this discrimination could occur in
ongoing sleep. Subjects were used as controls for eaoh other since/
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/since among the 56 names used were the names of all staff
and students in the laboratory, and the recording was made up
before it was known which of these would be the subjects. Even
had the names of some laboratory members been spoken louder, the
technique of using one recording for all subjects Controlled for
the effect of extra stress leading to increased responding to the
subject's own name. That this discrimination is not the result
of some overlearned mechanism for responding to one's own name
was shown also. Subjects were instructed to respond by awakening
and fist clenching to one nara< other than their own before they
went to sleep. Significantly more hand movements were shown to
this other name than to any other of the 54 names (p <".001),
Lastly, it was also shown that subjects could discriminate between
names and meaningless sounds - the names played backwards - during
sleep.
Discrimination, as evidenced by differential incorporation
of meaningful material, is also possible in REM sleep, Castaldo
and Holtzman (1967) showed that playing a subject's own voice during
tBK sleep resulted in dreams in which the subject was more active,
assertive and independent than if some other person's voice was used.
Berger (19*>3) using blind matching, obtained a highly significant
eorrespondence between names played to subjects in REM sleep and
the content of their dreams reported on subsequent awakening. Dream
incorporation of names in distorted fashion shows that in REM
sleep the subject not only processes the stimulus as a name rather/
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/rather than a meaningless sound, but aan register and
process the content of that name} further, this information mues
be 'stored1 for the time between the stimulus and the subsequent
awakening when the dream narrative is delivered* Discrimination
of stimuli in REM «leep is evidenoed also by the different arousal
threshold for signal and non-signal stimuli in REM sleep (Williams
et al 1966)*
In REH sleep both discriminative ability and storage of
externally presented stimuli can occur* These abilities imply
that habituation in REM sleep night at least be possible* (Hot
that there need be any connection between the short term 'memory*
processes underlying habituation, and processes underlying short
term memory of the sort that would be required for dream recall,
for instance)* In HREM sleep discrimination can occur, but there
is little to suggest functioning memory processes* Besides the
evidenoe that 'sleep learning* itself is hardly possible in RREM
sleep, it has been argued that a failure of memory in NREM sleep
is the chief reason for less recall of content after NREM wakings
than after REM wakings (Berger, 1971)* However, in so much as
habituation may involve different •memory* systems from those
employed in sleep learning, we might still expect to find that
habituation is possible in sleep*
2* Habituation and bleep: Neurophysiology tells us nothing:
Reviews of work on habituation from a physiological standpoint
include Thompson and Spencer (1966), Thompson (196?)# Hinds (1966)
and Horn and Hinde (1970)* The psychologist!, rather than/
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FIGURE 28. SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OP DREAMING: TWO SUBJECTS ON AMYLO-
BARBITONE.
(a) Subject C.M. experiences no change in dreaming during
the course of the experiment.
(h) Subject B.J. experiences less dreaming while on the full
dose of amylobarhitone. He reports his dreaming is "back
to normal on withdrawal of the drug.
/than physiological interest here is upon what sorts of
mechanisms might be responsible for habituation rather than the
exact nature of those mechanisms (DeutSGh, 1960, p*10-12)*
The model of the orienting reaction (OR) and its habituation
dokolov put forward in 1960 demands an inhibitory effeot by the
cortex on the reticular formation (r.f.) during habituation* Row
it does seem likely that the retioular system, which mediates
behavioural arousal, mediates behavioural and autonomic • apeots
of the OS ,(Sharpies3 and Jasper, 1956), Moreover, thai; the oortex
has inhibitory effects on the retioular formation has frequently
been argued (hell, Bonvallet and Hugelin, 1961| Jouvet, 1961).
Such observations as those on rabbits by Horn (1966), in which he has
shown that habituation of single oell responses to sensory stimulation
oan be blocked by removal of the neocortex, do support a model of
Sokolov'a type, with active inhibition of the r.f* by the oortex,
the crucial step in producing habituation*
Ablation of structures however is not necessarily a reliable
method of determining their function (Beutsch, 1960, p.167-170)*
While it seems clear from such studies that the cortex plays some
role in the development of habituation, it is difficult to predict
the effect of sleep* Despite Maokworth's statement (1969, p10l)
that the (supposed) lack of habituation in sleep might be due to the
removal of cortical inhibition, the cortex is not ablated in sleep)
There is no direot evidence on whether H8EM sleep affects 'oortioal
inhibition* in a way which could interfere with habituation*
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That cortical activity night he depressed in either NREII or ISM
sleep (and Evarta findings (1961) give us no reason to suppose
this) does not itself imply that any specific cortical inhibitory
action mediating habituation is itself necessarily depressed or
abolished.
Thus Marfcworth's statement is too vague to be of use. If
Douglas and Pribram*s (19S6) theory of learning is anything to go
by, to predict the effect of sleep on habituation we should need
to have far more precise information on changes in the aotivity of
specific inhibitory neurons from wakefulness to sleep. Douglas
and Pribram's theory involves the hippocampus and frontal cortex
in a complex interplay of 'collateral* and 'recurrent' inhibition*
Collateral inhibition here is the inhibition of one neuron by
another; recurrent inhibition is self inhibition by a single
neuron due to its own activity; these two mechanisms are seen
as being mutually antagonistic. Pribram's (1967) ®odel of the
response to a repetitive stimulus involves:
(1) an alerting reaction or orienting reaction, a function of
'enhanced contrast' produced by collateral inhibition;
(2) focussing and registration, mediated by the frontotesporal
cortex; and
(3) habituation, due to an enhancement of recurrent inhibition.
It is clearly possible on Douglas and Pribram's model that HKEM
sleep, if it were associated with changes in the activity of inhibitory
neurons in the cortex, would affect habituation; but it is impossible
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/impossible to tell in which direction. So slight ft change
in alertness &s asking subjects to "pay attention" can abolish
habituation (Korn and Moyer, 1968) * what on earth will sleep do?
neither Sokolov^s simple model of 1960 nor Douglas and Pribram's
theory are much help; we simply do not know enough either about which
structures are important in habituation nor about what sleep does to
neuronal activity to prediot what sleep will do to habituation.
CHAPTER THREE
THE "PRIESTIHG REACTION"
1• The "Orienting Reaction" in Wakefulness
The "orienting reflex", "response" car "reaction"1 (OR) as it is
variously called, occur© to a novel stimulus, and typically involves
many components, postural, autonomic, and electroencephalograph!c
(Sokolov, 196O, 1965a, bf Lynn, 19661 Johnson and Lubin, 1967)*
I shall concern myself here with responses to auditory stimuli, and
with the autonomic and EEC response components, ant not attempt to review
all the literature on the OR. In an awake animal, provided the stimulus
is not too intense, painful, or conditioned to another stimulus, the
responses will normally habituate if the stimulus is repeatedly presented.
(However, Puredy (1968, 1969) has reported that plethysmography changes
do not neoessarily habituate, whioh poees problems for a conventional view
of the OR: he warns against assuming that all autonomist responses are
neoessarily part of the OR).
The literature on the OR is extensive, and much of it has come from
the Soviet Union and from Sokolov in particular. Rasran (1961)# Gray (1966)
and Lynn (1966) have provided reviews of the Soviet literature. A good
deal of this, and many of the studies in the West, ooncern the relationship
between the OR and conditioned responses. However, in this study the
components of the OR have been used, to determine whether habituation of an
unlearned response can occur in states of sleep.
II have ohaaen the term orienting reaction rather than response or
reflex in this study because the phenomenon manifests itself as a
complex of several responses in different modalities 1 it is not one
response or reflex at all, for the different components do not always
occur together even in the awake alert organism. v/here other terms
are used, it is either because only one component of the reaction is
being referred to (i.e. one response), or when the terminology used by
the original authors has been retained.
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Thompson and Spencer (1966) set out what they saw as the
chief 'laws* of habituation, namely a decrease in response to
continued stimulation, spontaneous recovery, generalisation and
dishabltnation. Thompson and Spencer also revfewseapsychological
contributions to the theory of habituation. McDaniel and White
(1966) have tried to take this review of theory to the point of
making predictions which can discriminate between the theoretical
approaches. They see three main viewpoints: 'exhaustive' theories
(Skinnerian, reinforcment being the central concept), 'inhibitory'
theories deriving from Pavlov (1927) and developed by Eysenok (1963),
where habituation is seen as a process essentially comparable to
extinction, and 'anticipatory' theories (sharpless and Jasper, 1956) -
Sokolov's model is essentially of this sort, McDaniel and White
seek to discriminate the inhibitory theories, from the anticipatory
by their predictions as to the effects of random versus regular
intervals between stimuli. Unfortunately their predictions would
appear to rest upon the assumption that the 'reactive inhibition'
(Pavlov's "internal* inhibition) resultant from a response decays
linearly with time. If it did, then they would be correct in saying
that reactive inhibition theories would predict no difference in rate
of habituation between regular and irregular interetimulus intervals.
If the reactive inhibition which accumulates to produce habituation
does not decay linearly with time, however, then McDanial and White's
"test" of the theory breaks down. It is in fact noteworthy that
models of habituation have been almost incapable of producing testable/
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/tesUfcable hypotheses. All three approaches mentioned
above allot? no predictions to "be made with confidence about the
effect of sleep on habituation.
Predictions from a reactive inhibition model rely too heavily
upon the supposed parallel between extinction and habituation;
this parallel has been shown to have defects - essentially the
comparison is too gross (Kling and Stevenson, 1970)* If it is
possible to make any specific prediction about habituation in sleep
from Bysenck's ideas, it is that since depressant drugs increase
reactive inhibition, and induce sleep, then sleep itself should, by
increasing reactive inhibition, lead to more ready habituation than
is found in waking,
Sokolov's model of the OR habituation process (1960) involves
two hypothetical systems, a system for the formation of a model of
the stimulus and an amplifying system. The system for model
formation is supposed to be cortical, and the amplifying system is
supposedly the ascending reticular activating system. Stimulus
information is fed bojfch to the amplifying and the model formation
systems. The output from the amplifying system provokes an OR,
unless inhibited by the modelling system. This only occurs after
several stimuli have enabled the latter to build up a 'model' or
♦trace' of the stimulus; then, if an incoming stimulus is 'matched'
with a stimulus model, the match-mismatch model system sends inhibitory
signals to the amplifying system and thj§ prevents the occurrence
of an OR, Additionally, there is provision for the amplifying/
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/amplifying: system to inhibit the match-mismatch system -
this ie supposed to occur for instanoe when a stimulus in sleep
causes an arousal reaction.
It is supposed that as drowsiness and sleep develop, cortical
activity is inhibited, and so the (cortical) raatoh-miamatch system
is unable to inhibit the OR. This explains why the OR is so difficult
to extinguish in drowsiness (Sokolov, 1963a, p,120). It might then
be hypothesised that in •deep' sleep, NREM stages 3 and 4, where there
is supposedly a high level of inhibition of cortical activity, cortical
inhibition of the OR will be at a minimum. Habituation might thus
be hypothesized on Sokolov's model to take longer in stage 4 than in
stage 2, and longer in stage 2 than in REM sleep. Sokolov follows
Pavlov (1927) in linking the development of sleep with the development
of "cortical inhibition" (inhibition of cortical activity).
Jouvet and Michel's finding (1959) that habituation of the OR
was not possible in the decorticate oat is consistent with this hypothesisf
also, Kleitman and Caaille (1932) did not find habituation possible in
decorticate dogs while they were awake.
Predictions made from Eysenck's concepts and from Sokolov's thus
are at odds. Eysenck's concept of Inhibition appears a trifle simplified
by comparison with Sokolov's, but perhaps this is not fair as Eysenck has
never himself discussed the role of sleep on conditioning and extinction
processes. However, in the light of Everts' work on single unit activity
(1961) it might seem unnecessary to suppose that cortioal inhibitory
influence on Sokolov's r.f. amplifying system would be in any way depressed
during sleep.
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ookolov (1963a) distinguished an orienting reflex (oil)
from a defensive reflex (DR) and an adaptive reflex. The adaptive
reflex is specific to the modality of the stimulus, and to the
sense or direction of change of the stimulus (for example, peripheral
vasodilation or vasoconstriction to heat or cold)* Both DRs and OAs
are non-specific to the modality of the stimulus, and non-specific
to the sense of stimulus change. The DA is normally shown to
painful or very intense stimuli; the OA to novel stimuli which
are not noxious.
hokolov (1963a) distinguished-foe OH and the i)A on the basis of
several criteria. An OR is elicited by low to moderate intensity
stimuli, a DA by intense stimuli. Secondly, it is assumed an OA
will habituate rapidly in an awake organism if the stimulus is
repeated) the DA will habituate slowly or not at all. Thirdly,
Sokolov maintains that an OA is accompanied by cephalic vasodilation
and a SA by cephalic vasoconstriction - however, Raskin et al (1969)
argue that cephalic vasomotor responses do not discriminate CRs
and DHs.
These criteria are of two kindst criteria of the stimulus,
or 'definitions1, and criteria of the form and subsequent behaviour
of the response. Row the object of the present study is to see
whether a process which occurs readily in the wakeful organism -
habituation - may be altered or blocked during sleep. The form
and components of a response elicited in sleep differ from the form
of the wakeful OA: that heart rate responses (KRRa) to equal/
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/squal intensity tones are different in form in sleep and
wakefulness has been shown by Hord et al (1966). Thus the
criteria defining an OR in tema of response charaoteriatics
are not necessarily reliable when translated from wakefulness to
sleep, particularly since there is no general agreement about what
these criteria are. Furthermore, Berg et al (1971) suggest that the
threshold for BRs may be lowered during sleep. While Graham and
Jackson (1970) argue on the basis of cephalic vasomotor responses
that a stimulus eliciting an OR in wakefulness elicits a DR in sleep,
Raskin et al (19^9) argue that such responses do not discriminate
the two reactions even in wakefulness. Because of this confusion,
it seems necessary to compare habituation in sleep and wakefulness
using identical stimuli - and to determine whether the response
itself is an OR or BR or a startle response, by looking at the
wakeful response. I shall therefore turn to a discussion of the
characteristics of the responses comprising the wakeful OR#
It should, however, be borne in mind that these various responses
do not necessarily always occur together as components of "one OR"#
Iteart rate responses (Hints) in waking
The literature on heart rate changes in waking subjects following
brief auditory stimuli is contradictory; some studies have reported
only monpphasic changes, while others have reported diphasic response*,
an initial heart rate acceleration and a subsequent deceleration.
Graham and Clifton (1966) provided an excellent review of studies
up to that date. They report a number of studies, including their/
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/their own, with stimuli up to 70 db, which found only heart
rate deceleration following the tone stimulus, bince Graham an.,
Clifton's review, Headrick and Graham (19695» and also Keefe ©t al
(1971) have reported finding that the only significant response to
tones of 60db or less was heart rate deceleration,
Graham and Clifton concluded from their review that stimuli
of 70 db or more led to a diphasic (acceleration then deceleration)
response. One of these studies was that of Lang and Hnatiow (1962)#
These authors also investigated various possible measures of the
diphasic heart rate response, mad they concluded that a peak-through
measure was most sensitive to the effects of stimulus repetition*
Thus it is to be preferred in studies of the habituation of diphasic
heart rate responses.
However, Uno and Grings (1965) show results in whioh a diphasic
response i3 evident to tones as low as 60 db (although in their
text they only describe monophasic responses with no relation to
stimulus intensity: deceleration to 70-90 db, acceleration to 60
and 100db), More recently Germans and Klein (1968) reported a
diphasic response to all intensities between 90 and 90 db.
l&eyers and Gulliokaon (1967) and Meyers (1969) recently found
responses which consisted on the first trial of deceleration, but
on second and subsequent trials of a diphasic response, They
interpreted their findings as an OH (deceleratory response), whose
habituation was partially masked by the development of an adajtecion
reaction. In the first experiment, this acoelex*atory component/
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/coraponr-tt (adaptation reaction) was found to "be non-habituating,
hut the second experiment (Meyers 1969) contradicted this, habituation
being complete within 10 trials. Smith and Strawbridge (1968) alao
found °videuce to suggest the development of an adaptation reaction
(heart rate acceleration) after the initial trials had elicited a
solely deceleratory response to a 40 db tone. Sokolov (1963a)
has also mentioned the possibility of adaptation reactions developing
as the orienting reaction is extinguished.
Working with dogs, Soltysik et al (1961) reported that the
cardiac response to tone-on was acceleration, and that to tone-off
deceleration; the response to a brief tone was diphasic. They
concluded that these responses were adaptation reactions to auditory
stimuli. There are differences between Soltysikrs results and those
of Meyers and Gullickson and Smith and Strawbridge. Soltysik's
"adaptation reactions" habituated (on Sokolov1s theory they should
not), whereas the "adaptation reactions" of Meyers and Gullickson
and Smith and Strawbridge developed as the trials were repeated.
Smith and Strawbridge found solely acceleration from the first
trial using a brief tone; they asked their subjects to count the
tones ("to ensure attentiveness"). All these results are confusing
and contradictory, but they do suggest that Graham and Clifton are
wrong in supposing acceleration is elicited only as a DR, and that
acceleratory responses may be part of an adaptation reaction to tones.
Graham and Jackson (1970) examined tie apparent contradictions
in the litsrature and proposed that these could be resolved by/
/by supposing the deceleratory component reflects the 'true*
OK, the aeoeleratory component arising either from a 'startle*
reaction (a function of sudden stimulus onset, when rise times
are only a few ailli sec), or from defensive reactions to intense
tones, Graham and Jackson reported that even a $0 db tone elicited
merely heart rate deceleration if the rise time was long (300 ailli sec
Berg et al (19715 report that the affect of short rise time interacts
with state - at least in infants - thus in non-alert subjects, short
rise times were more especially likely to produce heart rate
acceleration, B&tton et al (1970) point out that startle x-eactiona
may also be produced by stimulus onset transients as well as by
short rise times.
Thus it would seem likely that high intensity tones (90 db or
over)will elicit what .-.okolov (1965&) ^aa termed defensive reactions
with acceleratory and deoeleratory components. Lower intensity
tones will elicit responses which include deceleration, and may
or may not include acceleration as part of a startle response, or as
part of an adaptation reaction as Joltysik and iieyers and Gullickson .
)
have suggested (1961, 1967)*
Lacey (1964, 1967) has argued for a distinction between two
arousal reactions? those of 'stimulus intake' and those of 'stimulus
rejection', which may roughly be identified with Gokolov'a orienting
and defence reactions, Jokolov does not discuss cardiao ohanges.
However, Lacey suggests that heart rate acceleration would actually
inhibit EEG and autonomic activation and therefore proposed that/
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/that heart rate acceleration should accompany 'stimulus
rejection* (Jokolov's defensive reflex). Lacey'o position provided the
theoretical basis for Graham and Jackson's and Graham and CIifton*e
conclusions.
However, in a recent experiment designed specifically to
test Graham and Clifton's hypothesis, Smith and Strawbridge (1969)
used deliberately low intensity (54 db), slow rice time tones, and
found a predominately acceleratory response, which had not habituated
within ten trials. In this experiment they doubted the hypothesis
that their response night be an "adaptive" reaction, and instead
adduced evidence to show that this acceleration is in fact a secondary
effect of changes in respiration - and is thus normally to be
expeetdd as a response in situations where an 'OS' is anticipated#
The issue of whether acoeleratory responses represent ORs modified
by respiratory changes or adaptation reactions remains unresolved#
The Skin Potontial Response
The skin potential response (3PR) is one of two electrodermal
('psychogalvanic') responses manifested to novel stimuli# The
galvanic skin response (G3R) is a skin resistance change, whereas
1
the 3PR is a change in potential . The origin of skin potential
fluctuations would appear to be a complex sum of potentials arising
in the epidermis and a potential generated by prosecretory activity
of the sweat glands.
1The term GSR is sometimes used loosely to refer to any electrodermal
response; to avoid ambiguity I shall U3e the term to refer exclusively
to ekln resistance responses.
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Skin resistance changes also seem to he consequent on change*
in electrical activity hoth in the sweat glands and in the epid mi*.
Resistance and potential whanges oannot however he directly related
since they do not always occur together (Wiloott, 1964; Venables, 19671
Hori et al 1970).
Both SpRs and GSRs are widely accepted as components of the
OR. However, it is important to note that electrodermal fluctuation*
are not necessarily indicative of an evoked response to stimulation.
Spontaneous electrodermal fluctuations are especially common in
stage 4 sleep, when they may occur almost continuously as 'G3R storm*1
for extensive periods of the night (Oswald et al 1959; Johnson and
Lubin, 1966; Lester et al 1967).
Eleotroencephalographlo responses
The electroencephalograph^ (PEG) response to a novel stimulus
is an arousal, non-specific to the stimulus modality. It consist*,
for instance, in the blocking of alpha rhythm in alert subjects,
or the appearanoe of alpha rhythm bursts in drowsy subjects. The
alpha blocking response in waking subjeots typically habituates
readily (Sokolov, 1960; 1963; Tizard, 1968), although localised
aspects of the PEG response do not necessarily habituate (for exampl*
occipital alpha blocking will persist if the stimulus is visual).
2. The "Orienting Reaction" in Sleep:
What happens to the "OR" as sleep develops? Sokolov (1963a,
p120) states that "the development of drowsiness coincides with the
extinction of the orienting reaction". He goes on to say that/
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/that "^u^ther chronic extinction ... leads to the re-app«arance
of the orienting reaction ...- the reactions so established do not
undergo extinction in spite of repetitive stimulation ...". It
is ne+ clear whether he specifically refers to all components of
the OH. McDonald et al (1?54^ looked at habituation in both alert
and drowsy subjects (their drowsy subjects appear to have been in
BEG stage 1)» They reported that cardiovascular measures (heart
rate end vasomotor components) did not habituate - but the GSR did.
Habituation of the OR may be accompanied by the development
of sleep - indeed strong rhythmic sensory stimulation, even electric
shocks, may facilitate the onset of sleep (Oswald, 1959» 1960).
If light sleep ensues, not just drowsiness, all components of the
OR return (Sokolov and Paramonova, 19^1; Hord et al 1966} Johnson
and Lubin, 19^7) except possibly the 3kin resistance response,
which according to McDonald and Carpenter (1966) does not return
in sleep.
Thus while repetitive stimulation may sometimes lead to
extinction of the OR, and then to sleep, various components of the
OR will then return with sleep itself.
Which components of the OR are elicited during sleep by a single
(initial) stimulus? Body movements (evidenced by muscle activity
on EMG, ERG or EEG records) may occur to high intensity stimuli;
these usually accompany arousal either to wakefulness or a 'lighter'
3tage of 3loep. Body movements should therefore not be considered
as components of the OR; rather they should be considered part of/
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/ef the arousal reaction from sleep, of the habituation of
4
which Sharpless and Ja3per (1956) made a classic study ,
rEG rosnonses in sleeps
Phasic responses such as the PEG K-conplex need to be carefully
distinguished from the more prolonged arousal which occurs to high
intensity stimuli. Phasic PEG responses arc quite different in HEM
and HR3M sleep. The K-eomplex may be evoked in stage 2 (ITHEM) sleep
by auditory stimuli at 25 db below the arousal threshold (Keefe
et al 1971)J it is a response consisting of one or mors slew waves
of medium to high voltage, often with superimposed V. HE activity.
In *deep* slow wave sleep (SWS)c(HHEM stages 3 and 4) any PEG
responses are masked by the high voltage delta waves of SWS, and
it Is difficult to distinguish a response without averaging
techniques.
In HEM sleep, besides a very small amplitude evoked response,
bursts of alpha activity are observed (see Pig. 2), and slight
reduction in voltage and acceleration in EEC frequency are also
sometimes detectable.
Cardiac responses in sleep
Cardiac responses seem to be readily elicited in sleep. Thus
the HRR to auditory stimuli is definitely present in all stages of
sleep, although its magnitude differs between stages. The HRR
appears unusual among responses in that its magnitude is greatest/
In waking, the OR, BR and startle response are all often considered
as "arousal reactions". However, in sleep it is useful to restrict
the term arousal reaotion to responses which involve change of sleep
stage, waking, or EEG evidence of arousal (K-complex, appearance of
5•
/greatest in KHE14 stage 2 and in REM sleep (Hord ot al, 1966)*
Baust and Marbaise (1971) reported that in REM sleep the accelerative
ooniponent of the HER was of about the sane magnitude as that in stage 4*
But it would appear from their figures that the magnitude of the
diphasic response as a whole is largest in REM sleep. In HEM sleep
the HER can be elicited at 20 db below arousal threshold, whereas
in IIREM sleep it can only be elicited by tones 5 db below arousal
threshold, according to Eeefe et al (1971)»
The form of the HSR would appear not to be identical in sleep
and waking* the waking response is of smaller magnitude and say
consist only of deceleration, as described earlier. Responses in
REM sleep, and in stages 2, 5 and 4 arc of the same form and l&tenoy,
and are always diphasic (Hord et al 1966)» Hord et al say that the
form of the HER may be the same in sleep and waking, but their graphs
do not suggest this? Keefe et al (1971) found essentially the same
responses as Hord et al and concluded that there were real differences
between sleep and waking in the form of the response. Certainly,
Berg et al (1971) found different responses in alert and non-alert
infants,
Eleotroderaal responses in sleep
Electrodermal responses seem in some ways to be complementary
to cardiovascular responses in sleep. Higher levels of both evoked
and spontaneous skin resistance responses (GSRs) occur in SWS than in
REM sleep, whereas heart rate evoked and spontaneous response magnitudes
are lower in SWS, In HEM sleep where heart rate responses and variab¬
ility are high, and thresholds for responses low, GSRs/'
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/Goils and akin potaivfcial responses (3pRs) are least
frequent (Johnson and Lubin, 1966} McDonald, Ghallenberger, and.
Carpenter, 1967} Johnson, 1970} Keefe et al 1971)•
There are however contradictions in the literature as to
whether evoked akin potential and akin resistance responses can
actually occur at all during sleep. Broughton et al (1965)
lizard (1966]p ,1960) both reported the occurrence of evoked SPRs
to stimuli in sleep} neither examined GDits. Sokolov and Paramonova
(1961) found Gods in sleep} Johnson and Lubin (1967) reported
both b...is ijad GSRs in all stages of sleep, ELM and HREM. However,
Oswald (1962, p54) reported that JPRs vanished with the onset of
drowsiness and sleep. SPRs were then rare, but they returned as
sleep oontinued and 'deepened' to stages 5 and 4* Aokner and
Pampiglione (1955) also reported that GSIls could not be elicited
in "light sleep". Although they pbserved 3p Is, McDonald and
Carpenter (1966) reported that evoked GSIls did not occur at all
in any stage of sleep. Keefe et al (1971) go so far as to report
that neither SPRs nor GSRs occur in any stage of sleep unless the
stimuli are loud enough to wake the subject.
These disparate and confusing reports can be understood though,
I think. 'Larly' stage 2 sleep, shortly following sleep onset,
may be a special case. Ackner and Pampiglione may well have
examined such early stage 2. Oswald (1962) reported that responsiveness
returned within about JO minutes, so a lack of response night easily
have been missed by those workers who were interested in the whole/
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/whole night, especially in the process of averaging responses
in the sanner of Johnson and. Lubin (19®7)» Tlsard (196?) alio- eft
about an hour of sleep before commencing her experiments and so
would not have encountered the early sleep effect. It is particularly
MePonald and Carpenter1s and Eeefe et al's report that seem quite
at variance with the other literature.
However, inspection of the figures of Ketfe et al indicates
that they did got 0.1 ra7 responses at 10 db below threshold in
REM sleep and in SWSj only in stage 2 did they not. lastly,
they calculated response magnitudes by subtracting the 'pseudo-
responses* to 'pseudostirauli' marked 25 sec before the actual tone
from the evoked responses. Since they allowed a very long criterion
for latency (0-10 sec, in contrast to the more usual 1.5 - 5.5 sec
used by Tisard), they were highly likely to score a *pseudoresponse*
from spontaneous activity. Subtracting thane 'pseudoresponseo'
from the actual responses (their method of controlling for spontaneous
variability) must further hatre reduced their chances of detecting
responses. The technique of subtracting each 'response' to each
♦pseudostiraulus' from tho real response will always reduce the
magnitude and increase the variance of measured responses beyond
their 'true' va ues, and as such is a poor procedure for taking
spontaneous variability into account.
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3. The record!ng of eloctroderraal and cardiac measures of the "orienting
reaction", and physiological factors controlling these measures;
(a) Blectrodermal responses
Vigouroux, in 1879'» "as the fir3t to report electrical responses
^ p
of the skin in response to external stimuli. Both Fere , in 1088, and
Tarchanoff*", in 1090, studied the phenomenon shortly after. Fere
described the skin resistance response (SBR) under conditions when an
external current was applied to the skin? Tarchanoff studied the natural
potential differences between differing points on the akin; hence the
skin resistance response and the skin potential response (SPR) have cose
to bear the names of Fere and Tarchanoff respectively.
C.u. Barrow in the nineteen twenties and thirties pioneered work
on the physiological origins of the SRR and the APR. Much recent
work has altered little the conclusions to which Barrow arrived. .'arrow
developed a method for continuously recording the moisture liberated from
the skin - most of which could be accounted for as due to sweating.
Barrow then showed that thero was a correlation between sweating and
galvanic skin reactions, but he also showed that this was far from
the whole picture. He described (1929)^ how following a stimulus,
the initial negative cave of the SPR appeared with an average latency
of 1,2 sec, and the positive component appeared after 1.8 sec on average.
The moisture from the sweat glands did not appear until 3 sec had elapsed,
Vigouroux, R, (1879) Ooaptea Renaues hoc. Biol. 2I 336.
2 / /
Fere, C. (1888) Comptes Rendues Soc. Biol. 40 217.
^Tarchanoff, J. (1S90) Pflugers Arch. 4_6 46.
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Darrow adduced his svidenoe to argue that the decreased resistance
of the skin in the 3RH was not a function of the presence of conducting
moisture on the skin. Darrow suggested that the breakdown of a semi¬
permeable membrane to ionic flow was crucial to the development of skin
potential and resistance responses,
5
In the same year Darrow set out to teat the idea held by both
VIgouroux and 'ere that the ORR was mediated by vasomotor mechanisms.
Darrow concluded that since GRRs preceded vasoconstrictions on average
by about two seconds, it was unreasonable to suppose that vasomotor
changes were responsible for the occurrence of >RIis.
Between 1954 and 1937^ Darrow set out to examine in greater detail
the correlation he had earlier found^ between electrodermal reactions
and perspiration. He found that perspiration rates were related to
resistance changes by a hyperbolic relation, but were related to conductance
changes linearly. On the supposition that psychological activity is
generally related logarithmically with physiological activity, Darrow
recommended the use of log conductance changes as the RR measure of
choice.
^Darrew, C. V. (1929) Gensory, secretory and electrical changes in
the skin following bodily excitation. J. Exp. Psychol. JM3 197-226.
^Darrow, C.<*. (1929) -he galvanic skin reflex and finer-volume changes.
Amer. J. Psychol. 88 219-229.
6
Darrow, C.'V. (1934) The significance of the galvanic skin reflex in
the light of its relation to quantitative measurements of perspiration.
Psychol. Bull. 21 697-698.
Darrow, C.W, (1957) The equation of the galvanic skin reflex curve.
J. Gen. Psychol. 16 285-309.
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Carnichael et al. (1941)^ demonstrated that the SRR was
decreased by atropinisation, but not abolished, whereas sweating was
abolished under these conditions, ihc-sanguination also reduced the
SRR, and a combination of this and atropinisation was capable of abolishing
s
the SRR completely. However, Lader (1970) showed that atropine takes
about 50 f?iin to take full effect, and will then abolish the RR completely.
This implies a cholinergic mechanism for the SRR (i.e. it is mediated
sympathetically). The fact that SRRs can be shown in this way to be
associated with sweat gland activity has encouraged the development of
a model for skin resistance in which sweat glands are seen as resistances
in parallel. Rothnan (1954)' has in fact developed this model most clearly:
using the evidence accumulated by harrow, he developed a nodel in which
the reduction in resistance is seen as due to the pre- ecratory electrical
activity of the sweat glands. However, Rothaan emphasised that the sweat
glands were not solely responsible for electrodermal responses, and he
stressed the involvement of both the 3orai-pernoable membranes of the
sweat gland; , and of an epidermal serai-permeable membrane. Moreover,
Wilcott has more recently perforraed a series of experiments in which he
has both confirmed the original work of Harrow, and has fairly conclusively
shown that both skin resistance and skin potential responses are partially/
7
'Carmichael, E.A,, Roneyraan, W.M., Kolb, L.C. and Stewart, >V.K. (1941),
A physiological study of the skin resistance response in man, J, Physiol,
(Comb.) 22 529-337.
Lader, (1970) The unit of quantification of the G.3.R. J, Psychoaom,
Res. jj, 109-110.
■^Rothman, 3. (1954) Physiology and biochemistry of the skin. University of
Chicago Press, Chicago.
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/partially but not wholly dependent on the preaecretory activity
of the sweat glands^.
In this series of experiments (superceding his earlier experiments,
in which he came to other conclusions), 'wilcott showed that atropine
affected sweating, skin resistance, and skin potential. This clearly
indicates that both skin potential and skin resistance are at least
partly mediated by a sympathetic mechanism involving cholinergic fibres.
But lilcott also found that skin potential and skin resistance both
recovered from the effects of atropine more rapidly than did sweating;
it was from this observation that he concluded that skin resistance and
potential were partially independent of sweat gland activity. ileott
also demonstrated that the amplitude of the positive component of the
SPR increased as basal skin potential level increased in negativity,
and the negative component amplitude decreased under these conditions.
Since these relations were both linear and of the same magnitude, it
would follow that the amplitude of the diphasic oPR might be largely
independent of basal 3kin potential. This is consistent with ileott's
1 1
earlier finding (1958) that SPR amplitude was independent of basal
potential level.
10 "V
Wilcott, R.C. (1964) The partial independence of skin potential
and skin resistance from sweating. Psychophysiology 55-66.
1 1
wilcott, R.C. (1958) Correlation of skin resistance and skin
potential. J. Comp. Physiol. Psychol. 691-696.
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Edelberg (1964) has confirmed Y/ilcott's conclusion that not
only SPRs but also SRRs are partially independent of sweat-gland activity.
This is the conclusion reached by Martin and Venables' review (1966)^.
If the skin potential basal level, as well as response, is affected by
10
atropine a3 v'ilcott found , then the most conservative conclusion would
seem to be that bPRs, SRRs, potential level and resistance level are all
partially dependent on the presecretory activity of the sweat glands,
and partially dependent on the functioning of an epidermal membrane,
though each would seem to be dependent on these mechanisms in differing
degree.
13
Martin and Venables also discuss central factors affecting
electrodermal responses. There is very little work on the central
areas involved in their control, with humans, apart from the observation
that severance of the spinal cord, or of sympathetic nerves, leads to
disappearance of the SPR. There is no clear evidence beyond this, which
is not confounded with the effects of lesions in the c.n.s. on skin
temperature. Venables (1955)» Venables and Sayer (1963) Edelberg
1 A
and Burch (1962) have shown that skin temperature can affect electro-
dermal responses.
12
Edelberg, R. (1964) Independence of galvanic skin response amplitude
and sweat production. J. Invest. Dermatol. 42 443-448.
^Martin, I. and Venables, P.H. (1966) Mechanisms of palmfltr akin resistance
and 3kin potential. Psychol. Bull. 6% 347-357*
^Venables, P.H. (1955) The relationships between P.G.R. scores and
temperature and humidity. Quart. J. Exp. Psychol. ]_ 12-18,
Venables, P.II. and Sayer, E. (1963) On the measurement of the level of
skin potential. Brit. J. Psychol. 251-260.
Edelberg, R. and Burch, N.R. (1962) Skin resistance and galvanic 3kin
response. Arch. Gen. Psychiat. ]_ 163-169.
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Animal work has not yielded any clear information about the
central control of electrodemal functioning either, with one inter¬
esting exception. It will be recalled (p»44) that spontaneous electro-
dermal responses are especially prevalent in slow-wave sleep (stages 5 and 4 )
1 s
in the human# Bloch and Bonvallet (1959) showed that in the un-anaesth-
etiaed cat, decortication produced large and regular olectroderoal activity#
They concluded that the cortex could exert an inhibitory effect on electro-
dermal activity. It would seen reasonable to suppose that the high
spontaneous activity in human© in slow-wave sleep might result fro i
reduction in such cortical inhibition.
Given that clectrodermal responses are at least partially dependent
on properties of an epidermal membrane, it is to be expected that measures
of response my be affected by electrode and electrolyte properties.
1(S 1 5
Zdelberg t al (1960) ' and delberg and urch (1962) have both described
the effects of various electrolytes in strong concentration on observed
amplitude of SRHs• Anion and cation effects were interpreted in terms
of their effects on an active membrane, carrying a relatively low charge,
when the ions are moved by the current used in measuring resistance,
Kdelberg and Burch concluded that a weak saline electrolyte was to be
recommended, since thia most closely approached the composition of natural
sweat.
In skin resistance measurement the electrodes used In conjunction
with the electrolyte may act as a battery. This battery effect will occur
also in skin potential recording. In skin resistance measurement,/
15
Bloch, V, and Bonvallet, M. (1959) Control© cortieo-reticulalre de
I'activite electrodermale (reppnse psychogalvaniqu®) J. Physiol. (naris)
32, 405-406.
16
Zdelberg, R., Greiner, T, and Burch, N.R. (1960) Some fnembrane properties of
the effector in the galvanic skin response. J. Appl. Physiol. 1%, 691-696
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/measurement, however, these problems are multiplied. Passage
of the recording current will "charge" the battery, and as long as
current is passed the voltage produced (back e.m.f.) will vary
17
(Lykken, 1959 )• Such a system will have an internal resistance,
which may change through the discharge of ions, and is thus a function
of area of electrodes, current and time. These internal resistive
effects and the back e.m.f. will clearly affect observed resistances.
In the measurement of skin pontential level, the resistive effects
are no longer important, but the battery effect or 'bias potential' remains
a problem, The bias potential clearly 3hould be as low as possible,
and stable. This problem, especially that of fluctuations in the bias
18
potential, has been discussed by O'Connell et al (1960) . In the
recording of skin potential responses, the stability of bias potentials
in the absence of a "charging" current is the only issue of importance.
For this purpose, inert electrodes are preferable, and the pure silver
(not commercial silver, contaminated by copper) electrodes in use for
19
electroencephalography are very suitable (Margerison et al. 1967 )•
Such electrodes should produce bia3 potentials which do not vary by
more than about 1 microvolt per second.
17
Lykken, D.T. (1959) Properties of electrodes used in electrodermal
measurement. J. Comp. Physiol. Psychol. £2 629-654.
1A
O'Connell, S.N., Tursky, B. and Orne, L5.T. (1960) Electrodes for the
recording of skin potential. Arch. Cen. Psychiat. £ 252-258.
19
Margerison, J.H., St. John-Loe, P. and Binnie, C.l). (1967) Electro¬
encephalography. In Venables P.H. and Martin I. (Eds) A manual of
psychophysiological methods. North-Holland, Amsterdam.
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The discussion above clearly indicates that for recording
an electrodermal component of the "orienting reaction", the measurement
of skin potential responses presents the fewest problems. Electrode
artifacts are reduced to a magnitude below the sensitivities of recording
(GPRs being of 100 microvolts or more). There remain the problems of
temperature and humidity. Air-conditioning should clearly reduce
variation in these factors to a minimum. The results of Venables and
Gayer1^ enable us to calculate the likely effect of any variations in
temperature. Using one active and one inactive electrode (on an abraded
fore-arm site), skin potential variations of 0.1 millivolt within 5 seconds
will only occur if skin temperature varies by more than 1 degree C in
10 sec, ouch variation is unlikely in sleep except during body movements,
when SPRs are apt to be artifacted in any case.
(b) Cardiac responses
Heart rate changes have long been recognised as one of the autonomic
responses to external stimuli. 'or instance, Robinson and Gantt in
20
1947 described the cardiac and other components of the orienting reflex
in dogs. Lacey has made an extensive study of heart rate changes in
human subjects to a variety of stimuli (1950, 1956, 1967; Lacey et al.
1964)* Davie et al. (1955) early described heart rate responses in
human subjects as a component of the 'orienting reaction'# Graham and
Clifton (1966) have reviewed a large amount of data in the ten years prior
to their paper on heart rate changes as components of the orienting reaction;
their paper has already been discussed earlier in this chapter.
20
Robinson, J. and Gantt, W.H. (1947) The orienting reflex (questioning
teaction); cardiac, respiratory, salivary and motor components.
Bull. Johns Hopkins Hospital 80 231-255#
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Lang and Hnatlow (1962) examined various measures of the heart rate
response and suggested a measure which they regarded as most suitable
for use in studies on habituation, given the problem of selecting from
a mass of data a meaningful response measure. More recently, heart rate
has been used in studies of the effect of various levels of "arousal"
on responses to unconditional stimuli (McDonald et al. 1964)» and the
characteristics of heart rate responses in various stages of sleep was
elucidated by Hord et al. (1966). Heart rate responses habituate
normally in the alert, normal subject, in contrast to vasomotor espouses,
which may not ( uredy, 1968), and therefore heart rate responses provide
a useful measure in studies of habituation in relation to state. If
a cardiovascular measure is desired to complement an electrodermal measure
in studies of autonomic responses, heart rate responses are therefore an
obvious choice.
Heart rate is controlled in the first instance from the medulla.
Sympathetic control of heart rate originates in the vasomotor centre of
the medulla oblongata. 'Pressor' areas here receive innervation from
cortex and hypothalamus, from the respiratory centre and from the chemo-
recoptors, principally. Stimulation of the pressor centre leads to an
increase in heart rat?: and blood pressure, other factors being constant.
The depressor area receives innervation principally from cortex, hypo¬
thalamus and the Wroceptors: stimulation of this area leads to an
inhibition of sympathetic activity and a decrease in heart rate and
blood pressure. The dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus initiates/
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/initiate3 a tonic parasympathetic discharge which has an inhibitory
effect on heart rate. This 1cardioinhibitory centre' is principally
innervated by the baroceptors, and by impulses from higher in the
21
central nervous system (llvnas, 1960 ).
A variety of areas in the cerebral cortex have an effect on cardiac
function. These include the tip of the frontal lobe, the anterior part
of the temporal lobe, the orbital, cingulate, motor and premotor cortex
2 2
(helgado, 1960^). Unfortunately, this anatomical information, especially
in the absence of information on the function(s) of these area3, tells
us little about those factors which affect heart rate in the intact
organism, despite information as to the directions of 3uch effects
(for instance, stimulation of the motor cortex leads to an increase
in heart rate in man), Ivo systematic distribution has been found for
the patterns of effects produced by cortical stimulation. The role
of the active compensatory mechanisms of cardiac control complicates
the picture further. Similarly the role of the hypothalamus is s till
unclear; while the hypothalamus appears to mediate certain cortical
p X
influences, Schaeffer (1960 ) concluded that the hypothalamus does
not play a decisive role in cardiovascular homeostasis.
21
Uvnas, B. (i960) Central cardiovascular control. In Field, J.,
Magoun, H.W. and Hall, V.E. Handbook of physiology. Section 1,
neurophysiology. Vol. 2. 1151-1162. American Physiological Society,
Washington.
9
Delgado, J. .P. (196O) Circulatory effects of cortical stimulation.
Physiol. Rev. Suppl. 4• 146-171.
2^Schaeffer, H. (i960) Central control of cardiac function. Physiol.
Rev. Suppl. 4. 215-231.
The effects of a number of physiological factors on heart rate
is more clear. Internal temperature apparently has little or no
influence on innervation to the heart from the medullary centres
(jchaeffer, 1960). However, temperature acta directly on the sinu-
atrial node to increase heart rates fluctuations in internal body
temperature would therefore alter heart rate.
Motor activity is associated with an increase in heart rate.
The increase in heart rate usually outlasts the movement, acceleration
starting slightly prior to the actual movement; heart rate returns to
baseline slowly after the movement. buch a response is illustrated in
Fig. 5c.
Respiration and heart x^ate are also associated. Sinus arrhythmia
is the obvious example of this. Sinus arrhythmia iv- >roduced in part by
the stretch receptors of the lung, which on inflation of the lung cause
acceleration of heart rate via the vasomotor centres. It is also produced
by irradiation of impulses from the respiratory centre to the vasomotor
centre (drcner, 1967*"')• The heart rate response to external stimuli
may thereof re be modified by the presence of sinus arrhythmia. ^ince
the heart rate response lasts about ten seconds, unless respiration rates
are abnormally alow, sinus arrhythmia will be superimposed upon heart
rate responses, and will thus increase the variance of measured heart
rate responses. The problems which this presents in establishing whether
habituation is taking place will be discussed in Chapter 9. In particular,
decreases in breathing rate tend to increase the variance of heart rate,/
rener, J, (196?) Heart rate. In Yenables, P.H. and Martin, I.
A manual of psychophysiological methods. North-Hoiland, Amsterdam,
105-151.
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/rate, and vice versa, without changing mean heart rate
(; ngel and Chisa, 196725).
Changes in blood oxygen and carbon dioxide also have an effect
on heart rate. There is still doubt as to whether oxygen lack, or high
carbon dioxide levels, are important in affecting heart rate and blood
pressure, but it would appear that oxygen want leads to an increase in
heart rate independent of the form of respiration, and high levels of
pZ
carbon dioxide lead to a decrease in heart rate (Sohaeffer, 1960 ?).
It follows that small variations in oxygen consumption should therefox*e
have little effect on heart rate, as these two effects will act antagon¬
istically. It would seem that if decreases in blood oxygen lead to an
OA
increase in heart rate, as Brener (1967 ) maintains, this effect must
be a secondary result of increases in respiration, nd not a direct
26
effect. . aeLeod and ,cott (1964^ ) have shown that in the cat, increases
in heart rate following lov.-ering of blood oxygen are certainly secondary
effeots, nd that the primary response is bradycardia. A; will be
noticed from this discussion, however, the literature on thiB point is
not fully consistent. There also appear to be marked inter-3pecies
differences. Thus in the cat, heart rate in •'&:* sleep falls, whereas
in man, the increased cerebral oxygen consumption in REM sleep is associated
with an increase in heart rate and heart rate variability (bnyder et al.
1964; Brebbia and Alt3chuler, 1965^).
ngel, B.T. and Chism, R.A. (1967) effect of increases and decreases
in breathing rate on heart rate and finger pulse volume. P3ychophysiology
1 63-89.
'
.acLeod, .3.1 . and jcott, M.J. (1964) The heart rate response to carotid
body cheaoreceptor stimulation in the cat. J. Physiol. (Caab.) 175 195-202,
*^Brebbla, I). :• and Altschuler, K.Z. (1965) 02 con3unption rat© and electro-
encephalographic stage of sleep. Jcience 150 1621-1623.
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Blood pressure and heart rate are intimately related, via the
various arterial baroceptors in the carotid sinus, aortic arch and
elsewhere. Increases in arterial pressure act via the vasomotor
depressor areas and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus to decrease
heart rate, and vice versa. Relatively little is known, however, about
changes in blood pressure during sleep (as it is obviously not an easy
variable to measure in sleep), Ibout all that can be said is lhat blood
pressure drops abruptly at the onset of sleep, and there is a fairly
precise correlation between onset of sleep as judged by 'EG criteria
and the fall of blood pressure (see -bayder, 1971 )• It seem3 likely
that variations in blood pressure during sleep are chiefly determined
by variations in vascular osistance. hince these changes will be
mediated by the vasomotor centres, it would seem unlikely that in sleep
there are variations in blood pressure which are not components of reactions
involving simultaneous changes in heart rate,
28
Baust and Bohnert (1969 ) have made a study concentrating on the
regulation of heart rate during sleep. This study was done on unrestrained
cats, not on man, but one can suppose that the mechanisms, if not the
specific effects, are likely to be similar in man. Baust and Bohnert
concluded that the fall in heart rate during 3low-wave sleep is caused
mainly by an increase in parasympathetic activity. The tonic fall in
heart rate in the cat at the onset of REM sleop ;as induced primarily by
a decrease in sympathetic activity. Baust and Bohnert further showed
that this effect wa3 not controlled by factors ouch as temperature or
blood oxygen and carbon dioxide,
28
3aust» .. and Bohnert, B, (1969) The regulation of heart rate during
sleep. Exp. Brain Res. 2 169-180.
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In the cat bursts of eye movements in HEM sleep are associated
with an increase in heart rate commencing about a second before the
EM burst, with a bradycardia following the burst in 70/ of cases.
Baust and Bohnert managed to show that these changes were primarily
brought about by vagal influences, but changes in sympathetic activity
also played a part.
In man, however, although a number of physiological variables have
been shown to vary with the occurrence of eye movement bursts, including
respiration and arterial oxygen, heart rate changes do not occur in
29
conjunction with EM bursts (Aserinsky, 1965b '; Spreng et al. 1968).
Spreng et al. found that respiration rate and finger pulse responses
were significantly altered during EM bursts, but electrodermal activity,
heart rate and respiration amplitude were not. This enhances the
suitability of heart rate over finger pulse responses as measures to be
used in studies of responses to stimuli in REM sleep.
Possible artifacts affecting heart rate responses in sleep would
therefore be phasic changes in body temperature, respiration, blood
oxygen and carbon dioxide levels, and body movements. The discarding
of data obtained during body movements is a simple process. Variability
of the other functions is generally small in 7TREM 3leep, but increased
in REM sleep (Jouvet et al. 1960} Aserinsky, 1965; Snyder, 1971)•
There is no evidence that phasic fluctuations in body temperature/
29
/Vserinsky, . (1963Periodic respiratory pattern occurring in
conjunction with eye movements during sleep. Science 150 765-766.
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/temperature occur in REM sleep; fluctuations in blood oxygen
and carbon dioxide, and respiration x*ates, associated with other phasic
activity in HEM sleep are known not to be associated with corresponding
variations in heart rate. The one variable likely to artifact HRRs
in sleep is therefore sinus arrhythmia. This problem will be treated
in the discussion of results in Chapter 9.
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OHAPTER FOUR
PREVIOUS STUDIES OF HABITUATION IN SLEEP
Can these responses to stimuli in sleep be habituated?
The number of such studies is not large. Moreover, almost all
the studies published until about 1964 suffer from being descriptive
and essentially qualitative, often relying heavily on a few indiv¬
idual examples. Moreover, there have been only two studies whioh
have attempted to look systematically a& responsiveness in each sleep
stage or state - at least differentiating between REM and NREM sleep.
All of the other studies have looked exclusively at NREM sleep, and
presumably most of these looked at stage 2 sleep shortly after sleep
onset. In several studies in the 1950s it wa3 regarded as quite
acceptable to induce sleep with barbiturates, ignoring any effect
this might have on responsiveness to stimuli.
Pampiglione in 1952 in a brief note was the first to report
that K-complexes habituated in sleep, although he reported that
this only occurred if the interval between stimuli was less than
10 seconds. In 1954 Schwab et al reported that habituation of
EEG K-complexes to repeated stimuli in sleep was possible, although
they reported that habituation only sometimes occurred. On occasions
with short interstimulus intervals (iSIs) K-complexes 'sumraated' to
produce an arousal reaction after three or four stimuli. However,
when repeated stimulation allowed uninterrupted sleep, Shhwab agreed
with Pampiglione that habituation tended to occur when ISIs were less
than 10 sec, whereas habituation did not on the whole occur when ISIs/
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/ISIb were 10 sec or longer. Pampiglione and Ackner
in 1958 confirmed that habituation (or 'adaptation' as they called
it) occurred in natural sleep as well as in the barbiturate induced
sleep of their earlier studies. They found that both EEG K-complexes
and vasomotor responses habituated, although they noted that the two
responses behaved independently, or were 'dissociated'.
In 1956 Both et al claimed that adaptation of K-complexes did
not occur unless the interval between stimuli was less than 2 seconds -
in other words, that habituation of K-coraplexes was very difficult
to achieve at all. Roth's study was however criticised by Parapiglione
and Ackner (1958) on the ground that Both ©t al. presented their
initial stimuli shortly after the administration of barbiturates,
when it is difficult to elioit K-ooraplexes. Thus Roth et al were
unable to detect habituation beoause they had reduced initial
responsiveness. Also, Roth et al used click stimuli (in contrast
to the more commonly used tone stimuli). Clicks always include sudden
high frequency transients, potent in producing startle reactions in
awake subjects. It seems at least likely that the K-oomplexes evoked
by Roth et al's clicks were more 'startle' than 'orienting* responses
(if such a distinction is possible in sleep), and as such may have
been less readily habituated.
Oswald, Taylor and Triesman (19&>) reported that habituation
of K-oomplexes did occur to the presentation of names spoken over
a tape recorder, but they merely stated that habituation "has been
observed, being much more marked in some subjects than others"j
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/others; they provided no numerical indication of the extent
or speed of habituation. Oswald et al pointed out that since
K-complexea discriminate between meaningful and non-meaningful
words, the failure of response must occur after cortical analysis,
not merely as a result of peripheral sensory inhibition or fatigue.
Beh and Barratt (196?)t part of their study on the conditioning
of K-complexes, also found that K-coaplexes habituated to repetitive
stimulation. They found that the K-oomplexes to the conditional
stimulus extinguished if the mild shook was not
associated with the conditioned stimulus.
Sharpless and Jasper in 1956 made a now classic study on the
habituation of the arousal reaction in the sleeping cat. That the
•tonic1 arousal reaction (lasting several minutes) habituated is not
of concern here, for such an awakening is quite different from the
EEC and autonomic responses considered here. But their •phasic*
reaction, more like the sort of EEG responses considered by other
authors, was much more resistant to habituation, taking some 30 trials
to extinguish completely. Sharpless and Jasper found that habituation
became faster as the ISI shortened, although this variable was not
properly controlled in their study. They also reported that
habituation was faster in ♦deeper* sleep, but did not give any
numerical substantiation of this. Sharpless and Jasper's other
finding was what they called 'experimental habituation*: habituation
in the seoond and third days of the experiment occurred more readily
than on the first.
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In 1961, Sokolov and Paranonova reported habituation of
vasomotor, respiratory, GSR and EEG components of the OR in sleep*
Their study suffers from being essentially qualitative. However,
they managed to conclude that the GSR habituated (or was *extinguished*)
most readily,within roughly 5 to 10 trials. The response most
resistant to extinction was the EEG reaction, "which merely showed
a gradual reduction in strength and duration, and persists?! up to the
23rd application" of the stimulus, Unfortunately Sokolov and
Paramonova did not speolfy what they meant by EEG reaction1 their
term appears to have included both K-oomplexes and also more prolonged
arousal reactions, with the appearance of alpha for up to 10 seconds.
Thus their results for EEG responses are not comparable with those
of other authors except possibly Sharpless and Jasper. One general
finding Sokolov and Paramonova made was that they could not reliably
produce dishabituation (or disinhibit!on) by the use of a novel
acoustic stimulus unless it was of greater intensity than the habituating
stimulus. Although not specified, it would appear that Sokolov
and Paraaonova confined their study to stage 2 TTREM sleep, as they
were especially interested in the development of sleep.
Oswald (1962, p.30 ff) reported that if (NREM) sleep deepened
as stimuli were continued, the GSRs elicited became dissociated from
the stimuli. Although this report has been taken by Johnson and
Lubin (1967) to imply that there was no habituation in medium or
♦deep* sleep, this inference is incorrectj as deep sleep supervened,
stimuli no longer elicited GSRs. The GSRs observed then occurred
randomly and spontaneously.
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In a much mora recent study also confined to HHEM sleep,
Tizard (1960) reported no habituation of either 3PR or EEG K-complexes
in 8-10 year old children* In this study twenty tones were presented
at random ISIs of between 20 and 40 seconds. In an earlier study,
however, Tlxard (1966a, 1966b) had found 3FR habituation in adults
during a study of the development of sleep. In that study stimuli
were presented at regular intervals of 20 eeo, instead of at irregular
Intervals, However, the interpretation of these results is a little
unclear, sinoe results for both waking and sleeping were combined,
and habituation was found in the total sample. In these 1966 studies,
she also reported on EEG responses, again combined for both sleep and
waking, and found no habituation,
TizardR failure to find habituation of the SPR when using
irregular ISIe of between 20 and 45 see ia striking, for Davis (1970)
has made an estimate of what he terms the Refractory period1 of an
unconditioned response as being about 60 seoonds. This 'refraotory
period1 represents the maximum time interval between successive
stimuli over which a short term habituation process could operate.
Thus use of ISIs approaahing this period would be expected very muoh
to reduce the possibility of detecting habituation in sleep even if
habituation were possible wiih shorter ISIs,
By contrast with the other authors oitod so far who looked only
at HRSM eleep, McDonald and Carpenter (1966) studied habituation in
all atages of sleep systematically, REM as well as NREM sleep stages.
This study is an extension to all stages of sleep of the study of/
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/of McDonald et al in 1964 on habituation in alert and
drowsy subjeots, In this study, they divided their subjects
into two groups on EEG criteriat their ' drowsy' group included
those who showed evidence of sleep pn at least one (of ten) trials.
Their subjects1 state fluctuated readily between wakefulness and
stage 1 and even stage 2 sleep. Essentially, they found that
cardiovascular response habituation was blocked in their 'drowsy1
subjects, although electrodermal response habituation was unaffected
by state.
In their ^$66 study, McDonald and Carpenter, using ISIs
between 10 and 20 seconds, found "consistent, significant habituation"
of both heart rate responses and finger plethysmography responses
(FPRa) in all EEG stages of sleep, 3kin potential responses showed
significant habituation in only about half of their tests and they
therefore were "inclined to minimise the habituation of this measure".
Skin resistance responses (GSRs) did not occur In sleep at all in
their study. It is worth remarking in this context that although
McDonald et al (1964) found no habituation of the HRK in drowsy subjects,
as mentioned earlier, McDonald and Carpenter did find habituation of
the HRR in sleep stages 2, 5, 4 and REM, while confirming the earlier
results on drowsy subjects (stage 1). This study unfortunately
still unpublished, is particularly important as it is one of the
only two studies yet to have looked at habituation in all stages of
sleep individually.
The other such study is that of Johnson and lubin (1967)*
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Using ISIs between JO and 45 seconds, Johnson and hubin reported
finding no habituation of any of their measures, SPR, GSR, HRR, FPR,
respiratory responses and EEG K-coraplexes, They said that "our data
indioate that sleep blocks habituation in the case of autonomic
variables, uad evoked K-oomplexes •., habituation and sleep were
incompatiblew» It is my contention, however, that what Johnson
and Lubin were actually studying in sleep was not habituation at all,
but a time of night effect# They quote Williams et al (19&4) in
support of their own findings, as showing no habituation of either
the FPR or EEG K-complexes during a whole night of sleep# Williams
et al themselves say, however, that they were studying the effects
of sleep stage, sleep deprivation and time of nii&t on responsiveness,
and they do not claim to have studied habituation. Johnson and
Lubin plotted per cent responses to stimuli for SPR, G3R, PPR and HRR
against hour of the night, averaging the response rates over horaly
periods# Stimuli were presented continually all night, starting
before the subjects went to bed# Sharpiesa and Jasper (1956)
suggested that in sleep, arousals are oruoial in producing dishabituation#
Because Johnson and Lubin averaged responses over hourly periods in the
night, dishabituation following arousals will necessarily have obscured
any habituation that might have been present# This should be clear
if one considers what meaning has the mean stage 2 response for an
hour of sleep comprising a sequence of stages such as 2J42J2J1212J42I
For comparison with these hour-by-hour curves for sleeping subjects,
Johnson and Lubin presented trial-by-trial curves of responses in
day-awake and in pre-sleep waking subjects# These curves show/
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/show clear habituation or an the varxaoxeu ov«ti- «w» wiub<
of 10 trials in the pre-sleep conditions; but they cannot validly
be compared with mean responses plotted hour by hour in sleep* All
nean hourly response rates can show is a time of night effect*
Johnson and Lubln also quote Hord et al (1966) as showing: that
the heart rate response did not habituate in sleep; howevert Hord
et al merely state (i*e* assume) that heart rate response are non-
habituating in sleep) they offer no evidence*
However, Johnson and Lubin did make a brief mention of another
study in which subjects were presented with ten tones in stage 2
sleep without any prior stimulation* HRRs, GSRs and FPRs were
recorded, and no significant habituation was found for any of the
three tariables, although no numerical data is presented from this
experiment*
One other paper has examined habituation in both NREM and REM
y
sleep; these authors (Martinius and Papoueek, 1970) reported
finding habituation in NREM sleep but none in REM sleep* Specifically,
they found habituation of eye blinks to either visual stimuli or air
puffs in the NREM sleep of young babies, but they also reported the
occurrence of a response which did not habituate in REM sleep*
Unfortunately Martinius and Papousek's paper gives little specifio
information by which one could evaluate their findings* Their
criterion for habituation was 5 consecutive failures of responses.
They quote a mean number of twenty trials to habituation in NREM sleep
(the range was from 5 to 46 trials) but they give absolutely no data
for REM sleep* They merely state that "the infants showed the blink/
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/bliak reflex with varying intensity • •. habituation was
reached incompletely or temporarily o&ly% So their findings are
impossible to compare with those here; they offer only the sentence
quoted above and two illustrative figures to dssoribe events in HEM
sleep. Furthermore, sleep states were assessed visually; no BEG
criterion of sleep state was used, which renders their results of
somewhat dubious value#
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Purpose of the present experimenta t
The purpose of these experiments was to try and clarify
whether habituation was possible in human sleep, given stimulus
conditions which would be conducive to habituation in waking.
Habituation in sleep was taken to mean the waning of responses
to repetitive stimuli wit-in ongoing sleep, rather than habituation
of "arousal" reactions which include the awakening of the sleeper.
When this study was begun, 1 was unaware of the as yet unpublished
work of KcDonald and Carpenter referred to already. It therefor©
seemed important to remedy the defects of the one study to that date




1. Design of the study t
The overall intention was to use a design in which each series
of trials presented to each subject under each condition could be
analysed separately. The object was to determine whether habituation
had occurred in each series of trials, and to make tests for statistical
significance separately for each aeries. Subjects would be used as
their own controlsi they were to be put through all conditions.
The objective of assessing habituation separately in each series of
trials was in practice only possible for the autonomic responses, for
which a numerical estimate of magnitude could be made for each eubjeot
on each trial. EEG responses had to be treated in terms of their
frequency, and had to be combined for all subjects.
Two autonomic responses were ohosen for study: the skin potential
(Tarohanoff) response, and the heart rate response. The SPR and HRR
were chosen to provide on# eleotrodermal and one cardiovascular responee
measure. In addition, EEG responses ware studied in NREM sleep, and in
REM sleep. The EEG response to a stimulus in KREH sleep, the K**complex, has
been described already; it is clearly visible in stage 2 sleep. In
stage 4 slesp it is obscurred by the prevailing high voltage alow wave
activity, so there is no measure of EEG response available without
averaging techniques* It was desired to choose a response in REM sleep
for comparison, and the transitory appearance of alpha rhythm in response
to a stimulus provides such a response (Fig. 2). The comparable response
in wakiug, namely, alpha blocking, could not be used, since subjects
were aaked bo/
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/to keep their eyes open during daytime controls* and consequently
alpha activity was not plentiful in the EEG to start with.
Autonomic responses were studied in daytime "controls" (which were
intended to be waking controls* but which ended as daytine "control*' in
states of drowsiness)* in NHSfci sleep stages 2 and 4» and in HEM sleep.
Sleep stage or state was one of the two chief variables of the
experiment! the other was interstiaulus interval (131), ahosen because
it was thought that 131 night be critical in determining whether one could
detect habituation in sleep. Three 131 ranges were employed: 10, 20
and ?0 seoonds. A total of six 131 conditions were provided by using
three conditions with those regular intervals* and three conditions with
irregular intervals around those mean values. For these conditions the
intervals 6* 10 or 12 seoonds* 16* 20 or 24 seconds* and 24* 30 or 36
seconds (for the three irregular conditions respectively) were presented
in random order,
r
Because the object was to analyse each series of responses for each
subject separately* and to use subjects as their own controls* only three
subjects were employed. They each underwent all 24 conditions: 4 sleej)
stages or states under each of the six 131 conditions, only one condition
was presented in any one night, and all experimental conditions were
separated by weekly intervals. Order of presentation of conditions
(Table 2) was balanced for order effects (excepting cyclical order
effects) except in two respects. First, daytime oontrols always preceded
the sleep conditions for any given 131 condition. Second, all the
regular stimulus interval conditions preceded all the irregular conditions.
The experiment/
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/experiment was in a sense conducted as two experiments
whose results were then pooled.
2. Quantification of the data;
bleep stages were scored in 20 second epochs according to the
standard criteria of Rechtsch&ffen and Kales (1968), exoept that
movement timr was not scored.
okin potential responses commencing with a latency from stimulus
onset of between 1.0 and 3.5 seconds wore scored in mV» The
difference between the peak negative and subsequent peak positive
potentials was used to define the magnitude. Geer (1966) has shown
that among latency, duration and ap|>litude measures of the GSR,
amplitude was the most sensitive to the effects of stimulus repetition.
The measure of heart rate response used was derived fro: Lang
and Ilnatiow (1962), It measures the difference between the peak
of the acceleration following the stimulus, and the trough of the
subsequent deceleration. Since there nay be several diatinot peaks
and troughs, the measure w&s actually defined as the maximum difference
between a peak and a subsequent trough in the ten beats following
stimulus onset.
5EG responses: not being readily quantifiable, were scored
•blind' by an experienced independent judge. The judge was presented
with sections of ESG (each lasting 40 sec), randomly selected from
the whole series of stimuli, in 3uch a manner that he could not
tell whether a stimulus came at the start or end of a aeries. The
judge scored the response into three categories. The fix-at was a
fully developed response (K-complex in stage 2 or alpha-burst in/'
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/in HEM sleep); the second category was some EEC response
but not a fully developed response; the third category was no
response.
The criteria for K-complexes were those employed by Oswald
et al (i960), a fully developed It-complex consisting of an obvious
large slow wove with associated 12 HZ activity, with a latency of
not more than 2 seconds from stimulus onset. A slow wave without
associated 12 HZ activity was scored as a 'response1 but not as a
K-complex.
Tor HEM sleep a visible burst of alpha activity (9-11 HZ)
with a latency of no more than 2 seconds was scored as an 'alpha
response'. A small spike wave or a 'flattening' of the EEC
(reduction in voltage) was scored as a 'response' but net an
'alpha response*.
Although these categories might be regarded as comprising
an ordinal scale (the scale for K-coaplexes was designed as an
ordinal scale), both scales were treated as purely nominal, representing
initially three categories of response A, 3 or none. But since
EEG responses other than fully developed E-oomplexes or alpha
responses were seen on initial inspection of the data to be uniformly
distributed throughout all trials, it was decided at the outset of
the data analysis to compress the EEC response categories from three
into two: the presence of a fully developed K-coniplex or alpha
response, or their absence. Partly developed EBG- responses were
ignored. Ad advantage of this is that the handling of dichotoaous/
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/dichotomoua data Is easier.
Artifacts: Individual autonomic responses occurring simultaneously
with a body movement were discarded as artifact) since movements
often produce largo DPRs and HRRs whether or not a jtimulus has been
presented. One such large HRR is illustrated among the rooords
in Figure 3(e) where a stimulus led to a movement and arousal.
Another example occurs at the end of the record in Fig. 3(o).
A body movement was defined as one in which phasic muscle activity
appeared in the KuIG channel, and in one of the EOG, EEG or SPR
channels. Also some HRRs had to be discarded as artifact owing to
ratemeter malfunctioning. The number of aufto responses is given
at the foot of Table 3.
Spontaneous variabilityt A 5 minute period before each r ntation
of a series of stimuli was used to obtain an indioation of 'spontaneous
response' rates, or a control for spontaneous variability of the
measures employed. During this 3 minute period, ten pseudostimull
were marked on the record. These are marks on the record where no
stimuli actually occurred. 'Responses' to these 'stimuli' are then
scored just like all other responses: these 'pseudoresponses' thue
provided & measure of spontaneous autonomic and 2EG activity. Unlike
Johnson and Lubin (1967) who subtracted the paeudoresponses from the
actual responses, in this study the p®eudoresponses provided a
'control' rate of activity against which habituation could be compared.
The points at which peeudoetimuli were marked were chosen to
'rnimick' the actual ISI condition used in the stimulation period.
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For Instance, when the 30 second irregular ISI condition was to he
used, the ten pseudostimuli were marked at randomly cho3en intervals
of 24, 30 or 36 seconds, commending at a point 5 minutes before the actual
start of stimulation.
3. The data analysis:
The method of analysis chosen for the autonomic data was that of
individual recessions for each response series^. The regressions
fitted were linear regressions in two segments (Fig. 4). mch series
of responses as fitted to two linear segments by means of a computer
program. rhen it was established for each response series whether the
two segment recession fitted the date significantly better then the null
hypothesis. The null hypothesis was that the response magnitude did
not change with trial number, i.e. that the mean response was the best
estimate of the response magnitude, independent of trial number.
Two parameters were extracted from the regressions as measures
of 'rate' of habituation, namely, the slope of the first me .ont of the
regression and the turning point (he many trials i t take3 for "ituation
to be 'complete*)• These measures were each subject to a repeated measured
analysis of variance. Thus it was hoped to determine whether there were
any significant effects of either II or state (sleo- stage) on habituation.
State and IJI wore the two within-subject factors. Orthogonal comparisons
were u3ed following these analyses where the F te3t was significant
(Edwards, 1968).
-I
The regression is described in greater detail on page 72.
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The distribution of turning points was markedly skewed,
as can be seen from a glance at Tables 10 and 11. Although Scheffe
(1959) points out that a lack of normality in distributions does not
seriously affeot the validity of analyses of variance, a logarithmic
transformation was applie? to the turning points before the analysis.
This transformation also helped to reduce the differences in variance
between the various conditions. Although there remained a significant
variance ratio between different states (between 2.5 and 3*5)»
Soheffe (1959? P353) has pointed out that when cell sizes are equal
the effects of unequal error varianc s are negligible.
In addition to the linear regressions described above, a purely
graphical approsoh was adopted. Mean responses were averaged over
all subjects and ISIs for each state as a function of trtrl
number, to illustrate the form of habituation in each state. A
comparison of the means of the fitted slopes and turning points
with these graphs should also provide a *face validity* for the
two segment re reasion used.
BEG responses oould. not be subject to the regressions of magnitude
on trial number. Instead the frequency of BEG responses was calculated
for all subjects in blocks of trials? habituation and the effect of
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Galfbration® in the figure refer to akin potential,
and to frontal SSG and eye aoveaent channels. Calibration
for parietal EEG is Indicated alongside.
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FIGURE 3. EXAMPLES OF BEAT BY BEAT RECORDS OF HEART RATE.
The scale is linear and ranges from 0 1o 100 beats/rain}
it is written in the top record. Each record lasts 5 minutes;
each of the fine divisions represents one second. Stimuli are
indicated by markers at both the top and bottom of each record.
(a) Stimuli presented at the end of a 'control' period during
stage 4 lead to arousal: a body movement is followed by a
change to stage 3 and then stage 2. Note the large increase
in heart rate associated with the body novcraent.
(b) Heart rate response habituation during stag© 2 sleep. The
diphasic response is no longer visible beyond the tenth trial.
(o) Heart rate response in REM sleep. A large response occurs
on the first trial. The response on subsequent trials is
smaller, but large responses are evident occasionally after
10 and even 20 trials.
TWO SEGMENT LINEAR REGRESSION EXAMPLES
V
PREDICTED BY HABITUATION HYPOTHESIS
SLOPE OF FIRST SEGMENT NEGATIVE
CONTRARY TO HABITUATION HYPOTHESIS
SLOPE OF FIRST SEGMENT ZERO OR POSITIVE
PICTRK 4. EXAMPLES OP TWO-SEGMEHT LXHBAH R2GBE33I0H3,
The upper est are thro® possible examples all of
which involve initial response decrement# The lower
eet are examples where there is no evidence of
response decrement*
TABLES,
ORDER OF CONDITIONSi REGULAR ISIs
Subject 1 ISI State ISI 10 20 30
10 1 Daytime 1 1 5 9
20 2 REM 2 2 6 10
30 3 NREM 2 5 5 7 11
NREM 4 4 4 8 12
Subject 2 10 2 Daytime 1 5 9 1
20 3 REM 3 7 11 3
30 1 NREM 2 4 8 12 4
SREK 4 2 6 10 2
Subject 3 10 3 Daytime 1 9 1 5
20 1 REM 4 12 4 6
30 2 NREM 2 2 10 2 6
NREM 4 3 11 3 7
Irregular 131 conditions were presented subsequently*
in the oame order as the regular ISI conditions above.
TABLE 3,
A BREAKDOWN OF STIMULUS PRESENTATIONS
DAYTIME
CONTROLS REM STAGE 2 STAGE 4 TOTAL
Series analysed 18 18 18 18 72
Series of less
than 20 trills
discarded 2 22 11 15 50
Totals eries
presented 20 40 29 33 122
Total trials in
series analysed 469 489 632 504 2094
Total trials in
series discarded 18 163 81 116 378
Total trials
presented 467 652 715 620 2472
Mean length
series analysed
(trials) 26.1 27.2 35.1 18.0 29.1
Mean length of
discarded series
(trials) 9.0 7.4 7.4 7.7 7.6
Longest series
analysed (trials) 49 50 50 50 50
Short series (less
than 20 trials)
analysed - 10,13,19 14 10 -
Not included in this table are 5 daytime controls abandoned
because the subject fell asleep. These sessions included 83 tri&4$(
In the series analysed, 139 HHHs and 50 SPRs (6.6'/i and 2.4°/<>)
were discarded as artifact owing to either gross body movement or




Summary of amlytnie of variance.
Daytime Controls
SOURCE SS DP MS P £
Subjects 2067.58 2 1033.79 100.81 .001
Trials 21.26 3 7.08 0.69 ns
Subjects x
trials 61.52 6 10.25
ISIs 1689.79 5 337.95 J.18 as
Subjects x
284.62ISIa 2846.25 10
ISIs x trials 252.15 15 15.47 1.29 ns
Subjeota x
trials x I3Ia 357.50 50 11.91
Total 7275.Q7 71
REM sleep
Subjects 2548.86 2 1174.45 111.99 «r*Oo•
Trials 74.33 3 24.77 2.36 ns
3ubjecta x
trials 62.91 6 10.48
ISIs 377.11 5 75.42 0.42 ns
Subjects x
ISIa 1775.97 10 177.59
131 x trials 293.00 15 19.53 1.04
Subjects x




Summary of analyeis of variance.
HKEK Staff® 2 sleep












































































A ^ISCUGaio:? C? IRQBIEI1S IN TEE I. ,/TUODOLOGY
1. Reasons behind the design
(a) The factors examined:
Olaep stages; The statec chosen.tg study .w.erjs stages 2., 4 and
HEM, with da; tine controls. Stage 1 (drowsiness) was not initially
chosen because of the difficulty of presenting a series of stimuli
over an extended period without the subject oscillating either
between drowsiness and -wakefulness or slipping into stage 2 sleep
or deeper. Also, habituation in alert and drowsy subjects had
already been described in a very clear paper by McDonald et al (1$>64)»
In practice, however, it turned out that the daytime (supposedly alert)
controls were drifting unsystenatically between waking ard drowsiness*
Stage J was omitted because it has already been shown that
responsiveness does not differ significantly between stages 5 and 4
(3ord ot al 1966; Johnson and Lubin, 1967)1 stage 3 generally
A
regarded, along with stage 4* as part of 'alow wave sleep'. Stags 3
is quite arbitrarily distinguished from stage 4 in terms of the
percentage of slow wave BEG activity present; it was felt that
the effect of increasing "depth1 of 1TREM sleep could be demonstrated
sufficiently well by differences bet- een stages 2 and 4»
Interstinulus intervals; Besides sleep stage or state, it was
felt important to study the effect of another variable upon habituation;
the interstimnlus interval (ISI). This was considered important
because the two studies which found no evidence of autonomic response
habituation in Bleep (Johnson and Lubin, 19671 Tiaard, 1968) both/
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/both used long irregular ISIs. Since habituation is
slowed and ultimately abolished by increasing the interval between
stimuli, it would bQ expected that use of long irregular ISIs
would mitigate against finding habituation in sleep - especially
if habituation were slower and therefore le33 detectable in sleep
than in waking.
Two effects of ISI were thought relevant: first, the interval
itself, and second whether this interval was regular or Irregular.
The range of ISIs practicable was limited on one side by the duration
of the responses. Heart rate respo ses typically last for at least
10 see, so in order to Include conditions optimal for observing
habituation, and at the risk of presenting stimuli before the leart
rate cou?d return to preatimulus levels, a lower limit for 1 131
used wa3 9et at 10 sec. An upper limit of 30 sec was chosen to
provide an ISI comparable with that used by Johnson and Lubin, but
short enough to provide a reasonable number of stimuli in a given
time. For instance, a typical HEM period may last 15 to 30 minutes;
however, HEM periods are frequently broken up by WBEM sleep for
periods of several minutes at a time.
(b) Balancing of the design.
The order of presentation of conditions was partially balanced
between subjects. Balancing was not achieved In three respects.
Firat, the regular ISI conditions were all presented before any of
the irregular ISI conditions. Thus the experiments were conducted
in two naris, first with regular ISIs and then with irregular/
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/irregular intervals. This was done so that soae results
could be assessed before the end of the series of experiments*
The predicted difference between regular and irregular intervals
was that habituation would be sore difficult with -rregular than
with regular intervals. Any order effect in the experimental design
would, however, have produced a tendency in the reverse direction:
•experimental habituation1 (iharpless and Jasper, 1956) would have
made habituation easier later in the experiments.
The 3econd feature laoking proper balance was the day-time
controls, which for any given 151 preceded the sleep conditions
(see Table 2), Here, too, however, any •experimental habituation*
would have led to faster habituation in the sleep conditions, whereas
the predicted result was that habituation would if anything e slower
in sleep than waking, if it occurred at all.
The third uncontrolled factor was cyclical order effeots, both
for 131 and for sleep stage. However there is no reason to expect
cyclical oarry-over effects, and moreover as a precaution against
any suoh effeots, all experimental sessions for each subject were
separated by weekly intervals,
Subjects: Three subjectn (two men and one woman aged between
18 and 25) were each put through all possible 24 conditions resulting
fro® the use of 4 states and 6 131 conditions. They were selected
from volunteers who had heard that the laboratory needed subjects
for sleep experiments. Selection was made of the first three subjects
who were prepared to come regularly once a week over a period of/
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/of approximately six months, to abstain from tea, coffee
or alcohol on the days of experiments, and who were judged reliabl#
enough (on informal Interview) to achieve these oondltions over a
period of six months. Subjects were paid one pouxd for each
attendance in the laboratory. Use of such a small number of subjects
is not conventional in psychological research. The object however
was to fulfil the advice given by Soholander (i960): "the great
inter-individual variability of such (autonomic) responses makes it
preferable to use an experimental design which involves only intra-
individual comparisonsThe use of such a small number of subjects
is not on the other hand infrequent in sleep research (e.g. Ilord and
Ackerland, 1971? Akindele et al 1970)» involving not only wh&le
night recordings, hut also the necessity of giving each : Tjoct
nights of sleep from which data is not oollected - so that he can
adapt to sleeping in the laboratory situation.
Volunteers may differ from the general population. There
is, however, no reason to assume that patterns of habituation might
differ in volunteers and non-volunteers. (it should he borne in
mind anyway that this experiment was a comparison between habituation
in sleep with daytime controls). Although personality does appear
to affect habituation, studies to date have not been consistent
in their results. Eysenck,s theory (1957t 19^7) predicts that
since habituation is related to the build up of reactive inhibition,
extroverts should show faster habituation than introverts. Moreover
neurotiois? should be unrelated to habituation patterns.
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However, what evidence there Is, is contradictory (f'angan and 0*Gorman, 1969)1
'lartln (i960) for example found no correlation between extraversion
and habituation rates. Further, habituation rates do seem to be
related to anxiety though in which sons® is not C „>ar, as anxiety
has been found to both increase (Sadler ®t al 1971) and slow down
habituation rotes (lader, 1964? Lader and ^ing, 1966? Coles et al
1971). Rosenthal (1971) reported no difference in habituation rates
between his -roup of anxious subjects and his normal controls.
However, anxiety appears to have been only a secondary symptom
in many of his subjects.
Three studies of the personality characteristics of sleep
volunteers have all shown no systematic personality biases likely
to affect habituation. Tune (1968) found no difference: 1. ceuroticisa
scores between volunteers and non-volunteers. lewis (1969) found
that the only respect in which volunteers differed from population
norms on Cattail*s 16 HP inventory was on the intelligence factor,
lastly, twenty volunteers for ether experiments described later in
this thesis differed from the general population in neither extroversion
nor neuroticisa, as assessed by the MPI.
2. Pats scoring and analysis.
(a) Heart rate coring;
Heart rate reoponses(HT?.lct) scoring was based on the method
of Lang and ffnatiow (1962). They tried two HIP. measures based on
the difference between the •peak* rate following acceleration and the
'trough* rate after the subsequent deceleration. They first took
the difference between the fastest beat in the five beats after/
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/after stimulus onset and the slowest beat following it
before the heart rate accelerated again. Their second measure
used the fastest beat in the five following the stimulus and the
slowest beat in the twenty beats following 3timulu onset. They
found that the latter measure showed the effects of stimulus
repetition most consistently (in waking subjects). Herd et al
(1966 ) have shown that in sleep the trough of the HRR occurs within
about 10 seconds after stimulus onset. Since in this study it was
intended to use Ibis as short as 10 seconds, a modification of Lang
and Hnatiow's HRR measure was used.
The HRR measure was defined the maximum difference between
a 'peak' rate and a subsequent 'trough' rate in the ten beats following
stimulus onset. Lang and Hnatiow's restriction that the 'peak*
rata be taken from the first five post-stimulus beats was dropped
as unnecessary. The more substantial departure from Lang and
Hnatiow's measure is the restriction that the 'trough1 within the
first ten beats only be scored. 'That this definition does pick
up the trough of the HER can be seen from Figure 5 in the results.
But with the short 131 conditions there is the likelihood that
the heart rate will not have returned to prestimulus levels by the
onset of the next stimulus. Thus .-esponses to second and subsequent
stimuli will be contaminated by the x-eaponses to previous stimuli,
what effect this could have on HRRs is difficult to predict, since
it depends on the recovery time of the HRR. Hord and Ackerland (1971 )
have published a paper since these experiments were actually completed
in which they examined precisely this issue.
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Tbey reported that with an interval of 9-10 sec between stimuli,
•peak' responses to the second of the two stimuli were enhanced,
•trough' responses apparently unaffected. The HRII measure used
here would thus be magnified on the second (and pr sumably subsequent)
trials relative to its 'true* value. In an attempt to assess the
effect of this complication in demonstrating habituation with fcbort
ISIe, a repeated measures analysis of variance on the rate of the
immediately prestimulus beat was performed for each state (within-
eubject factors were ISI and trials), Prestiaulue heart rate at
trials 1, 6, 11 and 16 were used, for each T3I. The rational® for
this wae that if incomplete recovery of heart rate from previous
stimuli wa3 to affect responses significantly, then pre~3timu."us
heart rate would be significantly lower on later trials than on
trial one. It was predicted that if recovery of the heart rate from
initial stimuli was having a significant effect on ERPs to subsequent
stimuli with the two short 131 conditions, then the effects of ISI
and/or the interaction of trials with ISI on the prestiaulus heart
rate would be significant. In fact (Tables 4 and 5) there were no
significant effects in any of the four states of ISI, trials, or
their interaction. Hence it seems legitimate to accept the HIT.
results for the 10 second ISla at their face value.
(b) Uethod of analysis chosen to demonstrate habituation of
autonomic responsest
The chief criticism here leva lied at the study of habituation
by Johnson and Lubin (1967 ) conoeraed the technique of those authors
in averaging responses over many trials. Habituation, while it/
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/it nay include long-term processes operating orogreseively
over many experimental sessions, is normally considered as a short
terra process, as when a response aay disappear in awake subjects
ir a few trials. As it was thought that habituat d responses might
in some subjects spontaneously return or dishabituate as they do
in wakefulner3 (Sokolov, 1963a, p.119)» it was felt necessary at the
outset to employ a design in which each series of responses in each
subject could be analysed separately.
It was predicted that habituation might take more trials in
sleep than in wakefulness, as Sokolov and Peramonova (1961 ) reported!
specifically, since Tiaard (1968 ) had found no habituation of the
3PR in twenty trials, it was thought possible that habituation might
take more than twenty trials in at least some sleep stages, but very
much less than twenty in the daytime (supposedly waking) controls.
If Sokolov'a (i960 ) model of OR habituation was essentially correct,
and stage % slow wave sleep was Indeed associated with reduced cortical
inhibition, then habituation in stage A could be expected to be very
slow indeed if it occurred. *pifty trials were felt necessary to be
sure of detecting any such slowly occurring habituation.
The procedure for determining whether or not habituation was
occurring had therefore to be capable of discriminating rapid
habituation over as few a3 five trials, or alternatively very slow
habituation taking up to fifty trials. It was hypothesised that the
response measures used would decrease after a variable number of
trials to some steady value representing purely spontaneous/
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/spontaneous variability in the response measure. A two-
segment linear regression was chosen to analyse each separate
series of responses (see Figure 4)*
Such a regression can he algebraically exprer e& as
y « ax + b for the range where x is les3 than s, and y » cx + d for
the range where x is greater than z. 'a1 is the 'turning point'
of the regression, where the two linear segments meet. These
regressions were fitted to the data by means of a X3T computer, on
a program already available written by David "'illioms. Subject
only to the condition that the two segments - join, best least-squares
fits are calculated successively for z » 2, a ■ 2,01, z « 2.02 etc.
up to the maximum value of x. The best overall least square-; fit
is then chosen, thus determining the value of the 'turnir^ _.oint', a.
Three parameter* are thus estimated for each series of responses}
the slopes of the two linear segments and the 'turning point' where
the two segments join, besides the two constants *b' and 'd'.
The prediction made is that if habituation is occurring, the
slope of the first segment of the regression will be negative; if
habituation does not occur it will be zero (or positive).
It is then possible to calculate whether the overall fit is
significantly different from the null hypothesis that response
magnitude is independent of trial number. This is done by an F teat,
comparing the variance accounted for by the regression with the
residual sun of squares. (The residual sua of squares is the sun
of squared lifferences between observed and fitted values).
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The variance accounted for by the regression ("3um of squares due
to regression") is the difference "between the sum of squares (33)
of observed values about the moan, and the residual sum of squares.
If the regression is estimated on data from !? tri Is, then there
are F-1 de rees of freedom (l)F) associated with the SS about the
mean, 3 EF associated with the SS accounted for by regression, and
1?-4 associated with the residual SS. Then
F is equal to SS due to regression - Te3idual 33
5 4
with j and h-4 hi*'.
in® significance level thus obtained 1 idicated whether any
observed decrement in response during a series of stimuli could
reasonably be assumed to be habituation, or whether it was not likely
to be a chance effect. Thus it is possible to say whether or not
there was significant habituation for each separate series of responses.
The slope of the first segment can also be used to provide a
measure of the rate of habituation} although no particular Importance
should be attached to the aotual value of this "rate", it can be
used for comparative purposes. The "turning point", it was hoped,
could provide an estimate of hoe many trials it took for habituation
to be substi. itialiy complete -it provides another possible measure of
the "rate" of habituation,
a priori grounds one might expect habituation to take an
exponential course. uence it would have been reasonable to fit
exponentials o the data. This was not done because it seemed to
the author it the fcia* that tho two segment regression was better/
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/better suited to fitting series of responses of variable
length whose asymptote was not expected to be zero. At least
this form of regression would appear to provide as adequate a test
of habituation as anj other. I-ader (19^4) > I-der and ":ing (1966 »
P»73) suggest that habitu; tion of eloctrodernal responses may consist
of two stages, the first stage with rapid habituation lasting only
a few trials, followed by a period of slower habituation. Purther,
inspection of Pigs. 6 and 7& in the results is as suggestive of a
two segment form as of any other course of habituation. It should
be pointed out again that the purpore of these experiments was not
to define the precise form habituation might take in sleep, but
rather to make a comparison between sleep and daytime conditions,
with a view to seeing whether habituation in sleep was p- _e at all.
The method used here does have something in common with the
methods used by Lader (19^4) and Lader and Wing (1964)» in so much
as both their method and this fitted separate regressions for indiv¬
idual sets of data, and calculated whether each regression was significantly
different from the null hypothesis. Both their method and this also
used the parameters of the regressions for further comparisons.
The methods differ however in that Lader and Wing assumed an expon¬
ential course for habituation instead of the two segment linear
course assumed here. They were therefore forced to use a 'criterion*
in conjunction with their regressions, namely that habituation had
ocourred if three successive stimuli elicited no response. Such
criteria are frequently in use; they are, however, unreliable
for responses whose absolute frequency is initially low/
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/low (e.g. BEG responses), and clearly impossible to use with
responses such as ffRTta which do not decline to gero owing to ever
present spontaneous fluctuations.
(o) The "Taw of Initial value"
Mention needs to V" made of why Wilder*a "law of initial
value" has not been discussed in the data analysis. Laoey (1956)
has developed techniques fo- controlling for the e ffeet of the initial
value or prestimulus level of autonomic responses on the magnitude
(and direction) of the response. Lacey argues for various reasons
that removing the effect of prestimulus values on response measures
which are measures of change, by calculating the regression of one
on the other and 'subtracting out* the effect of prestimulus values,
is not a worthwhile procedure. Response measures which are ensures
of change include all responses defined in terms of the difference
between two levels. Laoey argues that ocrreetions to take ihio
account pre stimulus levels should be performed exclusively on
post-stimulus (or 'stress*) levels of the antonoraie variable.
A 'stress level* for heart rate for instance would be the value
of the heart rate at some particular time after the stimulus. Thus
the HftR as defined here cannot be considered a 'stress level*,
laeey argues for the use of "autonomic lability scores" (ALS) which
are derived from the prestimulus and root-stimulus levels of the
variable. The ALS also involves a correlation between initial
and stress levels of the variable for the total sample of subjects.
Thus the 'TB is designed to measure the response of one 3ubjeot
relative to the mean response of the whole sample of subjects.
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Lacey' a argument is thus that while autonomic response measures
may he dependent on pr©stimulus levels (this he says is only true
for a group of subjeota - such correlations are not high within any
individual), it is not to any advantage to try and remove this
dependence when measures of change are used to define ' responses1.
While Hord, Johnson and Lubin (1964 ) reported that the 'law'
of initial values does in faot apply to heart rate following stimuli,
it can now become apparent why •corrections* to the heart rate responses,
for prestimulus level, were not employed in this study. First, the
corrections developed by Lacey are designed to be used on measures
of a post-stimulus level. At least for heart rate, previous literature
had indicated that not a level, but a response (in this case diphasic)
was the best indicator of the effects of stimuli, Second, Lacey
argues that no advantage is to be gained from any other attempts to
•correct* such measures in any way for preatimulus levels. One must
therefore aocept that the response measures used may be dependent
on initial levels, and keep this in mind when interpreting the results.
In fact, Berg et al (1971 ) report that initial level of heart
rate only accounted for between 5 and 20>4 of the total variance of
heart rate in their analyses,
Baust and Marbaise (1970 ) maintain that HRRs to olioks in
sleep are independent of initial heart rate levels. Certainly one
would predict from Laoej'• 'homeostasis* interpretation of the law
of initial values that the effects of prestiraulus heart rate on the
diphasic HRRs as defined In this study would be minimal: if the 'peak*
component were reduced by a high prestimulus heart rate, then the/
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/the 'trough' would bo enhanced, and vice versa. Keefe and
Johnson (1970 ) have actually reported that, in their study of ERRS
in waking, the peak-trough ERR measure was "not significantly correlated
with prestimulus level".
However, the analysis of variance on prestisulus heart rate already
described in connection with the definition of the ERR (Tables 4 and 5)»
will serve, it is hoped, to demonstrate that since no significant changes
in prestimulus heart rate were occurring over trials, any habituation detected
cannot be put down as an 'artifact' of the law of initial values.
Uince the skin potential was recorded bipolarly as a difference in
potential between two points, no basal values of skin potential were
available to check whether changes in basal levels were related to the
development of habituation. The relationship between skin potential basal
level and response magnitude has been mentioned already (Chapter 3)* It
would indeed seem that response magnitudes are affected by basal level, in
that, for instance, significantly more positive waves occur as part of the
-J
3PR when basal potential is highly negative (Trehub et al, 1962 ). But
Wilcott (1958 ) found that there wan no relation between a diphasic GPR
measure and basal skin potential. iilcott's results of 1964^ provide
the explanations the magnitude of positive and negative waves are affected
to an equal.degree by basal potential, so that a measure which is the sum
of the magnitudes of positive and negative components will be independent
of basal levol.
1Trehub, A., Tucker, I. and Cazavelan, J• (1962) Epidermal b-waves and changes
in basal potentials of the skin. Aiaer. J. Psychol. 140-143*
2
wilcott, R.C. (1958) Correlation of skin resistance and skin potential.
J. Comp. Physiol. Psychol, j^l 691-696.
'/ilcott, R.B.C. (1964) The partial independence of skin potential and
skin resistance from sweating. Psychophysiology J_, 55-66.
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However, Germana (19 68) would argue that use of measures
uncorrected for pro3timulua levels leads to the finding of rates of
habituation which are 'exaggerated1 over the (by implication) 'true'
rates. At least this suggests caution in interpreting the actual





Subjects were instructed to abstain from alcohol, tea, coffee,
and other drugs (nicotine excepted), on the days of the experiments,
and no subject took any medioation except aspirin throughout the
series of experiments. It was considered necessary to exclude
any drug effects as it has been shown for instance that cyclobarbitone,
amphetamines and ehlorpromaaine all facilitate electroderaal response
habituation, at least in awake subjects (Lader, 19&4f Lader and Wing,
1966 , p«76| Soholander, 1961bf Rothschild and Connors, 1970 ), and
in a review of drug effects on conditioning generally, even caffeine
was reported to affeot extinction (Dureaan, 1959)#
Subjects were told merely that noises would be played to them
in the night, and they were also informed of what recordings were
being made from the electrodes attaohed to them. In the daytime
controls the subjects were asked to 'sit quietly and try not to move
around' in a lighted room and to 'keep your eyes open'j they were
also told that 'noises will be played to you over a loudspeaker*.
Subjects were required to spend two nights in the laboratory
to adapt to the electrodes and to sleeping in the laboratory before
the experiments proper began, and before any stimuli were presented.
Thus the subjects' sleep could be characterised as 'normal* and
reasonably free from 'first night effects* (Rechtschaffen and Yerdone,




Subjects slept in an air-oondltioned bedroom and took their
normal hours of sleep. Silver dlao electrodes using Cambridge
electrode jelly were fixed with adhesive tape in supraorbital and
outer oanthus positions for ©ye movement recording (EOG), and two
electrodes in midline (between Fz and Cz, and between Pz and 0z
positions of the international 10/20 system) provided a fronto¬
parietal BEG. Electrodes placed submentally gave a record of neck
muscle tone| which has been shown to reaoh a minimum during HEM
sleep (Berger, 1961 )• Skin potential was measured between the
thenar eminence and scrubbed volar forearm, using a 0.3 sec time
constant, gain 10 nn per millivolt. All derivations were bipolar.
EEG and EMG. were recorded at a gain of 14 mm per 100 microvolts,
E0G at a gain of 10 mm per 100 microvolts. Tim# constants were
0.5 see for SEG and E0G, 0.05 sec for EMG. SPR, EMG, E0G and EEG
were recorded at a paper speed of 15 ram/see in all night recordings
on a 14 ohannel Alvar Heega electroencephalograph. A fifteenth
channel provided a stimulus marker. An electrocardiogram was fed via
an EEG amplifier into a Devices instantaneous ratemeter which provided
a beat by beat reoord of heart rate, at a paper speed of 1 mm/see.
Heart rate was recorded only in the stage of sleep under study on
the given night.
5. Stimulit
The •noises' to which the voluhteers were subjected during the
night were 1000Hz, 1 sec prerecorded tones presented over a loudspeaker
situated across the cubicle from the subjeot, producing JO db at the
subject's head, JO db was found in preliminary trials to be an/
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/an Intensity sufficient to produce a response even in stage 4»
without waking the subjects. The decision to use a constant intensity
tone for all sleep stages rather than an intensity graduated to the
arousal threshold was made because the object of the experiment was
to compare habituation in sleep with habituation In daytime controls
to the same stimulus.
These stimuli were presented under one of the six ISI conditions
on any one night# The six conditions were 10, 20 and 30 second
regular intervals, and irregular ISXs with means of either 10, 20
or 30 seconds#
4# Details of the stimulation procedure t
Stimuli were presented when the eubjeot reached the appropriate
stage of sleep, excepting that *descending* stage 2 at the start
of the night was Ignored, as was the first REM period, since these
stages usually do not last niany minutes# Subjects were not permitted
to hear the stimuli before going to sleep, in contrast with the
procedure of Johnson and Lubin (19^7 )^ who star od stimulation while
the subjects were still awake and continued stimuli uninterruptedly
thenoe all night# In this experiment, subjects received stimuli
only during one sleep stage under one ISI condition on any one night#
Prior to actual stimulation, when the appropriate sleep stage
had been reached, a 'control* period of 3 minutes was allowed during
which time no stimuli were presented. This period was allowed so
that an assessment of the occurrence of spontaneous "responses"
and of spontaneous variability of the measures could b® made#
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This procedure vas considered preferable to that employed by
Sohnson and Lubin - they assessed spontaneous variability in the
intervals between stimuli by a method which has been criticised
already. Apart from the fact that their control procedure seems
defective, with the shorter ISIe used in :his study, their procedure
would have been impossible.
After this control period, stimuli wore presented. The
series of stimuli were stopped if the subject altered sleep stage,
or after 50 stimuli (<trials*) had been presented. In order to
ensure that the series of responses was long enough to allow any
habituation present to be detected, if a series was interrupted before
20 trials had been presented, a further series (preceded by a new
control period) was presented that night, allowing an interval of
at least half an hour between sucoessive periods of stimulation.
On five occasions series with less than 20 trials were used, after
five attempts, when it was felt that the initial response level night
be affected if too many aeries of stimuli were presented in one night.
Information as to the number of series presented, number of series
terminated etc. is set out in Table 5*
No "diahabituation" teat was made at the and of a series of
trials to verify whether habituation had occurred rather than effector
or receptor fatigue. This was necessitated by the procedure
preferred here of continuing stimulation until the subject changed
sleep stage - any *toat tone* presented afterwards would not fall
within the same sleep stage as the experimental trials. Secondly,/
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/Secondly, there have been a number of reports recently
that intramodal test stimuli do not reliably elicit responses
previously habituated to the experimental stimuli (Sokolov and
Paramonova, 1961 ; Williams, 1963 » MoJonald and Carpenter, 1966 ;
Geer, 1969 ; Houek and Mefferd, 1969 )• Geer specifioally showed
that in wakefulness prior presentation of experimental stimuli
reduced the OHs to test stimuli. MoDonald was conducting a test
of habituation in sleep like the preaent one, and he reported
dishabituatlon on only one in five to one in eight ocoasioas.
McDonald remarks that they were not surprised by thie finding, as






Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the basic results for the two
autonomic responses. Habituation of the skin potential response
occurred in all states* Heart rate response habituation occurred
in the two NREM sleep statesf but it did not occur in the daytime
controls (in a state of drowsiness), or in REM sleep* (There is
in faot a suggestion that some habituation of the HRR is occurring
in the first few trials in REM sleep, but the response becomes variable:
there is no overall habituation)* There was no effeot of IBI on auto-
monic response habituation* However, sleep stage did appear to affeot
the rate of skin potential habituation, which was slower in HREM sleep
stages (especially stage 4) than in REM sleep or in drowsiness (Figs* P
and $).
KEG responses showed habituation, both K-ooraplexes in stage 2
and alpha responses in REM sleep (see Figs 10 and 11)* K-complexes
also showed a striking effect of interstimulus interval: habituation
was rapid with short regular ISIs (10 sec), and almost non-existent
with long irregular intervals of the order of JO sec (see Fig. 12).
This trend was present for the alpha responses alsp, but was not










































FIGURE 5. THE FORM OF THE EVOKED HEART RATE RESPONSE. MEANS




Note how by trial 20 the response has almost entirely
vanished in stage 2 and, especially, in stage 4. In
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FIOTHS 7. MEAN HEAHT HATE RESPONSE AS A FUNCTION OF TRIALS. TO
EMPHASISE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STATES, RESPONSES HATE
BEEN PLOTTED RELATIVE TO THE RESPONSE OS THE FIRST TRIAL.
(a) Non-REM sleep stages 2 and 4. Habituation is uojaieta^#^a»
(b) Drowsiness and REM sleep. Great variability in response
o&gnitude, and little or no habituation.
"RATE" OF HABITUATION:
SLOPE OF FIRST SEGMENT OF REGRESSION

















FIGURE 8, »KAT£* OF HABITUATION) SLOPE OF THE FIRST SEGMENT
OF THE REGRESSION,
NUMBER OF TRIALS TO HABITUATION :
TURNING POINT OF REGRESSION
Means for all subjects and ISI conditions
2-
DAYTIME REMS 2 A
CONTROLS NREM STAGE
FIGURE 9, NUMBER OF TRIALS TO HABITUATIONi 'TURNING POINT' OF THE
REGRF.33I0H.
The turning point of the regression can be interpreted as
the number of trials before habituation is virtually complete.
When the slope of the regression is aero or positive, however,
as with the ERR in the daytime controls, then the turning point
has little significance.
TRIALS
FIGURE 10, K-COMfLEX FREQUENCY A3 A FUNCTION OF TRIALS. (STAGS 2 SLEEP),
Data are pooled for all interstinuluo interval conditions,
and plotted for blocks cf four trials. The fitted ourve ie
a best fitting polynomial. The ♦spontaneous rate' indicat e
the frequenoy with which K-coaplexea are seen following the
'pseudo-stimuli' marked on the record.
FIGURE 11. ALPHA RESPONSE FREQUENCY A3 A FUNCTION OF TRIALS (REM SLEEP).
Data are pooled for all interstiamlus interval conditions,
and plotted fear blocks of four trials. The fitted curve is
& best fitting polynomial. The •spontaneous rate* indicates
th© frequency with which bursts of alpha were seen following
the ♦pseudo-stimuli1 marked on the record.
TRIALS
FIGURE 12. THE EFFECT OF dTBRSTIMUtUS TSTERYAL OR THE HABITUATION
OF K-C0MPBBXR3.
Response rat©a ar© plotted for four conditions. K-couplexaa
ooour to the first stimulus of a series on 90?* of occasions.
With short regular intervals between stimuli, habituation






FIGURE 15. K-COMPIi£XEE QCC0RRUSG UURIHG THE FIRST TWENTY TRIALS.
Rapid habituation makes the overall number of X-complexes
low when intervals between stimuli axe short and regular.
With long and irregular intervals K-oonplexoa continue










FIGURE 14. ALPHA RESPONSES OCCURRING DURING THE FIRST
TWENTY TRIALS.
With short, regular intervals between stimuli alpha
responses habituate rapidly) only a few ocour in the
course of twenty trials• With longer intervals between
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Slopes of second segment of regression (mV / trial).





















































































Frequencies of negative and positive slopes are
not significantly different in any state (Binomial test)
TABLE
HEART RATE RESPONSES:
Slopes of second segment of regression. (Beats/min/trial).
Values are given for each of three subjects in each condition.
ISI (sec)
REGULAR IRREGULAR
STATE 10 20 30 10 20 30
DAYTIME .27 -.04 .46 .06 —. 09 -.40
CONTROLS -.07 .44 .21 — . 22 -1.02 .40
-.37 -.38 —. 11 -.80 .88 .04
REM -.60 -1.74 -.76 -.67 -.18 3.00
.02 -.02 .96 .08 .14 - .07
-3.00 .08 .43 .33 -.51 1.14
NREM - .26 .04 — . 21 -.06 .06 - .12
2 .01 -.15 .02 .06 —. 32 -2.69
- .11 .09 .75 -1.18 -.10 - .21
NREM .01 -.01 .04 - .02 1.00 - .04
4 - .01 -.04 .30 .01 - .01 .01
.17 -.07 -.04 — • 03 .06 - .10
Frequencies of negative and positive slopes are
not significantly different in any state (Binomial test).
TABLE 10.
SKIN POTENTIAL RESPONSES:
Values are qiven for each of three subjects in each condition.
ISI (sec)
REGULAR IRREGULAR
STATE 10 20 30 10 20 30
DAYTIME 2.0 2.0 6.8 (0.0) 5.0 2.0
CONTROLS 10.0 4.0 3.0 15.0 2. 0 18.0
3.0 2.6 6.3 2.5 (0.0) 2.0
REM 2.2 26.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.5
2.2 4.2 4.0 9.9 3.0 2.3
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 4.0 2.0
NREM 4.0 4.3 3.4 20.6 5.0 5.6
2 2.0 13.0 9.0 10.7 4.2 4.3
12.9 10.0 3.0 28.0 2.0 20.0
NREM 38.0 2.0 4.3 2.0 2.0 5.0
4 35.0 32.0 21.0 2.9 30.0 11.0
2.0 31.0 43.0 30.0 2.5 10.0
TABLE 11 •
HEART RATE RESPONSES:
Turning points of fitted regressions (trial number).
Values are given for each of three sub iects in each condition
ISI (sec)
REGULAR IRREGULAR
STATE 10 20 30 10 20 30
DAYTIME 9.0 6.0 8.0 12.0 12.0 10.6
CONTROLS 2.0 2.1 4.0 27.0 8. 0 6.0
9.0 9.0 25.0 16.0 15.0 6.0
REM 44.0 15.0 3.0 22.0 3.9 16.3
2.0 7.0 5.7 2.0 17.0 6.0
18.9 2.0 2.0 2.1 26. 0 38.0
NREM 9.0 10.1 9.0 2.0 3.2 6.3
2 2.1 15.0 34.0 3.0 2.4 32.0
4.3 24.0 10.0 25.0 6.8 8.0
NREM 10.0 2.0 7.0 10.0 35.4 2.0
6.4 6.0 20.4 2.0 8.5 2.0
23.6 4.1 4.2 5.8 2.9 6.0
TABLE 12.
SKIN POTENTIAL RESPONSE:





















0 p <T .001
p < . 05
NREM
4
14 4 p <^ . 02
HEART RATE RESPONSE:





















p <" . 05
p < . 01
NREM
4
18 0 p < .001
TABLE 13*













































Slopes of the fitted regression (b/min/trial)
are given together with an EEG 'sleep index*. A
sleep index of 0 indicates less than 20 sec of stage 1
sleep in the experimental session: a sleep index of
1 indicates 20 sec or more of stage 1 sleep during
the session.
TABLE 14.
SKIN POTENTIAL RESPONSES t
SLOPE OF THE FIRST SEGMENT OF REGRESSION;
Summary of analysis of variance.
SOURCE 3S DP MS P £
Subjects 2.200 2 1.100 8.10 .01
ISlB 1.247 5 0.249 1.49 ns
Subjeots x ISIs 1.360 10 0.1J6
States 2.660 3 0.686 6.16 .05
Subjects x States 0.863 6 0.143
States x ISIs 5.306 15 0.355 <1 ns




SLOPE OF FIRST SEGMENT OP REGRESSION I
Summary of analysis of variance*
SOURCE ss DP MS P £
Subjeots 70.11 2 35.05 2.80 ns
ISIs 92.92 5 18.58 1.48 ns
Subjeots X ISIs 125.48 10 12.54
States 60.13 3 20.04 <1 ns
Subjects 147.43 6 24.57
States x ISIs 293.34 15 19.55 1.04 ns




TURNING PCHIT OF REGRESSION g (log transfoxra)
Summary of analysis of variance.
SOURCE SS DP MS P 2
Subjeets 5.447 2 1.723 5.54 .05
ISIs 2.751 5 0.550 1.76 ns
Subjects x ISIs 5.112 10 0.511
States 12.590 5 4.130 5.03 .05
Subjects x States 4.931 6 0.821
States x ISIs 6.986 15 0.465 < 1 ns
Subjects x States




TURNING POINT OF REGRESSIONg (log transform)
Summary of analysis of varianoa.
SOURCE SS DP MS P 2
Subjects 1.458 2 0.729 1.47 m
ISIs 0.465 0.093 < 1 ns
Subjects x ISIs 4.942 10 0.494
States 0.801 3 0.267 < 1 ns
Subjects x 3tatea 2.735 6 0.455
States x Ills 14.501 15 0.966 1.57 ns
Subjects x States




♦Responses* to pseudo-stimuli. Means and standard deviations
for each subject in each state. Means are for 10 •responses'
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'sd for group calculated froai Oswald et al (1971) . sd - |/-<N|
XVJ
7.30 beats/min
where N ■ Mo. obsns. for each sub ji
where sd^ is derived, J - Total No,
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2, Autonomic responses:
Figures 6, 79 8 and 9 illustrate the results of the experiments
for autonomic responses. Tables 6 to 9 shoe the slopes of the
tvo segments, and Tables 10 and 11 the turning points of the
regressions fitted to each series of resj mses. Tables 6 and 7
also show whether or not the fitted regressions were significantly
different from the null hypothesis that response magnitude was
independent of trial number. Significant skin potential response
decrement is widespread in all states; the HRR shows significant
response decrement frequently in both the HREM sleep states, but
very rarely in the daytime controls or in REM sleep. The contrast
for the ERR between HREJI sleep states and REM sleep is striking if
Figures Ja end Jb are oompared, Examination of Figure 5» illustrating
the magnitude of the HRR at trials 1 end 20, provides further evidence
of HRR habituation in the NHBK sleep states.
The Daytime oontrola; The daytime conditions were intended to
provide a •control1 study of habituation in wake ulness. It was
naturally expected that both the HRR and the SPR would habituate
rapidly in these daytime oontrol conditions. However, as oan be
seen from Table 7> the HRR only rarely showed significant habituation.
The reason for this became clear when the daytime records were re-examined.
Subjects had been drowsy during the daytime sessions. Five of the
daytime sessions were abandoned at the time, and re-run at a later
date, because subjects fell asleep: F-complexes or spindles appeared.
Although these sessions were totally discarded, it ie not surprising
that in the remaining sessions the oontrol conditions tended to/
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/to make the subjects drowsy - a warm room, monr onous
stimulation and instructions to sit quiet. A re-examination
of the EEGs in the daytime controls showed that subjects were indeed
drowsy (20 seconds or more of KEG stage 1) in half of the daytime
sessions (see Table 15).
The HRR in REM sleep: Despite the lack of significant habituation
of the HRRiin REM sleep (Table 7)» there is evidence that some
habituation of the HRR is taking place in RETS sleep, for negative
slopes in the firat segment of the regret inn (response decrements)
are such more frequent than positive slopes in both REM and NREM
sleep - though not in the daytime oontrols (see Table 12). Sign
tests reveal the frequency of response decrement to be significant
(p-^.05) for the HRR in MREI.f stages ? and 4 and in REM sleep.
(Such differences are significant for the SPR in all states).
The "turning point" of the regressionsi SPR and HRR? Examination
of the fitted slopes of the second linear segments (beyond the turning
point of the regression) in Tables 8 and 9 shows that positive and
negative slopes are equally common. Their frequency is not signif¬
icantly different for either of the two autonomic measures in any
of the four states (Sign test, Siegel, 1956). Thus it does seem
plausible to interpret the turning point as an approximate measure
of the number of trials habituation takes; beyond that point
responsiveness has reaohed a fairly stable level.
5• Differences between interstimulue intervals and between states
in autonomic response habituation:
Analysis of variance for the slopes of the first segment/
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/segraent and for the turning points of the regressions were
used to see whether 131 or sleep stage was affecting these measures
of 'rate1 of habituation. Summaries of the analyses are set out
in Tables 14 to 17* There are no significant effects of inter-
stimulus interval.
(a) Skin potential responses; For 3PRs, there are significant
effects of state (or sleep stage) for both the slope ('rata' of
habituation) and for turning point (number of trials to habituation).
However, although the V test shows Significant effects (p<f.05)»
orthogonal comparisons following the analysis,between palr3 of tates,
were unable to reveal where these differences lay. It would seem
therefore wise to conclude that differences between states in 'rate1
of SPR habituation approach significance. Figures 8 and 9 show
the mean slopes and turning points, for each state, for the SDH
and the HHH.
(b) Heart rate responsest Regarding the HRH, a seeming paradox
has emerged. In the drowsy daytime controls and in REM sleep, only
on a very few occasions did the overall regressions indicate significant
habituation, in contrast to frequent habituation in the NREM sleep
stages (Table 7)* However, analysis of variance on the "rate"
of habituation reveals no significant differences between the NREM
states, and REM sleep and drowsiness.
A look at the grap'i of mean response versus trial number
(Fig. 7) may help to elucidate this, at least for the ERR in REM sleep.
In REM sleep the ERR declines sharply in the first few trials - as/
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/as mentioned earlier, in REM sleep a significantly larger
number of the fitted regressions show an initial fall in response
than show & rise (Table 12)» But the ERR becomes very variable;
in contrast to NREM sleep, the ERR in REM sleep regains high and
it fluctuates. It would appear that the regression picks up the
initial fall in response in the first few trials, but because this
decline is not sustained, th# fitted values for all trials do not
differ significantly from the null hypothesis of a maintained
response. Thus we can conclude that some degree of HRE habituation
does ocour in REM sleep, at least in the early trials, but it
becomes irregular, and variability of the HRR is large among the
later trials. It is of Interest that the evoked HRR should show
high variability in REM sleep, as spontaneous variability of heart
rate in the absenoe of stimuli is also high in REM sleep. pontaneous
variability was assessed by scoring the 'response' to 10 'paaudostimuli'
marked in the control period preceding eaoh series of stimuli.
Means and standard deviations of these spontaneous 'responses' are
given in Table 18,
In the drowsy state, although the mean slope of the regressions
is very slightly negative, negative and positive slopes are equally
common.
We must therefore conclude that in drowsiness the HRR does
not habituate while in REM sleep habituation ia irregular and inconsistent;
habituation in the early trials is not maintained and responses over
all trials do not differ significantly from responses on the first/
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4* ESG responses: K complexes in stage 2 and alpha responses
In HEM sleep?
Figures 10 and 11 show the mean response rates for the EEG
responses over trials 1 to 40. In the sc figures responses from
all subjects and ISIe have been combined and plotted for blocks
of four trials (polynomial curves were also fitted for these figures).
For the K-coraplexes habituation is very evident in the first
ten to twenty trials, though its course appears uncertain beyond
trial 25 (until the effect of ISI is examined s .when it will become cILear^
Habituation of alpha responses is also striking in the first
twenty trials. Though there is considerable variation in response
rates after twenty to thirty trials, habituation becomes ooaplete
(i.e. to spontaneous levels) within 40 trials.
Effeot of interstlaulus intervalt
The fitted ourves in Figures 10 and 11 combine the data for
all ISI conditions. Thus it would seem from Fig re 10 that
K-eomplexes do not habituate completely, but oontinue to occur
to about 50/£ of stimuli - roughly half their frequency on trial 1.
However, a breakdown by ISI condition shows that with the short
ISIs habituation was ooaplete, while with the longer ISIs it was
very slight,
A fairly crude but simple way of looking at the effect of
ISI is illustrated in Figs, 15 and 14* These show the mean response
rate over the first 20 trials. Where habituation is rapid the overall
response rate is low. Thus it can be seen from Figs. 15 and 14/
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/14 that habituation is occurring more rapidly with
the 10 sec I31s than with the longer intervals* For example,
with a regular 10 see interval, alpha responses occurred to roughly
10>4 of stimuli in the first twenty trials, while with longer intervale
responses occurred to roughly 30-40; > of stimuli.
For K-coraplexes it was possible to plot the frequency of responses
for each of the ISIs (Fig. 12), and again it is clear that there is
a dramatic effeot of 131, Habituation is fastest with the regular
10 sec 131, slower with the irregular sheet interval, and very slow
with the two long 131 oonditiohs. (The intermediate 131 condi ions
are omitted from the figure for clarity)*
Thus habituation of K-complexea was more rapid with short I3ls
than with longer ISIu, Also, habituation took place more rapidly
with a regular ihtervul than with an irrcgulsr interval of the same
mean duration. The frequency of alpha responses was too low to
justify plotting separate curves for each ISI.
In the control period before stimulation, the rate of occurrence
of K-complexes, and also of alpha responses at 'pseudostimuli' was
found to be 6'/». It is striking that with a regular 10 aeo 131
the frequency of K-ooraplexes had habituated after only 20 trials to
this 'spontaneous* rate. By contrast, with long irregular stimulus





The major conclusion to be drawn from the results described
above is that during sleep there is at least one autonomic response,
the skin potential response, which will consistently wane or rabituate
on repeated presentation of an auditory stimulus ir. all stages of sleep.
The other autonomic response studied, the heart rate response, will
reliably habituate in SREM stages of sleep, but does not do so either
in HEM sleep or in drowsiness,
1• Initial response magnitude and autonomic response habituation
The results can first be discussed with reference to the second
section of Chapter 5. Before discussing the evidence about habituation,
first we should note that both the heart rate response and also the skin
potential response were elicited in all stages of sleep.
Thus the suggestion of Keefe et al (1971) that SPRs cannot be
elicited from sleep without waking the subject is plainly not supported
by these results: it, i£ possible to elicit the 3PR in all stages of sleep.
It was stated in Chapter J that electrodermal activity was generally
lowest in REM sleep. Here, initial 3PRs were in fact least in stage 2
sleep, not REM sleep. But a glance at Figure 6 shows that except
for the very first trial, responsiveness was lower in REM than in other
stages of sleep. Thus these results do not in fact suggest a pattern
of electrodernal responding which is different from that described in
Chapter 5»
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^he heart rate responses round on trial one (Figure 5) were of
essentially the suae form as those described by Hord et al (1966).
The magnitude of the HRR was greatest not in REM but in NREM stage 2
in this study. although Hord et al eaphasise the magnitude of responses
in REM sleep, they too in fact found marginally greater responses in stags 2
than in REM sleep.
Habituation and initial response magnitude:
Lader (19&4) and Lader and Wing (1964) found correlations of
-0.68 and -0.81 between the magnitude of the slope and the intercept of
their regressions (of response magnitude on stimulus number). They
interpreted this as indicating that l-ates of habituation were correlated
with initial response magnitudes, and "corrected" their rates of habituation
for "initial values'*. It might be wondered what was the relation of
initial response magnitudes to habituation the results here. Before
that is done, however, it is necessary to make a couple of points about
the x>rocedures used by Lader and Wing (1964). The first issue is of
general importance, Lader found a significant correlation between two
values, and "accordingly" corrected one value to remove its correlation
with the other. This is a procedure readily used in psychophysiology
but one which hua dangers. If rate3 of habituation are related to initial
response, this is an interesting association, but it does not follow
that the measure of •rate* is not moat useful as it 3tands. In Lader
and Wing's study, most information is in fact conveyed by showing that
normals have initially large responses which habituate rapidly, whereas
their patients had small responses which habituated slowly. If the
effect of initial response on habituation rate is removed, them much/
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/much of this information 13 loat. For this reason no attempt
will be made here to "correct" the 'rates' of habituation for initial
response magnitudes.
The second point which needs mentioning about Lader and Wing's
procedure is that they did not genuinely relate rates of habituation
to initial responses. They used instead the intercept from their
fitted regressions. These regressions specifically excluded the initial
response. Lader and Ting in fact showed that there was no significant
difference between the magnitude of the first response in the normals
and the patients (1964, Table II). Yet they then go on, on the same
page (p.214), to say that their normal subjects have larger "early"
responses. They can only come to a conclusion so at variance with
their data because of their strange procedure of actually disregarding
the response to the first stimulus in all their statistical treatments.
Lader (1964) claimed to have found that GSRs habituated exponentially.
That is, the responses had been successfully fitted to the logarithm of
the stimulus number. Rut this had only been achieved by ignoring the
initial response (which is plotted spearately in all these worker's'graphs).
Lader's only justification for this was that "the first response is
distinct"! Lader also commented that the last responses in the series
did not fit an exponential either, but rather "the last responses do not
show any tendency to decrease and the line may in reality have a point
of inflection toward the end and flatten out". (1964, p»227)« Lader
and Ling's procedure also necessitates disregarding responses after/
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/after three consecutive failures to respond (1966, p.60).
For these reasons Lader and Wing's techniques are not preferred
here. A correlation has however been calculated for each of the auto-
aonic responses, to express the relation between the magnitude of the
flrBt response and the slope of the first segment of the regression.
These correlations are given below:
For skin potential responses, r ■» - .47
For heart rate responses, r « -..42, when results for all
states are combined. The correlations for each individual state are as
follow3:
dkin potential response, daytime controls, r .47
REM sleep, r » - • 35
NREM stage 2, r SB - .39
NREM stage 4, r as - .39
Heart rate responses, daytime controls, r .30
REM sleep, r B - .51
I?REM stage 2, r as - .45
NREM stage 4# r m - .51
Over all states, correlations are significant for both automonic responses;
but within states, only correlations of .46 ox* more are significant.
Thus we can see that the magnitude of correlations between initial
response and rate of habituation is much less than those found by Lader
(1964) and Lader and Wing (1964)* Indeed the oorrelationo axe only
consistently significant when data from all states are pooled. This
suggests that habituation rates may be greater in states where the
initial response is greater. A comparison of Figure 8 with the mean
responses to trial 1 (Table 18) confirms that this is indeed true.
Thus for 3PR, largest initial responses occur in the daytime controls,
and this is the state showing the greatest habituation rate. For HRR,/
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/HRR, daytime controls manifest the smallest initial responses,
and it is in this state that habituation is least evident. Interest¬
ingly, it is in the daytime controls for the HRR that the lowest
correlation exist3 between initial response magnitude and slope of
the first segment of the regression. The noteworthy point about these
results, however, is the relatively small magnitude of these correlations
compared with those reported by Lader and Wing; at the most, only 25c/°
of the variance1 in habituation rates was related to the initial response
magnitude.
It might have been expected that initial evoked response magnitudes
would be related to the prevailing magnitude of spontaneous activity
in the various 9tates. In fact this relation is not borne out by these
data; SPR initial response magnitudes are highest in the daytime controls,
whereas it is in KREM stage 4 sleep that spontaneous electrodermal
activity has been described as being greatest (see Chapter 3)» Similarly,
the HRR to the first trial was not greatest in REM sleep. The spontaneous
activity recorded in this study, given in Table 10, shows quite clearly
that there is little relation between initial response magnitudes and
spontaneous response magnitudes when comparisons are made across states,
either for skin potential responses or for heart rate responses. There
i3 no relation between the rank order of states for spontaneous activity,
and the rank order for initial response magnitude.
1
The variance in one variable accounted for by another variable equals
the square of the correlation coefficient between them.
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2. Habituation of the heart rate response
(a) The daytime controls:
In retrospect, that subjects became droway in the daytime
controls ia hardly surprioing. Oswald (1962) reviewed the evidanoe
that monotonous stimulation could induce sleep, including, his own
experiments (Oswald, 1959t 1960 ), and he concluded that repetitive,
even noxious stimuli could induce sleep in some subjects. Both
Pavlov (1927) and Bokolov (1963a) also aocept that repetitive stimulation
can lead to the onset of sleep. Although Tizard (196ba) concluded
from her experiments that monotonous stimulation is no more efficient
than an absence of stimulation in inducing sleep, Eohlin (1971 ) has
recently criticised Tizard, in particular for not allowing subjects
sufficient time for the soporific effects fib work. Tizard's stimuli
lasted only 8.5 minutes; the time taken for most subjects to fall
asleep at night is of the order of 20 minutes. Bohlin found that
without stimulation, mean sleep onset time by day was nearly 30 minutes;
with an 80 db tone presented at an irregular interval averaging 30 sec,
sleep onset time was shortened to 20 minutes. She specifically assoc¬
iated the development of sleep with the habituation of the OR. In the
present study there was no evidence to support this (Table 13) - though
clearly thi3 study was not designed to test Bohlin's hypotheses.
Granted that these subjects did in fact frequently become drowsy,
then the lack of habituation of the heart rate response is in agreement
with previous work. Besides the descriptive reports of Bokolov (1963a)
and okolov and ura: or.ova (1951 ) that habituation may be peculiarly/
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/peculiarly difficult in drowsiness, McDonald et al (19 64)
examined both cardiovascular and electrodermal responses in alert
and drowsy subjects. They found that while the G3R habituated reliably
in both groups of subjects (as did the SPR in this study) heart rate
responses did not habituate in the drowsy group. However, unlike
McDonald et al's study, there was no consistent relationship in this
study between the MEG status of subjects and whether or not the IfMR
habituated (Table 13)• The MEG criteria of drowsiness were essentially
the sane in both studies: a subject was classified as 'drowsy' if
he showed signs of drowsiness at some time during the presentation
of stimuli.
(b) The heart rate response in REJ! sleep:
Since it is already known that the HRR will not habituate In
drowsiness (McDonald et al 1964)» the most interesting finding of
this s tudy is the lack of significant habituation of the HRR beyond
the first few trials in REM sleep.
Before going on to discuss this, however, it is necessary to
consider whether this unexpected result nay not have been the result
of artifact. In Chapter 3 various factors controlling or affecting
heart rate were considered. It is now pertinent to ask whether any
of these factors could have been responsible for the finding of no HRR
habituation in REM sleep.
As was discussed in Cahpter 3t temperature and cerebral blood
flow and cerebral oxygen consumption are different in different stages
of sleep. These factors nay influence heart rate, and indeed heart/
/heart rate is generally different in REM and NHEM sleep.
Moreover, rectal temperature, respiration rate, and oxygen consumption
vary during the night (bnyder, 1971)» and there ie a tirae of night
effect in the magnitude of autonomic responses (V.illiams et al 1964;
Johnson and Luhin, 1967)* however, changes in response magnitude
during the night will not affect the magnitude of responses over the
course of one series of trials, lasting at the moat twenty-five ainutes.
Possible artifacts on the HSR in REM sleep are therefore confined
to phasic changes in the various factors affecting heart rate during
REM sleep. In Chapter 3 it was concluded from the studies of Aserinsky
(1965b ) and Jpreng et al (1960) that the phasic alterations in arterial
oxygen which occur in conjunction with bursts of eye movements, are
not in fact associated with fluctuations in heart rate* surprising
as this may sound. There are no descriptions as yet of phasic changes
in cerebral blood flow, cerebral oxygen consumption or body temperature
during REM sleep (as distinct from the literature on tonic changes during
HEM sleep). However, given the observations that phasic changes assoc¬
iated with eye movement bursts are not associated with changes in heart
rat© we can only presume that the cardiac homeostatic mechanisms may be
sufficient to stabilise heart rate from these influences.
Over the period in which stimuli were applied during REM sleep
(and indeed during all stages of sleep) there is thus no reason to
3upp03e progressive influences during BEMPs on heart rate responses
which would either accentuate or mask habituation. There is, though/
1Aserinaky, E. (1965b) Periodic respiratory pattern occurring in
conjunction with eye movements during sleep. Science 150 763-766.
/though, one feature of KEH sleep which might be supposed
to affect the detectibility of response decrement! the degree of
variability in heart rate.
Respiration rate i3 more variable in HEM sleep than in other
sleep stages (Aserinsky, 1965? lobson ot al 1965). Hinus arrhythmia
is accentuated in REM sleep (see figure 3), and indeed Snyder et al (1964)
found that minute to minute heart rate variability was greater in HEM
3leep than in HREM sleep. The likely result of this on measured
heart rate responses in HEM sleep is an increase in the variability
of the measured HItKs. An increase in the variance of responses might
mask habituation which was actually occurring. Figure Jb suggests
that this may indeed have been occurring'. However, the regressions
used did detect an initial response decrement (Table 12) despite any
such effect. (Tnoidentally, if thi3 roaponae decrement was largely
confined to the first and second trials, as Figure 7b suggests, Tnder
and Wing's regression techniques (1964) would not have detected this).
It remains a possibility to be borne in mind, that increased sinus
arrhythmia wa3 responsible for masking any further ITRR habituation in
REM sleep.
It is convenient at this point to discuss two other studies.
The one previous published study which did find a lack of habituation
in REM sleep was that of I.lartinius and Papousek (1970). They claimed
that the eye-blink reflex failed to habituate in the REM sleep of babies.
However, they provided no numerical information on thisa and sinoe they
used only visual means to evaluate the sleep stage, their finding/
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scepticism. The only other study looking at each sleep stage
separately which found 3RR habituation in NREM sleep also found
HRR habituation in REM sleep (McDonald and Carpenter, 1966).
The differences in methodology between this 3tudy and McDonald
and Carpenter's are few. They used a 500Hz tone, of intensity only
40 db, whereas a 100 Hz 70 db tone was used bore (they did choose the
low intensity to maximise the chance of detecting habituation). They
presented 30 stimuli in any one series of trials, with an ISI randomly
varying between 10, 15 or 20 seconds. They allowed 30-40 minutes
between series of trials, presenting stimuli on one night fir3t in
stage 4 sleep, then in REM sleep, then in stage 2, and again in REM
sleep and stage 2, They also interpolated 'test trials' at frequencies
of 200, 2000 or 4000 H2, after the tenth and twentieth trials of each
series. None of these differences in procedure would seem able to
explain the fact that MoDonald and Carpenter found consistent habituation
of the HRR in all 3tagea of sleep, while in this 3tudy differences
between states were noticed.
However, there are differences in the analysis of the data.
In their paper McDonald and Carpenter do not say how they assessed
whether habituation was significant - all they say in that the *IRR
showed a "consistently significant decrease". Their report ie still
unpublished; McDonald ha3 however explained in a personal communication
that they compared the first two and the last two trials fot each
subject, ueing a sign test.
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Now in the present experiment it will be recalled that in REM sloop
there was a consistent decrease in the HRR between trials 1 and 2 (Fig. 7b)»
although over twenty or more trials this was only very rarely consistently
maintained and so was only rarely significant. Since moreover there
were no significant differences between states in *rate' of habituation
as judged by the slope of the regression over the first few trials, it
appears that the differenceo between this study and that of McDonald and
Carpenter are more apparent than real. Both studies found in REM 9leep
an initial decrement in the HRR between the first few trials and subsequent
trials. In this study, however, this initial decrease in responsiveness
was not maintained, but instead became irregular - or the decrease was
masked by high variability of the heart rate; there wan no overall
significant habituation (Figure 3c illustrates this). The response
even recovers to its magnitude on the first trial at times (Figure 7b)•
(c) The similarity of HKR behaviour in drowsiness and REM sleepi
If the finding that the HRR in REM sleep would not habituate
beyond the second trial i3 correct, and is not merely due to a masking
effect of high heart rate variability, it is certainly unexpected.
However, it is noteworthy that the EEC is to a large degree similar
in stage 1 (drowsiness) and in REM sleep, despite their being totally
distinct states physiologically. One is therefore tempted to conclude
that the lack of HRR habituation in both drowsiness and REM sleep is
related to their common level of/
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/of EEG activation1. Johnson et al (1970 ) ive recently-
done a study in which waking, REM sleep and stage 1 on the one hand,
and NREM stages 2, 3 and 4 on the other hand, were discriminated
into two entirely separate groupings by means of a spectral analysis
of the EEG. The waking SEG can be discriminated from that of 3tage 1,
but stage 1 is not discriminable from RE!.! sleep on the basis of the
EEG alone - except when bursts of saw-tooth waves precede bursts
of eye movements in REM sleep - (Lubin, Johnson and Austin, 1969 ;
Johnson, Lubin, Naitoh, Nute and Austi , 19^9 ; Johneon, 1970 ).
However, since HRRs habituate in both alert, awake and in NRE& 3leep
states, HRR habituation is clearly not a linear function of the
level of cortical activation1.
That habituation patterns are in some way dependent on the
level of cortical activation might at first sight lend support to
Sokolov's theory that habituation of OR components is largely a
function of cortical inhibition. As mentioned in the introduction,
Sokolov's model would predict that with increasing cortical synchron¬
isation the inhibitory role of the cortex on the OR would be steadily
diminished. Thus from wakefulness through drowsiness and REM sleep,
NREM stages 2, 3 and 4 habituation of any response component would
be expected to proceed more and more 3lowly. This would seem bto/
1The term 'activation1 is here to refer specifically to the EEG.
It is not intended to imply any unitary dimension of activation,
since it has been argued with justification that the concept of
a unitary dimension of arousal or activation haa little validity
(e.g. Lacey, 19^7 )• Increased EEG activation is here taken
to mean decreased intensity of low frequency (0-4HZ) activity in
the EEG.
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but it is certainly not true of the HRR. Sokolov's theory therefore
will not explain the curious behaviour of the HRE, habituating at high
and low but not internediate level3 of cortical activation.
ysenck's inhibition-excitation model of conditioning (1957 )*
which assumes 'depression' of the CHS to be a meaningful concept - ao
that an increase in 'cortical inhibition' is taken to have the sai e effect
whether it is produced by depressant drugs, brain damage, or presumably
sleep - is no better at explaining the pattern of RRR habituation.
Clearly such a crude model is of no use in explaining the results we
have here for the HRR,
Lacey (1967) has pointed out, however, that the cardiovascular system
ha3 special feedback mechanisms which make the response of the system
to stress different from that of the electrodermal system. The properties
described by Lacey will not explain the habituation patterna of the TIRR,
but they do suggest that perhaps it is the peculiarities of the cardio¬
vascular system which cause the HRR not to habituate in REM sleep or
drowsiness - rather, that is, than some special property of these states
as regards habituation in general. The SFR, after all, shows habituation
in all states.
Various way3 in which the findings for the HRR in REM sleep might
be the result of artifact were considered earlier. The artifacts considered
were possible physiological reasons why habituation might not be detected
in REM sleep. It now remains to consider various explanations common
to thi3 study and to that of ?.'cDonald et al (1964) as to why no HRR
habituation was observed both in drowsine33 and in REM sleep.
McDonald et al ruled out the operation of the 'Law of initial values'
(LIV)/
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/(LIV) because there were no differences in resting heart
rates between their groups. In this experiment, prestimulus
heart rates were highest in drowsiness and in stage 4* and lowest
in REM and stage 2 sleep. Thus there is nothing in eoraaon between
drowsiness and HEM sleep by way of prestimulus heart rates which
could explain the failure of HRR habituation in these states.
McDonald et al also considered the possibility that the HRR
was in fact merely a measure of sinus arrhythmia and that differences
in tne latter between states might possibly have explained the
differences in their results between alert and drowsy states.
They disproved this by reference to the * responses♦ they measured
following •rummy' stimuli. The values for such 'pseudoresponses'
in this study are given in Table 18. When these are compared with
the response magnitudes on tibial one it seems possible that in this
study the responses measured in drowsiness and HEM sleep were merely
a product of sinus arrhythmia. However, the very form of the HRR
in drowsiness and REM sleep suggaats that those were real responses.
Had the 'responses1 scored been merely random variations or sinus
arrhythmia, the HRR measured would not have had the defined forra It
presents in Pig. 5.
Could the lack of HRR habituation in drowsiness and REM sleep
have been due to the response in these states being a 'startle'
reaction (which might not habituate) rather than an orienting reaction?
Graham and Clifton (1966 ) and Graham and Jackson (1970 ) have
discussed the distinctions between startle reactions, Oils, and/
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/and defensive reactions. Dykman et a! (1959 ) reported that
drowsy subjects were more easily •startled' than alert subjeots.
However, like McDonald et »1 w« can rule out thiB 'explanation*
for the findings because if a non-habituating startle reaction were
occurring in the daytime control group (or in HEM sleep) then the
SPR would not have habituated. Moreover, like McDonald et &1, trials
showing evidence of muscle artifaot were exoluded from the data
analysis in these experiments.
A more reasonable explanation of the failure of the HRR to habituate,
under conditions when the SPR did habituate, is that the HRR in these
conditions ml^it have been an 'adaptation reaction' rather than an
'orienting reaction*! an 'adaptation' reaction would not be expected
to habituate. Meyers and Culllokson (1967 ) discuss the formation of
adaptation reactions in their study of the waking HRR, Sokolov (1963a)
has clso discussed adaptation reactions, but he does not discuss in
any detail the possible form of the HRR in an adaptation reaction.
From Lacey's hypothesis (that stimulus rejeotion is associated with
heart acceleration) one would predict that a heart rate adaptation reaction
would take the form of an acoeleratory response. No skin potential
adaptation reaction is to be expected to a pure tone, however.
Following Meyers and Gulliokson's suggestion one sight suppose that
in the dro'wsy subjeots, and in REM sleep, an initial OR mi^ht be
replaced by an adaptation reaction, this mucking habituation of the
heart rate component of the OR while not. affecting SPR habituation.
If this were the case, one would predict that the form of the HRR
after 20 trials would include an acceleratory component in/
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/in drowsiness and REM sleep whioh would not be present
in the IfREM sleep states. Inspection of Fig, 5 does not enable us
to determine this point with confidence, hut it would appear possible
that in the daytime controls the initial response is being replaced
by the acceleratory response that Meyers and Oullickson termed an
adaptation reaction. However, it does not appear that this response
is occurring in REM sleep, where a diphasio response remains after
twenty trials. We are therefore no further forward in understanding
the behaviour of the HRR in REM sleep. ' *"ot that the problem
would have been solved if one could tie down the HRR in REM sleep
to being an 'adaptation* reaction; we should still have to explain
why adaptation reactions occurred In waking, drowsy and REM states
but not in ! REM sleep),
2, Failure of habituation In other 'states':
It is interesting to note reports of failure of habituation
in 'altered states of consciousness*, Xaaamatsu and Hirai (1966 ),
in a carefully controlled study, showed that during zen meditation
('zazen'), the brief EEG alpha blocking response to stimuli does
not habituate. Wallace (1970a) says theit habituation of the alpha
blocking response does not ooour in transcendental meditation either
(although he offers no supporting evidence). Anand (1961 ) reported
that in yogis practising meditation the alpha blocking response failed
to occur while they were actually meditating; at other times in those
subjects the alpha blocking response occurred, but did not habituate.
Johnson (1970, P#504) in a psychophysiological review refers/
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/refers to zen and yogi meditation as distinot •states1
comparable with waking, drowsiness and sleep states. 7/allace
(l970a,b) has proposed that transcendental meditation be considered
a •fourth state1 along with wakefulness, RES and NR131 sleep.
His argument appears superficially plausible - for instance, basal
akin resistance was rested by up to 500^ upon resting waking levels
in some subjects, whereas ri3es during sleep are typically only
about 10C;' relative to waking levels (Tart, 1967 )• However, close
inspection of his data on such measures 1, 3kin resistance, oxygon
consumption, and EBG, suggests that the transcendental 'state'
may not be essentially different from HHEM sleep stage 1 - or a
state of drowsiness. okin resistance during allace's "eyes closed"
control condition nearly reached levels while meditating in some
subjects. Unfortunately, although Wallsje included an "eyes-closed"
control condition with his subjects, as well as a meditation
condition, he did not use any non-mediating control subjeots. Use
of such a control would have lent ore weight to his conclusions.
Kasamatsu and Tirai (1966 ) did use 3uch control subjects.
They showed that the EEG of zen masters during meditation is strikingly
different from the waking EEG, In particular, long trains of theta
activity (of 60-70 microvolts) develop. This might seem to reremble
a stage 1 drowsy state, as bursts (though not long trains) of theta
can occur in stage 1 with an amplitude of over 100 microvolts,
However, the two states can apparently be discriminated by zen disclplee,
for the drowsy state (known as •konchin1) is suppressed during zen
training.
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If meditations! states and states of drowsiness can in J act
be thought of as physiologically similar (in the sense in which sleep
stages 2, 5 and 4 can be seen as comprising one 'state' NHEk sleep),
then the failure of EEG reactions to habituate in meditational states
is in line with the failure of aardiovuscuiar responses to habituate
in drowsiness, found both by kchonald and co-workers (19&4 ) &nd by
Sokolov and co-workers (1961 , 19^3)•
3* differences between autonomic and E-oG responses;
A second point arising from the results is noteworthy and
somewhat curious; there is apparently no effect of 131 on autonomic
response habituation, but a fairly ciearcut effect on EEG response
habituation. It remains possible that an effect of 131 could have
been demonstrated if longer 131 conditions had been used (say 45»
60 or 90 sec): one cannot prove a negative. However, the effect
was evident with EEG responses even between a 10 sec 131 and a
20 second interval.
Incidentally, the findings here for EKG K-complexes, namely
rapid habituation with 10 sec IGIs and almost n°ne with long intervals
(50 sec), axe in substantial agreement with Pampiglione (1952 ), who
reported habituation oftly with I3Is of less than 10 seconds. The
results here are also consistent with lizard (1968) and Johnson and
Lubixfe(l967 ) failure to detect habituation of K-complexes, since
they used irregular ISls of JO sec or more.
Normally, both EEG responses and autonomic responses are
considered components of "the orienting reaction". However, it/
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/it can "be misleading to assume that various similar responses
are in any way part of a single response pattern. "In view of
the difficult behaviour of the several variables, it is clear that
no one of then could be taken as an index of the activity of the
autonomic system, or even of one of its .ajor divisions" (Davis,
Buchwald and Prankmann, 1955 )• Lacey (1967» p21ff) in particular
has stressed that it is dangerous to assume that autonomic responses
are part of a unitary system (the unitary systea Lacey refers to is
that of "arousal"). Lacey stressed t.v . issooiation between
autonomic responses, where correlations between different auton aic
measures are often notoriously low.
Moreover, Puredy (1968, 1969) has 3hown that for instance in
alert adults plethyanographic responses may not habituate under
conditions when the GST: wil . Furedy it led to the conclueioi
that "until the behaviour of th< olectrodemal and plethysmography
components of the OR ... is better understood, it is premature to
subsume too wide a class of autono-.ic responses under the rubric
of the orienting reflex".
Thy do components of a supposedly unitary OR dissociate at all?
I am inclined to conclude that there is indeed no "orienting reaoi,. on*',
merely various responses which may occur to novel stimuli which are not
of undue intensity. It is noteworthy that despite L&cey's remarks,
curiously little attention has been paid to whether it is meaningful
to talk of nn OR. Despite several studies in the West recently which
refer to the different behaviour of different responses, many/
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/aany authors continue to refer without question to the
'E3R-QR' or the 'EEGfQR', The unitary concept of arousal has
been challenged* it is time the unitary concept of the orienting
reaction was challenged.
Seeing EGG responses and autonomic responses as separate
does not, though, help us to see why EEG responses but not autonoaic
responses should be so sensitive to the effects of 131, rtern (19^8)
discussing the lack of relationship between different measures of
habituation, was unablo to progress further than "the notion of
separate response systems under varying degrees of cortical control?.
It ia difficult oven to tie up the results on the effect of
131 her© with those from waking, sinoe moat mGG studies in waking
relate to evoked potential studies, where Ibis are fractions of those
used here. Orr and Gtern (1970) have, however, directly compared
EEC alpha blocking with electrodermal response habituation in a
study involving the effect of idI (regular or random). They too
found that EGG response habituation was affected by the 131 condition
while the electroderaal response was not. They too were able to
offer no more by way of explanation of their findings than Stern's
statements quoted above.
This lack of available theory may be related to the fact tha ■„
there is no general agreement about the effect of 131 on autonoaic
responses in waking, anyway. moae maintain that response aagn-tudes
are solely a function of the number of trials presented, habituation
being 'faster' with short 131s only in the sense that later trials
are reached sooner than with long I3I«. Thompson and Gpancer/
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/dpenoer (1966 ) and Lader and. .ing (1^66 ) hold to this /low.
Ca the other hand, Cooaba (1 930 ), .artin (i960 )» inokur et ai (1962 )#
Schaub (1965 )» Gear (1966 ), and Grinds and ~chell (1969 ) lor
instance all offer evidence that in fact shorter IGIs lead to faster
habituation even when expressed in terns of the number of trials
tc habituation. Therefore it does indeed seen strange that IdI aid
not appear to affect habituation of autononio vaxi.ables in this study.
The fafit that IdI affects were clearly evident for the EGG variables
suggests that this result was 'genuine', not merely due to a lack
of sensitivity of the experiment. However, with no literature
(except for the report of Crr and ^tem, 1970 ) making any systematic
comparisons of the effects of Id I on both ai£G arid autonomic responses,





These experiments hare demonstrated that habituation
of both autonomic and EEG responses is indeed possible in ongoing
sleep, at let at in some normal subjects) habituation and sleep are
not incompatible. But while skin potential responses to the tones
habituated reliably in all states, the evoked heart rate responses
did not habituate in the daytime controls, when subjects were drowsy.
In REM sleep there was some evidence of heart rate response habituation
on early trials, but responses became irregular on later trials and
over all trials habituation was not significant. Habituation was
striking, by contrast, in HREE sleep stages. It would appear that
in drowsiness an adaptation reaction (Lacey's "stimulus rejection")
in the form of heart rate acceleration may have developed. This
may have masked habituation in drowsiness; in REM sleep, however,
such a reaction does not seem to heve developed) heart rate responses
merely became irregular.
In finding EEG response habituation these results are in agreement
with most previous studies. With EEG responses the effect of inter-
stimulus Interval was critical, habituation being markedly retarded
when stimulus Intervals were as long as 30 seconds. This fact would
certainly explain why Johnson and Lubin (1967 ) and Tizard (i960 )
were unable to detect habituation of EEG responses.
It is argued that the reason these results do not agree with
those of Johnson and Lubin as far as autonomic responses are/
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/are concerned is because their methods of data analysis
are seriously flawed. The reason these results differ from Tizard'3
failure to find habituation of skin potential responses is unclear.
Her U3e of long irregular stimulus intervals cannot be the explanation,
for no interstimulus interval effect was found here for autonomic
responses. However, since Tizard herself did find habituation in
an earlier study with adults (1966 ), it may be that the age of her
subjects (8-10 years in the 1968 study) may be the critical variable -
though there i3 no reason to expect habit ution to be more difficult
in children's sleep than adults'.
The only difference between these results and those of the
one other study, besides Johnson and Lubin's, to look at each sleep
stage separately is that while McDonald and Carpenter (1966 ) found
heart rate response habituation in all si .jes of sleep, habituation
in REM sleep was not found here. This difference may lie only in
our methods of analysis however, since in this study there was
evidence of an initial decrease in response in th$ first few trials.
The different behaviour of the cardiovascular, electrodernal
and EEG response measures was striking. Considerations of these
differences between what are often considered 'components' of the
orienting reaction leads to the conclusion that it is only confusing
to speak of "the OR" - the evidence for a unitary concept of the OR
is really very slight, and has not been sufficiently called into
question.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
THE EFFECTS OF DRUGS - ESPECIALLY HYPNOTICS - OH REM SLEEP
1. Stimulants, depressants and others
Most psychoactive drugs affect sleep. Most of those which doso
affect REM sleep. When REM sleep was thought of as essentially
•light' sleep, it was supposed that stimulants might enhance stage 1-
REM sleep at the expense of stages 3 and 4» and depressant drugs do
the reverse, Gresham, Webb and Williams (1963) tested this idea
on the grounds that stimulants led to enhancement of high frequencies
in the EEG, and depressants the reverse. They used alcohol and
caffeine, and found that though alcohol significantly reduced the
amount of REM sleep, caffeine had no effect. In 1964 Rechtschaffen
and Maron showed that amphetamine, another stimulant, actually
decreased the proportion of the night spent in REM sleep. Moreover,
by also examining the effect of 100mg pentobarbitone with and without
15mg amphetamine, they managed to show that the reduction of REM time
by amphetamine was not just due to its action in disturbing sleep
- the proportion of REM sleep as well as its absolute amount is
reduced if total sleep time falls below about 290 minutes in normal
records (Lewis, 1969k).
Baekeland (1967 ) has since confirmed Rechtschaffen and Maron's
findings on the effect both of amphetamine and pentobarbitone.
Small, Hibi and Feinberg (1971 ) recently found that up to 20mg
amphetamine in hyperactive children increased the delay to REM
sleep, although changes in the amount of REM sleep in the whole
night were not significant. Derivatives of amphetamine have also/
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/also been shown to reduce REM sleep, in particular
diethylpropion (Tenuate), tranylcypromine (Parnate), aethylphenidate
(Ritalin) (Oswald, Jones and Mannerheim, 1968} Le Gassicke et al 1965}
Oswald, 1968 and Baekeland, 1966 )• Fenfluramine by contrast is one
amphetamine derivative that does not seem to reduce RE?I sleep in
small doses (Oswald, Jones and Mannerheia, 1968} Lewis 1969a), but
80mg/day cbes reduce REM sleep, in common with other amphetamine
derivatives,
iVhea these drugs are withdrawn, REM sleep "rebounds" to above
normal amounts - whether or not complete tolerance to the REM
suppressing effect has developed (Oswald and Thacore, 1963} Oswald,
1968 ), Nightmares may develop at this point (Le Gassicke et al 1965)*
Hot only alcohol, but most other hypnotics appeit to reduce
REM sleep, and delay its onset at the start of -the night. In a
study by Yules et al (1966 ), REM sleep was reduce on the first
night of alcohol administration, but REM sleep amounts rose to above
normal values on further nights of alcohol. l/ithdrawal also entailed
large amounts of REMi it appears possible that a withdrawal effect
developed during continued administration. It is particularly
possible that an •intra-night rebound' could develop given a drug
whioh is rapidly metabolised and to which some tolerance has already
developed (Kales et al 1971)» In clinical studies, Greenberg and
Pearloan (1967) reported suppression of REM sleep by alcohol, and
increases of up to 100/o REM sleep on withdrawal just before the onset
of delirium tremens. (This occurred with sleep-onset REM directly
following stage 1 without intervening stage 2 sleep). Gross et al/
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/Gross et ftl (1966 ) reported from 5 years olinioal
experience that nightmares developed in some patients still
on heavy doses of alcohol. One presumes that this might "be related
to the findings of Yules et al (1966) just described.
It is not only the hypnotic drugs and the amphetamines which
reduce HEM sleep. Imipramine and its derivatives all reduce REM
sleep, and the phenothiazines will also reduce REM sleep at least
in certain doses (Lewis and Evans, 1969* Oswald, 1968 ). Morphine
and its derivatives also strongly suppress REM sleep (Lewis et al 1970)
as do mono-amine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs)f phenelzine in faot
totally blocks REM sleep if given in doses exceeding about 45mg for
a period of two or more weeks (Akindele et al 1970 )•
There are very few drugs which lead to an incre.se in REM
sleep. Eeserpine will (Hartmann, 1966f Coulter et al 1971 )» but
there is suggestive evidence that the increase is i 1 fact a "withdrawal
rebound" type of phenomenon, resulting from the extreme rapidity
with which reserpine is metabolised (Oswald, 1969c). Tryptophan
also increases REM time (Hartmann, 1967, 1971 » Oswald et al
1966; Evans and Oswald, 1966 ). It may be speculated that tryptophan
is unusual in producing a direct increase in REM time because it is
able to directly and immediately inorease the rate of 5-hydroxytryptamine
synthesis (Oswald, 19690).
LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide) has been shown to potentiate
REM sleep, at least in the first half of the night (Green, 1965?
Muzio et al 1966 ). Muzio et al found that it led to abnormally
long first and second REMPs when given just before sleep - though/
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/although REM sleep wa3 depressed in the latter half of
the night. Durations of the second HEMP were in particular
excessive, lasting over two hours (Dement and Kleitman[ 1957®-)
report upper normal limits for the second REMP of 50 minutes),
LSD also led to an increased tendency to wakenings,
-The mode of action of LSD on REM sleep is not known. It is
a drug which naturally attracts interest on acoount of its dramatic
psychological effects. Similar interest has recently attached to
cannabis. Any presumption that its effects on sleep might have been
similar to those of LSD has been unfounded. Such a presumption rests
upon the idea that both substances are "hallucinogenic"; this term
might legitimately be used to describe LSD and mescalin, but is
inaccurate in reference to cannabis - which mig^at be termed "illusiono
genie", but is probably beat condlered an "intoxicant" (Ministry of
National Health and Welfare, 1970), Cannabis and THC (tetrahydro¬
cannabinol) have been shown to produce either variable effectB on
different subjects, with a tendency for reduced REM sleep (Pivik et al
1969 )» a moderate reduction in REM sleep (Bobon et al 1972 j Kales
et al 1972), or a drastic reduction in REM sleep when given orally
in moderately large doeage to two subjects (unpublished observations
In this laboratory). Kales et al gave marijuana (smoked) on two
periods of three nights each to eight subjects, and noted reduced
REM sleep and increased delay to the first REMP on the first night,
with tolerance developing by the third night, and an increase in
REM sleep with reduced REM latency on withdrawal, 'Withdrawal/
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/wlthdrawal of marijuana in chronic users also led to an
increase in REM sleep. This appears to hare been a well controlled
study with at least an attempt to provide a smoking placebo.
Half the eight subjeots were naive and half experienced users.
2« Barbiturate? ?
When barbiturates are administered, suppression of ISM sleep
also occurs on the first night on drug. Oswald et al (1963),
Baekeland (19 67), Hartraann (1968), Lehmann and Ban (1968), Haider
and Oswald (1971), Allnutt and O'Connor (1971) and Kay et al (1972)
all used single night studies or balanced designs of one sort or
another in their studies of barbiturates. The barbiturates used
varied - 400mg heptabarbitone (TTedorain), 100mg pentobarbitone (Nembutal),
100mg quinalbarbitone (Seconal), and 200 and 400mg raylobarbitone
(Amytal), but the effects were consistents reduction of absolute
RIM time, reduction of the percent of total sleep jpent in PJEMPa,
increases in the time between sleep onset and the onset of the
first REMP, The only study not reporting these findings was that
of Allnutt and O'Connor? they did report a decrease in REM time,
but did not find it significant. However, it seems that their
controls were unusual ones. Although the aubjeot3 were given two
'baseline' nights initially which were not used in the comparisons,
the percent of REM sleep on the 'control' nights (no drug, and placebo)
was only just over 15/* - well below the normal range of 20-25$»
The reason for this presumably was that since the study was related
to the performance of pilots on shift duty, subjeots were allowed
to sleep from 2000 hrs to 0500 hra only, and they only got just/
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/ jU31 over 5 hours sleep on the non-drug night3. (These remarks
are not made critically however - the experiment was not intended to he an
experimental trial, hut a te3t of the efficacy of the drug in a real-life
situation).
Administration of barbiturates for more than one night leads to the
development of a certain degree of tolerance to the REM suppressant action.
As mentioned earlier, with repeated administration of alcohol, iEM sleep
not only returns to, hut actually rises above baseline values. This latter
phenomenon doe3 not occur with barbiturate administration. Oswald and
Priest (1965) gave 400mg amylobarbitone for nine nights, followed by 600mg
for a further nine nights. iEM sleep was markedly reduced by the initial
dose, but tolerance developed to a large degree (as does tolerance to the
hypnotic effect), so that by the ninth night REM sleep was nearly back to
baseline values. ..hen the dose was increased to 600mg this pattern was
repeatod. .ithdrawal produced high REM times (up to 40/ of the total
night's sleep), short delays to R-:. I (less than 45 minutes) and ni htmares.
-vans et al. (1968) confirmed these findings for 200mg a.aylobarbitone,
showing that over 26 nights on a constant dose REE sleep returned to normal
within a week and remained at normal values (note the contrast with the
effect reported for alcohol).
van3 et al. also looked at the sleep of a subject dependent on 600mg
of Tuinal (equal mixtures of amylobarbitone and cuinalbarbitone). He had
been taking uinal for three years, and had been on 600mg for several months.
His REM sleep was unusually low in proportion to a normal night's sleep,
indicating that complete tolerance does not develop to barbiturates at
these doses. ithdrawal led to a doubling of time spent in REM sleep
(besides acute insomnia). Kales et al. (1968b) looked at a subject who had
een on 1000mg pentobarbitone for ten/
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/ten years. He was withdrawn slowly, hut even so he soon
obtained up to 40/^ of his sleep as HEM after having had only 7-10^
while on the drugj also, whereas he had reported dreaming very
rarely on the drug, he reported several nightmares on withdrawal.
Kales et al (1971) studied pentobarbitone 100mg for three
successive nights (methyprylon and glutethimide were also Included
in the study). They found a suppression of REM sleep on the first
night, with an apparent return to normal on the eecond and third
nights. On inspection, however, they found a reduction in REM
sleep in the first two thirds of the night with a 'rebound' in
the final third of the night on these second and third nights.
3. Non-barbiturate hypnotics:
Kales et al (1969a) and Oswald (1969a) have both reviewed
their own (and others') studies of both barbiturate and non-barbiturate
hypnotics from a clinical perspective. Oswald (1968 ) has offered
a more general review of the effects of drugs on sleep whioh inoludes
a discussion of non-barbiturate hypnotics. Chloral hydrate was one
hypnotic reported not to influence REM 3leep at the time of Oswald's
review (1968 ), but it has since been shown to reduce REM sleep
(Evans and Ogunremi, 1970)* They also tested Mandrax (methaqualone
and diphenhydramine) and found no consistent effect on REM sleep.
Goldstein et al (1970) also reported that raethaqualone had no significant
effect on REM sleep during drug administration. However, they did
report a significant increase: in REM sleep on withdrawal, and Haider
and Oswald (1970 ) reported sleep-onset SEM and high REM times
after a Mandrax overdose. Flurazepam in a small dose of 30mg/
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/30mg appears the only non-barbiturate hypnotic which does
not affect REM sleep (Kales et al 1971 )# of the chemically
manufactured compounds. (Either hot milk or the cereal beverage
♦Horlicks» would appear capable of acting to maintain sleep without
V / .
any side-effects on REM sleep - Brezinova and Oswald, 1972)#
There has been some discussion of tryptophan as a natural hypnotio
(Hartmann, 1971 )» hut as mentioned earlier, it appears to be one
of the very few drugs to increase REM time, at least at the start
of the night (e.g# Oswald et al 1966? Fvans and Oswald, 1966?
Hartmann, 1967* Hartmann et al 1971 )•
nitrazepam is one of the non-barbiturate hypnotics which have
been alleged not to affect REM sleep (Hartmann, 196& ). This
suggestion derives from a study by Tissot (19 65) in w dch 30-40 mg
nitrazepam (Mogadon), diazepam 10-30mg (Yaliuia), - both benzodiazepine
derivatives - a "barbiturate" (unspecified) of 250- 10mg strength,
and reserpine were given to "patients". No information as to the
design was given, except that it included 20 control nights, 3 on
nitrazepam, 3 on barbiturate, 5 on reserpine and 9 on diazepam.
REM sleep was reduced by the barbiturate relative to the control
mean of 22^, and increased by all the other drugs. However, only
for reserpine and diazepam was the change significant, apparently.
The fact that a man of only 3*0 RBlPs occurred on control nights
(normative values for ei$it hours undisturbed sleep would be 5 REMPs),
compared with an average of over 4 on nitrazepam suggests that maybe
total sleep time varied so much between groups as to make meaningful
comparison impossible. Certainly in the absence of any description/
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/descrlption of the experimental design, or any data
other than the $ REM sleep and number of REMPs, it is difficult
to lend much credence to the results.
By contrast, Oswald and Priest published in the same year (19 65)
a lucid study of the effects of 15mg nitrazepam (more nearly a clinical
dose than the large dose of 40mg used by Ti' sot), in a study lasting
14 nights with two subjects. REM sleep was reduced to one quarter
of baseline values on the first drug night, and recovered steadily
over the fortnight to just less than pre-drug values. The pattern
of withdrawal followed that already described for the barbiturates,
except that the maximum of the REM "rebound" did not occur until
the third withdrawal night instead of on the first following the
barbiturate. The presence of drug-induced activity in the EEG
persisting until the third night on withdrawal suggested that nitrazepam
was eliminated more slowly from the brain. I would speculate that
the lack of nightmares following nitrazepam and a maximum REM 'rebound*
of only 35fit aB against 40"^ of TST following barbiturate, might be
related to the slower elimination of the drug.
Lob et al (1966 ) reported an increased delay to REM sleep
following tOmg of nitrazepam in a two night study comparing the
drug with no medication. Unfortunately their drug effect was totally
confounded with adaptation to the laboratory, since they only had
their subjects in two nights, on the first of which they received
nothing, and on the second of which they received the active drug.
Total sleep times were so low on the first night (just over 4 hours)
and not much better on the next (just over 5 hours) that the value
of the study is somewhat dubious.
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Lehmann and Ban's study (1968) has already Been mentioned.
In this carefully designed study, using 4 active drugs and placebo
administered in a latin square design, with an adaptation night
and each recording night separated by one week, they reported
that REM sleep was reduoed by 10ag nitrazepam to 15$ of total
sleep as against 23$ on placebo. Tji© onset of the first HEMP
was significantly delayed, but HEMPs followed each other more
rapidly in the latter half of the night than they did on placebo.
Haider (1969 ) and Haider and Oswald (1971 ) describe essentially
similar results using the same type of design - i.e. single night
administration spaced a week apart in a balanced design. Allnutt
and O'Connor's study (1971 ) has already been discussed in commotion
with the effects of barbiturates. Although they fo jad no effects
on REM sleop, only a hypnotic effect, their conditions of sleep
were unusual. However, this study was double-blir d, which many of
the previous studies were not. None of these single night studies,
however, provide as much information as the extended trials of the
sort used by Oswald and Priest (19&5 )» where not only can <he effects
of a single dose be studied, but also the effects of tolerance and
withdrawal effects. Such experiments clearly give information
which is of more value both clinically and theoretically than single-
night studies. It is my view that the disadvantages of "long-term"
studies - in particular the amount of work and consequent possibility
of using only a few subjects - are outweighed by the greater value
of the information obtained.
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One other method of examining the effects of drugs on sleep
is to study the effects of acute overdosage. Haider and Oswald
(1970 ) examined seven patients who had taken various overdoses:
Mandrax (raethaqualone and diphenhydramine), Noludar (methyprylon),
Mogadon (nitrazepam), phenoharhitone, and aspirin (acetylsalicyclic
acid)# All of the hypnotics produced sleep with abnormally high
proportions of HEM sleep within two to three weeks after the overdose)
asoirin gave rise to only a slight increase, which cannot necessarily
be attributed to the drug, as it occurred just before the onset of
menstruation, which is accompanied by a slight increase in REM sleep
(Hartmann, 1966), All the post-overdose REM sleep "rebounds" can
be seen as withdrawal phenomena occurring as the drugs were eliminated
from the brain (judged by the presence of drug induced fast activity
in the EEG), and consequent upon the development of a certain level
of tolerance to the drugs. Although these were large single doses
(not all patients had been using the drugs regularly), it is
reasonable to suppose the development of tolerance to a drug whose
effect is still present up to two weeks after the overdose:
phenobarbitone was present in the blood for at least 10 days post-
overdose.
4. In general:
All the hypnotics used in the overdoses described by Haider
and Oswald (1970 ) had the same effect - a suppression of REM sleep
initially (including periods of coma) followed by a rebound increase
in REM sleep at the time of 'withdrawal' of the drug. In almost
all drug studies where REM sleep is affected, the rebound on/
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/on withdrawal exceeds the amount of REM sleep ♦lost'
on the drug. This is in contrast to the 'compensatory' rebound
which follows behavioural REM sleep deprivation, where the REM
sleep 'lost' is never quite made up (Oswald, 1969c).
There are two categories where it would appear that the :*;M
rebound on drug withdrawal does nctexoeed that 'lost' on the drug.
If considerable doses of barbiturates are taken over a long period
(for instance the cases studied by Kales et al 1968b - 1000ag for
10 years - and Evans et al 1968 - 600mg for three years-) then
REM sleep remains below normal while the drug is taken, and this
"deficit" is apparently never made up following withdrawal.
Secondly, in studies of the effects of nono-amine oxidase
inhibitors (MAOIs) on sleep (Y.'yatt et al 1969J Akinuele at al 1970),
it has been found that total suppression of REM sleep for weeks at
a time is followed by only small rebounds. VThat is more striking
about the rebounds following REM suppression by phenelzine is the
short duration of the increase in REM sleep. This is especially
noticable in the results following administration of 60mg daily
by Akindele et al. The total duration of abnormally high REM
sleep barely lasts 10 days (though one subject did have early REM
onsets for 20 days). This stands in contrast to a normal time
course of up to six weeks following drug withdrawal (Oswald, 1969c).
While rapid excretion of drug from brain would appear to be associated
with an early peak of REM rebound (Haldor and Oswald, 1970 ), the
time for REM sleep to return to normal is usually independant of
the circumstances of withdrawal. I am tempted to conclude that/
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/that the lack of a typical REM sleep response following
phenelzine (45®g or more) is related to the absence of any
tolerance to the drug on the part of HEM sleep mechanisms.
That the development of withdrawal symptoms is intimately related
to the previous development of tolerance is widely accepted.
5, The effects of drugs on the profusion of eye movements in HEM sleep t
Oswald et al (19 63 ) showed that not only did barbiturates
reduce the proportion of the night spent in REM sleep, but they
also reduoed the profusion of eye movements (EMs), within those REMP8.
The number of eye movements was counted by one of thoee authors in
ignoranoo of the drug status of the record. Of the subjects who
received 400mg heptabarbitone, the mean number of eye movements in
the second and third REMPs was reduced to some 55, f the number on
placebo. A slight increase was recorded in the subject who only
received 20Oag.
Baekeland (1967) confirmed this finding when he compared the
number of 2 second epochs in the first two REMPs of the ni^it on
placebo and after 100ag pentobarbitone. The percent of 2 sec
epochs with Eile was reduced from 7,' and 9$ (in REMPs 1 and 2 respectively)
on placebo to 1.3?° and 2»2> on pentobarbitone. Both changes were
significant. Lester et al (1968) and Peinberg et al (19 69) have
also confirmed that barbiturates reduce ©ye movement profusion.
Amphetamine, although its effect when combined with barbiturate
on the percent REM sleep is highly significant (a reduction from
14>S to 4»5/")» has no further effect upon the profusion of eye move¬
ments (Baekeland, 1967 )•
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Small, Hibi and Feinberg (1971 ) examined the effect of
amphetamine per se on the profusion of eye movements in hyperactive
children. Although there were no significant changes in the
proportion of REM sleep in the night in these children (i.e. they
differed from normal adults, in whom amphetamine reduces REM sleep),
the percentage of 4 sec epochs with EMs was slightly but significantly
increased by 20mg amphetamine. Values after 5&g, and after withdrawal
from 20mg, were not different from baseline (40$ epochs with EMs)j
20mg increased this to 48$. Since in this study the drug was given
by day, it is possible that the increased profusion during
the following night was a "withdrawal" effect. This would be a
little strange, however, since in Baekeland^s study night-time
administration of amphetamine did not reduce EM profusion.
Reserpine also has effects on EM profusion which have no ready
explanation. Coulter et al (1971 ) found that a1 hough reserpine
increased REM sleep in repeated doses, it significantly decreased
the number of 10 second epochs in HEM sleep with eye movements
both in single doses (when the effect on REM sleep was not significant)
and in repeated doses. These effects of amphetamine and reserpinc
are unusual. Other drugs appear to affect the profusion of eye
movements within REM in the same sense as they affect REM sleep itself.
Thus Lewis (19 68b) found that nitrazepam 15rag» although only reducing
the number of EMs on the drug by some 10$ within a five minute period,
had a dramatic effect on withdrawal. TJhile the time spent in REM
sleep is less than doubled on withdrawal from this dose, the number
of SMs was increased to more than five times the number in the same/
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/sarae period of time In the control condition. Maxion
and Schneider (1971 ) also reported that the ntunher of EMs per
minute wac doubled in patients up to 8 days after acute alooholio
psychoses, when HEM sleep is generally more prevalent. Evans
and Oswald (19^5) also reported that the profusion of eye movements
was increased following the administration of tryptophan to narcoleptics*
Not only were their initial HEMPs doubled in length, but the records
could be assigned to control or tryptophan conditions by inspection
of the EOG by a judge unaware of their status. Kales et al (1969a)
also report that the profusion of EMs is disproportionately decreased
by glutethimide (whioh reduces HEM sleep percentage), and disproportion¬
ately increased on withdrawal, Goldstein et al (1970) also report
a significant decrease in the number of EMs on glute-^hiraide.
CHAPTER TWELVE
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE DREAM AND THE PHYSIOLOGY
OF THE REM PERIOD
1 • Eye movements and dream imagery? the "scanning hypothesis'1:
"But I am inclined also to "believe that, in somewhat vivid
visual dreams, the eyeballs move gently in their sockets, taking
various positions induced by the retinal phantasms as they control
the dreams. As we look down the street of a strange city, for
example, in a dream we probably focus our eyes somewhat as we should
do in making the same observation when awake, though with a complete
lack of that determined teleological fixedness which in waking life
comes with it".
G.T. Ladd (1892), contribution to the
psychology of visual dreams.
Berger (1969 ) has suggested that there may be no difference
between the nature of dream experiences in REM and NREM sleep, and
that the only reason REM sleep has become associated with dreaming is
because of differences in our ability to remember what went on during
REM and NREM sleep. This viewpoint lies at the extreme end of those
who regard a specific connection between REM sleep and dreaming as
tenuous at least. The assumption here is that we know little or
nothihg about what 'really happens' during either REM or NREM sleep -
what is important is why we forget (or remember) any of it. In
this frame of reference, Webb and Kersey (1967 ) set out to show
that the probability of recalling a dream in the morning was primarily
dependant upon the probability of waking from a REMP - on the/
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/assumption that NHEM dreams do not contribute to
daytime recall. The emphasis here is on the relation between
dreaming or dream recall and REM sleep as a tonic state, with less
enfihaois upon what goes on wijrhin the REMP,
The contrasting approach to dreaming is that whioh attempts
to find out exactly what does 'really happen' during REM sleep.
Interest here tends not unnaturally to focus on the most dramatic
externally observable events within the REMPs the eye movements (EMs).
The first attempt to do this was that of Dement and Kleitraan (1957a),
After establishing a close correspondence between the subjective
duration of dreaming and the duration of the REMP, they further
attempted to establish whether there was a specific correspondence
between the direction of the Ms in the REMP, and the direction of
the dreamer's gaze in the dream. The subjects were awakened aa soon
as one of four dominant patterns of eye movement had persisted for
one minute. These were; mainly vertical EMs, mainly horizontal
EMs (these two categories were very rare), a mixture of horizontal
and vettioal eye movement, or fourthly very little or no eye movement.
The one case (in 35) of mainly horizontal movement was associated
with a dream in whioh the subject was watching people throwing
tomatoes at each other. The three cases of chiefly vertical eye
movement were associated with dreams which involved the subject in
looking upwards, or looking repeatedly up and down. These four
instances provided the ohief evidence upon which Dement and Kleitman
concluded that the EMs in REM sleep reflected the changes in the
dreamer's gaze, as he looked about his dream world. The/
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/The instances with little or no eye movement were
associated with dreams in which the dreamer was either watching
something at a distance, or staring fixedly at an object - in
contrast to dreams where the dreamer was looking at objects close
by, which came from REMPs with mixed horizontal and vertical EMs.
It should be emphasized that (excepting the four special cases)
the distinction between the dream reports from REMPs with eye
movement and those without does not establish any connection between
the direction of EMs and the direotion of "/hat it does is
establish a connection between the presence or absence of EMs and
the type of dream content - "close involvement" versus "involvement
at a distance". Clearly this has more in common with what lias
since been tensed "active" verus "passive" dreaming than any
statements about direction of gaze. It should also be bora in
mind that no statistical evaluation of the findings was made.
Dement and Wolpert (1958 ) went on to examine the relationship
between body movements and fragmentation of the dream experience -
between which they found a highly significant correspondence - and
also to re-examine the relation between EMs and dream content. When
the dreams and EOG records were separated, coded, and then judged
"active" or "passive" independently, a highly significant relation
was established between profuse eye movement aotivity and a particular
type of dream content. Further, in 23 instances the hypothesis
examined was that EMs should reflect direction of gaze in the dream.
Controls against bias in this part of the experiment do not appear
to have been noteworthy. The results simply reported were that/
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/that "the last eye movement in the record was identical
with the last reported fixation in the dream in 17 caaea".
Those parts of thi3 experiment which were conducted so as to
scrupulously avoid experimenter bias did not, as has often been assumed,
concern the relation between dream-gaze and observed -lis. The hypothesis
examined was that the presence of ocular activity corresponded with
"involvement of the dreamer in the dream". Active dreaming was taken
as active participation in the events in the dream} passive dreaming
was "quietly reflecting upon an event, talking quietly to another person,
or watohing an event occur, often from a distance, in which (the dreamer)
took no aotive part". From this description it should be clear that
active dreaming refers to immediate involvement in the dream, not to
the visual activity of the dreamer. One is struck by the resemblance
of this description to that of "secondary cognitive elaboration" used
much later by Molinari and Foulkes (19&9)«
In 1962 Roffwarg, Dement, wiuzio and Fisher published a now classic
paper in which they set out to test the hypothesis "that there exists a
1:1 correlation between the direction of each eye movement and the
direction of each alteration in the hallucinated gaze of the dreamer".
Two experimenters were used: one chose to wake the subject when
distinctive LM sequences were occurring while the other, who could not
see the LOG, performed the interviewing and attempted on the basis of
the subject's dream report to predict Liis which would have accompanied
it. Three judges then rated the correspondence between the predicted
Luis and the real LOG, for/
/for each wakening. The correspondence wae rated as •good*,
'fair1, or 'poor', for each of the 121 usable reports. The
proportion of 'good* ratings varied, according to the clarity
of the subjects descriptions from to 8O5S (h< gave each report
a "confidence rating"). The proportion of 'poor1 00■ respondents
was at moot 27$. These results were illustrated with various
examples, and a discussion of the reasons why the authors felt
/
that a 100^ correspondence was difficult to achieve in practice.
These reasons were threefold1 failure on the part of the dreamer
to recall accurately his shifts of gaze, failure ofi tha dreamer
to communicate his dreara to the experimenter, and thirdly failure
of the experimenter to predict oorrectly the eye movements which
would have been made (in real life, for instance) by the dreamer
given his dream report. Considering these faotors, Roffwarg
et al felt that they had achieved as satisfactory correspondence
as could be expected.
Unfortunately, no method of evaluating the results statistically
was presented. Had the judges been biased in the hope of obtaining
a good correspondence between actual and predicted EMa, they could
have produced this result by simply rating all the raatohings as
'good'. There was no procedure laid down, and no criteria setting
out just how accurate the prediction had to be before it was judged
•good*. There is only one way post-hoc in which one can assess the
results, Two of the judges were not given tho subject's "confidence
level" for his dreara recall. The results were presented for each
of the three confidence levels for each subject. How if the judges/
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/ judges had been systematically rating all matohinga "good",
the proportion of "good" matches should not differ according to
the subject's confidence level. But if a real correspondence
existed between dream action and SQG, then one would expect poorer
correspondence in those oases where the subject's own memory for
events was poor. There was indeed a trend in this direction, and
it is even possible to assess this effect. Working from the figures
given in their paper, it would appear that judge t rated 62 out
of 77» 18*5 (?) ont of 26, and 6.5 (?) out of 16 ®aiohinge"!|oo&"
in the "clear", "moderate", and "fuzzy" reoall categories respectively.
Judge 2 rated 58 of the 77» 21 of the 28, and 10 of the 16 taatohings
"good" in each of the three categories. (incidentally, the judges
agreed on 81$ of their ratings), Chi-equar© calculated fro® these
figures is 4.90 for judge 1, and 1.15 for judge 2. If a one-tailed
test is used, judge 1 rates significantly fewer matohes as 'good'
when the subject's recall is fuzzy than when the subject's reoall
is clear. (A Jhi-square of 4.60 or aore with 2 BP has a probability
of O.oSin a one-tailed test). Judge 2 did not differ significantly
between recall conditions in the proportion of matohinga he rated
'good'. However, it does appear that a better correspondence between
predicted and actual eye movements can be obtained when the dreamer's
recall is clear than when it is only fuzzy.
A recent 'replication' of this experiment (Jaoobs et al, 1970»
1971) apparently failed to confirm Rofxwarg et al's results, Jaoobs
et al woke their subjects after either a single aaccade, a burst
of saccadea, or a period of ocular quiescence. The actual EOG and/
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/and the dream reports were then assessed for their
correspondence - the details of this procedure are not unfortunately
given in Jacobs et al's papers. Correspondence was assessed as
"positive", "negative", or "uncertain". Positive correspondences
were apparently rare after either ocular quiescence or after a series
of naccades, after single saccades, positive correspondences were
obtained for 1f ' of reports, and negative correspondences for 10T
of reports (i.e. the eye movements were opposite to those implied by
the dream report). In the remaining 727" of canes, there was no relation
between eye movements and dream report. Jacobs et al concluded that on
the whole Ms in the REPP were not related to the action in the dream;
it is only to be regretted that they did not provide more information
both on their procedures and on their actual results.
An attempt to remedy the problem of bias in the experiment of
Poffwarg et al was made by Moskowitz and Berger (1969). In this
experiment, the judge was given four dream reports to try to match
correctly to four EOG records, which he had selected as representing
four different types of EOG activity (predominately horizontal, vertical,
or oblique or else alternatively horizontal and vertical). This procedure
wa3 repeated with further sets of four to a total of 56 records.
The probability of the judge correctly matching records and dreams by
chance was exaotly one quarter, so a binomial teat could be used to assess
the probability of obtaining the 18 correct nattfhings which occurred.
14 correct matches would have been expected by chance, and the probability
of obtaining 18 or more was greater than one in eight. The authors
concluded that the/
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/the SMa of the THE!!? do not represent the dreamer "scanning"
his dream. They noted in particular several instances where the eye
movements were completely inappropriate to the dream report. The
only criticism which can apparently be levelled against this study
is that since the authors were apparently hostile to the Idea that
H?Is in HEMPs represent "scanning" of the dream, the judge who attempted
to match reports with EOG records could have been simply Ccareless, and
thereby prejudiced the chances of getting a significant number of correct
matches.
Very recently there has been an attempt (Bussell, Dement and
Pivik, 1972) ac yet unpublished, to replicate Roffwarg's original study
In view of the criticism it has received for 'bias*, and in view of the
report by Moakowita and Berger. This study attempted to control for
bias in rating correspondence by giving the judge "dummy" pairs of
HOG and predicted EMs to rate for correspondence. These sets were
generated by scrambling, and by rotating, the predicted SMs in the real
pairs. Also, the whole procedure was performed on waking subjects
(where we can assume that we really do scan our visual world), to provide
another standard for comparison. Apparently the correspondence between
EOG and predicted EMs was significantly better for the real than for the
"dummy" pairs, and was in fact as good as for the waking condition.
There is uncertainty about evaluating this study however until It is
published.
It used to be thought that persons with life-long blindness neither
had visual dreams, nor eye movements in REM sleep (Berger et al 1962),
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However, Grose et al (19^5) showed that in subjects who had been
blind since childhood, eye movements could not be recorded with a
conventional electro-ooulogran (recording either DC or AC). "he
GOG records changes in the corneo-retinal potential field as the
eyeball novQ3 in it3 socket. In those with lifelong blindness
however, retinal degeneration develops, and the corneo-retinal potential
i3 therefore no longer observable. However, use of a strain guage
attached to the eyelid does enable eye movements to be recorded.
Tt has been argued (Berger, 196?) that the strain guage recordings
of Gross et al merely pick up eyelid flutter; however, direct observation
of the eyes of the blind in HEM 3leep will reveal obvious rapid, conjugate
movement of the eyeballs beneath the closed lids. Thus it would appear
that even in those subjects who have been blind long enough to only
have totally non-visual dreams, rapid eye movements do indeed occur
during REM sleep. This clearly poses problems for hypotheses in which
EMs in HEM sleep are supposed to represent scanning movements of the
dreamer looking about his world.
2, *Active* and 'passive* dreamst
The evidence for the "scanning hypothesis" - that EMa in HBMPs
represent the scanning of his visual world hy the dreamer - is therefore
seen to be rather dubious, with no convincing experiment offering
evidence in support yet published.
Another hypothesis relating the EMa of the HEM period to the
dream content elicited on arousal may be offered. It may be hypothesised
that although "Ms do not represent the dreamer scanning his visual/
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/visual world., there exists a correlation between the
physiological 'intensity1 of the REMP and the psychological 'intensity'
1
of the dream content. I shall refer to this as the "intensity
hypothesis". Specifically, by intensity of the REMP is meant the
profusion of eye movements. Various measures of the intensity of
the dream are possible. A dream would be regarded as intense to
the degree that it includes strong affect, a high degree of active
involvement by the dreamer, or a high degree of activity by any of
the characters present. In the absence of these indicators, the
number of characters, the number of actions or even the number of
scenes may be used to discriminate dreams on the concept of 'intensity'.
Dreams regarded as lowest in intensity are thus thost?with few characters
who engage in few actions, and thos^in which active involvement on the
part of the dreamer is at a minimum. The intensity hypothesis predicts
that all these measures of the 'intensity' of a dream will be positively
correlated with the profusion of eye movements in the REMP. What it
hypothesises is not a 1:1 relationship between discrete events in the
REMP and discrete events in the dream, but some positive correlation
between the frequency of 'events' in the dream content and the frequency
of EMs in the REMP,
Dement and Wolpert (1958) and Dement and Kleitman (1957a) both
offered evidence on this point which has already been mentioned.
1The concept of a global dimension of 'dream intensity' ha3 been
used, for example, by Snyder (1971).
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Dement and Kleitman established a connection between lack of
EM activity and dreams with "action at a distance" rather than
"action close by"; Dement and Wolpert found evidence for a rather
similar association of little EM activity with reflection or talking
quietly or watching an event at a distance.
Berger and Oswald (1962) also examined the relationship
between "active" REMPs and "active" dreams. Berger and Oswald
set out to replicate Dement and Wolpert's study of active and passive
dreams, and they did indeed find a significant relation between
•active' dreams and 'active' REMPs. However, it is worth noting/
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/noting that Berger and Oswald saw themselves at the
tine as testing the scanning hypothesis - the dream reports
were scored active "according to the nature of the events described,
and especially if suoh events would have mn accompanied by-
many shifts of gaze, had they occurred in real life". Howevert
since the more specific teats of the scanning hypothesis, this
paper has been regarded rather as supporting the "intensity"
hypothesis in the form of Berger and Oswald's conclusion that
"there ia a significant association between the nature of the dream
content and the amount of movement of the eyes". This study was
oarefully conducted, since the authors felt that in Dement and Wolpert's
study those authors could nave remembered some of the &0G tracings
to which they matched the dream reportsj hence in the Berger and
Oswald study the judge never saw either HOG reoords or dream transcripts
until he rated them. (However, those who have woken subjects for
dream reports will know that one's recall of events during the ni$at
is never very good).
Berger and Oswald's study has been criticised from a rather
different standpoint. Hauri and Van da Castle (1972 ) criticised
it for oonfounding the active-passive correlation with the "time of
night effeot". It is well known that HEMPs later in the night
have a greater profusion of KMa (e.g. Goodenough et al, 1965b;
Aaerinsky, 1969 )• Also, dream content becomes more 'intense'
as the night progresses - dreams become more perceptual, vivid,
dramatic, emotional and involve iore activity on the part of tha
dreamer when awakenings are atit.from REMPs later in the night.
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The content of dreams tends to refer increasingly to events
f rther away from current or immediate concerns of the dreamer.
Situations and characters in dreams late in the night are less
familiar from the dreamers experience (Doan hoff nd ICamiya, 1964a;
Verdone, 1965; Foulkee, 1966; Dorus et al, 1971 )• Thus in
various ways the dream experience may he seen to become more 'intense'
as the REMPs from which they are drawn are more profuse in eye move¬
ments. While this time-of-night effect may itself be taken as
evidence for an intensity relation aetween dream content and EM
profusion, in the context of Berger and Oswald's study it is a
confounding factor. Controlling for the time of night, is there
a relation between 'active' dreams and 'active' REMPs?
Eeenan (1970) reported a study purportedly testing the "scanning"
hypothesis, in which the relation of the number of 20 3ec epochs
with EMs to the number of activities was examined. The number of
activities was determined from the Hall and Van de Castle system
of content analysis (1966). A significant relationship was found
from 71 dream reports collected over 15 nights. Only one subject
was used. As a teat of the scanning hypothesis this seems to have
been a curious one, since the Hall-Castle "activities" scale includes
acti-vity in which characters other than the dreamer engage - and
need bear no relation to the dreamer's visual involvement. As a
test of the intensity hypothesis on the other hand it is relevant.
Nevertheless, when the results of this experiment were further
analysed (now totalling 20 night 3, 97 reports) it was found that if
the reports from the first RE?:? of the night were analysed separately.
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/deparately, the significant relationship vanished (Keenan
and Krippner, 19?0). This suggests that the relation "between
active drears and high KM profusion found hy Berber and Oswald (1962 )
an Dement and Tolpert (1958) ®ay have "been an a tifaot of the
"time of night effect".
3• Further relationships "between drear; content and eye movement
activity in the REM, period ~
Besides the supposed association between active dreams and
profusion of eye movements, there are other "dlmenslona" of dreaming
which have been linked to characteristics of the REHP, Goodenough
ei al (1965b) looked at "some correlates" of dream reporting. They
were particularly interested in correlates of arousal thresholds
and eye movement profusion. they found significant correlations
between the number of 3 seo epochs containing EMs and an "action
rating". Also* the percent of 3 a©o epochs in the HEMP with SMs
v;aa on average 5/' lower for "rational" than for "biaarre" reports
and 5/' lower for narratives without "reported visual imagery".
Since these correlations were established across the whole night,
however, they laay merely reflect thd time of night effect. Goodenough
et al found that 1>$£, 2 and 25,- of 3 aed epochs had SMs respectively
in the first, second, and subsequent HEMPs. It is al3o worth
noting that these relationships, although significant, represent
very slight differences in EM activity. Despite the difference in
EM activity for reports with and without visual imagery, there was
no difference in KM activity between reports subjects labelled as
thoughts or dreams, Goodonough at al conclude on this point
"....REM periods which preceded thinking and dreaming reports could/
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/could not be distinguished in terms of arousal thresholds
or eye movement activity".
In another 3tudy examining the determinants of thinking
reports by the same group (Shapiro et al. 1965) an examination
was made of £1 activity preceding gradual awakening., (which are a
factor enhancing the probability of thinking reports). Shapiro
et al looked to see whether the cessation of EM activity at the
start of the gradual awakening stimulus would increase the probability
of a thinking rather than a dreaming report. They found a slight
trend in this direction, but the effect was not significant.
Pivik and Foulkes (1966 ) looked at the effect of REM deprivation
on dream content. They deprived their subjeots of REM sleep in the
first half of the night, and than awoke the ; from REMPe in the second
half of the night to see what effect the deprivation had, if any, on
dreams from subsequent REMPs. They also ran control nights with
"pseudo-deprivation" - awakenings from MEM instead of REM sleep.
Using the Fo ilkes dreamlike fantasy scale (Foulkes et al 1966) they
found an 'intensification' of dreamlike fantaBy following early-night
RE deprivation, which was significant for their group of high on
"repression" although not for their group high on "sensitisation".
The effect of REM deprivation on the profusion of eye movements
(number of 2.9 sec epochs) was identical - an increase in both groups,
which was significant only for the repressors. Pivik and Foulkes
concluded by noting that this "close correspondence" between EM
profusion and dream "intensity" on the dreamlike fantasy scale tied
in with the earlier experiments oa active and passive dreams.
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However, when Foulkes et al (i960)1 examined the effect
of REM deprivation one night on dreaming the next night, they did
not find any significant effect. Indeed, REM deprivation one night
had no significant effect on either REM time, or EM profusion the
next night, so it was hardly surprising that no effects on dream
content were found.
Antrobus et al (1970» 1972)2 also examined the effect of REM
deprivation one night on dreaming the following night. Their study,
however, would not appear to be an improvement on that of Foulkes
et al in any way, Antrobus et al preceded their REM deprivation
night with four nights of REM suppression (using barbiturate and
amphetamine). This procedure was presumably chosen to increase
"REM pressure" on the experimental nights (drug withdrawal nights).
However, it means that two effects, drug withdrawal and recovery
from REM deprivation, were confounded in an experiment supposedly
studying the effect of REM deprivation.
2
In the published report of this experiment (Antrobus et al 1970)
the authors do not in fact discuss dream content at all, but describe
only the length of the verbal x*eport. In tne unpublished version/
Poulkes, I)., Pivik, T., Ahrens, J.B. and Swanson, E.M. (1968).
Effects of "dream deprivation" on dream content: an attempted
cross-night replication. J. Abnorm. Psychol. JJL* 403-415*
^Antrobus, J.3., Arkin, A.M. and Toth, M.P. (1970). The effects of
REM period deprivation on sleep mentation. Psychophysiology, 2» 332.
Antrobus, J.3., Arkin, A.M. and Toth, M. (1972). The effects of REMP
deprivation on sleep mentation. Paper presented at meetings of the
Association for the psychophysiological study of sleep, New York, 1972.
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2
/version (Antrobus et al 1972) the authors report that
judges ratings of the dream content showed no effect of the HEM
deprivation, a result which coincides with the earlier findings
of Foulkes et al (1968)1. Where Foulkes et al had measured EM
profusion scores, Antrohus et al did not. It is therefore impossible
to establish whether the lack of effect on dream content was associated
with a lack of effect on eye movement activity.
A paper by Cartwright and Monroe (1968)^ entitled "Relation of
dreaming and REM 3leep: the effects of REM deprivation under two
conditions" is not in fact relevant to the relation between dream
content and eye movement activity. Cartwright actually examined
the effect of post-awakening activity (reporting previous mental
activity or repeating lists of digits) on subsequent recovery of
REM sleep. Eye movement profusion was not measured, 30 no comparisons
between dream content and eye movement activity are possible.
Karacan et al (1966) examined the number of 3 sec epochs with
EMs in the last 3 minutes of each REMP from which they woke subjects
for dream reports. They then divided each subject's REMPs into those
above and below the median in EM profusion. They found more total
affect in the dreams which came from REMPs above the median in EM
profusion when they used the Nowlis checklist to measure affect in
the dream. They used six of the seven dimensions in the checklist/
Cartwright, R.D. and Monroe, L.J. (1968). Relation of dreaming and
REM sleep: the effects of REM deprivation under two conditions.
J.Bersonal. Soc, Psychol. 10, 69-74.
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/checklist to score total affects aggression, anxiety,
surgency, social affection, depression and distrust. However,
singly, only one of these dimensions correlated significantly with
EM profusion - aggression. They also found higher EM profusion
in those REMPs with full penile erection than in those with either
irregular erection or no erection.
Hobson et al (1965) examined the number of eye movements in
the 30 sec before awakenings. Rank order correlations with a "total
content rating" (emotion, physical activity and vividness) were significant.
The correlation was only of the order of .30. It is noteworthy in
their figures how little of the variance in the total content ratings
was accounted for in relation to the profusion of eye movements.
A recent report by Takeo (1970) based on 64O awakenings from
34 normal subjects attempted to relate physiological indices of sleep
to dream content. High profusion of eye movements (3 sec epochs)
was associated with high incidence of complexity and colour in dreams;/
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/dreams; the dreams also tended to be more distinct
(in recall), bizarre and illogical. However, there was relation
between the profusion of EMs and whether the reported experience
was visual or non-visual.
4» Dream content and other physiological activity?
One striking aspect of physiological activity in the REMP with
content in the dream is the penile erection. Karacan et al (1966)/
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/(1966) showed that dream content high on anxiety came
from HEMPs with an absence of erection (20^ of HEMPs), or from
REMPb with irregular erection (35/-") rather than from HEMPs with
full erections. Pi3her (1966) found that tumescence and deturaescenoe
could correctly be predicted from the latent content as well as from
the manifest content of the dream.
Attempts to correlate cardiac and respiratory events in the
HEMP with dream content have been markedly les3 successful. Fisher
et al (1970a) remark on the lack of autonomic activity they observed
during the REMPs which gave rise to the only five sexual dreams they
reoorded in the laboratory (manifest sexual content is much less
frequent in the laboratory than at home).
Shapiro et al (1964) attempted to relate cardiac and respiratory
activity to dream recall (though they did not look at specific content).
They did find that variability of respiration was highest in instances
where content as forgotten - which they interpreted as indicating
that high respiratory variability was associated with anxiety in
the content. However, thev concluded that in their attempt to
correlate cardiac and respiratory activity with dream recall their
findings were on the whole "disappointing". Hobson et al (1965)
found no significant correlation between respiratory variability
and content, although they did find a small but significant relation
with absolute respiration rate, both in REM and in NREM sleep. The
specific aspects of content correlated with respiration were the
emotions of fear and pleasure. They also reported that specific
"respiratory content" in the verbal report was significantly more frequent
following apneic respiration. This kind of relation/
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/relation has also "been found in connection with minor
hody movements - Wolpert (i960) found some correlation between
"amount" of EMG activity and "amount" of physical activity in the
dream (he does not say how he scored these "amounts"). However,
Wolpert was forced to conclude that "in general the correlation ...
if not very impressive Hobeon et al were similarly struck
by the "non-specificity" of their findings,
Hauri and Van de Castle (1972) have reported highly significant
relationships of dream emotionality with heart rate variability
and with skin potential fluctuations in REMPs during the last
minute before awakening. They also reported some relation between
emotionality and both respiratory rate and the number of vasoconstrictions
in the minute prior to waking. Their resultsidating to cardiac
variability are opposed to those of Baust and Engel (1970), who
reported a benative relation between emotionality and cardiac
variability. Ilarri and Van de Castle quite convincingly seek to
explain this difference in terms of lacey'u individual response
specificity - i.e. the fact that different individuals respond
differently to stress (Lacey, 1950)»
In summary it would appear though that correlations between
autonomic activity during the REMP and the ensuing dream are marginal
in comparison with correlations between EM profusion and dream content
- the former are very much suggestive of the relation between two
variables which are only very indirectly correlated through a third.
I shall now return to the relations between EMs and dreaming, from
a rather different point of view: not that of the correlational/
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/oorrelational approach, but the "microscopic" approach.
5. Mloroaoopic studies of mentation: tonio and phasic eventst
Mollnari and Foulkes in 1969 lent a now oolour to psychophys¬
iological studies of sleep mentation with their paper entitled
"Tohic and phasic events during sleepi psychological correlates
and implications". (The term mentation beoomes useful when one
is dealing with verbal reports from both REM and 7TREM sleep, many
of which the subject will not describe as dreams but as thoughts.
The one word mentation is useful to describe both of these things.)
They started from the fact that PGO (pontogenioulo-occipital) spikes
ooour both in NREM as well as in REM sleep (Bizal and Brooks, 1963j
Michel et al 1964) and that dream reports can be obtained from
NREM as well as from REM sleep (Foulkes, 1962, 1966, 1967).
Aserinsky (1965) separated REM sleep into two phases, REM-H and
REM-Q, on the grounds that periods of REM sleep with bursts of eye
movements (REM+M) showed a different EEC spectrum from that during
quiescent periods of REM sleep (REM-Q). Aserinsky (1967) went on
to propose that dreaming might be associated with the •motility'
segments of the HEMP (REM-M), rather than with the quiescent periods
of REM sleep.
Taking this prediction as their starting point, Molinari and
Poulkes conduoted wakenings during active and quiescent periods of
the REMP, during NREM sleep, and at sleep onset. They stressed
that their subjects should concentrate upon the very last experience
before teh e woken. On the basis of their preconceptions
«... with both REM and NREil mentation, the two/
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/two experimenters then devised a system for scoring the
reports. They scored the presence of what they termed "secondary
cognitive elaboration" (3CS) in the reports. This included active
intellectual r 'oceases (thinking, being aware), conceptual relationships,
alternatives or comparisons, and verbalisation or explanation (the
dreamer himself talking or any character in the dream using words
by way of explanation rather than description)• Reports not containing
any of these ele ents they scored residually as "PVE" (primary visual
experience). he terra primary visual experienc has been misleading,
I think, because it suggests comparison with those procedures which
have sou ht to differentiate visual from non-visual mentation. SCE
reports too can be very visual; their essence is that they also contain
an element of reflection or awareness superimposed. By concentrating
on the very last experience Molinari and Foulkes hoped to get the
mentation which occurred in conjunction with the burst of EHs - or the
quiescent phas^ - just before the subject was awoken.
One of the two judges was blind as to the awakening categories.
Initial agreement on whether reports were SCE or PVE ranged between
93 and 100'/. After reconciliation, it was found that only 12$ of
reports following REM-M wakings were scored as containing SCE.
On the other hand, 80;' of reports following REM-Q wakings contained
SCE. Further, 77' of HREM reports contained SCE, and around 60$
of sleep onset reports did so. The incidence of SCE was significantly
higher after RKM-Q than after REM-M, while there was no significant
difference between REM-Q, NREM, or sleep onset reports in the frequency
of SCE. These were striking results. As a ohaoK, a totally naive
judge was given the reports, and agreement between hisa and the other
two then lay between 82 and 90;'.
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Thia division of the experience in REM sleep into SCE
versus PVli, and their correspondence with the physiological
distinotion REM-M versus REM-Q, has been confirmed in a replication
by Foulkes and Pope (1972 ), with the proviso that the verbal
material to be scored is limited to that produced spontaneously.
Thus it is usually possible to find evidence of some cognitive
elaboration in material elicited from HEM sleep) what is important,
however, is that 3CE is the salient feature of mentation in quiescent
periods of REM sleep, whereas it is not during REM-M,
Further, Foulkes and Pope noted that periods of REM sleep
characterised by 3Hz frontal saw-tooth waves (Berger et al 19^2)
produced mentation like that elicited from REM-M awakenings, Berger
et al noticed that saw-tooth waves significantly often preceded
bursts of EMs. They reraarked then that it seemed difficult to
reconcile the presence of these waves, just before bursts of EMs,
with the scanning hypothesis. Why should such waves provoke the
dreamer into looking about his world?
It cannot escape notice that the occurrence of PVE rather
than 3CE at the time of occurrence of saw-tooth waves argues strongly
against any idea that EMs are uhiquely linked to the dreamer^ changes
of gaze,
A further replication of the SCE-PVE dichotomy from REH-Q,
and REM-M awakenings has also just been completed in this laboratory
by Michael Holmes, In this experiment, which among other things
replicated Molinarl and Poulkes original paper (1969 ), two judges
(this author, and Mark Austin), both blind as to the awakening/
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/awakening conditions, reached 90$ agreement after
independently scoring 94 REM! reports for SCE versus PVE from
the published criteria of Molinari and Poulkes. (Their original
report in fact included only J6 REM awakenings). Of REM-M reports,
only 11$ were found to contdin secondary cognitive elaboration.
Poulkes et al (1972) have also tried this teohnique on children's'
dreams. They found that neither the incidence of visual imagery nor
of conceptual activity discriminated the phasic (REM-M) from the
tonic (PEM-Q) aspects of REMPs. This experiment, in which the authors
thus failed to substantiate Molinari and Poulkes' findings, threw
up one other curious result. The only variable which did discriminate
the phasic from the tonic awakeningB was the occurrence of visual
activity on the part of the dreamer - a finding which can only be
regarded as in direct support of the scanning hypothesis. That these
subjects were 10-12 year old children might explain the apparent
lack of relevance of the 3CE-FVE dichotomy, but it would not seem
to be relevant to the finding that looking, reading and watching
were significantly associated with bursts of EMs (the criteria used
for determining REM-M wakings).
R^chtsohaffen and co-workers have recently been exploring the
possibilities of using PIPs (periorbital phasic integrated potentials)
as indices of phasic activity both within and without REM sleep,
tfatson (1972 ) studied the very last experiences before his subjects
were woken - during a burst of PIPs and EMs, during a burst of PIPr
alone^aAkfe during a quiescent period of PEMAsleep. Compared with
the 'control' quiescent REM reports, reports following PIPs or PIPs/
PlPs and EMs were significantly more often bizarre. Moreover,
an increase in bizarreness from the next-to-last experience to the
last experience was significantly more frequent following PIPs and
EMs, and this was also true of the frequency with which the very la3t
experience did not fit into the context of the previous one. There
were no differences between reports following PIPs alone and those
following PIPs and EMs. Thus it seems that PIPs occurring during HEM
sleep are associated with discontinuity in the dream content, and the
intrusion of bizarre elements. Rechtschaffen et al (1972) demonstrated
essentially the same effects of PIPs in NREM sleep ( PIPs can be detected
in approximately 50c/o of 2.5 sec epochs during HEM sleep, and anything
between 2 and 10of such epochs during NREM sleep). The noteworthy
aspect of these findings is that in REM sleep the presence or absence
of eye movements when accompanied by PIPs had no effect upon dream
content.
Thus we see that PIPs (but not EMs unless accompanied by PIPs)
are associated with the appearance of bizarre elements in ongoing
mental activity, and with the occurrence of discontinuities (the last
experience not fitting in with preceding events). Molinari and Foulkes
have also shown that phasic activity as judged by EM bursts is associated
with the cessation of thinking, reflecting, verbalising or explanation in
the mental activity. Since most EM bursts are associated with PIPs,
these two conclusions can be xied together. Thus we can conclude that
phasic activity in the HEMP is associated with discontinuities in the
content of the dream, the replacement of thinking, reflecting and
verbalising by primarily visual activity on the part of the dreamer at
the same time as bizarre elements appear in the dream.
6» REM and NREM dreaming:
Although this chapter is entitled "Relations between the dream and
the physiology of the HEMP", it is suitable to briefly discuss here the
evidence that dreaming is not confined to REM sleep, before the final section
on nightmares and REM Bleep. Of particular concern here is the nature of
any differences in mentation between REM and NREM sleep. I shall not
attempt to discuss evidence regarding differences in mentation within
NREM sleep, in particular the evidence that mentation in NREM sleep may be
affected by phasic events within NSEM sleep (Rechtschaffen et al 1972),
but wish merely to contrast thinking and dreaming in REM and NREM sleep.
Whereas early workers had contented themselves with the idea that if
one got less than 10'^ reporting of "dreaming" from NREM wakings and over
80fo from REM wakings then dreaming occurred in REM but not NREM sleep,
Poulke3 (1962) examined recall in all stages of sleep without ignoring
"thinking" reports. He found over 50y> of "dreaming" content in all stages
of sleep - including stage 4. But he found recall of some content, vihether
thinking or dreaming, in three-quarters of all NREM sleep wakings. He
found significant qualitative differences between the type of mentation
in REM and NREM 3leep, in the rated activity, emotion, number of scenes,
and distortion, for instance. These differences could be summarized by
saying that NREM mentation wa3 less dramatic than REM mentation. But
he suggested that "reportable mental activity is always present in the
sleeping human".
Rechtschaffen et al (1963) sought to examine these differences again.
They reported that "thinking" rather than "dreaming" (subjects' own
judgements) was commoner in NREM sleep; recall in NREM sleep was described
as "poorer". In NREM sleep fewer experiences were described as vivid,
fewer a.a primarily visual (though 40)o were so described), fewer as
bizarre, fewer as emotional. There was more volitional control in NliEM
mentation, more experiences were called pleasant, more were/
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/were related to the subject's immediate life. Problems
of bias on the part of both experimenters and subjects are more
acute in studying NREM than HEM recall (Herman et al 1970)* Never¬
theless, although Rechtschaffen et al regarded Foulkes' interview
technique as too liable to elicit confabulatory material, their
findings are substantially in agreement. Bechtechaffen et al concluded
that NREM mentation resembles "that large portion of our waking thought
which wanders in seemingly disorganised, drifting, non-directed fashion
whenever we are not attending to external stimuli or actively working
out a problem ..."} they also noted that although memory for MEM
experience seems poor, our memory for waking thought (other than problem
solving) is in fact equally poor, although our memory for visual
experiences in waking is quite good.
These observations as to the differences between REM and NREM
mentation have been generally confirmed by later workers (Goodenough
et al 1965a* Poulkes, 19665 Pivik and Foulkes, 1968 ), although
Kales et al (1967 ) for instance, using a relatively strict definition
of dreaming, minimise dream recall from NREM sleep. Monroe et al (1965)
showed conolusively that REM and NREM reports were discriminable by
blind judges familiar with the reported differences in mentation.
Correct discrimination was achieved on 70/> of reports by en automatic
separation of reports with content as "REM", reports with no-content
as "NREM". Separating reports into primarily perceptual or conceptual
yielded 74f° success. Discrimination by the .judges gave 80p success
using all reports* matching pairs of reports for subject, night and
time of night improved this to 89$f when no content reports were/
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/wereexcluded success rose to 92/, and using only those
the subject called a dream they achieved 94/ correct discrimination.
I have just been stressing differences between REM and NRSM
mentation. It is now generally accepted that some form of mentation
is common at least some of the time in NREM sleep. But it is less
widely accepted that subjects dream outside of REM sleep. Nevertheless
Foulkes and ¥6gel (1965), studying sleep onset hypnagogic mentation,
concluded that hypnagogic content can be as regressive and symbolic
as HEMP dream content 1 in a majority of cases subjects halluninated
their own participation. Even neglecting hypnagogic processes ,
long recognised as having dreamlike qualities (Maury, 18651 Oswald, 1962 ),
Foulkes (1967) has pointed out that "the modal NREM experience is not
described by subjects as a "thought" but as a "dream", i.e. it is ...
an hallucinatory, visual experience...". Zimmerman (1970) studying
differences between light and deep sleepers' mentation in both REM
and NEEM sleep found that while his group of deep sleepers said they
were dreaming more often when woken from REM than NREM sleep, his
light sleepers did not discriminate REM and NREM mentation in this
way. Nor did they discriminate between REM and NREM mentation on the
dimension of perceptual versus conceptual experience. He found that
there were, however, dimensions which discriminated REM from NREM
mentation in both light and deep sleepers even when NREM mentation
was regarded as dreaming. These were the degree of active participation,
thematic continuity, emotion, clarity, vividness, dramaticity, degree
of recall and amount of physical activity. Thus tt would appear
on balance that there are variables which will distinguish REM from/
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/from NKEM experiences, but these do not necessarily include
whether the subject regards himself as dreaming, nor whether the
experience is primarily visual.
7. Nightmares and REM sleep;
Nightmares can occur in both REM and NREM sleep, but they take
different forms. Nightmares in NEEU sleep (night terrace) involve
an abrupt arousal, usually from stage 4 sleep. In persons ausceptiBe,
NREM night terrors can be provoked by for instance sounding a buzzer.
The intensity of such terrors seems to be related to the duration of
the preceding stage 4 sleep - the longer it has been continuing, the
more intense the terror as judged by the accompanying increase
in heart rate (Broughton, 1968 j Fisher et al 1970a). NREM terrors
are quite rare in the population - only 5^ of subjects complaining of
nightmares are subject to these. Content associated with the sudden
arousal and terror is minimal, perhaps involving some one image or
scene.
REM nightmares (or anxiety dreams) show quite different features.
In NREM terrors there is no autonomic variability prior to the arousal,
at whioh point huge increases in heart rata are observed, often
reaching 120 a minute. By contrast, in the F.EM anxiety dream, there
may be some autOnomio indication during the REMP, including vocalisation
(Evans and Oswald, 1966). When (if) the dreamer awakes, there is
then only a relatively slight increase in heart rate - say 20 beats
per minute. Fisher et al (1970a) have described an Increase in heart
rate from 60 to 70 and respiratory rate from 18 to 24 per min along
with a rise in the profusion of eye movements in the terminal minutes/
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/minutes preceding three severe REM anxiety wakenings.
Autonomic functioning returned to normal soon after the arousals
(in contrast to NREM arousals). However, Fisher notes that in
many quite severe (high anxiety) nightmares in REM sleep there is
little or no autonomic accompaniment to the subjective fear. Fisher
et al (1970b) describe how in 22 spontaneous wakings with anxiety
from REM sleep, 18 of these were associated with heart rates and
respiratory rates which were no different from those of the same
(eleven) subjects in REMPs without anxiety wakings. Fisher et al
discuss what they term the "desomatisation" of anxiety in REM sleep
nightmares. Emphasising the frequent dissociation of the psychological
and the physiological accompaniments of anxiety in nightmares, they
regard the REM nightmare as the "controlled" anxiety dream; the
desomatisation may help to keep the dreamer asleep - but if the anxiety
becomes too great, it will "break through" - high levels of autonomic^ll
activity and spontaneous waking will follow.
If Fisher tends to emphasise the lack of psychophysiological
parallelism in the nightmare, Hartmann (1970) stresses the correlation
between factors which tend to increase REM sleep - apparently for other
than psychological reasons - and those same conditions leading to
nightmares. Hartmann notes that in adults nightmares are rqre
except in pathological conditions and after drug use. Most of the
situations he describes, he associated with high REM time. First,
there is the observation that nightmares are frequent in childhood,
but not in adulthood. The amount of REM sleep (both proportionately
and absolutely)ctaken by children is somewhat greater than that/
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/that taken by adults. However, it is also worth noting
that nightmares have never been noticed during recovery from REM
deprivation (by awakening) although REM time is high on recovery
nights.
The one case of a nightmare occurring in a normal subject
without medication reported by Hartmann was that of a young .foman
who *oke from a 25 minute REMP,a day before the onset of her menstrual
period, when REM times are generally high, as they were in this instance
(32/' for the night - the normal range being 20-25'/')' Hartmann also
reported that on this night her eye movements were unusually profuse.
He reported also on two other cases where manic-depressive patients had
nightmares in REMPs lasting between 20 and 50 minutes which were very
plentiful with EMs.
Nightmares are also reported by people recovering from fever.
Karacan et al (1968) induced experimental fever for one night and
demonstrated that this reduced REM times drastically. Though there
was no recovery "rebound" in their study, this remains a possibility
after several nights of REM deprivation by fever and/or associated
medication outside the laboratory.
Such instances should perhaps be subsumed under those nightmares
which have been reported during drug withdrawal. Hartmann quotes
several cases from his own laboratory of nightmares two or three
nights after the withdrawal of sleeping pills. Kales and Jacobsorl
(1967 ) and Kales et al (1968a) have also described such nightmares
in patients withdrawing from pentobarbital on which they had been
dependant, and even after one woman had taken Noludar (methyprylon/
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/(methyprylon) jOOrng for only three nights. They also
reported "occasional nightmares" after pentobarbital, methyprylon
and glutethimide had been taken by normal subjects for only three
nights (Kales et al 1970).
Oswald and Priest described nightmares in both of the subjects
in their experiment on withdrawal from 600mg amylobarbitone, when
nearly half of their total sleep was spent in HEM. Interestingly,
nightmares were not complained of after withdrawal from nitrazepam.
This may have been because the dose was relatively less, but could
also be because the drug is probably eliminated more slowly, producing
less sharp a peak in REM rebound. Le Gassicke et al (1965) also
reported nightmares in a patient withdrawing from tranylcypromine,
an amphetamine derivative: the patient awoke from one sleep onset
HEMP uttering blood-curdling shrieks.
Greenberg and Pearlman (1967) mehtion the occurrence of a
nightmare in a patieht withdrawing from a period of dependence on
alcohol. Gross et al (1966) also report nightmares from persons
still on heavy doses of alcohol. While this might seem at variance
with the cases so far mentioned, 3ince alcohol suppresses REM sleep,
it will be recalled that Yules et al (1966) showed that an increase
in HEM sleep can develop during repeated alcohol administration.
Lehmann and Ban (1968) also reported a nightmare in one of their
subjects after taking hitrazepam 10mg for only one night; on active
drug nights their subjects reported less dreaming with nitrazepam,
which is consistent with the occurrence of a withdrawal nightmare.
(Surprisingly, however, their subjects reported dreaming more on/
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/on quinalbarbitone).
Nightmares can also occur with drugs which increase REM sleep
following administration. They have been reported folldwing reserpine
(Wilkins, 1954; 'Vinsor, 1954), which has been shown to increase REM
time (llartmann, 19665 Coulter et al 1971). Further, Evans and
Oswald (1966) reported 5 occasions among 2 dozen nights when narcoleptic
patients given 5 grams tryptophan appeared to be experiencing nightmares -
emitting strangled utterances suggestive of internal torment. Giving
tryptophan to narcoleptic patients was shown to roughly double the
length of their (typical) sleep onset REMP, and also increase the
number of EMs per minute (the tryptophan and control records could
be reliably discriminated on this account, according to Evans and
Oswald, 1965). Lewis and Oswald (1969) reported that nightmares
occurred in all three of their patients redovering from overdoses of
tricyclic anti-depressants. These (female) patients all had frightening
dreams with sexual themes about a dozen nights after taking the
overdoses, at the time when REM sleep was most prolific. Lewis and
Oswald comment that the sexual content of the dreams was probably
a "true withdrawal phenomenon", since nocturnal erections are linked
with REM sleep, and so are nocturnal clitoral erections (Karacan et al
1970). Lewis and Oswald stressed the association between the
occurrence of nightmares at times of drug withdrawal (including the
time of peak withdrawal of the drug from brain tissue after overdose)
and the relatively great profusion of eye movements also occurring
at this time (when REM sleep is enhanced).
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However, it may not bo the high profusion of eye movements
which is the cruoial variable associated with withdrawal nightmares.
Those drugs which produce nightmares on withdrawal are in general
anxiolytic to some extent, and it may be a withdrawal "rebound"
in anxiety which is cruoial in producing nightmares - or a combination
of high "HEM pressure" and high anxiety. Kales et al (1969b)
demonstrated high self-rated anxiety on withdrawal from REM suppressant
drugs. Dr. 0'. Ogunremi has recently completed some experiments in
this laboratory on the effects of a minor tranquilliser (benzoctaaine)
and sodium amylobarbitone on daytime anxiety and concentration levels
and plasma Cortisol. Both benzootamine and amylobarbitone reduced
d, time anxiety and concentration, and also ni$it-time plasma
Cortisol lovels. Withdrawal of both drugs produced a "rebound"
increase above baseline levels of daytime anxiety and also a rebound
above baseline in levels of night-time plasma Cortisol. Such clear
evidence of high anxiety levels following drug withdrawal in normal
subjects, at a time when nightmares may occur, suggests that high
anxiety may be at least as important an element in the occurrence
of nightmares as high profusion of eye movements or high "REM pressure".
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CHAPTKR THIRTEEN
THS EFFECT OP DRUGS OH IKS CONTENT OF DREAMS
Reference has juBt been made to the frequency of nightmares
in drug withdrawal. Studies of the effect of drugs on "dreaming"
are frequent - usually referring to no more than the effect of a
drug on the percentage of REM sleep in the night. Studies on dream
recall frequency, or more especially on the content of dreams under
drug administration, are few. To instance one of the former studies,
Shaskan et al (1970) produced a paper entitled "Does Noludar (methyprylon)
change dreams?". Starting from anecdotal reports from their patients
that they dreamt less while on methyprylon, the authors finally
concluded "fewer pleasant dreams were admitted during the drug phase,
but on follow-up it was also found that fewer unpleasant dreams were
admitted during this phase". ('.).
1. Studies by Whitman and others
Whitman et al (i960 ) were the first to use EEG techniques to
examine the effect of a drug on dream content in a systematic manner.
They used one patient who received eight nights without any medication,
followed by nine nights with 400mg of raeprobamata. The authors
remarked that they were unable to conduct a doubleblind study because
of the characteristic changes produced in the EEC. The patient was
woken after 5 minutes REM sleep, and given a structured interview.
The report was taped, and scored on a battery of scales for hostility.
anxiety. dependency, heterosaxuality and homosexuality. intimacy and
motility. Saul and Sheppard's hostility scale (1956) was used as a
model; they devised the rest following the same format. They/
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/They scored the manifest content of the dream, but "also
made free use of the associations (derived as part of the interview) ..
and the connotations, as well as stated meanings, of various worde.
" We decided that it was an injustice to the richness of the manifest
dream if we did not treat it as a complex, symbol-laden, condensed
psychological product". Three judges indepently scored the dreams
on all the scales (the scoring was "statistically reliable").
They noted that the dreams before and during medication could not
be distinguished from each other) detailed scoring of the dreams
was necessary to reveal any effects. These were limited to significant
increases in motility and dependency on the drug.
Whitman et al (1961 ) extended their examinations to phenobarbitone
(I0mg), prochlorperazine (5®g)» and imipramine (25mg). They were
administered double-blind in a balanced design. Bach volunteer
subject (10 in all) first had one night without medication) this
night was not included in the balanced design, and appears to have
been the subjects' first night in the laboratory, so that unfortunately
this night is not comparable with the other nights, because it is
subject to the 'first-night effect*. Among other things, the frequency
of no content reports following HEMP wakings may be lowered on the
first night of dream collection (Firth, 1972). Each of the three
drugs was administered for three days, with dream oolleotion on the
third night. There were four-day intervals between periods of drug
administration (Whitman, 1963)* The scales used by Whitman et al
(1961 ) were again used on the manifest content of the dreams, though
again the scorers were "alert to symbolic or other allusions to/
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/to important affective material". The inter-rater reliability
was reported as .75. The number of dreams reported was significantly
lower on imipramine than on baselinej this appears to have meant
that the number of REMPs from which wakings were made was reduced, since
the procedure was to wake the subject ffoa all KEMPs after 5 minutes
of HEM sleep. The scores on the various scales were significantly
lower on imipramine and prochlorperazine than on either baseline
or phenobarbitone, though these differences disappeared when the
scores were corrected for wor d length. Phenobarbitone increased
the score per word for homosexuality, and imipraraine the score per
word for anxiety at barely significant levels (p<.10)| hostility
per word was significantly increased by imipraaine (p - .02). In
their discussion the authors note that they regard the hostility
and anxiety scales as over-lapping considerably. In terms of
explanation for the effects they found, they say that imipraraine
"might be seen as a hostility mobiliser which results in hostility
discharge during the dream state" and phenobarbitoneincreases the
expression ofhomosexuality "since it is a general sedative and increases
passivity". The rather loose generality of such conclusions would
seem partly to be a consequence of the fact that the authors did not
set out with any theoretlcaL &>rmulation or any empirical basis for
predicting the effect of thd drugs.
/hitman (1%5) discussed some further findings from the same
experiment, relating to the intrusion of the experimental situation
into dreams (and also in another study using patients, the question/
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/question of whioh dreams are told to the therapist the next
day)* Whitman noted that of 111 dreams) 36 dealt in an undisguised
way with the experimental situation, and 40 more dealt with it in
a disguised fashion. These eleaonts took the form of anxieties
about various aspects of the situation. The experimenter (male)
was seen as seductive by the women, aadistio hy the men; anxiety
was manifested over possible loss of communication, adandonraent» or
being left in isolation; anxiety was expressed about being damaged
by the equipment, and overall the authors gained the impression that a
superficial compliance frequently hid deeper anxieties about the
experiment.
2. A study by Kales and others:
Kales et al (1969b) examined the effects of glutethimide and
methyprylon on sleep and on dream content. Glutethimide 500mg and
methyprylon 300mg were chosen as REM suppressant drugs (Kales et al
1968a). Uninterrupted sleep studies were done in the laboratory,
and dream recall studies were dons at home; the intention being to
collect sleep data without disturbing sleep for dream recall. The
dreams were thus only derived from morning recall, not from REMP
interruption. However, the subjects* maximum total sleep time was
controlled to 8^ hours by alarm clokks. The drugs were administered
for three days twioe with ibur days of placebo between the two adminis¬
trations. Three days of placebo also preceded the first administration
and followed the second. Six subjects were studied with each drug.
The rationale of giving the drug in two separate periods of three days
was not clear, though one supposes it was intended to provide a/
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/a replication for each subject. Such a design seems to fall
between the two stools of the single night study (which prevents
tolerance developing), and a six night study which could evaluate
tolerance effects and the withdrawal effect which was one of the authors1
chief interests, since they had previously noted nightmares in withdrawal
from those drugs. Dream reoall frequency was assessed by the subjsots
(how many they felt they had had each night), and by the experimenters
(the number with some specific content). The experimenters also rated
the dreams on a three-point scale for ddtail, and unpleasantneas.
It was not stated whether the dream ratings were done blind or not.
Both drugs decreased dream frequency, but withdrawal frequencies
were no higher than baseline. Dream detail was also decreased by
both drugs, as was dream unpleasantness. Withdrawal from both drugs
produced greater dream unpleasantness than baseline, but greater dream
detail on withdrawal only occurred with glutethimlde. Glutethimide
produced more consistent and greater changes than methypryloni this
would appear to tie in with the fact that tolerance to the 3£M suppressing
effect of methyprylon develops within three nights of drug administration,
so that effects averaged over three ni^ite would be expected to be less
striking than with glutethimide. Three nightmares were reported by
the subjects, one being 'the worst nightmare of my life". Mood was
also evaluated during the EEG sleep study (apparently using different
subjects), by an adjective check list. This revealed that anxiety
was highest during withdrawal of both drugs (though it was not necessarily
lowest during the active drug phase), and depression was lowered by/
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/by the active drugs and raised on withdrawal. This latter
trend was the only one to prove statistically significant. Although
the mood results were evaluated statistically, it seems unfortunate
that the dream ratings were not,
3» A study by Carroll and others i
Carroll et al (1969 ) hypothesised that since barbiturates (among
other drugs) reduce not only the amount of time spent in REM sleep,
but also the profusion of EMs within REM sleep, and since profusion
of ffis had been related to the "activity" of the accompanying dream,
then barbiturates should naks dreams more "tranquil" and "passive".
They gave 200mg amylobarbitone to three subjects. Each can® for one
adaptation night, which included HEMP wakings, and then three further
nights. On the first, subjects received placebo* four deys later
they got active drug, which they took for & further 6 nights at home;
on the last night (the first withdrawal night) placebo was again given.
Wakings were made after 10 minutes of the second, third and fourth
REMPs, and the subjects' reports were collected in accordance with the
standard interview of Foulkes (197^ )• These reports were then scored
by two judges, blind as to the conditions of each report, on Foulkes1
dreamlike fantasy scale (Foulkes et al, 1966 )» and as "active" or
"passive". One of the raters also noted instaaoes of sexual content.
It was found that the scores on the Foulkes scale were significantly
lower on active drug than either on baseline or withdrawal, though these
two conditions were not different. Three dreams occurred which were
sexual in content: all occurred onwithdrawal, "Passive" dreams were/
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/were significantly more probable on drug than on placebo.
These effeots were not ascribed to a failure of recall on barbiturate,
on the grounds that in the waking state barbiturate had been found to
facilitate recall (Batten, 1967 )• Batten in fact found a trend
for 100mg phenobarbitone (versus 10mg amphetamine)
to enhance recall over a period of up to 20 minutes, and depress it
after 1 hour or more, but these differences were not significant.
Although the time subjects took to wake and respond was not reoorded,
it was the authors1 impression that subjects took no longer to respond
in the barbiturate condition- it has been shown that gradual arousal
can increase the probability of obtaining a "thinking" report rather
than a "dreaming" report (Goodenough et al 1965aj Shapiro et al 1965 )•
Carroll et al concluded that the barbiturate had made the dream
experience "more conceptual and loss perceptual, more "thought-like"
and less "dream-like". The Foulkes' scale actually examines several
*dimensions': perceptual/conceptual, Vieual/non-visual, hallucinatory/
non-hallucinatory (real at the time, or not), and bizarre/everydayiah.
Inspection of Carroll et 01*8 published data in faot reveals that none
of the barbiturate dreams were rated by the subjects as real at the time,
and this is where the difference between drug and placebo conditions arose.
More accurately they should have concluded that barbiturates make the
dream more "passive", and less real at the time.
4. A study of dream recall at home by Morgan and others:
Another study performed since has also examined the effect of 200mg
amylobarbitone, as well sis dichloralphenazone (Welldorm) 1.3g, nitrazepam
(Mogadon) 10mg, methaqualone 250rag + diphenhydramine 25®g (Mandrax), and/
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/and placebo (Morgan et al, 1970 ). This itudy, like that
of Kales et al (I969b)» used home dream recording, with the consequent
loss of material as compared with a HEMP interruption technique.
Treatments were double-"blind, "based on a Latin square design# Two
nights were kept free of drugs between experimental sessions? subjects
were not allowed tea, coffee, alcohol or other drugs after 7*00 p.m.
on the experimental nights. Unfortunately, they were not kept free
of alcohol at other times. Since alcohol taken in the early evening
can almost certainly affect REM sleep that night, this degree of control
over other drug use should not be regarded as sufficient, as subjects
rarely happen to take identical amounts ofalcohol at the same time
eaoh night. Subjects were woken each morning at their time ofusual
waking by telephone. The dream reports were taped, and specific
questions asked at the end of the spontaneous report to prrmpt the
subjects" memory for further dream material.
Dreams were analysed for hostility and anxiety aocording to the
scales of Oottschalk et al (i960 ) - these scales arc similar to those
used by Whitman et al referred to already. The number of dreams
recalled was significantly lowered on aiaylobarbitone, but was not
affected by the other active drugs. On amylobarbitono, those dreams
which were recalled contained no anxiety or hostility. Nitrazepam also
reduced the expression of hostility. Diohloralphenasone apparently
increased anxiety in the dreams. These results could not be tested
for significance owing to the number of subjects not recalling any
dreams - no dreams were reoalled on of subject-nights.
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The authors themselves point out that the effects of
amylobarbitone may well have been due to poor recall of dreams as
much as to any effect of the drug on anxiety or hostility - especially
since only 6 dreams were obtained under this condition. The authors
wa?e modest about the scope of their study. Nevertheless it should be
borne in mind that in home studies factors affecting dream recall are
necessarily confounded with factors affecting the oontent, A hypnotic
drug nay reduce the number of dreams recalled both because it may
depress the quantity of HEM sleep - and so reduce the probability
of being woken from a HEMP in the morning - and also because it may
reduce the chance of waking spontaneously near the end cf a HEMP
during the night. But it may also selectively affeot reoall of those
dreams of which some oontent is reoalled, Grr et al (196b ) have
shown that some subjects at least are capable of waking themselves
from RSMPs under certain conditions, Salamy (1970 ) has also shown
that behaviour in HEM sleep can be altered by reinforcement. It
would seem that in a situation where subjects are being asked about
their dreams (and are very probably receiving some reinforcement,
however unintentional, from the experimenters for recalling dreams)
some of them may wake themselves from REMPs. It is certainly my own
experience that one can 'learn* to wake almost at the end of every HEMP
if one wishes to recall dreams. Given these factors, sedative drugs
may affect the speed of reaching sleep after* a brief waking during
the night, and may differentially affect the reoall and rehearsal of
material during this period, especially if the dream material isji!
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/is emotionally loaded, I would concur with Morgan et al,
despite these remarks, that useful information may be obtained from
subjects in their home environment, provided it is recognised that
home studies and laboratory studies should be used for different
purposes,
5» A study by Reichsel *
One other study involving the effects of a hypnotic on dream
content has recently been made, Deichsel (1972, in presa) examined
the effects of nethaqualone and diphenhydramine (Handrax) on the dreams
of extroverts and introverts, 29 subjects were categorised as strongly
introvert, strongly extrovert, or neither. Subjects in the first two
groups either took the hypnotic daily, or took no sedioation. Subjects'
dreams were collected from BEMPs on two nights, and from HBBM sleep
on the third night. There were apparently no differences between
REM and NBSif dreams, which seems curious in view of the large number
of other reports that such differences exist, breams from all the
wakings were scored on rating scales for anxiety, aggression, and activity
of the dreamer. The frequencies of familiar and strange characters,
animals, colours and sex symbols were noted, and the inoidence of
"positivity" and of laboratory dreams was recorded. Certain differences
between the dreams of introverts and extroverts were notedi essentially
extroverts' dreams contained rnor# activity, anxiety, aggression and
sex symbols, and more characters.
The hypnotic apparently affected the frequenoy of dream reports
to a greater degree with the extraverts than with the intixnrerts, the/'
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/the frequency of dream reports being lowered in both groups.
Ho information is given as to whether this reduction refleots a
smaller number of EBMPs from which wakings could be made, or whether
it refleots a smaller percentage of recall from awakenings.
Apparently dream content of both introverts and extroverts on drug
resembled introverts' rather than extroverts' dreams$ one presumes
therefore they contained less activity, anxiety and aggression, and
fewer characters and sex symbols. It would appear from this paper
that the dreams of introberts taking the hypnotic do not differ much
from those who took no medication, while the dreams of extroverts
on drug were strikingly different from those of extroverts not taking
the nypnotic.
Assessing this report is difficult. It suggests that the hypnotic
may alter dream content, at least in extroverts, by reducing factors
such as activity of the dreamer, and the number of oharaoters and the
degree of aggression in the dream. It does suggest that the effects
of a drug may interact with personality. Unfortunately the results
are only presented in descriptive terms; no quantitative materialis
offered. The lack of differences between HEM and NIU'l- reports even
in subjects not taking the drug, for which no explanation is offered,
and the laok of detail about the experimental procedure, make one
rather sceptical of the results as a whole. In particular, it is not
clear to what extent the results reflect differences in the frequency
of reports with some content, or differences within the content.
This especially applies to the comment that there were no differences/
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/differences between the three nights (respectively REM, REM
and HREM awakenings)« Some statements also appear to contradict
others - at one point it is stated that did not find well-established
differences between the groups unless the subjects were separated
according to the condition *with vs, without hypnotics*". This
would appear to be inconsistent with other statements that clear cut
differences between extraverte and Introverts were lessened when subjects
taking: the hypnotic were compared, Th~»r3 are other points where we
lack information, ae on the number of subjects in each of the various
experimental groups.
Another disappointing feature of Deichel's study is that between-
sub.act effects were apparently confounded with drug effects per se.
Some extroverts took the hypnotic; some did not, JTo mention is made
of whether subjects taking the hypnotic differed in any way from those
not taking the hypnotic; it is possible that differences between
these groups might have been responsible for the apparent effects of
the drug. It would have oeen preferable if some subjects had experienced
both drug and non-drug conditions in a balanced, controlled design.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
THE INTENT OF THE PRESENT STUDY
This experiment was conceived as replication and extension of
that hy Carroll et al (1969) already described, Carroll's experiment
involved only three subjects, being recorded on only one night each
under each condition. Furthermore, Carroll et al examined the drear
content only in an overall fashion, that is, they used ratings for the
whole dream. These ratings comprised, in effect, a series of
dichotomous categories « was the dream aotive/passive, sexy or not,
biaarre or everydayish etc. It was hoped that by looking at the
dream in more detail - by using oontent analysis - more information
coulu be gained. In particular it could be established whether the
effects of the hypnotic were in terms of visual activity solely,
(i.e, whether thero were no other effects), or whether the sedative
effects of the drug extended to activity generally, and to such features
as the number of participating characters, whether interactions were
aggressive or friendly, and whether the effeots would be evident solely
in the manifest, or also in the latent oontent of the dream (using the
scales of Whitman et al).
1. Hypotheses t
It will be recalled that Carroll et al's rationale for their
experiment was the effect of the barbiturate on eye movement profusion,
given some association between EM profusion and dreaming. Here it
was hoped first to test a prediction from the scanning hypothesis -
w$uld the reduction in EM profusion be associated with a reduction/
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/reduction in the visual aspects of dreaming. Would barbiturates
make dreams specifically conceptual rather than perceptual? This can
be tested quite simply using Foulkes' dreamlike fantasy scale.
Secondly, it was hoped to test the intensity hypothesis. Given
that the active drug3 reduced the measure of HEM intensity - EM
profusion - it was predicted that dream content would involve less
active participation by the dreamer, a reduction in the number of
activities in the dream, a reduction in the number of characters, in
the number of interactions between them, and in the number of dreams
involving overt emotion.
A third, very specific hypothesis was made from the assumption
that the distinctive features of REM as opposed to NHEM mentation are
associated with the presence of EMs in REM but not NREM sleep. To
the extent that the active drugs suppressed the EMs, it was predicted
that dream content would resemble NREM mentation. Poulkes' dreamlike
fantasy 3cale (Foulkes et al 1966) was originally devised to discriminate
REM from NREM reports, using not just the distinction between visual
and non-visual mentation, but also the "reality" and bizarreneas
dimensions, and it was therefore ideal for this purpose.
A fourth hypothesis emerged during the study. It had been
expected that barbiturates, having sedative properties, 3hould reduce
anxiety in the dream content. The independent judge (Ian Oswald)
who rated the dreams as active or passive, and for sexual content,
chose also to rate them for anxiety. Anxiety and hostility scales
were also chosen from Whitman et al (1961). When the dreams were/
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/were passed to one other independent judge (John Trinder)
for scoring on the Hall - Van de Castle system of content analysis,
he formulated a more general "quality" hypothesis: sedatives should
make the dream experience pleasanter. Drug dreani3 should contain
more emotion^of happiness, fewer of anger, apprehension^ confusion,
sadness. They should contain relatively more friendly interactions,
and fewer aggressive ones. They should contain more success and
goodfortune. Vice versa, on withdrawal. Such a hypothesis can
also be made on the basis of Kales' et al (1969b) finding that their
hypnotics decreased dream unpleasantness, and increased it on with¬
drawal.
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2. A second hypnotic:
It was al3o felt worthwhile to extend the study to include
a non-barbiturate hypnotic. Nitrazepam (Mogadon) seemed suitable,
as a minor tranquillizer. It too affects the profusion of eye
movements in REM sleep. If the action of these drugs on dreams
were solely, or largely, in terms of their effects on the eye move¬
ments, then their effects on dreams should be similar, and in proportion
to their EM suppressant effects. As will be seen from the results,
at clinically equivalent doses, nitrazepam has if anything a greater
EM suppressant effect than does amylobarbitone.
Nitrazepam has been shown to be a safe (Matthew et al 1969)
and effective hypnotic in doses from 5-10mg (Baum et al 1965?
Tetreault et al 1966; Hadier, 1968). 5®g and. 10mg nitrazepam
would seem to have effects comparable to 100 and 200mg amylobarbitone
both clinically (Davies and Levine, 1967? Haider, 1968) and in terms
of its effects on sleep, and in particular REM sleep latency and amount
(Haider and Oswald, 1971 )• Haider and Oswald also showed that at
these doses their effects in reducing spontaneous electrodermal activity
during REM sleep were similar: in so much as this can be used as a
measure of their anxiolytic effects, then, they are comparable.
However, it has been argued that the mode of action of the two
drugs is radically different. Jhereas barbiturates appear to exert/
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/exert their sleep inducing effect by depressing both cortical
and subcortical structures including the brain aten reticular activating
system, evidence has been presented from which it is speculated that
nitrazepam acts chiefly on the limbic system (Takeshima, 1971 )• Thus
Soulairac et al (1965) showed that in the rat and in the rabbit reticular
formation activity was only slightly depressed in comparison to the
effect of a barbiturate. This study did not present numerical data
on this effect, however* Eore important, the doses used were exceptionally
high relative to normal clinical doses (lOmg/Kg, equivalent to about
5Q0mg nitrazepam in an adult human). Gogolak and Pillat (1965^ showed
that the hippooampal arousal threshold in the rabbit was greatly raised
by nitrazepam, which only slightly raised the cortical arousal threshold.
The action of a barbiturate was the reverse. These authors did present
numerical dataf their doses (0.8 to 2.5mg/Kg nitrazepam and 5 to 10mg/K£
pentobarbitone) were nearer human clinical dose levels. The doses ih
Takeshima'a study were directly equivalents he gave 0,1mg/Kg to cats,
equivalent to 5mg in an adult human. The inference from these studies
is that nitrazepam acts as a hypnotic partly through its action on limbic
structures and only to a lesser degree via its depressant action on the
reticular formation. Barbitu crates by contrast are supposed to be
effective largely through their effect on the reticular formation.
Both barbiturates and nitrazepam affect the BEG for at least
12 hours after even a single dose (Walters and Lader, 1971)* However,
nitrazepam acts more slowly than aaylobarbitone in its effedts on the
EEG, although some effect is cfident within 10 minutes of oral/
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/oral administration (Yolovka et al 1969)* Nitrazepam's
effect on the EEG was still detectable after 5-10iag up to 18 hours
later, when significantly more drowsiness was detectable than after
100-200mg araylobarbitone (Malpas et al 1970).
Since the time course of its action is longer, nitrazepam would
be expected to show differences from amylobarbitone in its day by day
effect on sleep and on dreams: in particular, the peak of the REM
sleep rebound on withdrawal occurs after about three days of nitrazepam
withdrawal, whereas after amylobarbitone the peak is reached within
one, or two, days (Oswald and Prie3t, 1965)* In this experiment,
however, differences in the effects of the two drugs were not anticipated
as a result of thi3 variable, because the sampling nights were chosen
to select as close as possible the nights of maximal effect. Thus
by recording the second withdrawal night, withdrawal effects of both
drugs would be expected to bo near maximal.
That the mode of action of nitrazepam is as a tranquillizer
rather than via a direct effect on mechanisms maintaining wakefulness
enables discriminating predictions to be made on the comparative effects
of the two drugs on dream content. If the two drugs' action on dream
content were solely a result of their action on EMs, then no differences
would be expected between the two drugs in their effects on dream
content. This would be predicted on the scanning hypothesis, the
intensity hypothesis, and on the hypothesis that reduction of EMs
would make HEM mentation like NBEM mentation. By contrast, a
"quality" hypothesis would predict differing effects of the two drugs
on dream content, to the extent that it is possible to discriminate
between tranquillizing/
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/tranquillizing and c.n.s, depressant effects on mental
processes.
5. The two experiments;
In the first experiment, two doses of each drug were used:
200 and (after one week) 400mg of amyloharbitone, and 10 and 20mg
nitrazepam. The design (to he discussed in Chapter 16) was for one
week on the low dose, followed by one week on the high dose, with
data collection nights on the first night of each dose, and after one
week on each dose, besides on withdrawal. This allows any dose, and
tolerance effects to be evaluated.
After the first experiment was completed, it was thought desirable
to verify the results with the use of more subjects. For this
experiment, only amylobarbitone was used, and dreara3 were only collected
on the initial night at each dose, since no tolerance effects were
evident from the results of experiment 1.




THE BESCRIfTIOK OF DEEAM CUNTEHT
Qualitative descriptions of dream content are not new.
The most famous of these is Sigmund Ereud1 >, The Interpretation
of Dreams (1952)* Another excellent qualitative approach to dreaming
is that of Calvin Hall (The leaning of Breams, 1966), More recent
qualitative approaches focussing on specific questions are those of
Kramer et al (1964) - they focuseed on the interrelationship of drdams
within one night - and Witkin and Lewis's study (1967) of the effects
of pre-aleep experienoes on dream content. An approach which fore¬
shadowed later quantitative methods of 'content analysis' was that
of Eggan (1952) who classified the frequencies among some 250 dreams
of the Hopi of various themes suoh as physical hazard, heterosexual
elements, elements of persecution and conflict, and emotions,
Quantitative approaches to the oontent of dreams can take various
forms. A rather special one wae used by Berger (1963) - he got his
subjects, and independent judges, to try and match dreams to the
stimuli which had been presented during sleep; he then calculated
tli-S chance probability of getting the number of correct matches
obtained. Clearly such an approach is developed to solve particular
probleiaa. The principle however is of more generality. If I have
dreams from a variety of different conditions, and I wish to establish
whether there really are differences between the dreams, or whether
I am merely deludihg myself, I can give the dreaias to someone sis®
who has never seen then before, tell him what I predict, and see/
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/see whether he can correctly guess which reports cane
from which conditions, Such an approach was used by Monroe
et al (1965 ) in deciding whether IffiM and HHEM dreams were discriainahle,
I have chosen to use it in this study too.
This procedure tells you whether two groups of dreams are
different 1 but it does not tell you how they differ. (The judges
will no doubt tell you, but they may be unaware of all the factors
which influenced them and especially if they have some vague, pre¬
conceived and theoretical ideas about what differences they expected,
they may tell you some things they bore in mind which might not be
the crucial variables).
The problems then Is to try and see if from one's own hunohea
or other peoples' it is possible to quantify measures of content in
a Pliable fashion. The validity of aooring procedures can only be
established by reference to outside variables. For instance, the
psychodynamically oriented scales of Whitman et al (1961 ) were
recently used in an unpublished study in this laboratory by Maureen
Burns and Stuart Lewis on the effect of the menstrual cycle on dream
content. Two women were recorded weekly over a period of months
to sample their dreams at vafious points in the menstrual cycle.
The sexuality scales used interpretations of latent sexual content
as well as of manifest content. The fact that variations in the
sexual oontent were found over the cycle (with peaks at the menstrual
and ovulatory periods) argues post-hoc that the scales had some
validity, provided one can assume that they were reliable.
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^eliability can be established in essentially two ways.
"First, does one rater give the same scores to the same dreams
if he scores them on two occasions separated by an interval of
time (test-rateat reliability)? It would be possible to test
reliability this way without the rater ever having1 to make explicit
his criteria for scoring a dream. More usually, the originator
of the scale writes down his criteria and then gets someone indep¬
endent to see if he can reach the same results using only the stated
criteria (inter-rater reliability). It is in this for*1 that
reliabilities for most dream content scales are presented. TTowever,
it is necessary to bear in mind what the stated reliability refers
to. It is possible to give reliabilities for eaoh element of a
dream, for th® whole dream, or for a subject*0 mean score. "For a
given scale the first nay often be quite low, especially if the
scale involves many categories, whereas reliabilities for means are
usually very high. Moses et al (1972 ) discuss this problem in
relation to reliabilities for sleep stage classification.
Quantification of dream content can be done on two kinds of
items. It can be done for the dream as a whole - usually by rating
the dream on on® or more dimensions - or It can be done on elements
within a dream. The latter approach particularly is known as
"content analysis".
Quantification may also be don© on three levels. Categorisation
may be nominal. Items are assigned to one of several categories
(e.g. male or female). There is no implication that one is/
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/i» 'greater' than another* Alternatively , items aay
be assigned to one of several categories which are considered
to be In some order of magnitude* moat rating scales fall into
this groups the scale is ordinal. A scald for novelty might be
constructed thus: highly familiar, not familiar but encountered
before, never encountered but would not be unexpected, never
encountered and .ouid be very strange* Jhus it could be said
that one item was more or less novel than another* Both of these
levels of analysis can yield frequencies - e,g. the number of
familiar items in a given dream*
Interval seal© of measurement implies that ratios can be
specified between points on the scale* Thus it is not possible
to say that a strange and unexpected object is twice as strange
as one which is unfamiliar but not unexpected. On the other hand
it is msangftglul to say that eight people arc twice as many as four
people, >uoh scales therefore deal in intensities, although they
may be utilised to provide frequencies (the number of dreams with only
one character)*
Borne dream content studies use the subject as the judge, with
or without other judges* One of the easiest ways to gain some
information about the dream is to ask the subject a series of yes/no
questions (a simple nominal categorisation). Such questions are
often used to supplement other methods of analysis, or to provide
data which may be useful for some other judge in rating aspects of
the dream - as has been done in this study. ouch questions can b®/
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/be included at the end of an unstructured interview, or
may be $sed as the bulk of the interview, as in the Foulkes dreamlike
fantasy scale (Poulkes et al 1966 ) in which answers to a series of
yes/no questions are used to rate the dream into one of eight
categories. For theoretical reasons the scale is regarded as
ordinal, but it has been treated both purely as a nominal scale
(Carroll et al 1969) a3 an ordinal scale (Poulkes et al 1966;
Pivik and Poulkes, 1966, 1968 )•
One study which made efficient use solely of yes/no questions
asked of the subject was Itefihtsehaffen et al's study (196$ ) of
mental activity in REM and NREM sleep, referred to in Chapter V .
Another study of mentation in REM and NREM sleep which relied
heavily on yes/no questions was that of Zimmerman (1970 ), also
referred to in Chapter 12. The subjects in Zimmerman's study
also rated their experiences on various ordinal scales, for dramatic
quality, distortion, vividness, eto.
Dichotoraous or yes/no ratings for the whole dream have also
been employed by experimenters, as in the studies on active and passive
dreaming by Dement and Wolpert (1958 )» Berger and Oswald (1962 )
and Carroll et al C1969 )• Yes/no ratings have also been used
to score for the presence or absence of an element within the dream,
as in Beck and Hurvioh's study on the frequency of masochistic elements
in the dreams of the depressed (1959 )» In whioh the presence of one
or more specified elements was used to rate the dream as containing
•masochistic' content. This was also the rationale behind the/
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/the SCE/PVE dichotomy of Molinari and Foulkes (1969 ); if
any one or more of the elements dreamer talking, reflecting, or
deciding were present then the whole dream was scored as containing
secondary cognitive elaboration (SCE),
Ordinal rating scales are much more widely used. Hall and
Tan de Castle (1966) have provided a review of nominal and ordinal
scales which have been used. A much more extensive review of
virtually all scales used on dreams, which is in preparation for
publication (Yfinget and Kramer, The Dimensions of Dream Content)
lists many ordinal as well as nominal scales for measuring the
occurrence of emotions, ego functioning, sexuality, orality, anality
and hostility for instance. Such a wide variety of rating scales
for the whole dream have been employed that someone searching the
literature for the best one to employ could easily be overwhelmed.
Many are merely 3, 4, 5 or often seven point scales rating a specified
concept, such as biaarreness, or control, pleasantness, thematic
coherence, plausibility, active control etc. One is faced with various
choices: to invent one's own dimensions to suit one's own purposesv
and so add to the plethora5is one way out. Another approach ia to
choose scales already used for specific reasons, of which the most
obvious is that they have been uaed widely already since this facilitates
comparison with other studies. The Foulkes' scale is one of the most
widely used, and was designed for and has been "validated" on a number
of studies of REM and NREM mentation. This scale was chosen for use
in this study, for example, because it was predicted that the hypnotics
should make REM dreams more like NREM mentation, (it is given in/
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/in Appendix III)* It is also unusual in that it combines
several variables into one scale! and therefore oarriee a large
amount of information which can be •distilled' out by examining
the occurrence of specific categories*
Without explicit theoretical expectations! howevert and faced
by a wealth of apparently partly overlapping dimensions! a more
rational course of action oan be adopted* Kauri et al (1967 )
chose 20 categories "conceptually discriminate but of possible
overlap" and factor analysed them. They extraoted 6 dimensions which
between them accounted for about 60^ of the total varianoe* These
were vivid fantasy, active control, pleasantness, verbal aggression,
physical aggression, heterosexuality, perception versus conception,
and temporal reference* This system has been used successfully
in at least one study since, that of ..eisa and Foulkes (1970 ), a
study comparing home and laboratory dreams. They found significantly
(p^*02) more verbal aggression in home dreams, and trends for more
physical aggression and more sexuality at home*
Content analysis on eaoh element within a dream is clearly a
much more laborious process* An early attempt to do this was the
Hostility soale of Saul and Sheppard (1956), whioh they entitled
"An attempt to quantify emotional forces using manifest dreams:
a preliminary study"* This and a similar scale for use in the
analysis of (waking) verbal beahviour (Gottschaik et al, 1960 )
formed tie basic for the series of scales devised by Whitman et al
(1961 )• These scales were used in this study in an attempt to
quantify latent hostility, anxiety and heterosexuality. They are/
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/are given in Appendix II, In these scales, each phrase
is scored on all the scales. The total of the soores for all the
phrases is then calculated for each scale. Thus for each scale
there is one score for the whole dream. These scales suffer the
disadvantage that they are neither fish nor fowl s the scales
themselves are ordinal, hut the process of calculating a tctal score
implicitly ^ssumoo they are interval scales. In comparing different
dreams one is forced to rank order them.
There are two other wrys in which these scales may he seen as
ambiguous, though these aspects may not necessarily he seen as
disadvantageous. The first is that the scales ard allegedly for use
on the manifest dream, hut, as described in Chapter 13 , they are
clearly designed to bo used as measures of both manifest and latent
content simultaneously: the authors state that one must be aware
of symbolic allusions etc. While this may he eeon as a disadvantage,
it is consistent with pSychodynanic models of the dreara which are not
rigidly "Freudian". Freud himself (in The Interpretation of Dreams)
made it quite clear that some dreams, or elements of them, could he
read at a manifest level. While he applies this particularly to
childrens* dreams, which are often simple undisguised wish-fulfilments»
and while he regarded most adult dreams as necessitating analysis at
the level of latent content, it is possible on a neo-Freudian or more
general psychodynanic viewpoint to assume that the "meaning" of some
parts of adult dream3 can he read on a manifest level, and that some
parte may require analysis of latent content. In this experiment/
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/experiment, two of the rating scales (for sexiness and anxietyj
were scored by a psychiatrist familiar with psycho-
dynamic approaches. But certain common symbolic uses are widely
recognised in everyday behaviour, and providing scoring is consistent
it is possible to score some •latent1 content much as one would interpret
jokes and allusions in everyday speech, where some references are
taken to have both a literal and a symbolic intent. While it would
be prefe :able to have separate scales for the latent and the manifest
content, a scale need not be invalid because it includes both.
The other "ambiguity" in the scales of Whitman et al is of a
similar nature. A single phrase can be scored on two or more scales
for the same element. For example, if one character shoots another,
this will be scored as 6 for (manifest) hostility, and also as 6 for
(latent) sexuality, either homosexual or heterosexual as the case may
be. Given the previous discussion, T think a justification for this
can be made. Pre&dfs concept of condensation signifies that more
than one meaning can be attached to one element in the manifest dream.
Given the (assumed) validity of such an assumption, it is clearly
unexceptionable to score the same manifest element on two or more
of the scales. Using the concepts of Hall's analysis (The Meaning
of Dreams, 1966 ) if shooting someone can represent sex, then the
choice of a gun as the symbol of sex (rather than, say, a flower)
represents the dreamer's view of the sexual act as essentially aggressive.
It is therefore logical to score such an element both on the sexuality
and the hostility scales.
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The Hall - Van de Castle system of content analysis:
Two major comprehensive systems of content analysis of the
manifest dream have been produced in recent years. One is Foulkes
and Shepherd's system for scoring childrens' dreams (1970» The
other, previous, system is that of Hall and Van de Castle (1966).
Some examples of this are given in condensed form in Appendix I.
It has been used repeatedly, and was used in earlier form in three
wellknown studies of Dorahoff and Kamiya (19^4 a,b,c).
The Hall - Van de Castle system deals solely with manifest
content. It is a system of nominal scales. Some of them 3uch
as that for aggressive interactions could be treated as ordinal
scales but the authors advise that they be used only at nominal
level. There are scales for physical surroundings, characters,
activities and social interactions, besides Motions, descriptive
elements, success and failure and misfortune and good fortune.
The discussion of the scales also includes norms derived from college
students' home dreams (1000 in all), and a description of reliabilities.
The authors strict adherence to the manifest content of dreams,
makes for what I would regard as one serious omission. Sexuality
is covered by the scale for sexual interactions.
These are quite rare in comparison to the frequency of other inter¬
actions. Since their norms are derived from home dreams, and since
laboratory dreams contain fewer sexual references than do home dreams,
the frequency of sexual interactions is very small indeed in laboratory
studies. (Domhoff and Kamiya, 1964a, quote only one fifth the/
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/the number; Weisz and Foulkes, 1970, report ratings for
sexuality in the laboratory roughly one third of that at home)#
This derives from the very constricted view of sex adopted by Hall
and Van de Castle. Marriage they score solely as a friendly inter¬
action (other activities can be scored on more than one scale).
Sexual interactions are limited to those with physical sexual content,
and fantasies of or propositions to physical 3exual acts. Bating is
regarded as non-sexual. Thus content with manifest sexual overtones
("she looked very attractive" - or even "she was looking very aexy")
cannot be scored at all - on any of the scales provided. With this
major proviso, their 3ystem is otherwise meticulously designed and
presented, with excellent opportunities for high intcr-laboratory
reliability gained from following the stated criteria and practice
with the examples given.
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FIGURE 15* THE DESIGN FOR STUDTING THE EFFECTS OF DRUG3 OR DHEA2JS#
On the drag it 1> p^diottd that the amount of REM sleep,
eye movement profusion, and the 'intensity' of dreams
will all he reduced, Tolerance will develop, and there
will he a 'rebound* when the drug ie replaced by placebo.





Absence of Eye Movements
amvlobarbitohe 200 mg
EEG 100
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FIGURE 16, TIE EFFECT OF AMTLOBAHBITORE OH SYE MOfKSSJJT PR0FU3IGN
IR REM SLEEP,
Relative to baseline, eye noveaents are suppressed by the
drag. On withdrawal, eye movement# become wary plentiful,
and their amplitude le apparently enhanced. Saw-tooth
waves in REM aleep are apparently not auppreeeed by the
drug.











Absence of Eye Movements
NITRAZEPAM 10 mg
> W ' v.* ■. f »»>i "
Orug Induced fast activity (10-22c/sec)
FIGURE 17. THE EFFECT OP NITRAZEPAM OH EYE MOVEMENT PROFUSION,
AND ON THE ESG DURING REM SLEEP.
Nitrazepam suppresses eye aovemants in REM sleep. Its
withdrawal leads to plentiful eye aovementa of high amplitude.
Nitrasepam also produces striking changes in the BEG during
REM sleep: faet activity becomes very prominent.
CORRELATION OF EDITED WORD LENGTH OF DREAM REPORTS
WITH ACTUAL WORD LENGTH
ACTUAL WORD LENGTH | No. Words )
FIGURE 18. A CGKPABISOH OP THE LENGTH OF SUBJECTS* EDITED AND UNEDITED
REPORTS.
Each dot represents ono report. Two reports wore ao long
they could not b« lnoludod in the figurej they were however





RELIABILITY BETWEEN TWO JUDGES
NUMBER OE CHARACTERS
IN EACH REPORT
r = 0 90 ( 62 reports)
PERFECT
AGREEMENT
OA 8 12 16








r = 0 91 (62 reports)
NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES I JUDGE 1
FIGURE 19, RELIABILITIES FOR THE HALL AND VAN BE CASTLE SYSTEM
FOR SCORING THE W&SBER OF CHARACTERS AND THE NUMBER OF
ACTIVITIES.
Each dot represents one or aor® reports*
TABLE 19
SUMMARY OF THE DESIGN FOR DAKD. 3S IN EXPERIMENT 1,
Amy1obarbitone /group t


























HEMP 2 + + + + + +
HEMP 4 + + + ♦ + + +
HEMP 2 ♦ + + + + + +
HEMP 4 + + ♦ + ♦ + +
HEMP 2 ♦ + •f ♦ * +
REMP 4 •f + + + •f *
REMF 2 ♦ + + ■f + + +














































































Please indicate whether you feel you
dreamed a lot last night. A night
whioh you feel contained an ordinary
amount of dreaming should mean a mark
in the centre.
a)
Absolutely dreamless Seemed to be vivid
in retrospect dreaming all the time
Could you now try and distinguish two
elemental how much (or how long) you
dreamed last night, and secondly, how
irlvid, biaarre or else everydaylsh,
was what you dreamed about.
Didn't dream Dreaming all
st ell the time
o)
Very everydayish, Very vivid, or
or boring biaarre
ANXIETY
Please indicate, by a mark on the line, how
oalm or anxious you have felt raer. tally today.





Pleaae indicate, by a mark on
the line, how wall you have felt able
to concentrate mentally today. An





and penetrating mi id
TABLE22.
NOI&ISFPUC NTENTANALYSISSC LOFHA LA? DV ND2CtGT Normsfrthisstudya ederivnlfrh ssubjectswhor cei edpl c bothroug out theexperiment.Wakeningsr sulti ginreportswithcontrexclud d.T facilitatecomparisonw thpublishednorms,lfiguresh vebeenco vert deitht percentageortaveragenumberspdream. Numberofdrea ers(m l ) Numberofdreams WordlengthThisStudy 8 61 11-195
HallandV ndeC stle T5ES 100 500 50-30
$dreamswithanycharacter Numberofcharact rsincludingdrea e Numberofcharactersexcludingdr a e $dreamswithactivities Numberofactiviti s $ofdreamswithaggressiveinter ctions Numberofaggressiveinteractions $of('reamswithfriendlyinteractions Numberoffriendlyinteractions $ofdreamswiths xualinte act ons Numberofsexualinteractions $ofdreiswithanys cialinteraction Numbercsocialinteractions(total) $ofdreamswithemo ion Numberofemotions
$
95.1$ 90.2$ 25.4$ 22.0$ 1.7$ 59.3$
perdream 4.28 3.48 4.68 0.37 0.41 0.02
27.8$
0.80 0.49
$ 47.0$ 38.2$ 11.6$
perdream 2.36 4.72 0.80 0.50 0.15 1.45 0.56
^HallndVandeCastle'snormsw recollectefrompsychologystudentse ordindreams aspartof&classroject.H llandV ndeC stlu e500dre mfro nwomen, afterth yh dexclu edndreaml ssn50wor so grmo300- anunnecessarydunfortu atecriterion.
TABLE23.
PUBLISHEDRELIABILITIESOFTHEHA L-Y MDECASTSCALE (Thesepercentag sab s dothtotalnumberfcas s whereeitherort rjudgscoredthitemaspresent). Sandleret(1970)Hal1andV ndoG 8t e(1966' (Sepreaslv.B)(Schisophrenic.) (91dream®)(217drea s)*' Charofre Presence83$80y'93$ Perfectag eementon srs.'"2£251*^ agreed. Activities ~ Presence55$60 Perfectagreemen if presenceagreed.94$8285$ SocialIntera tions Presence19V-42$ Perfect agreenentif presenceagreed68$260$ Emotions Presence50$49/=- Perfectagreement ifpresenceagreed.88$9063$
TABLE 24.
INTER-HATER RELIABILITY OF SCORING ON HALL - VAN DE CASTLE

































of any of the item
in report, as per
cent of reports where
at least one .judge





Social interactions and emotions were both too scarce





The object of the experiment was to compare dreams 'on drug*
with dreams *off drug'♦ Such a comparison can be made two ways -
by comparing the dreams of the same subject while on and while off
the drug, or by comparing the dreams of two different groups of subjects,
one of whom takes drug, the other acting as control group. The first
sort of comparison is one frequently made in studies of the effects
of drugs on sleep, especially since one of the chief objects of such
studies is usually an examination of withdrawal effects. In such a
design the subject takes plaoebo for a period at the start of the
experiment, this period aoting as a baseline from whioh subsequent
drug effects can be assessed. Immediately following this 'baseline*
period, the subject takes the drug for a period of time - say two weeks.
Any tolerance effects which may develop should become evident during
this period. The drug is then abruptly withdrawn (being replaced
by placebo), and withdrawal effects are monitored for anything up to
three months.
The second type of comparison is one more frequently used in
experiments in the field of experimental psychology, where different
groups of subjects are subjected to different treatments, and large
numbers of subjects can be used. Such designs are also often used
because there are easy methods of statistical treatment readily
available for the analysis of results.
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The bias of this author:, and of a laboratory involved largely
with drug studies, is towards the idea of using subjects as their
own controls. There is, however, a distinct disadvantage of such a
technique when applied to the collection of dreana. Dream content is
very easily influenced by the laboratory situation (Domhoff and Kamiya,
1964*,b), it therefore seems possible that changes in dream content
over the course of such an experiment might be due not so much to
the drugs used, as to changes in the subject's relation to the
experimental situation. This might be expected particularly during
the 'withdrawal' phase, when at the end of the experiment the subject's
dreams might be becoming more like 'home' dreams - more aggressive
for instance (weiss and Poulkes, 1970).
As a result of these considerations, it was decided to use both
principles in the design of this experiment. Thus each subject
underwent a baseline period (on placebo), a 'drug' period, and a
•withdrawal' period. Some subjeots received active drug in the 'drug'
period, while a control group received placebo in the 'drug' period -
thus these subjeots in fact received placebo throughout the experiment.
Suoh designs, both using placebo control groups, have been recommended
for general use by Lubin, 1971*
For the first experiment, therefore, it was decided to collect
dreams from 4 subjeots in eaoh drug group: placebo, amylobarbitone,
and nitrazepam. The experimental faoillties allowed the oollection of
dreams from two subjects on any one night. It was hence possible
tp make part of the experiment double-blind. The experimenter (E)/
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/(E) was unaware which of the two subjects were in the
araylobarbitone and which in the placebo group. (This double-blind
could not be maintained indefinitely since the experimenter had to
read the subjects1 EEG during the night, and the EEG is affected by
the presence of barbiturates). The subjects on nitrazepam unfortunately
had to be run separately, single-blind. Herman et al (1970) neatly
showed the effect experimenter and subject bias can have on reports
of mental life in sleep. They found dramatic effects with recall
from NREM sleep, though the effect of bias was less, and was not
significant with REM3 awakenings.
The two subjects run each night were staggered as to their time
of going to bed. This was necessary in order to avoid the possibility
of E having to interview both simultaneously during the night. One
subject went to bed at 10.30 p.m. and the second at between 11.30 and
midnight. (individuals were assigned early/late as far as possible to
fit their normal bedtimes). Subjects were chosen for the barbiturate
or placebo to ensure that half in each group went to bed early and
half late. Since subjects in the nitrazepam group were run in pairs,
necessarily half bedded early and half late. 'Early1 and 'late'
subjects were not distinguished at all in the analysis of the data -
the division was only made to aaable two subjects to be run concurrently.
The design so far involved a baseline period,adrug and sr
withdrawal period . For withdrawal effects to be noticeable it was
reckoned that two weeks on the drug was essential. A dose of 400mg
of amylobarbitone or 20mg nitrazepam (twice an effective hypnotic/
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/hypnotic dose in each case) was regarded as one which would
not be heavy enough to be disruptive of subjects' normal daily routines.
To avoid giving subjects a large dose on their first ni$xt, it was
decided to allow subjects one week on 200mg amylobarbitone (lOng nitrazepam)
before receiving their first full dose* The design chosen was therefore
one week of baseline (placebo), one week on low dosef one week on high
dose, and one week following withdrawal* On the assumption that dream
content is related to HEM sleep and EMs, it was eaqpected that maximal
effects in the three 'treatment' weeks (drug, drug and withdrawal)
would be on the first drug night, the first night on the full dose,
and on either the second, third or fourth nights of withdrawal
(Oswald and Priest, 1965? Evans et al 1968 )•
Experimental nights involved the experimenter staying up all
night? therefore experimental nights could not feasibly be consecutive.
It was thought suitable to collect data on two ni^ts each week.
One of these should obviously include the night when maximal effects
were expected* The other night was chosen to be near the end of
the #rug week, to elucidate any tolerance effects. The nights thus
chosen weret the 'first' and 'sixth' nights in the baseline week?
the first and sixth nights on low dose of the drug? first and sixth
nights on high dose; and the second and seventh ni$its of withdrawal.
Such a design would, it was hoped, allow drug effects, dose effects,
withdrawal effects, and tolerance effeots to be examined for each of
three groups: placebo, aaylobarbitone and nitrazepam. The effects
predicted are illustrated in Figure 15,
On eavh of these experimental nights, two awakenings were made*
It was planned that these should he from the second and fourth REMPs
of the night (subject to certain exceptions described in the procedure)
providing one awakening from the first, and one from the second half
of the night. Awakenings were not made from every HEMP in order tot
to deprive subjects of HEM sleep during the ni$it, by *cutting short*
their REMP8, Such deprivation taking place in the early part of the
night oould increase the "pressure" to HEM and the "pressure" to
dream later in the night: such an effect interacting with the other
effects in the experiment could be a confounding influence* considering
that an effect of this kind was found by Pivik and Foulkes (1966),
using the Foulkes dreamlike fantasy scale.
The design as a whole is illustrated in Table 19 and in Fig. 15.
2. Statistical analysis
The design was constructed so as to allow for the use of analysis
of variance on those measures meriting parametric tests. The analysis
of variance (ANOVAR) used was a repeated measures analysis available
on a computer program. The original program was written by M. Fearon,
for the IBM 1620, in KING3TRAI language. It was adapted by A, MacLean
for the IBM 560/50, in FORTRAN.
For those measures derived for each awakening, three analyses
were performed, one for each group of subjects (placebo? amylobarbitone,
nitrazepam). Each ANOVAR extracted two main within-subject effects,
namely REM? effects and NIGHT effeots. The latter tested whether
there were significant differences between any of the eight nights.
If the ANOVAR showed that some of these differences we» significant/
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/signlfioant» orthogonal comparisons (Edwards, 1968) were
used to examine precisely which differences were significant. This
procedure enabled determination of whether baseline/drug, drug/withdrawal,
dose, tolerance, or any combination of these differences were significant.
This method of analysis was extended to other variables such
as 'delay to sleep1 - where there is only one measure per night - using
•NIGHTS' as the only within-subject main effect.
On two occasions eaoh in the placebo and nitrazepam groups,
subjects failed to have sufficient REMPs to allow two wakenings to
be made in the night. Data for these cases was interpolated iteratively
by the method of Cochran and Cox (1957 » p«110).
For these analyses of variance, rep arate error terms were used
for the different sources of variancej Graham (1970 ) has pointed
out the inaccuracies likely to arise from the use of pooled error
terms. The error terms for each source of variance are illustrated
below, for the basic analysis!
Not Source1 MS tested against
MS of Source Not.
1 Subjects 3
2 Nights 3
3 Subjects x Nights
4 REMPs 5
5 Subjects x REMPs
6 REMP x Night 7
7 Subjeots x REMPs x lights
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3» Subjects
Subjects were volunteers. They answered our largely word-of-
mouth 'advertisement' that men aged between 18 and 30 would be paid
roughly £1 a night for sleeping in the laboratory, and abstaining
from alcohol and other drugs over a period of a month or so. In
this experiment their age lay between 19 and 26, The only screening
applied was an informal one by a psychiatrist to ensure that they were
both mentally and physically fit to receive the drugs that were
prescribed by him, and able to communicate mental experiences
adequately for the experiment. One prospective subject was in fact
dropped because he seemed unable to fulfil the second requirement
and in the opinion of the psyohiatriet was regarded as being too
schizoid a personality. One other subject had to be replaced at
the start of an experiment because he left unexpectedly after the
adaptation-to-waking night.
Subjects were non-students, some known to the experimenter,
most not known to him. They were all given a Maudsley Personality
Inventory (Sysenck, 1959 ) and a questionnaire on work and sleep habits
devised by the Research Unit on Intellectual Development of Edinburgh
University. These revealed no significant differences between
subjects assigned to the placebo group and those assigned to the
amylobarbitone group on either the E or H soales of the MPI (t test),
nor on any of the 20 questions in the questionnaire (chi-square).
One of the questions in the questionnaire asked subjects how often
they normally recalled dreams. Roth et al (1972 ) have recently
shown that volunteers and non-volunteers for experiments on sleep/
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/alewp and dreams differ in a surprising way: volunteers are
persons who recall fewer dreams spontaneously at hone than the non-
volunteers, It is therefore worth noting that subjects assigned
to the various drug groups did not differ on this variable.
The mean scores on the E and W scales of the MPI for all 20 3s
in both experiments were less than one standard deviation from the
population means given by Eysenck (1959 )•
4. Adaptation nlgfcts
It is well known that one's first nifftt's sleep in a strange
environment is rarely as 'good* as a night at home. This effect
has been documented, and the 'first nigftt effect' as it is known to
sleep-researchers, may last for more than one night, though by the
third night most parameters have reaohed stable values (Sohmidt and
Kaelbling, 1971 )♦ The effect consists of an increased delay to
sleep and increased arousals during the night - and also of disturbances
to the 'internal' structure of sleep - a reduction in the amount," M
and proportion, cT the night spent in REM sleep, and even a reduction
in the proportion of REM sleep actually containing eye movements
(Eechtsohaffen and Yerdone, 1964 } Agnew et al 1966 j Mendels and
Hawkins, 1967 1 3chmidt and Kaelbling, 1971 ).
Because this effect extends to the profusion of eye movements
within REM sleep, and since this measure is affected for at least
two nights, it was thought important to give all subjects adequate
adaptation to the laboratory procedures. They were all given two
night* in the laboratory with full electrode fixings, to allow/
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/allow them to adapt to the laboratory per ae. A few subjects
who found it espeoially difficult to adapt to the laboratory situation
in that they took an abnormal time to go to sleep - two hours, for
instance - were given an extra night at this stage. All subjects were
then also given one night to adapt to the waking procedures to be
described later. This was done so that subjects could become
accustomed to the idea of being woken up in the middle of the night
and asked what was going on in their mind, and so that they should
find it less difficult to go back to sleep after being woken up on
the experimental nights. On this night (which I shall refer to in
future simply as 'the adaptation night') data was collected as far
as possible exactly as on any experimental night. Because problems
were liable to arise on this first waking night - e.g. the subject
might not understand the questions being put to him - the data was
not regarded as being up to the standard of other nights, and were
excluded from the bulk of the analysis proper, although the 'dream'
reports were soored like any other so that an inspection could be
made for any obvious 'adaptation' effects. The data fi*om these nights
were not however included in any of the statistical analysis. To do
so would have been a very dubious procedure since the adaptation night
contained a very large numb®;: of 'no content' reports compared with
the other nights (see Fig, Jj), There were also occasions when
awakenings were not made according to the scheme: t'fr instance, one
subject took so long to go back to sleep after his first awakening
that he had had no further HEM sleep before breakfast time.
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In order to accustom him to the waking procedure and interview, therefore,
he was woken from NHEM sleep and interviewed shortly before he was due to
get up for breakfast.
5. Procedure
Each night that the subjectscane into the laboratory they were given
tablets to last them for that night and until their next night in the
laboratory - the pills being placebo, active drug, or a mixture as the
case might be. Each night's tablets were packed in a separate, dated
envelope. On experimental nights subjects took their tablets immediately
before retiring to bed, and they were instructed to do the same on the nights
at home. Subjects were forbidden to take any drug for the duration of the
experiment, except nicotine, tea or coffee, which they were allowed to
take freely. They were also allowed to take aspirin in moderate doses if
required.
As mentioned earlier, two subjects were run each night, one going
to bed at 10.30 p.m. and one between 11.30 p.m. and midnight. EEG, EOG
and EMG recordings were made with the electrode placements described in
Part A. (Skin potential and heart rate were not recorded in these
experiments). The recordings were made on a Beckman type TC 12-channel
electroencephalograph. The subjects slept in separate but adjoining rooms.
Subjects were normally woken from their second and fourth RBMPs.
However, because it was important to control for time-of-night as much
as HEMP number, certain exceptions were made. (There is no 3tudy known
to me which ha3 attempted specifically to parcel out the effects of HEMP
and time of night on dream content). It sometimes happens that subject#
•miss' their first HEMP - the latency to the first HEMP being of the order
of 150 mins instead of in the more usual range of 50-100 mins. In these
cases it was thought an-oronriate to +.aV«/
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/take the first and third REMPs instead. A criterion for
this was fixedi if the delay between sleep onset and the start
of the first EEHP was greater than 155 minutes, then the first and
third REMPs were used.
A seoond exception to this rule occurred when REMPs lasted 1< so
than 7 minutes. In these oases the next HEMP vas used instead.
Thus it sometimes happened (ohiefly on active drug nights) that the
second and third REMPs might he used, far instance if a delay to REUS
sleep of 140 minutes eventuated in a HEMP of only 5 minutes duration.
As a check on whether these controls operated effectively, the
r'«~. *'
time-of-waking was analysed with all the other variables, in the hope
it would show no significant effects - besides the REMP effect, since
there must obviously be differences between the times of the second
and fourth REMP1
Pour subjects were run in what turned out to be a pilot study.
These subjects were woken after 15 minutes of REM sleep, unless the
subjeot went into stage 2 after 7& minutes, in whioh case he was woken
immediately. This procedure resulted in subjects on the active drug
being woken after significantly less REM sleep than those on placebo -
because on aotive drugs, not only is total amount of REM sleep reduced,
but also REMPs tend to be broken up by fragments of HREMcsleep.
With the length of REM sleep preceding waking not con trolled between
the groups, it was clearly necessary that the awakening criteria
should be altered.
Because on such hypnotics as were used REMPs do not always/
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/always last for as long as 15 minutes, it was decided after
the pilot experiment to give subjects 7i minutes of HEM sleep before
being woken* If they entered stage 2 or 9tage 1 after 7 minutes
of REM they were immediately woken and interviewed, but they were not
woken after less than 7 minutes REM. Because the REMPs, even of
normal subjects on placebo nights, are frequently broken up by short
periods of EREM sleep, it was necessary to have some criteria of how
ouch stage 2 sleep Interspersed in the HEM. would be tolerable.
Wolpert and Trosaan showed in an early study (1958) that 'dream'
recall falls off rapidly in ti e few minutes following the end of a
period of EMM sleep* It was arbitrarily decided that snatches of
HREM sleep lasting 2 minutes or less in among a BF.MF would be tolerable*
If, however, HREM sleep lasted for more than 2 minutes, only to be
followed by a return to HEM sleep, then the HEM before the interruption
would not be included in the calculated 7 minutes. The 7 minutes was
calculated on th basis of the actual number of epochs scored on the
spot as REM sleep*
To illustrate how this procedure operated, two examples are
given belowi
1) REM - - 5 tain - - /NREK 1 min / HEM 2j|- min/ wakening*
2) REM — 2 min - / RREM - - 6 min - - - /HEM - - 7l" ®in - / «akening*
Both waking and sleeping EEGs are affected by the presence of
drugs in the brain, and as a consequence (particularly with the higher
doses) the discrimination of REM from 1IIIEM sleep can become quite
difficult* v/ith the virtual absence of eye movements at the full/
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/full doses this problem becomes particularly acute* All
EEC records were effectively scored twice for that part of the night
near the awakening timet once on-the-spot (and by necessity often
in haste) and once later on* Since there were sometimes differences
between these two eooriaga, the actual times spent in BEM sleep prior
to awakening wore subjected to a 'control* analysis of variance to
ensure that subjects in all conditions were in fact getting the same
amount of HEM sleep* These times were of oourse those derived from
the later, considered, scoring of the EEC records.
Two other 'control' variables were measured (but were only
inoluded in the experiment part way through)* These were the latency
from the onset of the wakening stimulus to the subject being awake
(as defined from the £$0 record), and the latency from the stimulus
to the subject's first word of content, in reply to E's first question*
It was hoped this way to ensure that anjr differences between placebo
and drug nights would not be attributable to the 3s taking longer to
•wake up1 on the drug. Goodenough et al (1965a), for instance, have
show-j that 'thinking* reports are more liable to result from gradual
awakenings than from abrupt awakenings*
One other variable recorded was the time Ss took to go back to
sleep - or more precisely, the total time they remained awake, from
the wakening stimulus until the first stage 2 sleep1,
1Hote that time awake here is comparable to the way the term Is ussd
at the start of the nights "Oleep latency" also treats stage 1
as wakefulness rather than sleep, whereas during the bulk of the
night it is oonventional to treat stage 1 as being sleep rather
than wakefulness.
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The Interview: At the end of their 7& rainutes of REM sleep, the
subjects were awakened over an intercom system by 'feedback* -
something between a low whistle and a screech, depending on the volume,
(A moderate volume was used initially: as the nights progressed
subjects generally woke more readily, so less volume was required;
occasionally however, volume had to be increased because a subject
failed to wake readily). The feedback was given in a short burst,
this being repeated if necessary. When the subjeot was judged awake,
he was addressed by name. When he answered the interview was begun.
This procedure was demonstrated on the evening of the first waking
night.
The interview opened with the question "What was passing through
your mind just before I signalled?". This question was designed not
to bias the subject as to whether he had been dreaming, or even to
suggest to him that he was necessarily alseep when his thoughts
wore interrupted by E, If the subject could not recall anything
(or failed to answer at all for one minute) he wasprompted with
"Can you recall anything at all?". After their spontaneous reports,
subjects ware awed "Anything else?", "Anything before this '", and
"Any more details?", until they replied in the negative to each question.
This form of questioning was preferred to a more directive interview
firstly because it greatly reduced the possibility of bias in the way
E can ask his questions. Secondly, after a 'prompting* type of
interview was tried (of the form "can you tell me any more about ,.,?")
with four pilot subjects mentioned earlier it was found that more
script was obtained than could be dealt with readily. Some/
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/Some subjects in this situation tended to repeat essentially
the same information over and over again* There are only two
ways of avoiding bias in questioning: to ask no leading questions
or to exhaust all possible ones. While further questioning, if
it is pressed, will often reveal a certain amount of extra information,
it is impracticable with some subjects to continue asking questions
till they dry up: some of theu will quite happily ta k .11 night!
Given this, it seems better to lose a little information and remain
neutral in questioning. It must be remembered that after seeing
the KEG in REM sleep the experimenter often could not avoid guessing
which subject was on placebo and which on active drug*
In order to ensure that vital Information was not lost through
the subject being unaware it was wanted, after the interview described
above a set of direct questions was asked. These questions were
modified in the light of experienoe, but were identical for any
group of four subjects throughout all their experimental nights.
The four plaoebo and four amylobarbitone subjects were asked:
"Were you awake or asleep when I signalled?"
"Would you say you were thinking or dreaming?".
"Were you observing or participating?".
3ince all subjects developed an obvious •set' that they had
been asleep when signalled to, the subjects who received nitrazepam
were not asked that first question. They were asked the other two
questions, and in addition two others:
".ere these any people?" OE
"Have you mentioned all the people?".




After this part of the Interview, subjects were asked whether
there was anything else they could recall, anything else they had not
mentioned, and when they finally answered 'No1 to these whether they
were "Sure?". At this point they were thanked and told they oould
go back to sleep. Many apologised when they could recall nothing;
it was insisted to them that this didn't mditer: they were thanked
all the same.
Subjective estimates; These subjective estimates consisted of ten
centimetre lines (illustrated in Table 21) for anxiety, concentration
and dreams. The subjects filled these out daily. Ten centimetre
lines are visual analogue scales whioh are oonvenieht for selffrating.
Their advantages have beon described by Aitken (1969) and !3ealley
and Aitken (t9^9 )• It was postulated that anxiety should be reduced
by both sedatives, and would increase to above baseline values on
withdrawal. Concentration was monitored as a routine check that
subjects were not suffering the effects of the drugs enough to cause
subjective impairment of their normal life. For the first experiment,
only the first of the 'dreaming' lines was used. The other two were
used only in the aeoond experiment in an attempt to discriminate
subjects' perception of how 'intense* their dreams were from how
long they spent dreaming. Subjects filled in the lines evory evening
(anxiety or concentration) or morning (dreams), whether or not they
attended the laboratory that night. The score extracted from the lines
ia simply the distance (in oa^of the subject's nark from the left or
right hand side of the line.
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6, analysis of physiological data
The EEG records were scored for the whole night using 20 sec
epochs according to the standard criteria of Rechtsehaffen and Kales
(196Q ), except for the departures mentioned in Chapter 5* The
measures utilised werei delay to sleep onset at the start of the
night, delay from sleep onset to the first REM sleep in the night,
time awake following each wakening, and the actual nu bar of minutes
of REM sleep preceding each wakening.
The two variables latency to sleep, and latency to REM 3leap,
were examined not as an integral part of the experiment, "but as
additional information. The sleep latency might give an idea of
whether these sleeping pills were performing their function. However,
since they were taken ias-ediately before retiring it was not expected
that they would necessarily take effect fast enough to affect sleep
latency. Also, sleeping pills may not be able to hasten the onset
of sleep in healthy young subjects who don't take long to get to sleep
anyway.
bine© the subjects were being woken in the night, it was obviously
not meaningful to calculate the proportion of the night spent in REM
sleep and compare this with normative values. One other index is
available, however, of the effect of hypnotics on REM sleeps the latency
to the first HEMP of the night (Oswald and Priest, 1965 1 Oswald, 1968 ),
This index was used because latency to the first HEMP is clearly
unaffected by the wakings later in the night.
In addition to this, a measure of the frequency of the eye/
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/eye movements themselves was attempted. The counting
of actual numbers of eye movements h&3 been used in order to "quantify"
REM sleep in the past (Lewis, 1968b) but the counting of every single
eye movement is an exceedingly laborious task. A modification which
has been used before isto divide the normal 20 or $0 epochs used for
sooring sleep stages into smaller epochs, and count the number of
such epochs which actually contain one or more eye movements. The
size of epochs chosen here was 2 seconds. For each REMP from which
an awakening was made, the number of 2 aoc epochs with eye movements
(SMs) in the 5 minutes of REM sleep preceding the wakening was counted.
Although it would in theory have been an advantage to do this sooring
blind, this was not in practice possible, because the EEG during a
REMP of a heavily 3edated subjected is distinguishable immediately
from that of a subject on plaoebo (see Figures 16 and 17)*
This measure of the 'profusion* of EMs was made to verify that
the drugs used which it was predicted would reduce the profusion of
EMs, were in faot doing so. This effect was tested using the analysis
variance described already. For this purpose, on those occasions
when only one wakening was made in a night (because thdre only 3 REMPa),
instead of interpolating the missing values iteratively as for the
other variables, a count of 2 sec epochs was made in the last REM?
not actually used for a wakening.
Eye movement profusion scores were also calculated to test directly
the hypothesis that 'intensity' of dream content is related to 'intensity*
of the physiological activity of the REMT, For each individual HEMP
for which a wakening was actually made, a point biserial correlation/
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/correlation wa3 calculated (Guilford, 19&5 ) between the EM
profusion .aeaaure and the active/passive ratings described later
in this chapter.
A word is in order here about the statistical treatment of
these measures. Measures such as the d elay to sleep, or the delay-
to ISM sleep cannot be assumed to be normally distributed. The delay
to REM sleep may be bi-modally distributed, with peakn at around
60 and 150 minutes. This ir.eaaure was therefore subject to non-parametric
analysis of variance (Siegel, 1950* Variables such aa the delay to
sleep are unimodally distributed, but there is generally marked skewneas
in the distribution. Scheffe (1959 p«357) has pointed out that the
effect of deviations from normality is slight on inferences about means.
Nevertheless, logarithmic transformations were applied in experiment 1
to all variables suspected of being markedly skewed. The resulting
analyses of variance were then compared with analyses on the untransformed
figures. Transformation resulted in more conservative F ratios for
sleep latency, the profusion of eye movements, and also for the verbal
report length (akewnese in the latter distribution is evident in Figure 18).
Transformation had no effect on F ratios for any of the measures of
dream content (number of characters, etc). Hence logarithmic transfor¬
mations were applied to sleep latency, EM profusion and report length
before all analyses. Schaffe also discussed the effects of unequal
variances upon inferences about means, Provided oell numbers are
equal (as they are throughout these experiments), the effects of unequal
variances are not serious (Goheffe, 1959 t p-345*353)• Variance
ratios aa high aa 1011 will only increase the probability of type 1/
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/1 errors from ,05 to ,06, A cheok was made anyway on
variance ratios for sleep latency and §M profusion. Ca active
drug the variance of these measures could be reduced along with
tneir mean values. Comparing drug and withdrawal values, this was
indeed true. After logarithmic transformation, however, in only
one instance was there a significant ratio as judged by the J? test
(Guildford, 1965 5i for nitrasop&a, the ratio of variances of sleep
latency was 2,57 between drug and withdrawal conditions. It should
be clear from the discussion above that with equal cell aises, such
a variance ratio will have a uegligable effect on the validity of
inferences from ANOYAKs.
7, Analysis of the dreams
All the reports rs.corded in the night were later transcribed,
typed and coded. These reports were the raw data for the 1 dream'
content analysis. The first and most obvious measure to be derived
from these reports was their length. The number of words ("word-length")
was counted: this included all words, excepting only those sections
of the report which contained no information, -uoh sections were
answers to the questions in the structured part of the interview which
offered no new information, and answers to any question which consisted
of mere negatives (e.g. "Ho, I thought X could, but I can't recall
any more"). It would have been possible to use various, other
definitions of word length designed to include y..ly the 'meat' of the
content - not counting articles, interjections, repetitions etc. -
but this was deliberately avoided. It is common to regard/
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/regard repetitions especially as somehow 'redundant*
information in the report. It id my view that on the contrary
they may contain information about what the dreamer regards as the
important parts of the drean. Particularly since one of the content
scales used (hitman et al 1971 ) demands the scoring of repetitions,
it was felt important to include everything which could conceivably
be regarded as content.
■ ' f.iV,V
Three different approaches to the evaluation of content were used.
These can be grouped into wholbe-dream ratings, * content analysis*
(which attempts to detail the manifest contents of reports in a
replicabl® fashion), and a scoring system based on p3ychodynamic
assufptions about the significance of the dream report.
Some of the whole-draara ratings, described shortly, were made
by a judge blind as to the conditions from which the reports had
been collected. Otherwise all scoring and rating of content was
done by myself. Tn addition, an experienced scorer from another
laboratory (John Trinder) scored all the dreams in experiment 1 on the
Hall and Han de Castle scalesj he was blind both as to the waking
conditions and as to which reports came from which subjects. The
scoring done by myself was clearly not *blind*, since I had collected
the reports. However, all reports were identified by a code number,
and by the time I cane to score the reports, I could recollect the
waking condition of only a very few. Reports from any one subject
were all scored together. The first 18 reports scored were scored
again at the end. No notable differences in scoring occurred,
(a) The content analysis/
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(a) Ths content analysis; Hall and Van de Castle's system (1966 )
for the content analysis of dreams is probably the raost comprehensive.
It was used here in the expectation that it would provide a detailed
picture of the changes in dream content under the influence of the
sleeping pills. It tells us not only how many different characters
appear in the dream, but whether they are fr_snds or enemies, young
or old etc, Therefore it was anticipated that it would provide the
most comprehensive picture of changes in dream content available.
The scales chosen for use were those for Characters, social inter-
ations, Activities. success aa.„ failure (''achievement outcomes''),
Good fortune and misfortune ('Environmental press"), and Amotions.
Summaries of these scales are given in Appendix I. These not used
were the scales for physical surroundings (objects, and Settings) and
the 'Theoretical scales' of Castration wish, Castration anxiety, Oral
incorporation, Penis envy, Oral emphasis and Regression.
Two modifications, ox additions, were made to the Hall and Van de
Castle scale for Characters. The first was that the dreamer himself
was scored as a character ('D') if he appeared in the dream events.
Hall and Van de Uastle decided to omit the dreamer "since (he) is such
a constant factor in almost every dream". However, they do include
the dreamer in their scales for interactions and activities - it only
seemed consistent therefore to include him in the Characters scale.
It appeared particularly necessary since in this study it was thought
likely that one of the chief differences between drug' and placebo
dreams would be thftt placebo dreams would include the dreamer as/
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/as an active participant while drag dreams might not incruue
him at ail. The drea.er was scored as present only if the subject
said he was present, ox* if the dreamer was involved in some activity -
he was not scored a3 present if the subject said merely 'I was observing1.
The second addition to the character scales concerned whether a
character was actually present or not. In the Hall and Van de Castle
system, a character i& scored when he 1b mentioned in the report, whether
or not he actually appears (e.g. "The police were supnosed to come").
Hall and Van da Castle do, however, give five different and distinct
conditions for the scoring of characters (1966, p53)* physical presence,
being heard or seen but not physically present, mentioned but not
«■>.. WW**®***
present (example above), referred to in relation to another abaracter
('I went into ay brother's room), and the appearance of a part of the
character ('I hold my boyfriend's hand). I scored characters 'present'
if either the first or the last of the3e conditions were fulfilled;
otherwise the caaraote was scored as not physically present.
The content analysis system of Hall and Van de Castle is based
upon categories. They are at pains to avoid the idea that murder
for instance, is any 'more' aggressive than being rude to someone.
Each act, character, emotion is scored into one category. The end
product therefore is: a sort of shorthand list of all the events of
the dreamj one young male, one strange girl, one murder, one theft,
one offer of help, and so on.
For the purposes of this experiment, a lot of this information
would be expected to be redundant. 'lthough when the reports were
scored, all Information was tabulated for each scale, It was never/
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/never intended to use all of it. There seemed no reason
for instance, to suppose that the sleeping pill3 would have any
effect upon the ago of the characters in the dreams. While the scales
themselves are nominal in type (murder/theft/ce struction are separate
aggressive categories), the initial interest of this study wa3 in
questions like 11 ..'ere there fewer aggressive interactions on anylobarbltone.
For this reason mo8t of the categories of the scales rere ignored;
the data used in the statistical analysis were the number of characters,
the number of characters of the opposite sex, the number of aggressive
interactions, and so on.
The measures subjected to the analysis of variance were:
Total number of characters including dreamer.
Total number of characters excluding the dreamer.
Number of characters actually present.
Number of unfamiliar characters .
Nunber of mfle characters,
Number of single characters, (as opposed to groups of two or more).
and
Total number of activities, and the number of activities with
the dreamer as the initiator.
The frequencies of social interactions, amotions , success/
^Characters are divided into 'familiar' and 'unfamiliar' &ooording
to Hall and Van de Cactle's division (1966, p.163). Unfamiliar
characters are those identified as strange, those identified only
by their occupation, or by their ethnic origin, and oharaoters of
uncertain identity. Others are scored as familiari members of the
family, relatives, those known to the dreamer, and 'prominent people'.
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/success, failure, good fortune and misfortune were all so
low as to justify only an analysis by chi-square of the number of
reports with emotion, etc, (see the norma in Table 22). Analyses
using chi-aquare were also made of the number of reports with
specifically aggressive inreraotions, with specifically friendly
and sexual interactions, the number with inf ractions initiated by
the dreamer, the number of reports in which the dreamt r imself
appeared (with or without others), and finally the number of reports
in whioh there were no characters ox just the dreamer on his own.
HnlttP effects on these measures were tested by the sign teat (Siegol,
1956 ).
Corrections for the word-length of a report have been advocated:
Hall and Van-ie Castle recommend their use (1965, p. 15). Trindex- et al
(1970 ) even produced a regression formula to correct for the effect
of dream report length on measures such as the number of characters.
It was decided in this study however not to use such corrections
unless there -&aa a significant effect of the experimental conditions
on word length. For the purposes of this study, if a significant
effect of a drug on, say, the number of activities can beddaomstrated,
it is felt that this should be treated as a 'real' finding. If a
significant effect on word-length were also to be found, then a
correction could be applied and a further analysis made of the drug
effect on activities-per-woxd, but no need is seen Tor the application
of such corrections, without a clear theoretical reason for doing bo.
A subject economical in his use of words will naturally require more
words to descries a dream with many activities. His reports may/
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/rnay show a very high correlation between report length and
the number of activities. If some effect reduced the number of
activities in hie dreams, he would need leas words to describe it.
It would clearly be absurd in this situation to "correct" the number
of activities in the dream for the report length. The existence of an
association between two variables is not in io3elf a ground for removing
the effect of the first on the second.
(b) The paychodynamically oriented scales, dome of the scales
described by Whitman et al (1S'61 ) were chosen. These scales had
recently proved capable of discriminating changes in dream content
during the menstrual cycle in two young women studied in our laboratory
(Burns and Lewis, unpublished). more importantly though they were
chosen because they allowed the scoring of symbolic references, in
contrast to the Hall and Van de Castle scales which rostriot themselves
rigidly to the scoring of manifest content. Thi3 is espooially
evident in Hall a a ,"un do Castle's inclusion of sexual content - they
consider only physical sexual interactions, or fantasies of them,
and ignore any subtler sexual interaction. Since it was clearly
predicted that sexual dreams would increase in frequency on withdrawal
of active drugs (aa in Carroll et ol, 1969 Lewis and Oswald, 1969 )#
this was an important consideration.
1
The scales actually used were the Hostility , Anxiety and
Heterosexuality scales from .hitman et al (1961 ). These scales/
1
Largely because Whitman et al only sketch in the use of their scales,
recourse was made for the Hostility scale to its origin in haul and
Sheppard (1956 ), who provide full instructions to enable the scale
to be used with confidence.
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/'scales are given in Appendix XX* The sepenuency scale
waa not regarded as relevant to the hypothesis under test. ine
Homosexuality, motility and Intimacy scales were tried out with
one pair of subjects. Their use was not continued because they
were found exceedingly difficult to score» whitman et al do not
offer good guidelines and examples in the -ay hall and Van ue Castle
do.
The scales Whitaan et ai constructed are implicitly interval
scales, although in their paper whitman et al used non-parametrie
statistics to test their findings. mach phrase receives a score
of uetween 0 and 6, and these soorea are added up wo provide a total
raw aoore for the dream. It is in fact quite clear that tue scale
is not an interval scale, in so much as, for instance, a death threat
cannot be cone rue red three tines as hostile as the threat of discomfort.
For this reason the procedure employed by whitman et al themselves
was euproyeds to raw scores for each report were ranked and a
Friedman non-paramc ric two-way analysis of variance was then performed
(Jiegel, 1956 )• la order to do this it was first necessary to
average the scores for the two B£fi(Ps on each night 1 the two factors
for the analysis were thus bighte and hubjeote. The effect of hum?
was tested separately oy a sign test (oiegol, 1956 ).
Jince, unlike the Hall and Van de Castle system, these scales
score each repeated mention of some interaction as ix it were a fresh
interaction, an analysis was also performed on the raw scores divided
by word length. Thus high scores coula not solely be attributed to/
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/to a verbose subject who repeats himself. It will be noted
that on the Hall and Tan de Castle system, a verbose subject who
repeats himself will not score any higher than a subject not prone
to repetition.
(c) The Hating Scales: Since this study originated from the finding
that 'active' dreams tended to come from EElfPs which were more active
in terms of the number of eye movements, and since one of the principal
findings of Carroll et al (1969 ) was that barbiturates made mere dreams
'passive', the dreams were rated as 'active' or 'passive'. The
criteria were those of Berger and Oswald (1962 ): dreams were rated
'active'..., "according to the nature of the events described, and
especially if (the judge) felt such events would have been accompanied
by many shifts of gaze, had they occurred in real life". The same
judge (1.0.) was used to rate the reports as in the 1962 study.
It was therefore possible to make the 3ooring of the reports in this
part of the study totally 'blind'; 1.0. had never seen the EEG or
been present at the time of recording. He was told which dreams came
from a given subject (subjects were labelled A,BfC ,...), and what
proportion of the reports were collected under the 'drug' nights -
but he did not know which subjects received active drug and which
received placebo throughout.
While scoring the reports in this way, this independent but
experienced judge also tried to guess whether each report came from
a placebo, drug or withdrawal night.
Finally, he rated the reports for sexiness t for anxiety, .and
for psychotic thinking. Each report was rated as either 0, 1 or 2.
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Theee ratings vers based on clinical feelings about the dream content*
The judge described how he rated the dreams thus?
..Sexiness? "A clinical dream interpretation, at a superficial
level, of the symbolism, etc. e.g. "I was climbing stairs
and found my mother waiting for me at the top and saying I'd
been a long time coming" is scored as 2. "
Anxiety? "Again a clinical interpretation of the ascribed
dream situation, not ju3t when the dreamer reports 'panic'
etc.".
Payohotic thinking; "A measure of 'psychoticness' or dreamlike/
bizarre/colourful/enotional/perceptual/adventurous quality".
All the reports were also scored on Poulkes' dreamlike "ontaoy scale
(Poulkes, 3p jar anc 3ymonds, 1966 ) (see Appendix III). This scoring
was not designed to be used with an unstructured, non-directive interviewi
however, it was in practice easy to apply to the extended information
given by most subjects. hen this experiment wa3 started it was felt
more important to maintain the non-directive interview than to mould
it to the requirements of any one scale. Moreover, the Hall and Van de
Castle system of content analysis was initially regarded as central
to the experiment. It was thought worth while alsp using Poulkes' scale
despite the fact that it was not intended to be used without the
structured interview, since Carroll et al had reported effects of
barbiturates using this scale. In the second experiment, a compromise
was reached in that all the necessary questions wore included in the
structured part of the interview at the end.
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Chi-equare tests were used to examine the effects of the
experimental variables on the Poulkes* rating scores. Individual
tests were performed for the several 'factors' of which the 8-point
dreamlike fantasy scale is made up: recall/no recall of specific
content; Conceptual/perceptual| real/not real, at the timej
and everydayish or bizarre.
Chi-square tests were not u3ed, however, for the comparisons
between HEMPs within one condition (night) - sign teats were used
for testing KEMP effects with all the rating scales.
(8) Reliability of the dream content scales used:
(a) Published reliabilities for the Hall and Van de Castle system:
Hall and Pan de Castle (1966 ) devote a chapter to the reliability
of scoring. Tley discuss tho different ways of describing reliabilities
of dream scoring: percentage of agreement, and coefficients of
correlation. These two measures can be used for different purposes:
in particular, n- .-.sures of percentage agreement can be used to express
a variety of things, depending on how they are defined. If characters
in a dream are .cored by four symbols, for number (one, or a group),
sex, age and identity, then one measure of agreement between judgea
is the 'percentage cf perfect agreement * which examines the number of
times judges agree on the scoring of every symbol for every character
in the dream report. Other percentage agreement score can be
meaningfully used, however. for Instance it might be suitable to
look at the number of characters, or the number of male characters,
scored by the judges for each report. These measures of reliability
will give different values for 'percentage agreement' figures.
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The measure chosen must clearly relate to the purpose for which
the measure of reliability i3 required. Even the widely used
correlation coefficient can mask differences in scoring if, for
example, one judge always scores twice a3 high as another judge.
For the Character 3cale, Hall and Van de Castle quote the
following percentage agreements between two judges (theso are based
on 100 dreams);
Presence of a characetr : 93$




Perfect agreement t 76$
('These pre percentages of all occasions where one or other
judge scored a character).
For the Activities ooale, where perfect agreement involved
agreement about the type of activity and also about the characters)
involved, they quote a percentage of perfect agreement of 85$. For
Social Interactions, judges must agree oa scoring for loth the characters
involved, the nature of the interaction, and whether it was initiated,
mutual, reciprocated or self directed: the percentage of perfect
agreement falls therefore to 54$ for aggressive interactions, 61$ for
friendly, and 64$ for sexual interactions. However, agreement on all
but one item is reached on 70-72$ of the occasions where one or other
judge scored an interaction. For Emotions, Hall and Van de Castle
quote agreement between two judges on the class of emotion in 63$/
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/63/ of cases where one of thea scored an emotion,
Those reliabilities were all derived from the two authors
of the scales separately scoring one set of dreams, Both of these
•judges' were therefore not only experienced at scoring dreams, but
importantly, they had co-operated in setting up the scales they .ere
scoring. Necessarily, they therefore both 'understood1 the scales,
and shared the sane assumptions as to hoi? the various ct .egories were
to be interpreted. ..hat happens to these reliabilities when the two
scorers came from different laboratories,' Sandler et ai (1970 ) had
two raters score sets of dreams without consultat i There
were in fact two sets of dreaas scored, one from depresaives, the
other from schizophrenics. handler et al reported somewhat lower
rates of agreement than Hall and Van de Ca3tle for characters, little
difference for activities and social interactions, and, surprisingly,
a higher reliability for emotions (see Table 25). One of the points
mentioned by dan.iar et al was that the disagreements between the two
judges were often cc sistent - they reflected clearly distinct inter¬
pretations of the scoring rules. handler et al oooxaent that if the two
judges were to have consulted in order to iron out these differences
the reliabilities could have been considerably improved,
(b) djillticc .~ci; the 11 ./.-a .-.stlo- ; .,a -.fil, .
All the dreams in this experiment were in fact sent to John Triader
of the Veterans Administrations Hospital, Cincinnati, who scored them
all ('blind1) on moot of the scales of the Hall and Van de Castle system.
This was done 30 that the dream reports could be scored by a judge/
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/judge with experience in using the aysten as well as by this
author (who was at that time inexperienced in scoring; dreams J),
This also enabled a check on the reliability of scoring to be made,
7/e scored the dreams independently and quite without any prior
consultation. The other judge first edited the dreams of all
repetitious material and of E»s questions, so that the reports read
as coherent passages* The word length was counted from these edited
reports. Figure 18 aha*'3 the relation between the word length of
edited and unedited reports. These edited reports were scored on
the Characters, Activities, locial interactions, Emotions, fuccess
and Failure, Misfortune and good fortune, Descriptive elements
(Modifiers, negatives and the Temporal scale), and Physical surroundings
scales.
Two ways of looking at the reliability of the scoring have been
employed. One is the calculation of reliabilities analogous to those
described above, for those scales on which both this author and the other
judges scored the sports. These results are presented in Table 24»
and in ^igure 19. Because the interest in this experiment was in the
numbers of various types of item3 in e. given report, rat or than upon
the precise identification of individual characters, interactions,
and so on, the reliabilities were calculated on how many characters
(for instanoe) there were in each report. Because Hall and Vari do Castle's
correlation coefficients are based on the number of items scored in groups
of five reports, their coefficients are not comparable and I have not
troubled to quote them. For the rarer events (Emotions, Social
Interactions(, Table 24 gives the number of dream3 in which the judges/
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/judges agreed an event took place.
The other indication of 'reliability' cane in the analyses
of variance. The scores of the second judge for the number of
Characters, nuaber of Activities, number of negatives and report
length (words) were all submitted to the same AilGVAii as were this
author's scores. A comparison was thus made whether differences in
the judges' scoring had any material effect on the results of the
experiment. This is particularly interesting in view of two important
differences between the judges. One has already been discussed:
the fact that one judge edited the dream report while the other avoided
any editing. The other is that in calculating the nuaber of activities:
this judge counted a 'mutual' activity as one activity? the second
judge counted such activities (and social interactions) as two activities.
Out of nine analyses of variance two differed as to significant effects.
Both of these were disagreements as to whether between-subject differences
were significant.
(c) .deliabill'viieo c... the other scales; uhitman et al (1961 ) merely
state that on their seven scales their "interjudge reliability was at
the level of .75"? they do not describe on what this reliability was
calculated. However, haul et al (1954 5 in their description of their
Hostility scale (the same scale as was published in their 1956 paper,
which was used in this study, and formed the basis for Mhitman's scale)
4®ote rank difference correlations among the scores of three judges as
.85, .84 and .83.
The inter-rater reliabilities quoted by Poulkes for his/
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/his dreamlike fantasy scale were based on studied which
used his interview format. Prom hia own laboiatory, he quotes
a Pearson r of .97 for the reliability of individual report classification,
on 150 reports from 20 subjects (Plvik and Poulkes, 1968 ). Carroll
et al (1969 ) reported a reliability of .94 between two judges previously
unfamiliar with the scale who rated reports collected using the
standard interview, A second judge (Stuart Lewis) rated two dozen
of the dreams in this study (two chosen randomly from each of twelve
subjects). Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between Lewis'
ratings and my own was .96.
Carroll et al also report an inter-rater reliability for the
'active-passive' rating originally used by Berger and Oswald (1962 )»
The inter-rater reliability of .90 was between two judges, one of whom
(1.0.) was the judge in the 1962 report and also in this study.
Stuart Lewis also rated the two dozen dream reports mentioned above
as active or passive. His agreement with the other rater (i.O.) was
75The contingency coefficient (Siegel, 1956 ) between the two
sets of ratings was .69, which is significant at the .05 level. This
would appear to be a much lower reliability than that found in the
Carroll et al study, but it is not clear from their report whether
the two reliabilities were calculated so as to be oomparable.
They merely say "r" was 0.90.
Reliabilities for the ratings for sexiness. anxiety and psychotic
thinking are not available! the only time one of these has been used
before was in the Carroll et al study, when the rating for sexiness/
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sexine3s was used, but only one of the two raters in that
study employed it.
9• Mammary of predictions
It was predicted that, compared with the control group receiving
placebo throughout, the effoots of both &mylobarbitone and nitrazepam
would be tos
Reduce the time taken for subjects to fall asleep;
Increase the latency between sleep onset and the first RbMP;
Reduce the tine taken to get back to sleep after awakenings;
Reduce the profusion of eye movements in REMPs j
Reduce the number of characters, activities, social interactions
and emotions, in the 'dream' reports;
Reduce the rated anxiety, hostility, sexuality and psychotic
thinking in the reports;
Decrease the proportion of 'active' reports in favour of 'passive*
reports;
Make reports from HEMP interruptions more like NREK mentation
reports - specifically to make mental activity conceptual rather
than perceptual, everydayish rather than bizarre, and less real-
at-the-tine.
Oh the 'intensity1 hypothesis, one of the independent
judges (John frinder) also predicted that the drugs would reduce the
'dramatic intensity index' - a global index of 'intensity', derived
by hin from the total number of social interactions, emotions,
successes, failures, misfortunes and good fortunes in the report/
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/report. (Activities are curiously not included in this list.)
On the 'quality* hypothesis, it was predicted that the
sedatives would make dreams more pleasant (and withdrawal make them
more noxious). On this hynothesis, therefore, it was predicted
that t
The number of negatives in the renort would be reduced
by the drugs;
The number of aggressive interactions would be reduced, and
the number of friendly and 3exual interactions increased
relative to the total number of interactions:
Similarly the number of 'negative' emotions, failures,
misfortunes, and negative evaluation adjectives (on the
descriptive elements scale) and the number of unfamiliar
characters would all be decreased by the active drugs in
favour of their 'positive' equivalents.
The effects of withdrawal were exnected to be the reverse of
the changes described above.
10. The design of the second export :ont
When the results of the experiment just described had been
analysed, they appeared somewhat inconclusive in a couple of respects.
In particular, the effects of the drugs on the oro-nortion of active
and passive dreams was on the margin of significance. In order to be
able to resolve this uncertainty and describe the results with confidence,
it was decided to run the experiment on more subjects. "or this/
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/this experiment, only one of the two drugs was Uied, namely
amylobarbitone, again with a placebo control gcoup in a double-blind
experiment*
Experiment 2 was designed so that data from the first experiment
could be combined with the data from the second. Because no effects
of dose, or of tolerance between nights one and six of drug adminis¬
tration had been found, it was not thought necessary to concentrate
on these variables. It was therefore possible to have dream colleotion
nights once instead of twioe a week (the strain of night work was
telling on the experimenter!)•
Data were thus collected from night one of a baseline week,
a low dose week, a high dose week, and night two of withdrawal. In
order to keep conditions for these subjeots as similar as possible
to those the initial subjects had undergone, the procedure for the
subjects was identical to that in experiment one, excepting that on
night six of each week, subjects slept undisturbed in the laboratory
instead of being woken up. It was felt particuarly important to
keep the subjects coming in to sleep in the laboratory as often as
in the first experiment, so that laboratory Influences on both the
actual sleep (first night effect) and on the dreams would be as similar
as possible in the two groups.
Four subjects were again run in each group, again in a double-
blind procedure, with one subject on aaylobarbitone and one on placebo
for each pair of subjeots - one going to bed early and one late.
The results from these subjeots were combined with the data/
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/data on the comparable nighta from the subjects in the first
experiment# Thus in the analysis there were eight subjects in the
amylobarbitone group and eight in the placebo control group, eaCh
recorded for four nights. This is illustrated in Table 20#
Adaptation nights for the subjects in this experiment were identical
to those for subjects in the first experiment#
The interview format in the second experimentt Because the results
of the first experiment showed that Foulkes* dreamlike fantasy scale
was one of the more useful scales, the interview format was altered
in the second experiment so as to include all the questions used in
Foulkes' own standardised interview.
In Foulkes* description of how to use his soale, he says that
although most of the rating is done by the subject himself, one
element in the rating should be done by E, not by the subject:
whether the dream was "everydayish" or "bizarre". nevertheless,
I asked subjects themselves whether they thought their dream was
everydayish or bizarre, although X sometimes chose to ignore the
subject's answer# This was done in a few cases where subjects treated
events taking place in the laboratory as ipso faoto bizarre rather
than everydayish, whereas to the experimenter references to the
laboratory are instances of the subject's dreams.being concerned with
mundane, immediate, 'work*, rather than with the bizarre or fanciful.
The questions put to the subject after the initial non-directive
questioning were thus as followsi
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"V/as there any visual imagery? did you see anything?
"Did it seen real at the tine, or wore you aware at the time
that you were thinking or dreaming?",
"Were you observing only, or were you participating?",
"Would you uesoribe the content as everydayish or bisarre?",
"Ilav© you mentioned all the people? OR "Were there any people"
and
"Did you have any feeling or emotion, pleasant or unpleasant,
associated with this?".
The dream oontent ratings used in the second experiment:
Because the object of the second experiment was to confirm the
doubtful findings from the first groups of subjects, the dream reports
in this experiment were not scored on all the systems used in the first
experiment. They rated on the Foulkes' dreamlike fantasy scale, as
A-
active or passive, and for sexiness, anxiety, and psychotic thinking.
The judge who performed the active/passive ratings, and rated the
reports for sexiness, anxiety and psychotic thinking, once again
attempted to guess whether the reports came from placebo, drug or
withdrawal nights.
The paychodynaaically oriented scales of Whitman ©t al were not
used in this part of the study since they had yielded not even a
suggestion that they were able to discriminate placebo reports from
reports on active drug,
Ojg the content analysis scales of Hall and Fan de Castle, the
scales for Characters, Activities, Social interactions and Emotions/
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/Eaotions were used? those for Success and failure and for
Misfortune and good fortune were dropped as having proved of no value.
One innovation was tried, I had hoped that having beooae familiar
with both placebo and 'drug' dream reports, there were certain cues
I had learned which would enable ne successfully to guess which reports
eaiae from which conditions. Such a procedure could not of course be
truly blind, since although the reports were now coded, I had been
present at their collection. The attempt was in fact a total failure»
even though I had been present when all of them had been collected,






It h&d been hypothesised that the two drugs, nitrazepam and
amylobarbitone, would reduce the profusion of eye movements in REM
sleep, and associated with this, they would make content from HEMP
awakenings "thought-like" rather than "dreamlike", less "real", less
bizarre and more everydayish, "passive" rather than "active". It
had been expected that reports from subjects on active drugs would
contain fewer characters, fewer activities, fewer social interactions
and less emotion than placebo reports. And it had been expected that
drug withdrawal would lead to sexy, active, bizarre dreams full of
people and probably emotional.
The actual results were a sad disappointment in comparison to
these confident expectations* The judges were no better than, and
even eorse than chance in discriminating placebo, drug and withdrawal
reports. There waa no relation between the proportion of active or
passive dreams and the drugs, Poulkes' dreamlike fantasy soole, which
has been successfully used in discriminating REM from SBEV sleep onset
reports (Poulkes, Spear and Syraonds, 1966 ) and wa3 apparently capable
of discriminating barbiturate from placebo reports in the study by
Carroll et al (1969 )• proved unable to discriminate barbiturate from
placebo reports in this largeVstudy. The scales of Whitman et al did
not reveal any increased sexuality, hostility or anxiety on drug
withdrawal - neither did Oswald's rating scales for sexiness, anxiety
and psyohotic thinking. The results of analyses of the Hall and Van de/
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/de Castle system of content analysis proved almost ehtirely
negative#
The only positive effects of the drugs were that, firsij nitrazepam
had an effeot in making dreams everydayish, and its withdrawal made
then bizarre. Secondly, nitrazepam reduced the number of dreams
with looking and watching activities on the part of the dreamer.
Thirdly, there was a significant effect of amylobarbitone on the number
of characters in the reports, when data from all eight subjects were
used.
Certainly these are meagre effects in comparison with what had
been predicted. More so since the effect of the two drugs on the
profusion of the eye movements themselves was quite dramatict full
doses of both the drugs nearly abolished the eye movements.
There was a relation between eye movement profusion and whether
dreams were active or passive, but though significant, it was slight.
Since it was only visible when all reports from all twenty subjects
were pooled, and was not visible in terms of a parallel effect of the
drugs on EMs and content, it would seem that the association between
EM profusion and dream content is a tenuous one indeed,
2, Physiological measures:
(a) Sleep latency, latency to first HEMP, cud PtEMP length?
nitrazepam had a significant effect upon sleep latency (Table 25),
This effect was not pronounced, however, and was only evident in that
withdrawal produced difficulty for the subjects in getting to sleeps
























FIGURE 20. LATERCY TO SLEEP ONSET. EFFECT OF NITRAZEPAM.
It took subjects significantly longer to fall asleep
following the withdrawal of nitr&sepan. This effect
Is etill striking one week after withdrawal,
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FIGURE 21. LATENCY BETWEEN THE ONSET OF SLEEP AND THE FIRST RE&P.
(a) The effect of amylobarbitone
(b) The effect of nitrazepam
Results are shown in each case for four subjects in
Experiment 1. Note that the mean latency is less than 100 minutes or
all placebo nights, and greater than 100 minutes on all active drug
nights. This effect is significant with nitrazepam, where the first
REMP occurs roughly 90 minutes later on the active drug.
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FIGURE 22. EFFECTS OF AMTLCBABBITOHE OH 3IEKP PATTERMS IN THIS
BXPERIKENT.
The diagraa Attempts to show the interaction of two
effects. One is the action of anylob&rbltone in delaying
the onset of REM sleep. The other is the effect of the
drag on the time subjects spend awake after they haw®
reported their *Arenas*. This latter effect is demonstrated
in the next figure (Fig. 23).
LATENCY TO SLEEP ONSET FOLLOWING
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FIGTTR2 23* THE EFFECT OP AilYLOBAHBIfCHB OS THE TIKiE SUBJECTS SPES3
1VAK8 IH THE NIGHT / FTEB THEY HAVE BESS tfOKEN PGR A
HEPGHT.
Result® are presented for the early (approximately 2,00 a.a.
to 5»50 a.m.) and the late wakings in each condition.
Results are from both esparinenta 1 and 2• This tine
includes the tins spent actually telling the 1dream#*.



















FIGURE 24. SIS MOVEMENT PROFUSION OVER FOUR WEEKS OF THE EXPERIMENT
EPF SUBJECTS RECEXVITG ONLY PMCEBO.
Date fro® experiment 1#
EYE MOVEMENTS IN REM SLEEP,
AMYLOBARBITONE
PERCENT
2 SEC AO -
EPOCHS
Night Night Night Night Night Night Night Night
16 16 16 2 7
BASELINE 200mg AOOmg WITHDRAWAL
(PLACEBO) AMYLOBARBITONE (PLACEBO)
FIGURE a5. EYE MCWSMiaTT PHarBBIOHl EFFECT OF AUYXOBAHBITONE.
The effeot of the drug is highly significant. Dose effects,
tolerance effects and withdrawal effects are not significant#
Data froa Experiment 1* The results of Experiment 2 were
essentially similar.























FIGURE 26, EYE PROFUSION* EFFECT OF NITRAZEPAM.
The effect of the drug le highly significant. Booe
effects and withdrawal effects were howewer not signifio nt.
Data from experiment 1*
SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF DREAMING
3 OAY RUNNING MEANS
NITRAZEPAM
(«)
SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF DREAMING
3 OAV RUNNING MEANS
NITRAZEPAM
(%)
FIGURE 27. SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF DREADING I TWO SUBJECTS OH NITRAZEPAM.
(a) Subject J.T, shows the predicted effectsi a subjective
depression of dreaming on the drug recovering to normal
after some days, and an increase in dreaming durin
withdrawal.
(b) Subject C.H# experiences lees dreaming while on the drug,
Th. »tl»e aoal. JSft T. 'Sff&S&tf &»MS?Wd drM"i!* during withdrawal.
SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF OREAMING
SODIUM AMYLOBARBITONE
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FIGURE 29, SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF BREAMING» THE TWO SUBJECTS WHO
REPORTED NIGHTMARES.
(a) Subject J.S. experienced no change in dreaming while
on the drug, but had a nightmare when it wae withdrawn.
Experiment 1.
(b) Subject A.y. experienced all the predicted changes




VIVID, BIZARRE DREAMING, MORNING RATINGS


























FIGURE 50# SUBJECTIVE ESTI&iTES OF I)REAMISG: "YIVII), BIZARRE"
DESAMITTG AS OPPOSED SO •OTRTBATXSH , BORITTG" DHEAMIHG.
Means for all four subjeote on amylobarbitone In
Exparisent 2 are presented. Changes during baseline and
drug administration are apparently random, but there is a
striking inoidenoe of vlwid or bisarre dreaming on the
first withdrawal night (at ho®©)#
NO-CONTENT REPORTS
OVER THE COURSE OF THE EXPERIMENT
NIGHTS
FIGURE 31. THE INCIDENCE OF *HO CONTENTr REPORTS OVER THE COURSE
OF THE FIRST EXPERIMENT.
The total number of awakenings on each night was 24.
On the adaptation - to - waking night therefore nearly-
half of wakenings were fruitless in yielding reports





Placebo 200mg AOOmg Placebo
FIGURE 32. THE EFFECT OF AUYEOBARBITOHE OH THE RUBBER OF CHARACTERS,
^ the mii isj) vw ^ CASTm 3UlEm
Data from both Experiments 1 and 2.




















FIGURE 35• RATIRG OF DREAMS AS •ACTIVE* OR •PASSIVE1•
There are as effects of either dru£.
EFFECT OF AMYLOBARBITONE ON REM SLEEP
AND ON DREAMS N = 8
DRAWAL DRAWAL
AMYLOBARBITONE AMYLOBARBITONE
FIGURE 54. CONTRASTING THE EFFECT OF AMYLOBARBITONE ON EYE MOVEMENT
PROFUSION WITH ITS LACK OF EFFECT ON DREAM CONTENT.













BASELINE lOmg 20mg WITHDRAWAL BASELINE lOmg 20mg WITHDRADAL
FIGURE 35. CONTRASTING THE EFFECT OF NITRAZEPAM ON EYE MOVEMENT
PROFUSION WITH ITS LACK OF EFFECT ON DREAM CONTENT.
[ | "ACTIVE" DREAMS ( N = 111 )
% EPOCHS WITH EYE MOVEMENTS
FIGURE 56. PROFUSION OF EYE MOVEMENTS IN THE HEMPs PRECEDING
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE DREAM REPORTS.
Data from all wakenings which produced a report with some
content. Data is included from all subjects, whether on














FIGURE TEE INCIDENCE OF BIZARRE BREADS,
Withdrawal of nitraaepan produces a highly significant
increase in the frequency of biearre dreams. Dream
reports were rated as biaarre or ererydayleh according
to Foulkea ©t al (1966)»















FIGURE 38, THE EFFECT OF TIME OF NKST OH BREAM CONTEST.
Date frost ell experimental nights for ell subjects in
Experiment 1. The scale (Foulkee et el 1966) extends
from 0 - subject believee nothing was happening - to 7 - a
visual, bizarre experience which seemed reel et the time.
TABLE 25.
LATENCY TO SLEEP ONSET (log transform) j Summary of am lysis of variance.
SlTRAaaPAM (Sxperinent l)t
soir 3£ ss DP MS P P
Subjects 9.097 3 3.032 14.16 .01
Sighta 3.729 7 0.532 2.49 .05
Subjects x Mights 4.501 21 0.214
Total 17.320 31
Orthogonal comparisons saowed that differences between baseline
and withdrawal were significant• Differences between baseline
and drug conditions were not significant.
AMYLwI, . .51 ' : ;NE (Experiments 1 and 2):
sotmc.. SS DP MS P p
Subjects 2.657 7 0.403 1.11 ns
Nights 0.535 5 0.178 1 ns
Subjects x Mights 7.669 21 0.365
Total 11.062 31
PLACEBO (Experiments 1 and 2):
SOURCE S3- DP MS F P
Subjects 12.903 7 1.843 4.60 .01
Nights 0.425 3 0.141 ^ 1 ns
Subjects x Sights 8.410 21 0.400
Total 21.739 31
TABLE 26,
TIME OF THE EXPERIMENTAL WAKENIKG3: Sunaary of analysis of variance,
NITflASSPAv. (Experiment 1):
souses SS DP MS p P
Subjects 21.05 3 7.01 5.40 .01
Nights 6.64 7 0.94 < 1 ns
Subjects x Nights 27.26 21 1.29
HEMP 143*70 1 143.70 1217.80 .001
Subjects x HEMP 0.35 3 0.11
REMP xNight 0.42 7 0.06 < 1 ns
Subjects x REMP x Nights 6.72 21 0.32
Total 206.17 65
AMYLO*iARBITONE (Experiment 1) :
Subjects 35.34 3 11.78 27.53 .001
Nights 3.57 7 0.51 1.18 ns
Subjects x Nights 9.05 21 0.43
HEMP 166.41 1 166.41 3961.90 .001
Subjects x REMP 0.12 3 0.04
REMP x Nights 4.30 7 0.61 4.69 .01
Subjects x REMP x Nights 2.75 21 0.13
Total 223.57 63
PLACEBO (Experiment 1)i
Subjects 31.28 3 10.42 15.27 .01
Nights 1.07 7 0.15 < 1 ns
Subjeots x Nights 14.35 21 0.68
REMP 167.05 1 147.05 250.40 .00'
Subjects x REMP 2.00 3 0.66
REMP x Nights 0.50 7 0.07 < 1 ns
Subjeots x REMP x Nights 6.32 21 0.30
Total 222.60 63
TABLE 27#
TIME A.;AXE FOLLOWJSG V/AKEHINGSi Summary of analysis or variancei
AMY1Q3AH3IT0NE (Experiments 1 and 2):
SOURCE S3 BP Mo F P
Subjects 658,85 7 94.12 <1 na
Sights 1873.54 3 624.51 6.56 .01
Subjeota x Sights 1997.32 21 95.11
REHP 26,26 1 26.26 1 ns
Subjects x HEMP 716,85 7 102.40
REMP x Nights 256.54 3 85.51 1.09 na
Subjects x HEMP x Nights 1778,02 21 84.70
Total 7308,23 63
PLACEBO (Experiments 1 and 2):
Subjeots 3762,18 7 537.45 6.06 .00'
Sights 139.06 3 46.33 < 1 ns
Subjects x Nights 1861,68 21 88.65
RE^P 784.00 1 784.00 6.61 .05
Subjeots x RSI4P 830.25 7 118,60
REM? x Nights 574,87 3 191,62 1.56 ns
Subjects x REMP x Nights 2566.87 21 122.23
Total 10518.93 63
TABUS 28*
EYE MOVEMENT PROFUSION SCORES (log transform)i Summary of analysis of
vaiianoe.
NITHASSPAM (Expe rlnent 1)l
SOURCE SS DP MS F P
Subjects 7-704 5 2.568 4.17 .05
Rights 47-574 7 6.796 11.06 .001
Subjects x Nights 12.898 21 0.614
REMP 0.097 1 0.097 2.51 ns
Subjects x REMP 0.117 5 0.039
REMP x Nights 2.020 7 0.288 1.57 ns
Subjects x REMP x Nights 5.858 21 0.183
Total 74.271 65
AMYLGBARBITONS (Experiments 1 and 2)x
Subjects 12.595 7 1.770 4.32 .01
Nights 19.005 5 6.334 15.48 .001
Subjects x Nights 8.601 21 0.409
REMP 1.172 1 1.172 2.59 ns
Subjects x REMP 5.170 7 0.452
REMP x Nights 0.561 5 0.120 1.01 ns
Subjects x REMP xNights 2.490 21 0.118
Total 47.194 63
Orthogonal comparisons showed that for both nitrazepam and amylobarbitone
differences between baseline and drug oonditions were significant.
Differences between doses, and differences between withdrawal and baseline »
were not*
PLACEBO (Experiments 1 and 2) t
Subjects 10.714 7 1.530 3.08 .05
Nights 0.022 5 0.007 <1 ns
Subjects x Nights 2.459 21 0.117
HEMP r 6.450 1 0.430 2.67 ns
Subjects x REM! 1.152 7 0.161
REMP x Nights 0.177 3 0.059 < 1 ns
Subjects x REM; x Nights 2.159 21 0.102
Total 17.096 63
TABLE 29.
TOTAL CHARACTERS INCLUDING DREAMER« Summary of analysis of variance:
AHYLOBA13ITQNK (Experiments 1 and 2).
SOURCE ss DP MS P P
Subjects 102.48 7 14.64 5.28 .0
Nights 54.42 5 11.47 4.14 .0!
Subjects x Nights 58.20 21 2.77
HEMP 6.89 1 6.89 < 1 ns
Subjects x RE;«IP 71.98 7 10.28
REMP x Nights 4.67 5 1.55 < 1 ns
Subjects x REMP x Nights 144.95 21 6.90
Total 423.60 63
Orthogonal comparisons shot; that differences between active drug
and withdrawal are significant, but differences between baseline and
active drug, and between baseline and withdrawal are not significant.
PLACEBO (Experiments 1 and 2)i
Subjects 105.68 7 15.09 1.95 ns
Nights 21.31 5 7.10 < 1 ns
Subjects x Rights 162.45 21 7.75
REMB 50.25 1 50.25 5.09 ns
Subjects x REM? 68.50 7 9.78
REMP x Nights 59.12 5 15.04 1,00 ns
Subjects x RHMP x Nights 157.12 21 6.52
Total 564.45 65
TABLE30.







































































/withdrawal nights as on any other night (Pig. 20). Neither
drug nor withdrawal effects were present in the group who took amylo-
barbitone, either in experiment 1, or in the oombined results for
both experiments.
The latency between sleep onset and the first HEMP of the night
was increased by both the drugs. In a non-parametric analysis of
variance, this effect was significant for nitrazepam (chi-square =
17.0j with 7 hp, .05), but did not reach significance for
aaylobarbitone. However, the mean REM latency was over 100 minutes
on all the barbiturate nights, and under 100 minutes on all the placebo
nights (Fig. 21). Withdrawal effects (abnormally short REM latencies)
were not evident either following nitrazepam, or following the
barbiturate (see Pig. 21 again).
The length of REMPs from which subjects were woken was analysed
to ensure there were no systematic differences which might bias the
results; subjects shotild have got 7§ minutes on every occasion.
There were no significant effects. Thus it can safely be Said that
any differences in dream oontent between diffex^ent experimental conditions
oould not have been due to differences in the length of the respective
REMPs.
(b) Time of wakenings; v.akingup; Getting bar x to sleep:
Analyses of the time at which subjects were woken in the night
showed, not unnaturally, significant differences between the times of
the first and second wakenings (REMPs 2 and 4)« In experiment 1 there
was in addition a significant HEMP x NIGHT Interaction in the group/
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/group of subjects receiving aaylobarbitone (see Table 26).
Over both experiments the trend was still present, but was not
significant. Examination of the data revealed the origin of this
interaction. First, on active drug REMPs occurred later. Second,
on withdrawal, REMP 2 occurred early. But subjects then took so
long to get back to sleep without their sleeping pill that REMP 4
actually occurred later than it did in the baseline condition.
These changes are illustrated schematically in Fig. 22. The tendenoy
of subjects to remain awake a long time on withdrawal from barbiturate
is shown in Fig. 23, This effect is significant (see Table 27).
So there were s ooe significant changes in the actual time of
night when subjects were woken for their dreams. Since time of night
is related to dream content, it ie legitimate to ask what effeot these
changes would have on dream content. On active drug nights the later
wakings (on average 40 mins later) would tend to counteract tfa* effeot
of the drug in reducing dream 'intensity*• On withdrawal, however,
the opposite effeot would occur. Since wakings from the latter half
of the night were even later on withdrawal than during baseline (by
1 hour on average), we would expect that combined with any tendency
for spicier dreams on withdrawal, the late wakings then would lead to
exceedingly active dreams.
There were no significant differences among experimental nights
in any of the drug groups in either latency to EEG arousal following
the stimulus, or in latency from the stimulus to the subject's first
word in answer to "Could you tell me what was passing through your mind?".
The only significant effect on either of these variables was a tine/
-228-
/time of night effect: it took some subjects longer to
respond verbally when woken from the second REMP than when woken
from the fourth REM? of the night.
(c) The prof-v ' -n of eye movements:
The effect of the two drugs on the profusion of eye movements
was dramatic. The effects are illustrated in Figures 24» 25 and 26,
and in Table 28, For both anylobarbitone and nitrazepam the effect
of the 'rug as compared with baseline was highly significant, and cut
eye move iont profusion to at least a third of baseline levels, A dose
effect see: 3 ar.parent in the figures, with especially low eye movement
profusions on the first night with the full dose. However, dose
offseta and tolerance effects (first to sixth night) were not significant,
A withdrawal effect is possibly suggested by both Figures 25
and 26, but wa3 significant for neither aaylobarbitone nor nitrazepam,
5, Subjective estimates:
(a) Anxiet., i .. jn.-ant rat ion: Evening ratings for anxiety and
concentration showed no changes during the whole experiment: there
were neither any detectable effects of the sedatives, nor any detectable
effects of their withdrawal,
(b) Subjective measures of dreaming: The striking thing about
the subjective measures of dreaming is the great variation in individual
response. It had been predicted that subjects would report decreased
dreaming on the active drugs, with a 'rebound* increase on withdrawal.
Some subjects in fact reported no change; others reported decreased
dreaming on the drug, but no 'rebound* subsequently; yet others/
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/others reported an unusual amount of dreaming in the withdrawal
phase (two subjects reported nightmares at home), but experienced no
changes while actually on the drug. One subject reported some very
vivid, aggressive dreaming on amylobarbitone. A selection of different
subjective responses to the two active drugs is illustrated in Figures
27, 28 and 29. Note that only two subjects (Figs 27a and 29b) actually
experienced both an effect of the active drug and a withdrawal effect.
1
The two nightmares were both reported at hone on the first withdrawal
night. They are given in Appendix IV; also in the appendix is quoted
one of the very vivid, aggressive dreams reported by one subject while
on 400mg of amylobarbitone.
In the second experiment, subjects were in addition asked to try
to differentiate between the length or time they felt they had spent
dreaming, and the "intensity" of the dreaming. whether because subjects
found it difficult to discriminate, or because the two measures in fact
varied together, this discrimination did not 3eeia possible in practice.
Estimates of 'time spent dreaming' and of 'vividness* of dreaming both
varied in like manner. L'stlmates of 'time spent dreaming' correlated
highly with the global estimates of dreaming: Spearman's correlation
coefficient was 0.95 when the mean for the four aaylobarbitone subjects
was compared for viach of 22 days. Subjective estimates of vividness of
dreaming did not correlate quite so highly with the other two measures:
correlations of 'vividness' of dreaming with the 'time spent dreaming'
and with the global estimate were both 0.82.
When the distinction was attempted, this was done in the hope/
4
The terra nightmare is used here exclusively to refer to the subject's
experience. No objective criterion is used. The term is only employed
when the subject himself called his experience a nightmare. Such
experiences are usually but not necessarily rated very high for vividness
etc., on the self-rating scales.
-230-
/hope that while subjective experience of time spent dreaming
would probably reflect the proportion of the night spent in REM sleep,
•vividness' would provide a measure of subjective intensity of dreaming
on the nights when subjects were sleeping at home. It may be that
distinguishing these two elements from a night of sleep at home is
not possible. However, in 30 much as the measures do not correlate
perfectly, and the measure of subjective •intensity* of dreaming is
valid, it would appear that 'intensity' of dreaming, as judged by subjects
the following morning, was altered during the experiment. This is
illustrated in Fig~a.ce 30» The figure shows a marked effect on the
first night of withdrawal, for the four subjects in experiment 2 who
1
received anylobarbitone. One of them reported a nightmare then, but
all reported a marked increase in vividness of dreams that night.
Interestingly, there is a withdrawal effect, but apparently no effect
of administration of the active drug itself.
(4) The dreams
(a) No-content reports: The number of no-content reports obtained
in experiment 1 i3 illustrated in Figure 31» for eaoh night of the
experiment, for all subjects. A no-content report is defined as one
with no item of specific content. The number of no-content reports
thus includes cases where the subject thought nothing had been happening
(which were very rare), as well aa cases where the subject thought
something had been happening, but he could not recall it.
The number of no content reports was unrelated to either drug,
or to the REMP from which the subject was woken. There was/
1
see footnote on page 229.
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/was however the dramatic effect illustrated on the adaptation
night* This figure demonstrates that one night of adaptation-to-
waking was indeed necessary, and also that one such night i,in addition
to the adaptation-to-lftboxatory) was sufficient* because of this
effect all data from the adaptation-to-waking night was ignored in
the further analysis of the data*
Because no-content reports were uniformly distributed throughout
experimental nights in all groups of subjects, no attempt was made to
exclude them from the calculations involving analysis of variance*
They were treated as reports with no characters, and no activities,
and a verbal length of aero* lio-oontent reports were in any case
marginally too frequent to allow Interpolation to be reliable* For
the statistical analyses not involving analysis of variance however
(the Foulkes1 scale, active/passive ratings etc*) the no-content reports
could simply be excluded from the calculations*
(b) Length of the verbal reportt The length (number of words) of
the reports was unaffected by either drug, or by time-of-night, whether
raw word-length, or edited word-length is considered. Indeed analyses
of variance revealed nc significant effects besides between-subject
differences. For this reason no correction for report length was
applied to any of the Hall and Van do Castle scales*
(c) liesulta of the Hall and Van de Castle system of content analysis;
The analyses of variance revealed surprisingly few effects apart
from significant differences between subjects, whioh were very prevalent*
In the first experiment, the only significant effect apart from/
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/from between subjeot differences occurred in the number of
unfamiliar characters in the placebo groups there was a significant
difference between nights. However, since there was no trend to
these differences across nights, and since this was the only atat-
ictically significant effedt in over a dozen analyses, no weight is
placed on this finding. This effect was not present in the combined
data of experiments 1 and 2.
However, when the results for the larger number of subjects were
analysed (combining the data for experiments 1 and 2), there were two
meaningful effects. The first was that the tot-.l number of characters
including the dreamer differed significantly among nights in the group
taking amylobarbitone, but not in those only getting a placebo.
The number of characters per report was decreased relative to baseline
by both doses of the drug, and was above baseline on withdrawal.
Only the active drug - withdrawal differences were significant, however.
These changes are illustrated in Figure 32 and in Table 29.
The second finding from the larger experiment was an effect of
R3MP on the number of unfamiliar characters. This effect was significant
in the eight subjects taking placebo, and although not significant in
the other eight subjects on atnylobarbitone, the trend was in the sane
directioni for more unfamiliar characters in the dreams collected from
REMP 4 than in those from RELIP2.
There were no significant effects apart from between-subject
differences in the total number of activities, in either experiment.
Nor were there any effects of either drug upon the total number of/
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/of activities performed by the dreamer. There was however
an effect of nitrazepam on the number of dreams involving some looking
or watching activity on the part of the dreamer. Nitrazepam significantly
decreased the number of such dreams, and there was an increase in their
frequency or; withdrawal (chi-aq.uare m 9»37» 2? K 5» P^.05).
Amylobarbitone had no such effect. However, it is important to
bear in mind that the number of dreams with visual activities on the
part of the dreamer is not large; only one third of all dreams included
any looking or watching activities by the dreamer. Further, an
examination of the mean eye movement profusion scores for the REMPa
yielding dreams with and without visual activity by the dreamer showed
no differences in profusion of eye movements.
The number of social interactions was so small (half the subjects
averaged less than one interaction per dream) that excepting comparisons
between REMPs, analyses were made on the number of dreams with social
interaction. Since only two sexual interactions were encountered in
nearly ?00 reports, these were combined with friendly interactions.
This lack of sexual interactions is striking in comparison to Hall and
Van de Castle's norms (see Table 52). They report 70 sexual inter¬
actions occurring in 50 out of 500 dreams collected from men. The
lack of sexual interactions in this experiment is almost certainly
a function of the fact that these dreams were collected under laboratory
conditions (Hall and Van de Castle's were home dreams) - the laboratory
probably inhibits the actual occurrence of sexual dreams as well as
possibly inhibiting subjects from reporting then when they occur.
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Other norms from this study are given in Table 22, and ooapared with
Hall and Van de Castled,
There were no effects of either drug on the number of dreams
with either aggressivo or friendly interactions. or on the number
of dreams in which the dreamer was an active participant in social
interaction.
The only variable to have a discernible effect on social inter¬
actions was timo of night: a sign teat revealed a significant tendency
for more interactions in dreams from the fourth HLiS? than from the
second .IE.I? (p<f .01 ).
The number of dreams with emotion, suooess or failure, misfortune
or good fortune was quite unaffected by either drug treatment, or even
by the time of night. Physical surroundings and descriptive elements
were also unaffected by either drug. There was a significant effect
of time of night upon the number of negatives used in the dream report:
more were used later in the night. Unedited report length was (not
significantly) greater for wakenings later in the night, which may
shed light on this otherwise curious finding.
An analysis of the dramatic intensity index, using a Friedman
two-way analysis of variance by ranks on the means for each night
(i.e. averaging results from the two wakings) failed to suow any effect
of either drug; this index proved no more useful than the original scales
of Hall and Van de Castle it wa3 derived from.
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The "Quality" hypothesis:
Predictions made on the basis of the * quality* hypothesis, that
the sedatives would make dreams pleasanter, proved essentially negative.
As already described, there were no effects of the drugs on the number of
emotions, negative or positive, no effects upon the number of aggressive,
or friendly interactions, no effects upon the numbers of familiar or
unfamiliar characters, of good fortunes or misfortunes, of successes or
failures, or on the numbers of negatives used in the reports. The number
of positive and of negative instances of the evaluative subscale of
descriptive elements showed no evidence of the effect cf any variable.
Lastly, combining friendly and sexual social interactions, happiness,
success and good fortune into one 'positive quality index', qnd aggressive
interactions, negative emotions, failure and misfortune into a 'negative
quality index' proved equally fruitless.
However, in so much as the two drugs had differing effects on the
dreams (nitrazepam making them everydayish, while aaylobarbitone did not),
the few effects of the drugs are more consistent with this hypothesis
than with any other. Clearly these effects cannot be understood as
effects on the 'intensity' of dreaming, nor can they be understood as
being mediated by effects on EM profusion.
(a) The psychodynamic scales of Whitman et alt There were no effects of
either drug on Hostility, Anxiety, or Heterosexuality as measured by these
scales; nor were there any effects of time of night on these measures.
This was true both for the raw scores and for the scores corrected for
length of the verbal report.
(e) The whole-dream rating scales;
(JL) Active/passive ratings: At the end of the first experiment there
appeared to he an effect of amylobarbitone on the proportion of active as
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/'Phere was clearly no effect of nitrasepam,
-men the results for all eight subjects from both ejqwriment 1
and 2 were available, however, it became dear that the effect of
aaylobarbitone was illusory: there was in fact no effect of either
drug (Figure 33) (chi-s<iuare < 1),
Figures 34 and 35 illustrate dramatioally on the one hand the
marked effect of the two drugs on the profusion of eye movements,
and on the other the total lack of any effect on the proportion of
active dreams. While the two sedatives drastically reduce the phasio
•activity' of the BiHPe, there was no concomitant effeot on the
•activity* of the dream reports.
The original prediction that these two drugs would alter the
proportion of active versus passive dreams was made on the fefcsis
of the relationship described by Dement and Wolpert (1958 ) and by
Berger and Oswald (1962c), in which they found a significant association
between IHSWPs judged 'active' in terms of eye movement profusion, and
the corresponding dreams. From Figures 54 and 35> it was expected
that a similar direct test on the data from this experiment would
prove negative. The results aere not however immediately conclusive.
Dividing the HElaPa into two groups, those with high and low numbers
of 2 sec epochs with eye movements, and using contingency tables, as
did Berger and Oswald, revealed no relationship at all. Foint blaerial
correlations between the actual number of epochs with eye movements
in the HEMP and active and passive dream report categories revealed
non-significant associations for each of the three groups of subjects/
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/subjects in experiment 1 (placebo, and two drug groups).
The correlation for the nitrazepam group was however very nearly
significant* Data from all 12 subjects in experiment 1 was hence
pooled: the correlation was again nearly but not quite significant,
with active dreams coming from REMPs with slightly higher EM profusion
scores.
?/hen experiment 2 was complete, the correlation was tested on all
eight subjects receiving placebo in both experiments, and a significant
correlation was established. However, the correlation for all the
subjects who got amylobarbitone was nearly zero. This appeared to
suggest that administration of the drug destroyed an association present
otherwise. For the subjects in the amylobarbitone group therefore,
separate analyses were made of the placebo nights (baseline plus
withdrawal) and the active drug nights, but the correlation between
active dreams and high EM profusion was equally low for both conditions.
In the end, data from every wakening producing a report with some
content from all except the adaptation nights for all 20 subjects were
pooled. This expressed the association between EM profusion and the
dream content for all experimental nights throughout the experiments.
Active dreams were associated with higher EM profusion scores, and this
correlation was significant. The correlation coefficients and men
EM profusion scores are given in Table 30. When the distributions
of EM profusion scores are plotted for the REMPs resulting in active
and passive dreams respectively (Figure 36) it is clear that there is
a difference between these two distributions: a lot of passive dreams/
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/dreams come from REMPs where only 10-20^* of epochs contain
eye movements.
On the other hand it is quite clear from Figure J6 that there
are many active dream whose REMPs contained almost no eye movements
at all.
It has "been argued (Hauri and Van de Castle, 1972 ) that the
association between active and passive dreams and EM profusion may be
solely dependent upon the fact that KM profusion is higher later in
the night, and also raontal reports are more *active' from wakenings
later in the night. There was indeed a significant time of night
effeot upon the proportion of active dreams in the first experiment -
there being more active dreams from REMf 4 wakenings than from HEMP 2
wakenings. (Sign test, p<*wQ5)» The sane trend was present in the
seoond experiment , but was not significant. Although not significant,
there was also a consistent trend for slightly higher EM profusions
in the fourth than in the second HEMP. Therefore, the association
between active/passive ratings and EM profusions was tested separately
for each HEMP. Within awakenings from HEMP 2 the correlation between
active/passive dreams and EM profusion is still significant. Although
not significant within HEMP 4 awakenings it is still positive. Thus
It seems reasonable to oonolude that the association does hold up
independently of the time of night effect. However, it should also
be quite clear from Figure 361 and from this discussion that the
asaoolation is a tenuous onet it is not the dramatic effect one might
have believed from earlier reports.
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(ii) Eatings for sexiness, anxiety and psychotic thinking; These
ratings showed neither any effect of the drugs, nor any effect of
time of night. The finding reported in Carroll et al (1969 ), that
dreams with sexual themes predominated in withdrawal, was net confirmed.
(iii) Blind .judgements: Blind judgements hy the experienced judge
as to whether dreams oame from baseline, drug or withdrawal conditions
were unsuccessful. At the end of the first experiment the judge was
in fact (insignificantly) worse than chancel Taking both experiments
together his judgements were no different from chance (chi-square less
than 1).
(iv) Foulkes dreamlike fantasy scale* Because this scale effectively
combines several "factors", analyses of the results were made separately
for each "factor". Reports with some specific content are distinguished
from those with none; as has been mentioned earlier, no content reporte
were distributed evenly throughout all nights (excepting the adaptation
night). Reports with perceptual (i.e. visual) content are distinguished
from those which are only conceptual. Breams which were *real' at the
tine (hallucinatory) are distinguished from those containing an element
of awareness that the events are only a dream. lastly, a separation le
made between ovorydayish and bizarre reports.
The only one of these "factors" to show any effect of the experi¬
mental manipulations was that of bizarreneso versus everydayishness.
In the first experiment the placebo group showed an increase in the
proportion of bizarre dreams across the eight experimental nights which
was significant at the .05 level? however, when the results for all
eight placebo subjects from both experiments were analysed, this/
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/this effect was no longer evident (see Figure 37)• There
were no changes in the proportion of "bizarre dreams in the amylobarbitone
group in either experiment.
The effect of nitrazepam was however quite striking: the proportion
of "bizarre dreams drops on the drug, but increases dramatic-ally on
withdrawal. The proportion of bizarre dreams (of those with any
content) was 33$ on baseline, 31$ on 10mg, 7$ on 20mg nitrazepam,
and 79$ on withdrawal. Mfferencea between baseline and drug conditions
are not significant, nor are differences between the doses, but
differences between withdrawal and baseline, and withdrawal and drug
night3 are significant (chl-square = 4*31 &nd 11.50, £,$.05 and
n $ ,001 respectively).
(f) Time of night effects: Time of night effects (differences between
data from different REMPs) are scattered through the results. Frequently
differences occurred consistently in all groups of subjects and in both
of the experiments, but did not reach significance in all groups.
For instance, there was a higher proportion of tactive' dreams from
wakenings later in the night in both experiments 1 and 2, but this
result was only significant in the first experiment (p$.05, sign test).
One would not wish to claim with certainty that such an effect exists
therefore, but I am inclined to believe it to be a genuine effect.
Besides this result, there were a variety of measures where
differencee in either experiment 1 or 2 occurred, as a function cf time
of night in the subjects receiving placebo - i.e. where we can discount
any interaction with drug effects. Such measures included the/
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/the number of negatives used in the verbal report ( F (1,5) «
10.67? P^*05)j number of unfamiliar characters ( ¥ (1,7) «
7.72 ? p ^ .05), and the number of social interactions (p-<f.01 , sign test).
The time spent awake fter wakenings was also longer later in the night
( f (1.7) = 6.61, 2^.05).
Curiously one of the variables which one would have expected to
be most sensitive to the effects of time of night, nanely the profusion
of eye movements, did not show a significant effect, although there
were more epochs with eye movements in HEMP 4. With the analysis
of variance used, very high P ratios were needed to make HEMP effects
significant.
Figure J8 illustrates how the Foulkes' dreamlike fantasy scale
scores differed significantly between early and late wakenings in the
first experiment 'p^.OI, Sign test), though once again in experiment 2
the same trend did not reach significance. It is noticable that more
early night reports are scored 4 or 5 on the scale, indicating some
degree of awareness by the subject that he was dreaming. A simple
test of the effect of time of night on HEM reports ueing Foulkes* scale
has not previously been reported though Pivik and Foulkes (1968 ) did




The results of this study were not as expected. They did not
confirm the results of an earlier study (albeit a small study) in
this laboratory by Carroll et al (1969). It had been assumed that
there wa3 some relation between eye movements and dreaming. Both the
scanning hypothesis and the intensity hypothesis had predicted that,
given the drastic effect of the drugs on the profusion of eye movements,
dream content would have been markedly affected by the drugs. The
data has failed to confirm either of these hypotheses.
The results have not proved that there is no association between
eye movements and dream content. Indeed, a slight(and significant)
relation was found between eye movement profusion and active dreaming.
Moreover, it is logically not possible to prove that an independent
variable has no effect on a dependent variable. The essence of the
results, however, was that the magnitude of any effeots of the drugs
on dream content was nowhere near what had been predicted.
The results do not argue that ther^ is no relation between rapid
eye movements in REM sleep and dreaming? but they do argue that there
is very little relation between the two. The results do not imply that
dream content is quite independent of the physiology of the REMP, but
they do seem to imply that dream content is largely independent of
the profusion of EMe in BEMPa. I shall disouss the results with this
last statement in mind.
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1• Physiological effects of the drugs:
To start with the physiological effects. The drugs didn*t
act as sleep inducers« though getting to sleep was difficult after
nitrazepam was withdrawn. Since the drugs were taken immediately
prior to lights-out, this lack of effect needs little com .ant - our
subjects were not insomniacs to start with. That only nitrazepam
significantly delayed the onset of RI3M sleep is more surprising,
since Haider and Oswald (1971) found an equal effect of both drugs.
However, though not significant, mean RUM latency was 100 minutes
or more on both drugs and less than 100 in all placebo conditions.
Further, the mean REM latency on withdrawal from the barbiturate was
markedly low (Fig. 21), and the only occasion with a latency less than
40 minutes occurred under this condition. One latency of 506 minutes/
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/minutes from a subject who spent much of that time drifting
between drowsiness and stage 2 sleep on barbiturate withdrawal was
no doubt responsible for the barbiturate effect not being significant.
The effects of the drugs on eye movement profusion was marked
and as expeoted. Any lack of effeot of the drugs on dream content
cannot be ascribed therefore to a lack of change in the "independent"
variable. The only indications of dose effects were present here.
There appeared to be a slight development of tolerance to the heavier
dose of aaylobarbitone (Fig. 25)» and consistent with this toleranoe
effect, a slight withdrawal effect was also evident following both
the drugs. Though not significant it is noteworthy that £M
profusion was above of epochs only after drug withdrawal (Figs. 25
and 26).
2. The dreamsi
There were very few effects of the drugs on dreams. Drug effects
were not totally negative, however. Besides the effeot that nitrazepam
had on the number of bizarre dreams, and on the number of dreams with
visual activity on the part of the dreamer, amylobarbitone reduced
the number of characters in the dream reports. Since over 20 analyses
of variance were performed, it would be expeoted on a purely chance
basis that at least one would yield significant effects. While it
is difficult to estimate accurately the number of significant effeots
to be expeoted, since the analyses for characters, unfamiliar characters,
male characters, etc. are clearly not independentf nevertheless it
might seem reasonable to asoribe this effect to chance. It would^
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/would certainly Improve the consistency of the results if we
could ascribe the reduction in characters on amylobarbiton© to chance.
However, the effect was in the predicted direction, and sore important,
this reduction was present at both doaea, with an increase on withdrawal
(see Figure 32). Because I am interpreting the bulk of the results
as showing no effect of the drugs, I think it would be improper to
reject this result as being merely a chance one. Whatever the
interpretation of this result, at least I think it is clear that this
isolated drug effect on its own cannot be interpreted as supporting
a "scanning" hypothesis for rapid eye movementss nor, in the absence
of any effects of the drugs upon the number of activities or social
interactions, can it be taken as support for an "intensity" hypothesis.
The results from the Foulkea* dreamlike fantasy scale are important
in this connection. Breaking this scale into its component dichotomies
of visual/conceptual, real-at-the-time (hallucinatory) or not, everyday-
ish or bizarre, the only effect of either drug was on the number of
bizarre dreams, nitrazepam, a tranquillizer, as well as a hypnotic,
reduced the number of bizarre dreams f it made them more everydayish.
It did not affect the number of perceptual dreams (with visual imagery).
This effect is one which I interpret as an effect of the drug on thought-
processes, not on© which is mediated by the number of eye movements
the dreamer makes in scanning his environment. But eye movement bursts
in REM sleep are associated with PGO spikes. Using PlPs as an index
of PGO spiking in the human (this index is probably closer/
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/oloaer to PGO activity than are EM bursts)* Rechtschaffen
and co-workers have shown that PIPs are related to the appearance of
the novel, the bizarre, in the dream (Watson, 1972 j Reohtsohaffen
et al 1972 ) whether the mentation is in REM or HREM sleep* Maybe
then the effect of nitrazepam on the number of bizarre dreams is not
via its effect on the EMs of REM sleep so much as via its effect in
dampening the more fundamental phasic activity of sleep, PGO spikes.
The effect of nitrazepam on the number of dreams in which the
dreamer engages in visual activity does appear to support the scanning
hypothesis, Poulkes et al (1972 ) found that in children's dreams,
visual activity on the part of the dreamer was significantly more
frequent in dreams collected from 'phasic* awakenings following bursts
of eye movements, and they interpreted this finding as supporting
the scanning hypothesis. However, in this experiment amylobarbitone
had no effect on the dreamer's visual activity, despite a marked effect
on the profusion of eye movements. This suggests that the reduction
in visual activity by the dreamer under nitrazepam was not a direct
result of the reduction in eye movement profusion. Moreover, eye
movement profusion was in fact no different in REMPs producing dreams
in which the dreamer showed visual activity, and in those in whioh he
did not, I believe it is more reasonable to suppose that this effect
of nitrazepam is a 'side-effect' of the gexerally tranquillising effect
of nitrazepam on mental aotivity. This Interpretation makes sense
if dreaming is thought of as mental activity, instead of being regarded
&3 secondary to the rapid ©ye movements of REM sleep.
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3* Active and passive dreams, and eye movementsi
One of the major predictions of the experiment, that drug dreams
would he visually "passive" rather than "active", was refuted. This
prediction was made on the twin assumptions that the drugs depressed
the profusion of eye movements, and that there was a correlation between
REMPs high in eye movement profusion and visually "active" dreams. The
drugs depressed the eye movements, but not the active dreams.
That active dreaming persists in the absence of the phasic events
of RE! sleep argues strongly against the idea that it is the phasic
events of sleep which are responsible for dreaming. Thus Dement's
idea (1969) that PGO 3pikes are responsible for the occurrence of dreaming
both in REM and NREM sleep (which does contain a certain amount of
PGO activity) is not supported. The results of these experiments
suggest that the presence or absence of dreaming is not related to
the occurrence of phasic activity.
Dement (1969) proposed that the primary function of REM sleep is
to facilitate the 'discharge' of phasic events. The experiments here
cannot offer evidence either in support of or against that hypothesis.
Dement however also proposed that if 'discharge' of phasic events in
REM sleep were suppressed, there would result an enhancement of drive-
oriented or emotional behaviour. If the presence of activity, and
emotion, in dream content is any guide to the strength of drive-oriented
behaviour, then no increase was observed here, under the conditions
when EM activity was much reduced. On the assumption that EM burst
activity is some guide to the incidence of PGO activity, then Dement'a
hypothesis that PGO activity helps 'discharge' drive i3 not supported.
(This last deduction from the results is however rather speculative).
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The results hero might appear to argue against Molinari and
Foulkos' idea (1969 ) that phasic events are crucial to the sort
of content of mentation derived from either REM or HRSM sleep,
Molinari and Poulkas' finding that "PVE" (primary visual experience)
was associated with the presence of aye movement bursts might appear
to be inooneiatent with the present results. This, however, would
arise from a misunderstanding of the nature of their findings,
1 specially in their replication of the original result,( Foulkeo and
Pope, 1972 ) they stress that both PTE and SCE (secondary cognitive
elaboration) can be found in most REM reports. The critical point
is that the occurrence of EM bursts 'suppresses' SCE: EM bursts do
not create visual experience, they merely make the visual experience
primary.
After Molinari and Foalkea* original finding had been confirmed in
this laboratory by Michael Holmes, an attempt was made to rate some
of the dreams in this experiment for SCE, Ho effect of the drugs
was evident in a small sample of dreams, but not much weight should
be put upon this result. These awakenings were not designed for
discriminating SCE fro® PVE, and the judges did not find it easy to
adapt Molinari and Foulkes' scoring system to apply to whole dream
reports instead of to the very last experience.
Given the complete absence of any di ig effect on the number of
active dreams, why the overall correlation between active dreams and
EM profusion in the REMPs? This does at first seem a very paradoxical
finding. It certainly ia paradoxical if on© thinks of the results/
/results in the following frameworkt EM* and active dreams
are related, drugs reduce EM profusion - so why don't they affect
dreans ? V/hat is more important shout the correlation between EM
profusion and active dreams is not its significance, but its magnitude.
There is a tendency in psychological research to concentrate upon the
statistical significance of findings to the exclusion of a sense of
proportion in assessing the meaning of the results. All too often in
discussion of research findings, tho statement that a result was
♦significant' is taken as the last word. The magnitudes of correlations
are ignored (see Bakan, 1966, for a full discussion of this).
The correlation between active dreans and EM profusion in these
experiments was .16, This correlation was significant, but it is
small. It could be expressed another way by saying that of the
variance in Hi profusion scores, only 2.5'^ is accounted for by the
active or passive nature of the dream. This is a very weak relation.
It makes it difficult to argue that the 'intensity' of a dream has auch
relation to the 'intensity' of the RIME, It suggests a very peripheral
connection between the two. What is striking in Pig. 36 is the
considerable number of active dreams which come from REMPa with very
few eye movements at all. An illustration of such an active dream is
given in Appendix V.
4. The divergence of these results from those of Carroll ©t al:
Carroll et al (1969) found that barbiturates significantly reduced
the proportion of active dreams, significantly reduced the Foulkes'
dreamlike fantasy scale ratings, and on withdrawal gave rise to/
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/ to 'sexy' dreams. This study confirmed none of these
results. Only three dreams considered sexual in these occurred
in Carroll's study, and all occurred on withdrawal nights. It would
not be too surprising if Carroll's finding that sexual dreams occurred
only in withdrawal were a chance effect, considering the small number
of these dreams (one can roughly estimate this probability as one
chanoe in 30). The other differences between his findings and these
results need more comment, however.
To try to tease out the differences between his study and this
one, recourse was made to Carroll's raw data (darroll, 1969 )•
Carroll had examined the profusion of n&s in his study* and a correlation
of EM profusion with aotive/psasive dreaming was oaloulated from his
data. This proved to be .55 (35 D.?.f P<.05)« This is a higher
correlation than I obtained, but it also lies just within the bounds
*
of statistical significance. The critical factor of his results was
that not one of his nine barbiturate dreams was rated as active.
Five of the nine baseline dreams and three of the nine withdrawal
dreams were rated active. Only one of .nine post-withdrawal pl&oebo
dreams was rated active. These last were collected on average nine
days after the first withdrawal night. Data from these nights
were not included in the published results. The low frequency of
active dreams on this final placebo night makes the results from the
drug night seem a little leas dramaticj there were in fact no significant
differences between the drug night and the final night either inithe
proportion of active dreams or in the scores on Foulkes* dreamlike;/
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/dreamlike fantasy scale. This laBt observation, plus
the greater number of wakenings in the present experiment, inclines
me to trust my own results the more. There are certainly no other
differences between these two studies which seem capable of resolving
our differences over the effect of the barbiturate on the Activity*
of the dream. Differences in methodology are snailt Carroll gave
subjects 10 minutes HEM before waking them, woke them from HEMPs 2, 3
and 4t used Foulkes' interview schema. It is possible that my
use of an unstructured interview oould have been critical in my failure
to find any effects on the dreamlike fantasy scale, but it could hardly
explain our differences over active versus passive dreaming.
Carroll et al found a significant reduction in dreamlike fantasy
scale ratings oh barbiturate. They interpreted this finding to mean
that barbiturates made dreams "more conceptual than perceptual, more
'thought-like• and less 'dreamlike•." An examination of their published
data shows, however, that the critical feature of the drug nights was
the absence of any dream reports scoring 6 or 7 on the fantasy soale.
Thus the effect of the drug was to make dreams less real-at-the-time
rather than to make them conceptual. Dreaming whioh is perceived
to be 'unreal' or 'like a film' or 'only a dream' implies some degree
of reflection on the part of the dreamer. This is 'secondary cognitive
elaboration' in the terms of Molinari and Foulkes. It may be related
to lack of active participation in the dream (all the active dreams in
Carroll's study scored 6 or 7 on Foulkes' scale), but it is possible
to bo actively involved in a dream and yet realise it is 'only a/
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/& dream'. This is perhaps on© of the features which prevent#
all apparently frightening dreams from being felt aa nightmarish.
Thus Carroll's results are consistent with the view I shall adopt#
that since phasic activity in HElaPa is associated with the intrusion
of bizarre material (p.ochtachaffen and watson have shown that phasic
activity leads to bizarre mentation), then an absence of phasic activity
allows secondary cognitive elaboration to predominate. The finding
in these experiments that nitrazepam makes dreams less bizarre clearly
ties in with this view. Perhaps a synthesis of Carroll's results and
of these results can after all be achieved.
5. Alternative explanations of the lack of drug effects in these result#t
This is a convenient point to consider whether there might be other
reasons for the negative findings of these experiments. Was the
choice of experimental nights poor? Maximal HEM sleep rebound occurs
on the first withdrawal night following amylobarbitone, but on the
third following nitrazepam (Oswald and Priest, 19&5 )• choice
of the second withdrawal night lead to withdrawal effects being missed?
Surely not, since EM profusion scores were high on the second withdrawal
night. Further, a bad choice of dream collection nights cannot
explain th# lack of any effects of the active drugs, since initial
drug nights produce greatest HEM sipppession (Oswald and Priest),
and EM profusion was very much reduced on these taights.
Could there have been an effect of the drugs which wi§ merely
masked by high variability? The occurrence of a number of no-content
reports night suggest this explanation. Changes in active/passive/
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/passive dreaming and changes on the Foulkes* scale sere
however examined only in those reports with some content, and no
effects were found even then. There was nothing in the initial
inspection of the data which suggested that changes in the prevalence
of activities or social interactions were present hut were masked
by high variance. And it should he remarked that if drug effects
are 30 slight hy comparison with other 'random* effects on dream
content, this in itself is an important result, since drug effects
on HEM sleep are so dramatic,
/ere the measures used simply not sensitive? The presenoe of
differences as a function of time of night in the number of active
dreams, in the Foulkes' fantasy scale ratings (Fig, 38), and in the
number of strange or unfamiliar characters and the number of social
interactions on the Hall and Van de Castle scales argue that all of
these scales were sensitive enough to detect drug effects had they
been present, Foulkes* scale has discriminated REM and sleep-onset
reports in terms of the proportion of hallucinatory (real-at-the-time)
experienoes (Foulkes et al 1966 )j Carroll's study showed that active-
passive ratings and the Foulkes' scale certainly did not suffer from
lack of sensitivity. The correlation of active/passive dreaming with
EM profusion both in this study and in those of Berger and Oswald (1962 )
and dement and Wolpert (1958 ) shows that the former is a sensitive
measure of the dream experience.
Could the EOG records habe failed to pick up eye movements on
drug nights because they were of smaller amplitude than on placebo/
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/placebo ni^ita? The recordings, with a gain of 100 micro¬
volts per oentimetdr and time constant 0,1 sec should he capable
of detecting eye movements of roughly 3 degrees amplitude or greater.
Barbiturates and nitrazepam suppress smooth-tracking and convergence
eye movements at doses comparable to those used here, but saecadio
eye movements are virtually unaffected at these doses (Rashbase, 1961 ?
Horris, 197° )• Hence it is not possible to suppose that subjects
had visually active dreams whose accompanying eye movements were merely
reduoed in amplitude to a point where they were not picked up by the
recordings, Moreover, subjects' eye movements subsequent to
awakening were clearly visible. The oculomotor effect of these
drugs is present in waking, and it does not seem reasonable to suppose
an effect selectively so much greater in REM sleep as to render small
eye movements quite undetectable. JTo amplitude criterion was employed
in scoring EMs in REMPs other than that they were visible on the EOG
record. There was no visible suggestion of small but frequent EMs
on drug nights. EMs in REMPa are of smaller amplitude under hypnotios
(and larger amplitude on withdrawal - Pigs. 16 and 17)» but the
amplitude of EMs on drug and on withdrawal differs by only a factor
of two or three.
The lack of changes in dream reports from laboratory REMP wakings
as a result of drug administration appears, then, to be 'genuine1,
not an artifact. What then of the very clear out changes in dreaming
reported by some of the subjects in their own estimates? Why wore
nightmares reported by two subjects on withdrawal when no other/
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/other withdrawal effects were noted? I shall argue
that increased anxiety on withdrawal interacts with the subjects*
perception of their dreams, which is itself altered by the drugs.
First I shall discuss the data from the lOoa lines, and then the
nightmares.
6. The subjective estimates:
(a) Individual responses; Subjects* ratings of their own
dreaming (Figs. 27» 28 and 29) show wide variations of response.
Some subjects like the one illustrated in Fig. 27 showed the pattern
of dreaming which had been predicted for all the subjects. Others,
like subject J.3. (Fig. 29a) experienced a change at one point in the
oycle of drug administration, but not in the fashion predicted.
A "withdrawal effect" when this subjeot had experienced no depression
of dreaming on the drug seems paradoxical. One subject reported
very aggressive dreams on anylobarbitone (see Appendix IV) - quite
the opposite of what had been expected. I have heard other anecdotal
reports from people who have had very vivid dreams while taking
sleeping tablets such as nitrazepam. Soma of these dreams are quite
clearly of hypnagogic origin, but others sound very much like REMP
dreams.
On the whole, the subjective changes reported in this study
did not seem to be in any way correlated with Individuals* dreams as
collected on experimental nights. The subject who reported very
aggressive dreams at home on amylobarbitone, however, did have
laboratory dreams which were jrofuee in characters, activities/
/activities and aggressive interactions struck me at the
time as reminiscent of the way some people become very aggressive
after drinking substantial quantities of alcohol. Peoples' responses
to alcohol are very varied - some ai*e quietened down, others liven up;
some become friendly, others aggressive. These responses can usually
be related to the individual's personality. I would suggest that the
individual's response to a sedative in his dreaming is probably related
to his response to the sedative in terms of his waking behaviour.
If the response of dreams to drugs is a function of prior
personality, it would seem hardly surprising that these drugs should
have no consistent effect on dream content over a group of subjects,
tfhen this study was begun, it wa3 not expected that personality would
interact with the drugs. Although there are widespread personality
correlates in dream recall (sec review by Cohen, 19?0» for example),
it was anticipated that the drug effects would over-ride personality
effects; though personality correlates are widespread, these correlates
are not strong. Looking back, it is clearly unfortunate that the
design of the study did not incorporate at least some personality
dimension as a factor. This is certainly something which future
research into drug effects on dreaming should do. The one study
on tho effects of drugs on dream content which did use a personality
dimension as a factor (Deichael, 1973) has already been referred
to in Chapter 13* There was apparently an interaction between
introversion-extraveraion and the effect of the hypnotic on dreaming.
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Extroverts' dreams were apparently affected to a greater decreet
dreams having less aggression, anxiety* and lean charatcers, becoming
more like introverts1 dreams without the hypnotic, Pivik and Foulkes
(1966 ) noted an interaction of the effects of MM deprivation (by
behavioural noana) in the first half of the night with the personality
dimension repression-sensitisation, when they examined dreams from
RJidiPs in the second half of the same night.
In a rather more general frame of reference * Eauri and Van de
Castle (1972 ) have invoked hacey's concept of individual response
specifically to explain contradictory findings on psychophysiological
correlates of dreaming. They argue that differences between individual
physiological responses to stress might explain reports of both positive
and negative correlations between heart rate variability and dream
intensity and emotionality* It seems possible that this argument
might work in reverse* "individual response specificity" could explain
why a arug whose effect can be categorised as 'sedative* can either
increase or decrease 'intensity' of dreaming - or have no detectable
effect - in a variety of subjects. As titkin (19&9 )» Breger et al
(1971 ) / point out* personality interacts with the
effect of a stressor in altering ureaa content*
(b) Vivid dreaminK in withdrawal*
A striking feature of the subjective effects of the drugs is
the increase in vivid dreaming on tit® first withdrawal day following
amylobarbitone (Fig. 30). It will be recalled that in the secc '
experiment subjects were asked to rate not only their 'dreaming*'/
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/'dreaaing' globally, but were aaked to try and discriminate
time spent dreaming from the quality of the dreaming (vivid, bizarre
etc). All three ratings showed the same effect to a greater or
le33er degree, so it may be that subjects were simply unable to
discriminate these variables when at home* However, it may be
that vividness of home dreaming is genuinely highly correlated with
amount of dreaming. In this experiment time spent dreaming was
hopefully held constant - at least subjects always got 7§ minutes
of RBM before being woken* It is known from previous work that both
of these drugs do depress the amount of the night spent in REM sleep*
But in this experiment the 'intensity' of dreams was unaffected
(note that the judge could not guess which dreams were drug dreams).
..hat factors operating in the home might affect dreaming as recalled
in the morning which were not operative in the laboratory conditions?
One obvious factor is that dreaming apparently changes as the
REM? progresses* Foulkea (1966 ) describes how from longer REMPs,
more sfienes with clear visual imagery are described, ratings for
hostility, unpleasantness, dramatic quality, activity and emotion,
including anxiety, are all raised. If morning recall of dreaming
were derived from spontaneous wakings at the end of a HEMP, then
factors which affect time spent in REM sleep would ipso facto affect
the quality of recalled dreams as well. But if home dream recall is
also affected by dream3 partially remembered from wakings during the
night, further factors may operate. (v/ebb and Kersey, 19^7* have
shown that daytime dream recall can be accounted for solely in terms/
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/terras of morning waking from P.EMPa for a sample from
the man in the street - "but subjects undergoing a dream experiment
may become extra-consciou3 of their dreams and their PEMPs),
In particular, the probability of waking from a TtEKP during the
night may be depressed by sedative drugs. If such wakings occur,
the time available for rehearsal of the recalled dream fragments
will be reduced, and so morning recollection will be lower (Portnoff
et al, 1966 )• The content of material remembered may be biased by
a tranquillising drug (an anxious dream may 1030 the anxiety in
recollection), These factors might operate on identical dreams to
make morning recall at home quite different on drug and placebo nighte,
Theae factors might explain why dreams at home were recalled as being
more vivid and bizarre on withdrawal while there were no changes
in the droam3 got from HEMP interruption,
7» The nightmare:
.Thy were two nightmares reported on drug withdrawal at home
when almost no withdrawal effects were found in the laboratory
collected dreams? Clearly the nightmares at home cannot be explained
as being the result of a high profusion of Ells on withdrawal, for then
we would have seen changes in the laboratory collected dreams as well.
Moreover, Le Gassicke et al (19^5 ) reported nightmares following
withdrawal of tranylcypromine (Parnate, chemically related to amphet¬
amine), Amphetamine itaelf does not appear to influence eye movement
profusion (Baekeland, 1967 ) ~ at least there is no evidence of
increases in HM profusion following withdrawal after regular use/
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/uae of amphetamine. Tranylcypromine resembles amphetamine
in this respect (Oswald, personal communication), so the nightmares
observed by Le Gassicke et al cannot be related to EM profusion.
An obvious factor which would seem relevant to the occurrence
of nightmares at home is the fact that home dreams are on the whole
• spicier* than laboratory dreams. Specifically, both Domhoff and
Kamiya (1964a) and Weisz and Poulkes (1970) have shown that home
dreams contain more aggression than laboratory dreams. If nightmares
are frightening on account of aggression by other characters, this
could be relevant. But Weiaz and Poulkes also found no significant
difference in the rated unpleasantness of home and laboratory dreams.
It might make sense that if in the laboratory withdrawal dreams were
at least slightly different from baseline dreams, these differences
might be accentuated at home. But the differences in home and
laboratory reports would not seem capable of explaining the occurrence
of nightmares at home, when there are no differences between baseline
and withdrawal dreams in the laboratory.
As described in Chapter 12, nightmares have been frequently
reported in the withdrawal of subjects dependent upon drugs. Could
it be that the psychopathology of these subjects in some way interacts
with drug withdrawal so as to produce nightmares? This seems highly
unlikely, since the two subjects who had nightmares in these experiments,
besides being screened for overt psychopathology, did not betray
any suggestion of this during the course of the experiment. Oswald
and Priest (1965), an<* Kales et al (1969b, 1971) have also/
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/aloo noted nightmares in normal subjects in drug withdrawal.
Patients who cease taking sleeping pills at home frequently
complain of "nightmares". It is possible that they do so at least
partly because they expect that they will not sleep well when they
stop their medication, e should consider the possibility that
the two nightmares reported by subjects here were largely
•responses' resulting from the subjects being aware that the actire
drug had just been discontinued. How good was the double-blind
in these experiments 7
The objective of blind trials is to eliminate or at least
reduce the possibility of effects being attributed to the active
drug which were in fact the result of 'placebo effects' ( olf,
1959 ) or similar phenomena, The essence of a single-blind trial
is that the subject is given active drug and dummy in a form and
under conditions which are always identical so that expectations
on the part of the subject as to what the drug may do to him are
evenly distributed throughout all experimental conditions.
A possible failure in this technique is that the experimenter
may (quite unwittingly) give the subject hints as to whether or not
he is on active drug. The subject need not necessarily be aware of
the information beir.w imparted to him: if the experimentr r becomes
very concerned at how the subject is feeling one day, then the/
•J
Wolf 3. The pharmacology of placebos. (1959) Pharmacol. Rev.11 689-704.
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/the experimenter may obtain the information he expects without
any deliberate intention on his part, or awareness on the part of
the subject. Because of this situation double-blind procedures
attempt to keep both the subject and the experimenter unaware of
the experimental condition the subject is in.
In these experiments, a double-blind procedure was run with
all the amylobarbitone and placebo subjects. The E was, however,
aware of the experimental design. Because he knew which nights
would be drug and withdrawal nights, he was made unaware of which
subject was on active drug. Any unintentional probing for
symptoms would therefore have been directed equally to placebo and
active drug subjects as long a3 E did not guess subjects' status.
As was described on p.185, because the E saw the subjects' EEG,
and heard the subjects discussing their sleep, the double-blind
wore off as the experiment proceeded. Could this have 'produced'
the nightmares reported by two subjects?
This is unlikely for two reasons. The first is that as has
been already described (p.196) the interviews were carefully
desimed to minimise prompting by the E. The subjects were not
questioned about their dreaming outside of the night-time
interviews, except by being offered the 10 cm lines each day.
They were not asked for any dream fragments that they could
recall from their nights at home.
Thus it is arguable that E breaking the code should have had
minimal effects on the reported dreams of the subjects. The fact
that the E was predisposed towards obtaining positive results/
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/results from the night-time wakening data, and in fact almost
entirely negative results "»r.« obtained, argues that the precautions
against experimenter bias must have operated effectively. In n
study of experimenter effects on recall, Herman et al (1970) found
the effects of both experimenter and subject bias to be non¬
significant on content derived from n:"*T Interruption.
In the debriefing following the experiment, it was found that
the subjects were in fact not capable of discriminating when they
had been on drug (experienced, or trained subjects might be better
able to do this). Almost all subjects who had actually been on
plaoebo throughout were convinced that they had been on active
drug at some point during the experiment. None of those actually
on drug realised the design of placebo followed by drug, then baok
to placebo. One of the subjects who produced a nightmare was
convinced it had nothing to do with the sleeping pill3, but was
a result of "other things" happening in his life.
Most subjects would not have known what changes to expect
(not having encountered sleep research before). That the night¬
mares wore not produced (as evidence of bad sleep, perhaps) when
subjects became aware of a change in their pills is further
suggested by the pattern of spontaneous reports. Spontaneous
reports about dreaming at home came throughout the experiment,
both from subjects on active drug and from those on placebo.
They included spontaneous reports of very little dreaming, as
well as reports of vivid dreams. The latter were not only reported/
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/reported by subjects during the "withdrawal" period, further
suggesting that unintended experimenter bias could not have been
wholely responsible for the spontaneous reports by subjects.
For these reasons it does not seen reasonable to ascribe the
two nightmares obtained to deficiencies in the experimental double-
blind. Granted that the occurrence of nightmares on withdrawal
was a "genuine" effect, and given from the discussion above that
it was not a result of either high h profusion, or the psycho-
pathology of subjects, to what can this phenomenon be ascribed:
One of the features one would expect to occur at a time when
1
nightmares occur is anxiety, since moot nightmares are
presumably associated with high levels of anxiety. However,
no changes in self-rated anxiety were found in this experiment.
Nor were any changes in anxiety noted in the dreams collected in
the laboratory, when those dreams were rated by an experienced
judge. The possibility that the self-rating scale for anxiety
is insufficiently sensitive seers unlikely, since self-rated
anxiety was measured on a hundred-point scale (ton cm scale,
measurements to nearest mm). Moreover, these scales have beer
shown to discriminate well in related situations (Aitken, 1969}
Akindele et al, 1969).
Despite this lack of indication of increased anxiety on
withdrawal, there remains at least a possibility that short-lived/
1
The term nightmare is used to refer to the subject's experience.
See footnote to page 229.
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/ahort-lived increases in anxiety were c-yex'lookc-r, This
possibility is suggested by the fact that C.O, Ogunreni, in recant
observations in this luborotorp as yet unpublished, did find
increases in self-rated anxiety on withdrawal of aaylobar itone
and a minor tranquilliser (he also found increases in night-tire
plasma Cortisol). The reason why increases in anxiety could
have been overlookec in this experiment is that all anxiety
ratings were done in the evening. Although subjects were
requested to give a rating for the . ole day, it seeus possible
that evening levels of anxiety were reflected to a greater degree
than morning levels. It has been pointed out that in a sense
therefore evi.,.. ovt. woo a wit.. .x^.,;al cv.-r.li, . Kaler t al
(1969b) found increases in anxiety . i nsured in the ./or; in, t with
normal subjects on withdrawal from nethyprylon and glutc-thinide.
It seems therefore at least possible that anxiety was raised to
a small degree or. wit drawal fro;: amylobarhitone, hut that this
was missed by the self-rating system used. Any ouch increase
in anxiety would have had to be six.,; t, or restricted entirely
to the firs withdrawal night, however, since increases in
anxiety were act etected in the dreams collected in the lab.
on the second withdrawal night, ' io suggests that besides
anxiety, some other .'actor or factors oust ' av- been opera ting-
to produce the ighl ores that were reported.
/one
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One feature of the dreams collected in the night struck me.
While listening to subjects telling their dream reports, I was
interested that they would sometimes describe a scene full of guts
and gore with apparent relish - certainly with no hint that they
might have been revolted or horrified at the tine. It is of
course well known that normal ureams are frequently devoid of the
emotions one would expect from the same circumstances in real life.
Hall and Van ae bustle (1966) have discussed this point in
connection with tne problems of scoring the presence of emotion
in dreams. But it suggests that one feature of a nightmare is
not only what happens to the dreamer, but how he perceives it.
The nightmare is full of anxiety; it is also nasty, unpleasant,
bad. Kales et al (1969b) found increases in dream unpleasantness
following withdrawal of methyprylon and glutethimiae in normal
subjects at home. On a waking mood scale in their laboratory
experiment they founu a significant increase in depression
following the drugs. bould it then be that subjects' areams
may be as active and aggressive on placebo, drug and withdrawal,
but they perceive the dreams as worse, more frightening, more
anxiety provoking, more depressing when they are suffering from
hypnotic withdrawalV There are two other pieces of information
which suggest that this is a contributory factor in causing
subjects to regard some dreams as nightmares.
/Lewis
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/Lewis (1969^) showed that subjects assessing their sleep (tirae
to fall asleep, number of awakenings, total sleep time) over¬
estimated how bad their sleep was after withdrawal from hypnotics.
They think they slept worse than they really did. In a different
context, the performance of athletes, Smith and Beecher (i960)
found that athletes performed much better. Vice versa, when on
amphetamine, they performed better but tended to regard their
performance as worse than on placebo. Gottschalk et al (i960)
also found an increase in the expression of feelings of positive
emotional involvement, and feelings of bodily and emotional well-
being in a study of the effect of perphenazine (a phenothiazino
which reduces anxiety) on waking verbal material. The verbal
material was a 5 minutes description of any interesting or
dramatic personal experience.
Thus it seems very reasonable that our subjects on withdrawal
from sedatives would have dreams which are normal in all but two
respects. First, their dreams may contain more anxiety, at least
on the fir3t withdrawal night. This is particularly likely in
dreams they have at home, where the longer REMPs on withdrawal
will be associated with dreams higher in anxiety (see page 257)»
this will interact with any general tendency for anxiety to be
increased in withdrawal. The tendency for home dreams in with¬
drawal to contain more anxiety, for the reasons just stated, will
interact with subjects' altered perception to produce dream
experiences which are perceived as especially nasty, depressing/
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/depressing and anxiety provoking. If a dream contains a
high level of anxiety, then the chances are high that it will be
perceived as a nightmare.
A conclusion
Thus it would seem that the occurrence of nightmares on
withdrawal from amylobarbitone is not inconsistent with the results
of the rest of the experiment. With possible increases in
generalised anxiety, a lengthening of HEMPs at home on withdrawal,
and altered perception, dreams which are in many respects like
drug or placebo dreams in the laboratory can turn into nightmares
at home.
Respite the absence of a noticeable increase in anxiety in this
experiment on withdrawal, there is at least some evidence from
other studies to suggest that measures of daytime and night-time
anxiety in this experiment were not adequate enough to detect a
temporary increase in anxiety lasting only a day or so. It is
at least possible that in the conditions of this experiment (a
moderate dose of tranquilli3ing hypnotics for two weeks) an
increase in anxiety on withdrawal might occur, but be slight enough
to be detectable for no more than one day after withdrawal.
(There i3 no reason to suppose that an anxiety 'rebound* need
last as long as a HEM rebound). If there were a brief increase
in anxiety on the first withdrawal night, this would have
been a contributory factor in producing nightmares at home
then. But if it were only a brief effect, no increases in
anxiety would have been noted in the dreams collected from the/
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/the subjects on their second withdrawal night.
The important conclusion from this argument is that it is
subjective factors, and emotional factors, which operate on waking
thought processes as well as at night, that are responsible for the
nightmares. The fact that nightmares occur at a time when the
profusion of eye movements in RSI! ®leep is especially high is thus
a coincidence, and is not directly related to the nightmares. The
positive findings of changes in our subjects* subjective estimates
of their dreaming, and the two spontaneously reported nightmares
are thus as Important results as the largely negative findings of
the rest of the experiment. One positive finding from the laboratory
dreams, namely the effect of nitrazepam in potentiating everydayish
dreams, also suggests a "tranquillizing" effect which is likely
to be operating on waking fantasy or non-directed ♦day-dreaming'
thought as well as on dream content. By contrast, the relation
between KM profusion and dream, content was marginal. I shall now




BOMS EPBCIILATIVB C0BCLUSI035 ABOUT BREAMING
1. I.;„.)othe3es
Dreaming was first associated with REM sleep by Aserinaky
and Kleitman in 1953 > and the presence of eye movements just before
the unfortunate subject was woken and described a visual experience
led naturally to the idea that these eye movements might represent
the dreamer looking about his dream world. The test of the scanning
hypothesis by Roffwarg et al in 1962 seemed to confirm that thi3 was
in fact so, particularly since in the same year two sceptics were
"pleased to report confirmation of ... a relation between profuse
eye activity and an active dream fantasy" (Berger and Oswald, 1962 ).
This seems to hare been a turning point fear the scanning hypothesis,
however, for "oulkos' report that dreaming could occur in all stages
of sleep appeared in the same year, and since then a lot of other
- evidence (discussed in Chapter 12) has accumulated which oasts a
great deal of doubt on the idea that eye movements in REM sleep have
much relation to the dream content subsequently reported.
The scanning hypothesis has fared badly from Moskowits and
Berber's attempt (1969) to eliminate the bias inherent In Roffwarg's
experiment. Certainly the scanning hypothesis receives no support
from the results of the experiments described here. If REMPs containing
almost no eye movements can yield dream reports which are indistinguishable
from otharreports when examined by a judge who expected the reports
to Be dlscriminable (as the judge initially did), then it seems/
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/seems that the number of EMs cannot he related to the visual
activity of the dreamer. It has been argued (Hoffwarg, personal
remarks) that maybe the scanning hypothesis is valid normally, but
that the relationship between EMs and the dream is 'dissociated' or
•blocked' by various factors, 3uch as the presence of psychoactive
drugs in the system. 3uch a relation is'then also blocked,
presumably, by decortication (Jouvet, Pellin and Mounier, 1961),
or indeed by the presence of NHSM sleep. In the first case,
visual imagery cannot be present, and in the second eye movements
are not, but visual imagery may be. This postulate seems weak
at the best, and I frankly cannot give it much credence.
If eye movements are not related to dream soanning, what of
the hypothesis that EM profusion as an index of HEM 'intensity'
is related to an 'intensity' of the dream? The results of this
experiment argue as strongly against this hypothesis as they do
against the scanning hypothesis. Any such relation is very
weak - correlations are low - and suggests that some third factor
is influencing both the EM profusion and the dreams.
If some third factor is influencing both eye movements and
also dreaming, what might it be? I have argued (Chapter 12,
pp 140-144) that such a factor might be PGQ spike activity.
PGO activity is highly correlated with EM activity in the cat,
and recent studies of mental correlates of 'phasic' events in
both IBM and NREM sleep suggest that PGO activity is associated
with changes in ongoing dream content. Sudden changes of scene/
/scene or line of thought, and the abrupt appearance of nets
objects or people, may occur (Watson, 1972). (A suggestive
analogy is perhaps the 'editing* of a film). Directly relevant
to the possible association between active dreaming and PGO activity,
Foulkes and Pope (1972) showed that phasic activity in REM sleep
coincides with the cessation of thinking, watching and reflecting
activities ('passive* dreaming).
Thus the marginal association between the 'intensity' of
the BEi i>, and active dreaming, may be produced by XO activity,
correlated on the one hand with EM profusion scores, and on the
other hand with the replacement of reflective (passive) dream content
by active involvement.
Dream content 'intensity' is only marginally related to the
'intensity' of the REMP. What is the status of the 'quality'
hypothesis:' This hypothesis, as formulated by one of the independent
judges, stated that any changes in dream content would be describable
in terms of the effects of the drugs on the quality of experience,
rather than on its intensity. Although the predicted effects on
such items as the number of friendly interactions were not borne out,
the positive findings of this study do suggest this sort of effect.
Thus I have tried to show that the occurrence of withdrawal nightmares,
and changes in dream content found by Kales et al (1969b) in their




I have tried to show (pp 261-263) that the changes in dream
content found by Kales et al (1969b) and in this experiment are
changes in the quality of thought processes which are not
restricted to dreaming. Thus Kales et al founu that waking
depression increased when dream unpleasantness increased (they
didn't actually rate arean depression or waking unpleasantness).
The perception of sleep, perior ance and dreams are all affected
in the same way by drug administration ana withdrawal, whether
the perception takee place by night (dreamsj or by aay (morning
ratings of sleep, daytime ratings oi performance). If the
quality of daytime tnought processes or perceptual processes is
affected in the sane say aa the quality oi night-time (dreaming)
thought processes and perceptual processes, this fits into the
idea of a continuity between waking and dreaming processes of
perception and thought* hvidence on whether there exists a
continuity or complementarity < oes not all favour continuity.
For instance waging sexual desire is diversely correlated with
sexuality in dreams, as Jwanson and foulkes ehoweu in 1968 .
It would appear that complementarity prevails with aspects of
'drive': aauri (1970) founu that subjects dreamt leas about
activity following waking physical activity, and ess about
thinking and problem solving after studying, <>ut in aspects of
personality and mood, continuity is the rule (foulkes, 1970?
Kramer, 1970? Kramer et al, 1970). Thus drearns are most
unpleasant during that phaso of the menstrual cycle when waking
depression is highest (bwanson and Foulkea, 1968), and MMPl/
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/MMPI and behavioural ratings of hostility are correlated
with the expression of hostility in dreams (Ben-Horln, 1967).
Jung's idea (79601) that dreams have a function which is compensatory
to waking thought processes might therefore he seen to have derived
some support from recent studies. Jung distinguished his idea of
compensation from that of mere complementation: he supposed that the
attitudes expressed in dreams could be coincidental with, variations
from, or opposite to the attitudes expressed in waking, according as
the waking attitudes were 'adequate', or 'one-aided'. However, whether
dream processes parallel waking thought-processes or complement thera is
seen by recent work to depend not on whether the waking attitudes are
one-sided, but upon whether drive processes are involved or not,
V,e have noted that the hypnotics did not make REI.1 mentation like
NREM mentation in these experiments. Thus the characteristics of REM
dreams arc leas a function of eye movement activity within the HEMP
than a function of the presence of REM sleep per se. Maybe the quality
of HEM dreaming has more to do with a state of arousal than anything
else. Hypotheses of this sort have been put forward by Zimmerman (1970)
and by Hecht3chaffen, .'atson, . incor and Molinari (1971).
Zimmerman's hypothesis (1970) is "based on differences in mentation
between 'light* and 'deep' sleepers (defined in terms of their auditory
awakening thresholds). Light 3loepers reported ' i experiences as
'dreaming' more often than did deep sleepers. Zimmerman proposed
that 'heightened cerebral arousal, rather than specific physiological/
Jung, C»G. (1960). On the nature of dreams. In ead, H,, Fordham, M,,
and idler, 0. (..ds.). The structure and dynamics of the psyche (The
collected works of C.G, Jung, J3). Routledge, London, 281-297,
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/physiological mechanisms, is the "basic requirement for
dreaming", or alternatively, that "dreaming is a function of cerebral
arousal in the absence of reality contact", Notions of arousal are
notoriously liable to be associated with over-simplication - the notion
of one dimension of arousal is not consistent with the dissociation
of various measures of arousal either in waking or in sleep. But the
concept of cerebral arousal as judged by and restricted to the EEG can
be meaningful. Thus few would argue with the statement that cerebral
arousal is higher in alert wakefulness than in drowsiness (stage 1 sleep)
or in REM 3leep, Further, cerebral arousal i3 higher in drowsiness and
REM sleep than in NREIvI stage 2, which contains more slow-wave activity,
and ITREM .stage 4. Reports of 'thinking', of less organised mentation,
tend to come from NREM sleep, and reports of 'dreaming', with a degree
of organisation of mentation, from HEM sleep and from stage 1 drowsiness
(especially at sleep onset), Zimmerman's hypothesis therefore has a
certain appeal, Zimmerman proposes that when NREM sleep is 'lighter',
mentation becomes more dreamlike. This is quite consistent with the
idea I am arguing, that dreaming is 3olely a function of heightened
cerebral (EEG) arousal. For many people, dreaming will only occur
in REM sleep, but in individuals whose NREM (stage 2) sleep is especially
'light', dreaming will also occur in NREM stage 2 sleep (dreaming is here
contrasted with mere 'thinking').
The hypothesis put forward by Rechtschaffen, Watson, incor and
Molinari (1971) related to brain 3tem arousal. They proposed that
"tonic brain stem arousal, reflected in tonic extraocular activity,/
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/activity, may be associated with the emergence and/or recall
of conscious experience". The 3tatuc of a concept of brain stem
arousal, particularly if it cannot be directly measured, seems weak.
Nevertheless, liecht 3chaffen et al have discriminated a tonic phenomenon
which seems to originate in the brain sten^from related phasic phenomena,
and 3hown that the tonic phenomena is associated with the degree of recall,
and the phasic phenomena with the type of recall (intrusion of the
bizarre).
2 • A__ yntheais
Dement's experiments on 'dream deprivation' (i960) led to the
concept of a 'need to dream1. Such a view of dreaming has not bean
supported subsequently. The pharmacological evidence of a rebound/
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/rebound in REM sleep exceeding that lost on drug, is simply
not consistent with suoh a view, which also tied down dreaming to REM
sleep, REM sleep is present in huge amounts at birth (Roffwarg et al
1966), and it appears that REM sleep may serve a function in the growth
and maturation of the cortex at this time of life (Oswald, 1969°)» KEM
sleep is also present in a wide variety of infra-human species in whom
the 'naed to dream' seems unlikely. hether cat3 dream, or whether
new-born babies dream seen13 to me an irrelevancy: they presumably have
some sort of visual experience, however rudimentary, during HEM sleep,
and whether one considers suoh experience dreaming is a matter of personal
preference. It would at least appear that new-born kittens are unlikely
to have visual experiences in REM sleep, since their eyes have not opened.
On the other hand experiments by Vaughan (1963)» in which he trained
monkeys to press a lever when they had visual experience, suggests that
monkeys 'dream': they pressed the lever frantically during certain
periods of sleep# Maybe cats have wish-fulfilment dreams when they
twitch and chatter in REM sleep. vhat seems clear is that REM sleep
2
takes place for a function which is not psychological, but is more
probably biochemical (Oswald, 19690$ eat, 1969)# However, other
functions such as the maintenance of oculomotor control may also have
attached themselves to REM sleep (Berger, 1970) - there is no reason
to suppose REM sleep, any more than any other piece of behaviour,
only serves one function. >espite the increasing body of evidence
indicating a function for REM sleep which is either physiological or
biochemical, there are still/
I
The uso of the term function is explained on pages 271-272#
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/still attempts to formulate the function of REM sleep in
terms of a functional theory of dreaming (e.g. Pearlman, 1970,
Pearlman and Greenberg, 1970; Greenberg et al 1970). These theories
have as their central theme the idea that dreaming functions to integrate
new experience, to enable the organism to 'adapt* to new situations.
Guch theories merge into those which see a function for REM sleep in
consolidating new learning, and 'reprogramming' (Newman and Evans, 1965;
hewan, 1969). At this point the idea that REM sleep serves to 'reprogram'
the brain can be tied up with theories supposing an anabolic function
of REM 3leep in terms of brain recovery processes. The evidence for
reprogramning, of the sort which might occur after brain damage, being
associated with REM sleep is good (Greenberg and Dewan, 1969). On
the other hand, the evidence that REM sleep is associated with learning
processes of a less drastic kind is not good (e.g. Allen et al, 1972).
The former approach ties in with the idea that REM sleep is essentially
a biochemical phenomenon. To suppose a psychological function for
dreaming in addition to an anabolic function, as Fisher (1967) does,
seems unnecessary. It is more economical to assume that dreaming has
no function.
I now wish to make the distinction between a piece of behaviour
having a function, and a piece of behaviour being useful to a given
individual. I am using the term function in a biological (rather than
a medical) sense. Thus a piece of behaviour may be said to serve a
function if it leads to consequences which are necessary for the survival
of the species. Thus behaviour has a biochemical function if it/
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/it leads to biochemical consequences necessary for survival ;
etc. If on the other hand a piece of behaviour leads to consequences
which aid the survival of the individual, but which are not necessary
for the survival of all individuals of the species, then that behaviour
may be said to be useful for the individual.
Thus the statement that dreaming as a mental process (i.e. as
distinct from REM sleep) serves no (psychological) function for the
species does not imply that dreaming need always be useless for any
individual. In an evolutionary sense, I would argue that dreaming
performs no function. It may, however, be a useful by-product for
an Individual in a state of stress, for example.
It would appear that thought and dream processes go on in sleep to a
large degree independent of the physiology of sleep. As Hall (1967) has
put it "now it is known that dreaming can and does occur during any stage
of sleep, it follows that all of the distinctive neurophysiologies!
concomitants of HEM sleep have little or nothing to do with dreaming or
dreams". The one constraining influence on the type of mentation is the
degree of cerebral arousal. Humans do not live in order to develop
scientific theories, but such activity may be a useful by-product of our
waking life. In similar fashion dreaming may be a useful by-produGt of
a brain which is conscious for long periods every night, with no immediate
problems (like finding the next meal) to solve.
HEM sleep i3 on the whole associated with dreaming. Because our recall
for the type of mentation that occurs in rTREH sleep is low, and/or beoauso
our recall fo# events is low in HREM sleep, the amount of dreaming most of
us feel we experience is roughly correlated with the amount of REM sleep
we get. But dreaming does not imply/
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/ ply the occurrence of BKM sleep; Vogtl et al (1971 )
demonstrated clearly by getting; judges to try and classify reports
that M8EM sleep does not contain a unique dentation". There are
changes in the type of mental activity w® experience during the night,
but mental activity of some form or another goes on all, or almost
all of the night. To a considerable degree there is a continuity
in our mental processes throughout the day and night. As Jalvin hall
puis it in his book (1966 ) "the images of our dreams are pictures
of our conceptions"; our dreams reflect the way ve perceive the
_ world.
1 should like to argue that dreaming can be considered as a form
of thinking which goes on when we are not capable of thinking abstractly*
Under a state of reduced awareness and alertness, our * thinking* largely
takes the form of visual images, or visual metaphors and symbols.
This thinking can sometimea be useful. An analogy which I wish to
suggest is that of a can waiting on a platform for « train. He is
sitting on a bench. his function in being there is to catch a
train, fcr some reason which is not our immediate concern. But while
he is there he is thinking. Ho more than the sleeping person can he
stop thinking. his thoughts will probably roam, they will be disorgan¬
ised and on a somewhat loose level, especially if his alertness and
vigilance is lowered either because he is tired, or sleepy, or has had
q, drink. Hie thought will probably be of a disorganised, drifting,
non-directed kind. He may conjure up various images. If he has
nothing on his mind, his thoughts and images will not have any particular/
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/particuiar significance, and they might seem as strange and
illogical as many of our dre&as, But if he has something 'on his
sind' hia thoughts will in all probability revolve in a non-directed
fashion around hia problems - his wife, or his work# Such thoughts
may be part of hia adapting to his problems# He may oome to admit
in a rather undefined way some aspects of himself he would deny in a
more alert, controlled frame of mind# In similar fashion one's thought
processes and dreams in sleep may help to adapt to one's problems}
in a state where one's waking forme of defence (whether "repressive"
or "intellectualising") are reduced, one my admit things one would
deny when alert#
Most night-time mental activity will be as disorganised and useless
as that part of our waking thought when we 'drift off for a few moments#
It is to my mind as absurd in this conception to regard dreaming as
having a function as it would be to suppose our day-dreaming thoughts
had a 'function'♦
It is perhaps appropriate at this point to sake clear that these
ideas have little relation to those of Freud (1932) on the nature of
dreams# In the first section of this chapter I described why Jung's
ideas1 on the nature of the dre&ra have bean superceded by recent work#
The ideas I am putting forward here have more in common with those of
Kysenck (1957b, 1972)5 and with those of Hall (1966), Thus I am in
agreement with Hall when he states (p#14»17) that "Ire&ms also yield
information about the dreamer's conception of the world. This world
outside may be viewed as benign, hostile, turbulent, sorrowful,/
^Sysenck, H#J# (1957b)# The interpretation of dreams# In: Sense and
Nonsense in psychology# Penguin, Harmondsworth, 142-174*
Kysenck, H.J# (1972) The experimental study of Freudian concepts.
Bull Brit. Pavchol. Soo- 2% 261-267.
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/aorrowful, lonely, degraded and in numerous other ways ....
Dreams, however, have a way of cutting through the pretensions and
delusions of waking life and bringing the dreamer face to face with
his real problems"* On the other hand, I do not see reason to aocept
Hall's ideas that unpleasant, terrifying dreams, and nightmares, are
punishment dreams. I have already argued in Chapter 18 that there
are other reasons why people have nightmares* One does not necessarily
have nightmares because one "has violated on® of the commandments of
his conscience. lie has rebelled against authority, or he has gratified
a forbidden wish, or ha has committed a misdeed. The nightmare is the
price he pays for doing wrong". (Hall, 1966» p.16).
Sysenck's viewpoint, stated at some length in Eysenek (1957*^ )♦ ^ay
be briefly summarised thus* "the mind in sleep does not cease to be
active ... this activity ... continues to be concerned with problems of
everyday life; the dream being a more primitive form of mental activity
than waking thought, this dream activity expresses itself in pictorial
and symbolic form. The function of symbolism ie not to avoid the censor*
it serves an adjectival function ..." (Eysenck, 1957b^). When Sysenck
refers to dreaming as being sore "primitive", he appears to mean that
in sleep mental activity is *at a lower level*.
Clearly these viewpoints, and the one espoused here, are radically
different from that of Freud (1932). First, Froud holds to the
distinction between manifest and latent dream content. Throughout the
description end discussion of these experiments, I have referred exclusively
to manifest dream content (excepting in the discussion of the psycho-
dynamically oriented scales of Whitman et al 1961). 1/
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/i have concerned myself with the thought processes of the
person when he is awake, or asleep. The concept of a latent content
is unnecessary to the discussion I have already given in this chapter.
As Hall (1966, p. xviii) has put it "As a matter of fact, it could be
said that there is no such thing as the latent content of a dream,
dream is a manifest experience, and what is latent lies outside the
dream and in the verbal material that the dreamer reports when he is
asked to fr< a associate
The second of Freud's major hypotheses was that all dreams are
/
wishfulfilments in some senses "The dream is the (disguised) fulfilment
of a (suppressed, repressed) wi3h". (1952, p. 164). While much of
our daytime (and night-time) thinking may be in the form of wish fulfil¬
ments, I do not propose that all dreams fulfil a wish in some sense.
Freud's oonception of the function of distortions in dreams also finds
no support here: there is no evidence in the work reviewed for nis
conception that "the censorship ... practises dream-distortion ... in
order to prevent the development of anxiety or other forms of painful
affect". (1952, p.260).
Freud proposed four mechanisms of 'dream-work': condensation,
displacement, symbolism and secondary elaboration. In the viewpoint
from which I am arguing, there ia no reason to suppose that condensation
does not occur - in waking as well as in sleep, a symbol can represent
more than one idea. This point was discussed in Chapter 15, essentially
it is plausible that to a given individual shooting a cow could symbolise
both aggressive and sexual feelings towards his mother.
If the concept of a latent dream content is not used (and I do not
see the need for this theoretical construct), then clearly Freud's/
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/Freud's concept of displacement must also be abandoned, since
it has no raeaning unless a distinction is drawn between manifest and
latent contents - displacement occurring between them.
I have already made it clear that Hall's (19"66) view of symbolism
i3 much more parsimonious than Freud's conception of symbolism as
essentially a disguise. Both Hall^and Eysenck (1957) have argued this
point more eloquently than I could do here.
That secondary elaboration takes place between the dream experience
and the telling of it few would deny. "The result of its efforts is that
the dream loses the appearance of absurdity and incoherence, and approaches
the pattern of an intelligible experience" (Freud, 1952, p»455)» What
is at issue is whether this process has a function, and if it does, whether
that function is to disguise (as Freud maintains), or whether it merely
serves to make the experience more comprehensible to our rational waking
minds. It might also seem plausible that much of this process is in
fact secondary to forgetting: pieces of experience which cannot be
'fitted in' to the re3t may be more easily forgotten.
Thus it i3 not the existence of three of Freud's four processes
of dream wort, condensation, symbolism and secondary elaboration, which
is at issue, but their function. In contrast to Freud's view of an
active process of disguise, the view advanced here has more in common
with one of the theories Freud reviewed (and rejected) in the introductory
chapter of The Interpretation of Dreams. Many of these theories
contain the germs of the various positions prevalent today; the one
closest to the present position is that of Delage (1891, quoted by/
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/\ y
/by Proud) i "En sornme le reve est la produit de la penaee
errante,....salon que l'activite actuelle du cerveau est plu3 ou
moins abolie par le sommeil,"
Thus while Freud (1-966, p.270'^) supposes that the incongruities
and absurdities of dream content arise by way of external
associations and unconscious thoughts, the argument that I have
developed is that these incongruities are more often the result of
PGO activity intruding into the ongoing mental processes of the
sleeping cortex.
In conclusion I would thus propose that we see HEM dreaming
as that part of ongoing thought processes v/hich takes place when
the level of cerebral arousal is sufficient to sustain some degree
of organisation of mental processes. The phasic events of REM
sleep, bursts of eye movements, saw-tooth waves, periorbital EMG
activity all seem to be the result of activity in the brain stem.
Watson (1972) has shown that PIPs (correlated with PGO activity)
are associated with the occurrence of bizarre elements in REMP'
dreams. It seems reasonable to conclude that it i3 the PGO 3pike
activity which is responsible for the appearance of the bizarre
elements. Thus the dreamer might be supposed to be "distracted"
from his "line of thought" by the bursts of activity intruding
into the cortex from below. His dream becomes bizarre as objects
or people suddenly appear from nowhere. He ceases thinking,/
^Freud, S. (1966) The psychopathology of everyday life.
Transl. Tyson, A. Benn, London.
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/thinking, talking about or explaining what is happening to him
(Molinari and Foulkes1 Secondary cognitive elaboration), and instead
becomes involved in the events surrounding him. His whole attention
is taken by the intrusion of unexpected events, so that he has no time
to think about themj he is in fact actively involved, as Dement and
Yiiolpert described in 1958*
3* k few comments as reflections on the omissions of this study
Given the approach to dreaming on which I have speculated, and
the opportunities missed in these experiments, there are various suggestions
which can be made for future work in this field. These cah be divided
into suggestions about methodology, and suggestions as to ways of
testing some of the hypotheses discussed.
Hirst, if at all practicable, experiments should clearly be
completely double-blind. With onl;y one experimenter working nights
this is not possible, as he will see the EEG before interviewing the
subjects. What is therefore needed is two experimenters, one of whom
does not see the EEG, and only interviews the subjects. Ideally, a
third experimenter who is unfamiliar with the hypotheses should do all
the scoring.
Secondly, more information can be gained if two types of HEM
waking are made: phasic and tonic awakenings. Now that Hechtschaffen
and co-workers have developed techniques for recording PIPs (1971» 1972),
it would seem preferable to use these as indices of phasic activity
where the influence of PGO/
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/PGO activity on dream content is the objective of
interest.
Thirdly, if it i3 supposed that there i3 continuity between
v/aking and sleeping modes of mentation, then studies of drug
effects should include personality dimensions as one variable.
In particular, it is hypothesised from Eysenck's work (1963,
1967) that the effects of sedative drugs on dream content should
be greater with extraverts than with introverts; an interaction
effect is predicted.
Studies such as those of Bussell et al (1972), where waking
conditions are included as one of the control conditions (in this
case a study of eye movements and visual imagery) are also
indicated if it is desired to te3t whether waking and sleeping
thought processes are in fact parallel. In drug studies the
procedure of Gottschalk et al (i960), where the subject is asked
to produce a verbal report (e.g. a story), may be used to provide
a waking condition. Such verbal reports can be analysed by the
same procedures of content analysis as dream reports. It seems
a pity that the analogy between certain waking thought processes
and ITREM mental processes suggested by Rechtschaffen et al in
1963 has not been followed up.
As regards methods of content analysis, it would seem from
these experiments that in studies of dreaming which are not
concerned with normative data or with differences between
populations (sex, age, crosacultural studies for example), it is/
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/is more efficient and productive to use rating scales,
rather than content analysis using elements within the dream
as a basic unit.
There are various issues raised by these results which
suggest the need for further tests of the hypotheses I have
advanced. The first issue is whether anxiety is indeed
raised on withdrawal from such sedatives and tranquillisers as
were used in this study. This can be better treated by
obtaining morning ratings of anxiety, and by sampling blood
Cortisol levels during sleep. To test the mechanisms I have
suggested as being responsible for the .occurrence of nightmares
in drug withdrawal, what is needed is studies comparing baseline,
and withdrawal conditions after higher doses and longer
administration periods, with length of pre-awakening HEMP as an
additional factor. Since it was hypothesised that it is chiefly
longer HEMPs on withdrawal which allow the development of high
dream anxiety, an interaction would be expected between with¬
drawal and long HEMP length. The use of HEMPs exclusively
from the end of the night would allow such a test to be made.
This would also allow replication of Foulkes' original result
(1966) that longer HEMPs are associated with higher anxiety in
the dream content.
The 'quality' hypothesis specifically can be investigated
by analysis of verbal (daytime) reports under tranquillising,
sedative, and stimulant drugs, gener ting specific hypotheses from/
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/from the results of such analysis, and testing whether
the same changes occur in REM dream reports as occur on waking
fantasy material.
The continuity hypothesis is now in need of a general test
to see whether it is indeed the case that complementarity holds
for a variety of drive situations, and continuity holds for non-
drive situations (mood, hedonic tone, for instance).
Whether PGO activity is actually responsible for the
occurrence of bizarre, out-of-context events in dreams could
be tested by comparing phasic and tonic REM reports with sleep-
onset reports. It is predicted that if reports of the very
last experience are examined, tonic REM reports should not be
dlscriminable from sleep onset reports, whereas phasic RES!
reports will be readily discriminable. 3o far tests of
whether REM and sleep onset reports are discriminable have not
distinguished phasic from tonic REM awakenings.
The hypothesis that dreaming (as opposed to thinking) is
dependent on the level of cerebral (SSG) arousal can be tested
by a comparison of the effects of placebo with amphetamine and
tryptophan. Amphetamine i3 a stimulant, but does not
apparently affect the profusion of eye movements. It would
therefore be predicted (as Zimmerman, 1970» suggested) that
amphetamine would make content from REM wakings less thought¬
like than a control condition; dream content would be expected/
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/expected to be more active. By contrast, tryptophan has
been reported to increase eye movement profusion (see Chapter 11),
but it is predicted on the present hypothesis that its effect on
dream content as compared with placebo would be none, apart from
a possible effect in reducing- depressive elements (tryptophan is
in use as an antidepressant).
The use of both pha3ic and tonic awakenings should help to
clarify the relation of dream content to PGO activity occurring
in REM sleep a3 distinct from the tonic EEG arousal which
characterises REM sleep. Thus it would be predicted that in an
experiment of the present 3ort, tranquillisers would not reduce
the bizarreness of reports of the very last experience derived
from phasic awakenings, if PGO activity is responsible for this.
However, to the extent to which the drug tranquillises all
thought processes, it is predicted that REM-tonic awakenings
would still produce reports which were more everydayish than
control reports.
It is to be hoped that the above suggestions will allow the
hypotheses I advanced in these last two chapters to be put to
the test.
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I don't hare no one to oheat
Don't have no one to heat
You know I just need some room to uncurl
I don't have no aim in view
Just some dreams to pursue
As I wallow around in the world
Good as Gone
ftobin Williamson
The Incredible 3trin& Band
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APPSN2IX I.
A summary of the scales and scoring symbols for Characters, Activities.
Social interactions and Emotions.





5* lonal or dramatic characters
6.
7* The original form of a character who undergoes metamorphosis,





J Joint (e.g. a erowd)
(°) Identity t
(i) Familiar characterst
F Father of the dreamer
H Mother " "
X Parents " "
B Brother "
T Sister * n
H Husband M
w Wife " n
A Son " "
D Daughter M
C Child - "
I Infant M "
Y Family member (indeterminate)
R Relative of the dreamer




0 Character identified by occupation only
E Character identified by ethnic origins only
S Stranger
U Identity uncertain, includes tuAiawliaZi Known to the













P Physical: voluntary movement of the whole or part of the
body while the character remains more or less
in one place.
M Movement: change of physical location by self-propelled
movement of the body.
L Location change: movement in a spatial dimension to a different
location by any means other than self-propelled
muscular activity. There must be indication
that the new surroundings appeared after inter¬
vening travel, rather than an abrupt shift in
setting.
V Verbal: any type of vocalisation.
E Expressive communication: non-verbal activities such as laughing,
crying, smiling, scowling, gasping.
3 Visual: seeing, noticing, reading, peeking, glancing,
inspecting and similar activities.
A Auditory: any type of hearing or listening behaviour.
C Thinking: deliberate, continued mental effort possessing a goal
directed or problem solving quality. Brief, transient
mental activity is not scored.
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oOCIAL INTK itACTION5
(a) Aggressive interactions t
Physicals
A 8 Jin aggressive act which results in the death of a character,
A 7 An aggressive act which involves an attempt to physically
harm a character,
A 6 An aggressive act which involves a character being chased,
captured, confined, or physically coerced,
A 5 An aggressive act which involves the theft or destruction of
possessions belonging to a character,
Verbal or coverti
A 4 An aggressive act in which a serious accusation or verbal
threat of harm is made against a character,
A 3 Attempts to rejeot, exploit, control or verbally coerce
a character. Any type of negativistic behaviour,
A 2 Aggression displayed through verbal or expressive activity,
A 1 Covert feeling of hostility or anger without any overt
expression of aggression,
(b) Friendly interactions t
F 7 De3ire for a long term close relationship: getting married,
becoming engaged, falling in love,
P 6 Socially acceptable forms of physical contact: shaking hands,
cuddling a baby, dancing, kissing and embracing are included
when clearly non-sexual,
P 5 Taking the initiative in sharing a pleasant social activity:
visiting, asking for a date. Simply participating jointly
in an activity i3 not scored,
P 4 Extending assistance, offering to do so, helping, protecting
and rescuing,
F 3 Offering a gift or loaning a possession.
P 2 Verbal or genitnal expressions of friendliness: smiling, greeting,
'phoning or writing with a friendly purpose, sympathising and praising
P 1 Friendliness is felt but not expressed overtly.
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Sexual interactions:
S 5 A character has or attempts to have s exual intercourse
with another character.
S 4 Various types of fore-play activities, fondling and petting.
S 3 Necking and non-platonic kissing.
S 2 Sexual overtimes or propositions,
S 1 Sexual thoughts or fantasies.
EMOTIONS
AN Anger, annoyance, irritation, infuriation.
AP Apprehension, fear, anxiety, guilt, e barrassment.
HA Happiness, contentment, amusement, joy, exhilaration, relaxation.
SD Sadness (not physical distress), disappointment, depression.
CO Confusion, surprise, amazement, doubt, indecision, puzzlement.
Emotions are only scored when they are actually described, or when
accompanying autonomic activity is described ('tears were running
down her face1). They are not scored on the basis of inference:




Hostility, Dependency, A.nxiety, Motility, IIobosexuality. Heterosexuallty
and Intimacy»
(From Whitman et &1 19^1)•
Each phrase is scored separately on each of the following
scales, For each soal®, the scores of all pferases are
then added? this total ("raw") score may then be corrected
for the length of the report.
HOSTILITY
Rating
Hunan: Death or death threat by stabbing, shooting,
pushing, striking, hit by car, drowning, illness,
warfare, aninal attack, autilitation, drive to insanity,
violence,
Hon Human! Equivalent destruction of animate or inanimate
objects other than human.
Humant Injury or injury threat by fight, accident, illnaas
adantionment, rendered helpless, robbed.
Hon Human: Equivalent injury of animate or inanimate
objects other than human.
Human: Discomfort or discomfort threat by minor diffic¬
ulty, hurt, annoyance, failure, inappropriate behaviour.
Hon Human: Equllvalent discomfort of animate or inadim&i#©
objects other than human.
DEPENDENCY
Total reliance on an object or institution (including
specific references to eating or food).
Total reliance on a group.
Total reliance on an individual.
Partial reliance on an object or institution.
Partial reliance on a group.



















Scoring 6. Most extreme ever reported (Panic),
from most 5» Extremely intense (Dread),
to least 4. Unusually intense (Danger),
3. Intense (Foreboding),
2. Impressive (Apprehension).




6. Accelerated animate motor activity (sprin&tig,
racing, sexual intercourse, eto.)
5, Vigorous animate activity (walking,rapidly,
running, jumping etc).
Scoring 4. Moderate animate activity (walking, driving
from most a oar, going some place by own motor power etc),
to least 3* Minimal animate activity (talking, watching,
eating etc),
2, Vigorous inanimate activity (rapidly growing things,
ears moving, "boats racing etc),












Direct sexual expression with a man.
A man being alone with another man in situation
with overt sexual possibilities or overtones
(sleeping, lying down, brushing together eto).
Involved interchange between men including
manipulation, joking, teasing or intimate
conversation.
The appearanoe of men (two or more) with active
interchange.
The appearance of two men but without active
interchange.
The appearance of more than two men but without
active interchange. (Minus 2 from each score if
the male or female in the dream is a child).
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HETEROSEXPALITY
(Substitute man for woman with female subjects).
Direct sexual expression with a woman
(coitus), (Including symbolic references),
Sex of foreplay type with a woman (including
symbolic references).
Dating or being alone with a woman and/or
in a situation with sexual possibilities.
Involved interchange with a woman including
posing and conversation.
The appearance of one or more women in which
he is the only male.
The appearance of one or more women in the
cream but one or more other males are present,
(Minus 2 from each score if the male or female
in the dream is a child).
INTIMACY
Hating
6, A person is with people in an intimate relation
with them (including touching and sexualityl
5, A person is with people with close interaction
with them (talking, working together, common
tasks etc),
4, A person is with animal® in close interaction,
5. A person is with people at a distance but with
interaction with then or close with animals
without interaction.
2, A person is with people at a distance without
interaotion with them (visual, etc),
1, A person is alone in a dream without othdr














The Dreamlike Fantasy (Df) 3calei
(Foulkes, Jpear and 3yiaonda, 1966),
The scale contains 8 points (listed in Foulkes et al 1966, as















Feels mind was blank#
Feels he was experiencing something, hut
forgets what#
Conceptual (no seneory imagery), everydayish
content#
Conceptual, bizarre content*
Perceptual (sensory imagery), non-hallucinatory
(didn't believe experience was real), everydayish
content*
Perceptual, non-halluci tory, bizarrecontent.
Perceptual, hallucinatory (believed event3
ha imagined wert. really happening), everydayish
content.
Perceptual, hallucinatory, bizarre content.
"Recall" is defined as the mention of at least one item of specific
content (not "I was thinking" but 'I was thinking about home"; not
"I saw images" or "I had feelings" but "I saw a car" or "I felt sad"; c;o.V
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APPESDIX IV
Dreams reported by subjects at home daring the study,
(i) A self-reported 'nightmare* dreamt by a subject in Experiment 1,
on hie first withdrawal night following 400mg amylobarbitones
"We were all in a barn which was next to the
sea and which was very dark and damp. We'd just
found it as a place to stay for the night and
I felt as though I was on LSD or something.
Everything seemed disorganised and to be happening
with no sort of control by me. The I was queueing
for a bus just outside the barn with one of those
who (had been inside) with me. It was as though
a party had ended or something similar and we had
to get home. There was someone else waiting for
a bus at that stop and we were both worried about
him seeing we had all these pills with us. Also
I thought my friend was really ill and I was worried,
frantic about myself too as though I'd been overdosed
or something. The bus didn't come and we waited a
long time. Theh I was back in the barn. Perhaps
I had to run baok into it but the police had come and
everyone in the barn knew things had gone wrong
but didn't know what to do,
(ii) Another self-reported 'nightmare' dreamt by a subject in
Experiment 2, under the same conditions. His 'first sinoe
childhood',
"The dream started off with my mind seeing a model
of small creature with horns and wings (face similar
to that of the devil) being put into a bird cage.
This gruosome creature kept appearing throughout the
dream as a very evil being, and in the baok of my mind
I knew it had to be destroyed. At the second stage
the being grew and grew until it broke the cage apart
and broke loose. The next thing I knew I was baok to
the some setting watching this horrible little devil
trying to break out of the cage, gnawing at the bars.
Suddenly it started to grow again, Liks a flash ray-
hand was inside the cage grabbing at its throat but
it ttsnaeformed itself into a bedgie and I held it by
the body and started hitting its head against a table.
I kept on beating and beating.
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(iii) A "very vivid, very aggressive dream? reported from home
by a subjeot in Experiment 1, while on 400mg amylobarbitone.
"The dream as such was extremely aggressive. I and Colin
were both on horseback in Paddington Station. The platforms
were crowded with people, there was great panic and confusion,
trains letting off steam, people shouting. Completely
frenetic. We were dashing up and down the platform on
horses, la§hing the people into the warriages, really smashing
them hard, they were shouting and screaming. We galloped up
and down the carriages riding the horses into the corwd.
The noise of the horses * shoes on the platform was tremendous,
echoing over the station.
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A.-PEWDIX V
Soma Mxaaples of Laboratory Bream Reports
(a) Breams predicted and dreams obtained
(i) An example of the sort of report we expected to collect on active
drug nights - thoughtlike, with little action:
529
"Could you tell me what was passing through your mind?"
"It was something to do with pinching something ••• there was
a crovd of us and we needed (?) something that was in this
pile* It wasn't ours, it Belonged to another friend* We were
discussing whether to pinoh it for a little while or not *.*"
"Could you possibly repeat that more clearly?"
"Yes, it was a crowd of us discussing whether or not to pinoh
or take for a loan of this soooter sort of thing •*• we didn't
decide or anything before you woke me up ••• that's all 1 can
get just now, all I can remember*w
(ii) An example of the sort of report we expected to hear on with¬
drawal nights - vivid, very visual, a variety of action, long
and involved:
"Okay, there was in particular, there was, I was back in the,
I was in Buocleuch Street, where in front of James Thins Paper¬
back Bookshop and it was very dark it was at night, and it had
just been raining, and the roads were sort of wet and glistenipg,
just at the junction between Buccleugh Street and Buccleuch Place
and I was standing with my back against the sort of window pane
of James Thin, and I saw these throe oars coming, two from one
direction and one from the other and one was coming very •••
downhill fast from sort of the Apple ton Tower direction, and the
other two were coming up the way past the Meadow just as the two
were oomingpast the Meadow one started to overtake the other
and there was a fantastic pile-up, no car actually hit the other
dead on, but sort of they all sort of started (?) weaving in and
out, they all managed to end up in some sort of weird lozenge
shape because there were two other cars arrived on the scene
almost ••• they miraculously appeared out of thin air, and they
were sort of involved in thepile-up as well. But the ••• no.gije
was really hurt badly but what was really impressive was the
way that the cars sort of concertina-ed together, you know, sort
of in and out, sort of geometric fashion sped down the road
trying to avoid each other, and they all became interlocked and
came to a standstill. There was a great crash and people got
out, with blood pouring no one was sort of mortally injured or
anything, no one dead, oeoole were .iust cut with bruises and I
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imediately sort of case over from Thin's Bookshop and sort of
helped this old guy who was completely incoherent and was pouring
hlood ••• that was one thing that went through ay mind since the
first time, you woke me, and, and the amazing thing about it waa
the clarity of the whole, of the whole sort of dream, in terms of
vision* Everything was really incredibly clear everything was
exaggerated, almost in fact as if it was some mirror of some kind#
accentuated lights, lightb of different kinds, it was amazingly
clear, then it sort of progressed to talking with the other people,
I'm not quite sure whether they were, whether I knew these people,
but we were talking about lots of little things, talking about
collecting tickets, collecting tickets and cleaning oars. Plus
also started sort of getting *•• I knew that ••* I've woken once
or twice ennce, I think, since you first wakened me, and hence
I've been getting, a series of different dreams, I think. There ...
the next thing I was thinking about was sort of, was showing,
simply showing people over the city of Edinburgh, you know, sort
of driving around in a oar showing these foreign people around
and in particular we went on a drive out to Cramond Island,
retty prosaic, just sort of going down there and somehow get¬
ting lost on the way, and taking hours to reach the place it
was very simple we could always see, we could always see Crantond
Island in the distance, but we could never get there, Yihifch is
really strange because you can't see Cramond Island at all until
you're actually almost up against it. We could always see Crasond
Island in the distance its outlines no matter how if you made a
straight bee-line for it, it always seeaec. to sort of remain the ...
sort of, you know, a constant distance from where we want. It
never seemed to get any closer. It was really sort of frustating,
I don't think I can remember ery much more, Hugh, actually, no,"
/...s An example of a drear report collected from a drug night (200mg
" 1 ' amylobarbitone) which did not conform to our predictions. 1,0,
guessed that the dream a colle ted on a withdrawal night. He
rated it as an "active" report,
506
"Could you tell me what was passing through your mind please"
"There was a fixe and somebody .,, in a house, and somebody was
jumping, I don't know where he was ju ping from or to, jumping
and he over, no, he jumped something to do with this fire;
there was a window; through the window either from it or
to it ,,, and it was in the ,,, top storey of a house with
the standard triangular window •#."
"Go on."
"••• I can't remember anything before that no ,,,"
"Anymore about this then, please?"
Things happened very very quickly ••• it's as though, when
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you asked me, when I, when I w©ke up, I could remember for a
second the ..« remember the thing in a time-sequence; there
was just the second of a fire being in the top of some building
with flames going like ... like . •• like mad, and then the jump,
and there was the feeling of everything was very very urgent ...
that I had to jump out, ••• yes, it was me doing the jumping
out incidentally . .."
"Go on."
"... The place was probably Fountain hall Road except for the
shape of the window, but I get the feeling it could be, but I
don't get the feeling it is. ... but more and more I've a feeling
it probably was; I don't know why, probably because it's the
only well, it's the only place I can, probably really fit to that
immediately. It is, was, then, I was jumping out into the front
garden and there wenen't any trees ..."
"Anymore details?"
"The window was open, thank goodness ... or at least, I didn't
go through any glass ... but I think it was closed, now; It was
closed and I didn't go through any glaas ..."
"Anything else?"
I'm even more sure now that it was Fountain hall Road ..."
"Anything earlier, anything before this?"
"... Nothing I can remember; nothing I can even feel that I had
remembered and had forgotten ... the first thing I can remember
about being awake was just this, and nothing more ... I even
remembered, I could remember this before it, it seemed so urgent
that I remembered this quite before I saw you, heard you, sort of.
"Anymore details about this?"
"... I «ao 8till vertical although curled up a little, when I
jumped through the window, I didn't dive through; I don't know
if that's any good! I think that's about, practically, it must
be complete detail, very nearly, yes."
"0,K, Were you thinking or dreaming, would you say?"
"Dreaming ... and yes, participating, very much so!"




(iv) An example of a dream report which both judges (1.0. and H.F.)
gueosed as being a 'drug' report, which was in fact derived from
the second withdrawal night following 400 mg araylobarbitone:
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"I dreamt that I was on a road check ... because in this area
there property level had risen really high and the people were
starving ... they were wanting to get potatoes so that the whole
thing had escalated that this family were trying to protect the
rest of the families in the area by getting potatoes for them
and they were liaving ... the last ••• the thing I was thinking
about last was ... they had a road check and they were inter¬
cepting all the mail thct came into the area and all the business
men and people who had money in the area their mail was taken
from them and they were going to read it all out ••• the whole thing
was that based on this ... (laughs) ... the central characters ...
(mumbles) ••• you ever heard of the Broons in the Sunday Post? ...
anyway it's in there and all the characters were around that ...
and the fact that ... aa they didn't eat these potatoes ... then
(?than) some othe.* food (?iaumbled) ••• they would go to heaven
when they died ... and this is ... this is what it was about
basically ••• it started off first of all I can see it just as
a comic strip done in a paper you know ••• the father he was eating
this ••• he was eating a meal then he hurt his back, he was lying
down he couldn't move and ... no, sorry .•« just remembered now ...
the mother she was wanting some help in the house and the father
he said he'd hurt his back ... then ••• then they had a meal ...
anyway it all came round that he hurt his back and ••• actually
hurt his back when there was nothing wrong with him in the first
place, then he did hurt his back end he was lying there ill and
the wife (?) she was trying to comfort him .»• which is all (?)
very sick but it was ell this if they didn't eat these mince and
potatoes they wouldn't go to heaven ... first of all they had
all the poor crawling out walking out to fields to steal potatoes
and the people started protecting the potatoes then they had the
people crawl along the road to get out to these fields they were
crawling along the ground and things and people were feeling sorry
for them so they were throwing bits of food to them and throwing
them an odd otato ••• that's about all there was actually ..."
"Was there anything earlier, before this?"
"No, as I ray it just sterted off reading this cartoon strip in this
book ... 'cause they put out an annual every year with cartoon
strips in and I was just reading one of these ..."
"Anymore details?"
"I'll give you all the characters: there's a mother, a father,
two twins ... two twin boys, a young girl, a grandfather, two
daughters, two sons ... and ... another studious son, that's it,
that's it, eleven of them ... and there was also ... there were
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soiae other people there I didn't recognise ••• it was like a play
or something, people kept floating out and in doing little bits
but I didn't recognise any of the rest of them at all .»•"
"Did you see things?"
"Yes, lots and lots of thingss it was all really clear ..."
"Did it seem real it the time?"
"It did seem real actually I mutt admit."
"Would yc say you were observing only, or participating?"
"... Deemed to be observing, yes ... more than taking part ..."
"Would you describe it as everydayish, or bizarre or unusual?"
"Really unusu 1."
"Did you have any feeling or emotion?"
"Yes, I felt quite concerned about these people not being able to
get these potatoes, yes, a little bit
"Anything else?"
"No."
"Nothing else at all?"
"No."
"Thanks. Goodnight•"
The effect of nitrazepam on dreams
An everyuayiah dream on 20 iag nitrazepam. Note that although the
content is everydayish, the dreamer eays he is dreaming, not thinking
and he describes himself as participating.
445
"Could you tell me what was passing through your mind please?"
"I was parking my bicycle outside a hop I think It was a butoher's
shop
"Go on."
"1 asked somebody to keep an eye on it .*•"
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"Go on."
"... It's not that I'm falling asleep, I just can't remember ..."
"Was there anything earlier, anything before this?"
"... No I can't remember anything ..."
"Can you give any mora details about what you can remember?"




"Were there any people?"
"There were, I think there were many people but no special people,
no individuals - nobody I recognised ..."
"Was there any setting?"
"It seemed that the butcher's shop was in a row of shops which
were 36t back off the road or rather they had their own small
road running in front of them set back off the main road ..."
"Was it familiar?"
"No."
"Bid you have any feeling or emotion, either pleasant or unpleasant?"
"No."
"Anything else at all you can recall?"
"... No."
"Thanks, goodnight."
(ii) withdrawal of nitrazepam produces bizarre experiences — which may
not even be called dreams, however.
453
"Could you tell ae what was passing through you mind please?"
"Nether strange. It was ebout this sort of ohain letter thing
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(that I got a few weeks ago) but ita not like a normal one ...
it does work, this thing, if its done properly and all that ...
and it v.as about this young girl was wandering abut in a
sort of garland thing and she had a big paper bag full of money
and I oould hear someone else telling this man about it, it was
a new welfare thing or something, he was saying . and he
eventually went up to the young girl and asked her ... and she
juBt emptied out this paper bag end it was just big sweets that
came tumbling out sort of thing. Then you woke me up ... yes,
that's about it • ••"
"Anything before this?"
"Not that I can remember, no ..."
"Can you give some more details about this?"
"... Not really, ita all pretty vague, I wasn't participating, I
was just hearing it ..."
"Anymore details?"
"... No, can't thing of anything else?"
"^uite sure?"
"... Yea, I'm sure can't thinfc of anything else."
"Would you say you were thinking or dreaming -"
"I don't know, I may have been thin-ing about this letter thing
myself ... yes, I think I was thinking."
"You said you weren't participating?"
"No,"
"Have you mentioned all the people:"
"Yea."
"Was there any set ting?"
"No, there wasn't any setting."
"Did you have any emotion or feeling, pleasant or unpleasant?"
"No, I didn't have any.?
"Anything else at all you can think of?"
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"Yea, I didn't kn-w any of the characters involved, didn't know
any of then at all ..."
"Anything else "
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